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PREFACE

THE SECOND EDITION.

The first edition of this work was published early in

the year 1862, and has been for some time out of print.

During the two or three years after its appearance

I received, through the kindness of various corre-

spondents in different parts of the world, a large

number of letters, especially from Fritz Miiller in South

Brazil, communicating to me many new and curious

facts, and calling my attention to some errors. Various

memoirs on the fertilisation of orchids have also since

been published, and I have myself examined several

new and striking forms. A large amount of matter

has thus been accumulated; but the present volume

would be rendered much too long if the whole were

introduced. I have, therefore, selected only the more

interesting facts, and have given a brief abstract of

the several published papers. The work has thus been

remodelled ; and the additions and corrections are so

numerous that I have found it impossible to follow my
usual plan of giving a list of them. I have, however.
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appended, in chronological order, the titles of all the

papers and books on the fertilisation of the Orchideae

which have been published since the appearance of

the first edition of the present book. Finally, I will

remark that any reader who wishes merely to see how

wonderfully complex and perfect are the adaptations

for the fertilisation of these plants had better read

Chapter VII. on the Catasetidse. The account of

their structure and of the action of the several parts

will, I think, be intelligible, if he will first glance

at the explanation of the terms given at the close

of the Introduction.
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ON THE

FERTILISATION OF ORCHIDS
BY

INSECTS,
&c. &c.

INTEODUCTION.

The object of the following work is to show that the

contrivances by which Orchids are fertilised, are as

varied and almost as perfect as any of the most beauti-

ful adaptations in the animal kingdom ; and, secondly,

to show that these contrivances have for their main
object the fertilisation of the flowers with pollen

brought by insects from a distinct plant. In mv
volume ' On the Origin of Species ' I gave only general

reasons for the belief that it is an almost universal law

of nature that the higher organic beings require an
occasional cross with another individual ; or, which is

the same thing, that no hermaphrodite fertilises itself

for a perpetuity of generations. Having been blamed
for propounding this doctrine without giving ample
facts, for which I had not sufficient space in that work,

I wish here to show that I have not spoken without

having gone into details.

I have been led to publish this little treatise sepa-

rately, as it is too large to be incorporated with an}'

other subject. As Orchids are universally acknow-

ledged to rank amongst the most singular and most

B
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modified forms in the vegetable kingdom, I have

thought that the facts to he given might load some

observers to look more curiously into the habits of our

several native species. An examination of their many
beautiful contrivances will exalt the whole vegetable

kingdom in most persons' estimation. I fear, however,

that the necessary details are too minute and complex

for any one who has not a strong taste for Natural

History. This treatise affords me also an opportunity

of attempting to show that the study of organic beings

may be as interesting to an observer vAho is fully con-

vinced that the structure of each is due to secondary

laws, as to one who views every trifling detail of

structure as the result of the direct interposition of the

Creator.

I must premise that Christian Konrad Sprengel, in

his curious and valuable work, ' Das entdeckte Geheim-

niss der Natur,' published in 1793, gave an excellent

outline of the action of the several parts in the genus

Orchis ; for he well knew the position of the stigma,

and he discovered that insects were necessary to remove

the pollen-masses.* But he overlooked many curious

contrivances,—a consequence, apparently, of his belief

that the stigma generally receives pollcB from the

same flower. Sprengel, likewise, has partially described

the structure of Ejsipactis ; but in the case of Listera

he entirely misunderstood the remarkable phenomena

characteristic of that genus, which has been well de-

scribed by Dr. Hooker in the ' Philosophical Trans-

* Delpino has found (' Ult. Os- In this memoir Waetcher, who
servazioni suUa Dicoi^amia,' Part docs not seem to havv been ac-

ii. 1875, p. 150) amemoir hy Wiict- qnidntcd with Sprfniijel's work,

cher, published in 1801 in Roo- shows tiiat insects aie necessary

mcr's ' Archiv fiir die Botanik,' t. for the fertilisation of various

ii. p. 11, which apparently has re- orchids, and describes well the

mained unknown to everyone else. wonderful structure of Neottia.
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actions' for 1854. Dr. Hooker has given a full and

accurate account, with drawings, of the structuio of

the parts ; but from not having attended to the agency

of insects, he did not fully understand the object

gained. Eobert Brown,* in his celebrated paper in the

* Linnean Transactions,' expresses his belief that insects

are necessary for the fructification of most Orchids

;

but adds, that the fact of all the capsules on a dense

spike not infrequently producing seed, seems hardly

reconcilable with this belief: we shall hereafter find

that this doubt is groundless. Many other authors

have given facts and expressed their belief, more or

less fully, on the necessity of insect-agency in the

fertilisation of Orchids.

In the course of the following work I shall have the

pleasure of expressing my deep obligation to several

gentlemen for their unremitting kindness in sending

me fresh specimens, without which aid this work would

have been impossible. The trouble which several of

my kind assistants have taken has been extraordinary

:

I have never once expressed a wish for aid or for in-

formation which has not been granted me, as far as

possible, in the most liberal spirit.

EXPLANATION OF TERMS.

In case any one should look at this treatise who has

never attended to Botany, it may be convenient to

explain the meaning of the common terms used. In

most flowers the stamens, or male organs, surround in

a ring the one or more female organs, called the pistils.

In all common Orchids there is only one well-developed

stamen, which is confluent with the pistils, and they

' Linnean Transactions,' 1833, vol. xvi. p. 704.

ij 2
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form together tlie column. Ordinary' stamens consist

of a filament, or supporting thread (rarely seen in

British Orchids), which carries the anther ; and within

the anther lies the pollen or male vivifying element.

The anther is divided into two cells, which are very

distinct in most Orchids, so much so as to appear in

some species like two separate anthers. The pollen in

all common plants consists of fine granular powder

:

but in most Orchids the grains cohere in masses, which

are often supported by a very curious appendage, called

the caudide. This part and all the other organs will

hereafter be more fully described and figured under the

head of the first species, Orchis mascula. The pollen-

masses, with their caudicles and other appendages, are

called the pollinia.

Orchids properly have three pistils or female organs,

united together, the upper and anterior surfaces of two

of which form the two stigmas. But the two are often

completely confliuent, so as to appear as one. The

stigma is penetrated in the act of fertilisation by long

tubes, emitted by the pollen-grains, which carry the

contents of the grains down to the ovules or young

seeds in the ovarium.

The upper stigma is modified into an extraordinary

organ, called the rostellum, which in many Orchids

presents no resemblance to a true stigma. When
mature it either includes or is altogether formed of

viscid matter. In many species the pollen-masses are

firmly attached to a portion of the exterior membrane,

Avhich, when insects visit the flowers, is removed,

together with the pollen-masses. This removable

portion consists in most British Orchids merely of a

small piece of membrane, with a layer or ball of viscid

matter underneath, and I shall call it the " viscid disc"

but in many exotic species the portion removed is so
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large and so important, that one part must be called,

as before, the viscid disc, and the other part the pedicel

of the rostellum, to the end of which the pollen-masses

are attached. Authors have called that portion of the

rostellum which is removed, the " gland " or " retina-

culum," from its apparent function of retaining the

pollen-masses in their places. The pedicel, or pro-

longation of the rostellum, to which in many exotic

species the pollen-masses are attached, seems generally

to have been confounded, under the name of caudicle,

with the true caudicle of the pollen-masses, though

their nature and origin are totally different. The part

of the rostellum which is left after the removal of

the discs and viscid matter, is sometimes called the
" bursicula," or " fovea," or " pouch." But it will be

found convenient to avoid all these terms, and to call

the whole modified stigma the rostellum—sometimes

adding an adjective to define its shape ; that portion

of the rostellum which is removed with the pollen-

masses being called the viscid disc, together in some
eases with the pedicel.

Lastly, the three outer divisions of the flower are

called sepals, and form the calyx ; but, instead of being

green, as in most common flowers, they are generally

coloured, like the three inner divisions or petals of the

flower. In almost all the species, one of the petals,

which is properly the upper one, is larger than the

others and stands on the lower side of the flower, where

it offers a landing-place for insects, having been carried

round by the twisting of the ovarium. It is called

the lower lip or Idbellum, and often assumes most
singular shapes. It secretes nectar for the sake of

attracting insects, and is often produced into a spur-

like nectary.
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Structure of the flower of Orchis mascula—Power of movement of the

poUinia—Perfect adaptation of the parts in Orchis pyramidalis

—

Other spt'Cies of Orchis and of someclosely allied genera—On the

insects which visit the several species, and on the frequency of their

visits—On the fertility and sterility of various Orchids—On the

secretion of nectar, and on insects being purposely delayed in

obtaining it.

Throughout the following volume I have followed, as

far as I coDveniently could, the arrangement of the

Orchideae given by Lindley. The British species

belong to five of his tribes, the Ophrete, Neottese,

Arethuseae, Malaxeae and Cypripedese, but the two

latter tribes contain each only a single genus. Various

British and foreign species belonging to the several

tribes are described in the first eight chapters. The
eighth also contains a discussion on the homologies of

the flowers of the Orchideae, The ninth chapter is

devoted to miscellaneous and general considerations.

The Ophreffi include most of our common British

species, and we will begin with the genus Orchis. The
reader may find the following details rather difficult

to understand ; but I can assure him, if he will have

patience to make out the first case, the succeeding ones

will be easily intelligible. The accompanying diagrams

(fig. 1, p. 8) show the relative position of the more

important organs in the flower of the Early Orchis

(0. mascvla). The sepals and the petals have been re-

moved, excepting the labellum with its nectary. The

D. H. HILL LIBRARY

North Carolina Slate College
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nectary is shown only in the side view (n, fig. A)
;

for its enlarged orifice is almost hidden in shade in the

front view (B). The stigma (s) is bilobed, and con-

sists of two almost confluent stigmas ; it lies under the

pouch-formed rostellum (r). The anther (a, in B and

A) consists of two rather widely separated cells, which

are longitudinally open in front : each cell includes a

pollen-mass or poUinium.

A pollinium removed out of one of the two anther-

cells is represented by fig. C ; it consists of a number

of wedge-formed packets of pollen-grains (see fig. F,

in which the packets are forcibly separated), united

together by excessively elastic, thin threads. These

threads become confluent at the lower end of each

pollen-mass, and compose the straight elastic caudicle

(c, C). The end of the caudicle is firmly attached to

the viscid disc (d, C), which consists (as may be seen

in the section of the pouch-formed rostellum, fig, E)

of a minute oval piece of membrane, with a ball of

viscid matter on its under side. Each pollinium has

its separate disc ; and the two balls of viscid matter

lie enclosed together (fig. D) within the rostellum.

The rostellum is a nearly spherical, somewhat

pointed projection (r, figs. A and B) overhanging the

two almost confluent stigmas, and must be fully de-

scribed, as every detail of its structure is full of signi-

ficance. A section through one of the discs and balls

of viscid matter is given (fig. E) ; and a front view of

both viscid dies within the rostellum (fig. D) is like-

wise given. This latter figure (D) probably best

serves to explain the structure of the rostellum ; but

it must be understood that the front lip is here con-

siderably depressed. The lowest part of the anther is

"united to the back of the rostellum, as may be seen

in fig. B. At an early period of growth the rostellum
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Fig. 1.

Orchis mascula.
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Description of Fia 1.

a. anther, consisting of two cells.

r. rostellum.

s. stigma.

I. labellum.

n. bectary,

p. pollen-mass.

c. caudicle of pollinium.

d. viscid disc of pollinium.

A. Side view of flower, with all the petals and sepals cut otF except the

labellum, of which the near half is cut away, as well as the upper

portion of the near side of the nectary.

B. Front view of flower, with all sepals and petals removed, except the-

labellum.

C. One pollinium, showing the packets of pollen-grains, the caudicle, and

viscid disc.

D. Front view of the caudicles of both pollinia with the discs lying within

the rostellum, its lip being depressed.

E. Section through one side of the rostellum, with the included disc and

caudicle of one pollinium, lip not depressed.

F. Packets of pollen-grains, tied together by elastic threads, here extended,

(Copied from Bauer.)
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consists of a mass of polygonal cells, full of brownish

matter, which cells soon resolve themselves into two

balls of extremely viscid semi-fluid matter, void of

structure. These viscid masses are slightly elongated,

almost flat on the top, and convex below. They lie

quite free within the rostellum (being surrounded by

fluid), except at the back, where each viscid ball

adheres to a small portion or disc of the exterior

membrane of the rostellum. The ends of the two

caudicles are strongly attached externally to these

two little discs of membrane.

The membrane forming the whole exterior surface

of the rostellum is at first continuous ; but as soon as

the flower opens the slightest touch causes it to rupture

transversely in a sinuous line, in front of the anther-

cells and of the little crest or fold of membrane (see

fig, D) between them. This act of rupturing makes

no difference in tlie shape of the rostellum, but con-

verts the front part into a lip, which can be depressed

easily. This lip is represented considerably depressed

in fig. D, and its edge is seen, fig. B, in the front view.

"When the lip is thoroughly depressed, the two balls

of viscid matter are exposed. Owing to the elasticity

of the hinder part, the lip or pouch, after being

pressed down, springs up again and encloses the two

viscid balls.

I will not affirm that the rupturing of the exterior

membrane of the rostellum never takes place sponta-

neously ; and no doubt the membrane is prepared for

rupture by having become very weak along defined

lines ; but several times I saw the act ensue from an

excessively slight touch—so slight that I conclude

that the action is not simply mechanical, but, for the

want of a better term, may be called vital. We shall

hereafter meet with other cases, in which the slightest
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touch or the vapour of chloroform causes the exterior

membrane of the rostellum to rupture along certain

defined lines.

At the same time that the rostellum becomes trans-

versely ruptured in front, it probably (for it was

impossible to ascertain this fact from the position of

the parts) ruptures behind in two oval lines, thus

separating and freeing from the rest of the exterior

surface of the rostellum the two little discs of mem-
brane, to which the two caudicles are attached exter-

nally, and to which the two balls of viscid matter

adhere internally. The line of rupture is thus very

complex, but strictly defined.

As the two anther-cells are open longitudinally

in front from top to bottom, even before the flower

expands, it follows that as soon as the rostellum is

properly ruptured from the effects of a slight touch,

its lip can be depressed easily, and, the two little discs

of membrane being already separate, the two poUinia

now lie absolutely free, but are still embedded in their

proper places. So that the packets of pollen and the

caudicles still lie within the anther-cells ; the discs

still form part of the rostellum, but are separate ; and

the balls of viscid matter still lie concealed within

the rostellum.

Now let us see in the case of Orchis mascula (fig. 1)

how this complex mechanism acts. Suppose an insect

to alight on the labellum, which forms a good landing-

place, and to push its head into the chamber (see side

view. A, or front view, B), at the back of which lies the

stigma (s), in order to reach with its proboscis the end

of the nectary ; or, which does equally well to show

the action, push very gently a sharply-pointed common
pencil into the nectary. Owing to the pou<;h-formed

lostellum projecting into the gangway of the nectary^
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it is scarcely possible that any object can be pushed

into it without the rostellum being touched. The ex-

terior membrane of the rostellum then ruptures in the

proper lines, and the lip or pouch is easily depressed.

When this is effected, one or both of the viscid balls

will almost infallibly touch the intruding body. So
viscid are these balls that whatever they touch they

firmly stick to. Moreover the viscid matter has

the peculiar chemical quality of setting, like a

cement, hard and dry in a few minutes' time. As the

anther-cells are open in front, when the insect with-

draws its head, or when the pencil is withdrawn, one
pollinium, or both, will be withdrawn, firmly cemented
to the object, projecting up like horns, as shown (fig. 2)

A. Pollen-mass of 0. mascula, when I B. Pollen-mass of 0. mascula, after
first attached. I the act of depression.

by the upper figure, A. The firmness of the attach-
ment of the cement is very necessary, for if the
pollinia were to fall sideways or backwards they could
never fertilise the flower. From the position in
which the two pollinia lie in their cells, they diverge a
little when attached to any object. Now suppose that
the insect flies to another flower, or let us insert the
pencil (A, fig. 2), with the attached pollinium, into
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the same or into another nectary : by looking at the

diagram (fig. 1, A) it will be evident that the firmly

attached pollinium will be simply pushed against or

into its old position, namely, into the anther-cell.

How then can the flower be fertilised? This is

effected by a beautiful contrivance : though the viscid

surface remains immovably affixed, the apparently

insignificant and minute disc of membrane to which the

caudicle adheres is endowed with a remarkable power

of contraction (as will hereafter be more minutely

described), which causes the pollinium to sweep

through an angle of about ninety degrees, always in

one direction, viz., towards the apex of the proboscis or

pencil, in the course of thirty seconds on an average.

The position of the pollinium after the movement is

shown at B in fig. 2. After this movement, completed

in an interval of time which would allow an insect to

fly to another plant,* it will be seen, by turning to the

diagram (fig. 1, A), that, if the pencil be inserted into

the nectary, the thick end of the pollinium now
exactly strikes the stigmatic surface.

Here again comes into play another pretty adapta-

tion, long ago noticed by Eobert Brown.f The
stigma is very viscid, but not so viscid as when
touched by a pollinium to pull the whole off an insect's

head or off a pencil, yet sufficiently viscid to break

the elastic threads (fig. 1, F) by which the packets

of pollen-grains are tied together, and leave some of

them on the stigma. Hence a pollinium attached to

an insect or to a pencil can be applied to many
stigmas, and will fertilise all. I have often seen the

* Dr. H. IMiiller (' Die Befruch- flowers of Orchis mafcula, and
tung der Blumen diircli Insekten,' finds that this statement is correct.

1873, p. 84) has timed humble- t ' Transactions of the Liuuean
bees at work on the spikes of Society,' vol. xvi. p. 731.
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pollinia of Orchis lyyramidalis adhering to the pro-

boscis of a moth, with the stump-like caudicles alone

left, all tlie packets of pollen having been left glued

to the stigmas of the successively visited flowers.

One or two other little points must be noticed.

The balls of viscid matter within the pouch-formed

rostellum are surrounded with fluid ; and this is

very important, for, as already mentioned, the viscid

matter sets hard when exposed to the air for a very

short time. I have pulled the balls out of their

pouches, and found that they had entirely lost the

power of adhesion after a few minutes. Again, the

little discs of membrane, the movement of which, as

causing the movement of the pollinia, is so abso-

lutely indispensable for the fertilisation of the flower,

lie at the upper and back surface of the rostellum,

and are closely enfolded and thus kept damp within

the bases of the anther-cells ; and this is very neces-

sary, as an exposure of about thirty seconds causes

the movement of depression to take place ; but as

long as the disc is kept damp, the pollinia remain

ready for action whenever removed by an insect.

Lastly, as I have shown, the pouch, after being

depressed, springs up to its former position ; and this

is likewise of great service ; for if this action did not

take place, and an insect after depressing the lip

failed to remove the two viscid balls, or if it removed
one alone, then in the first case both, and in the

second case one would be left exposed to the air;

consequently one or both would quickly lose all

adhesiveness, and the pollinium would be rendered ab-

solutely useless. That with many kinds of Orchids,

insects often remove only one of the two pollinia at

a time is certain; it is even probable that they
generally remove only one, for the lower and older
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flowers almost always have both pollinia removed,

whilst the younger flowers close beneath the buds,

which will have been seldomer visited, have frequently

only one polliuium removed. In a spike of Orchis

maculata, I found as many as ten flowers, chiefly the

upper ones, which had only one poUinium removed

;

the other pollinium being still in its proper place with

the lip of the rostellum well closed up ; so that all the

mechanism was perfect for its subsequent removal by

some other insect.

When the first edition of this book was published,

I had not seen any insects visiting the flowers of

the present species ; but a friend watched some plants,

and saw them visited by several humble-bees, appa-

rently Bomhus muscorum ; and Dr. H. Miiller * has seen

four other species of Bombus at work. He caught

ninety-seven specimens, and of these thirty-two had

pollinia attached to their heads.

The description now given of the action of the

organs in Orchis mascula applies to 0. morio, fusca,

maculata, and latifolia. These species present slight

and apparently co-ordinated differences in the length

of their caudicles, in the direction of the nectary,

in the shape and position of the stigma, but they

are not worth detailing. In all, the pollinia when

removed from the anther-cells undergo the curious

movement of depression, which is so necessary to

place them in a right position on an insect's head

for striking the stigmatic surface of another flower.

Six species of humble-bees, the hive-bee and two

other kinds have been seen by H. Miiller and myself

visitine; the flowers of Orchis morio. On some of the

* ' Die Befruchtung,' &c., p. 84.
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liive-bees from ten to sixteen pollen-masses adhered

,

to the head of Eucera longicornis eleven, to the head of

Osmia rufa several, and several to the bare surface close

above the mandibles of Bomhiis muscorum. H. Muller

has seen twelve different kinds of bees visiting the

flowers of 0. latlfoUa, which are also visited by

Diptera. My son George observed for some time

plants of 0. macuJatcif and saw many specimens of a

fly {Emjns livadi) inserting their proboscides into the

nectary ; and subsequently the same fact was ob-

served by me. He brought home six specimens of this

Emjns, with pollinia attached to their spherical eyes,

on a level with the bases of the antennae. The pollinia

had undergone the movement of depression, and stood

a little above and parallel to the proboscis : hence

they were in a position excellently adapted to strike

the stigma. Six pollinia were thus attached to one

specimen, and three to another. My son also saw

another and smaller species {Empis i:)ennipes) inserting

its proboscis into the nectary ; but this species did

not act so well or so regularly as the other in

fertilising the flowers. One specimen of this latter

Empis had five pollinia, and a second had three

pollinia, attached to the dorsal surface of its convex

thorax. H. IMuller has seen two other genera of

IJiptera at work on this orchis, with pollinia attached

to the front part of their bodies ; and on one occasion

he saw a humble-bee visitinc: the flowers.*

We now come to Orchis (sub-genus, Anacampiis)

liyramidalis, one of the most highly organised species

M. M. Giianl caught a front of its mouth :' Annalcs de
loiigicorn l)ietlc, Strangalia atra, la Soc. Eiitomolng. de Fiance,
wiUi II tuft of the pollen-masses tom. ix. 1869, p. xxxl.
of this oriliis attached to the
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which I have examined, and which is ranked by several

botanists as a distinct genus. The relative position of

the parts (fig. 3) is here considerably different from

what it is in 0. mascula and its allies. There are two

quite distinct rounded stigmatic surfaces (s, s, A)
placed on each side of the pouch-formed rostellum.

This latter organ, instead of standing some height

above the nectary, is brought down (see side view B)

so as to overhang and partially to close its orifice.

The ante-chamber to the nectary, formed by the

union of the edges of the labellum to the column,

which is large in 0. mascula and its allies, is here

small. The pouch-formed rostellum is hollowed out

on the under side in the middle : it is filled with

fluid. The viscid disc is single and of the shape of a

saddle (figs. C and E) ; it carries on its nearly flat

top or seat the two caudicles of the pollinia, the ends

of which firmly adhere to its upper surface. Before

the membrane of the rostellum ruptures, the saddle-

formed disc can be clearly seen to be continuous with

the rest of the surface. The disc is partially hidden

and kept damp (which is of great importance) by the

over-folding bases of the two anther-cells. It consists

of several layers of minute cells, and is therefore rather

thick ; it is lined beneath with a layer of highly ad-

hesive matter, which is formed within the rostellum.

It corresponds strictly to the two minute, oval, sepa-

rate discs to which the two caudicles of 0. mascula

and its allies are attached.

When the flower opens and the rostellum has

become symmetrically ruptured, either from a touch

or spontaneously (I know not which), the slightest

pressure depresses the lip, that is, the lower and bi-

lobed portion of the exterior membrane of the ros-

tellum, which projects into the mouth of the nectary.

\
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Fig. 3.

Orchis pvramidalis.
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Descriptiok of Fig. 3.

a. anther,

s, s. stigma.

r. rostellum.

I. labellum.

I', guiding plate on the labellum.

n, nectary.

A. Front view, with all the sepals and petals removed, except the

labellum.

B. Side view, with all the sepals and petals removed, with the labellum

longitudinally bisected, and with the near side of the upper part

of the nectary cut away.

C. The two pollinia attached to the saddle-shaped viscid disc.

D. The disc after the first act of contraction, with no object seized.

E. The disc seen from above, and flattened by force, with one pollinium

removed ; showing a depression in its surface, by which the second

movement of the pollinium is effected.

F. The pollinia removed by the insertion of a needle into the nectary, after

the saddle has clasped the needle by the first act of contraction.

G. The same pollinia after the second movement and their consequent

depression.

o2
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Wlien the lip is depressed, the under and viscid surface

of the disc, still remaining in its proper place, is un-

covered, and is almost certain to adhere to the touch-

ing object. Even a human hair, when pushed into

the nectary, is stiff enough to depress the lip or

pouch ; and the viscid surface of the saddle adheres

to it. If, however, the lip be pushed only slightly,

it springs back and recovers the under side of the

saddle.

The perfect adaptation of the parts is well shown by

cutting off the end of the nectary and inserting a

bristle at that end ; consequently in a reversed direc-

tion to that in which moths insert their proboscides
;

and it will be found that the rostellum may easily be

torn or penetrated, but that the saddle is rarely or

never caught. When the saddle together with the

pollinia is removed on a bristle, the under lip in-

stantly curls closely inwards, and leaves the orifice of

the nectary more open than it was before ; but whether

this is of much service to the moths which frequent

the flowers, and consequently to the plant, I will not

Dretend to decide.

Lastly, the labellum is furnished with two pro-

jniner>t ridges (?', figs. A, B), sloping down to the

middle and expanding outwards like the mouth of a

decoy ; these ridges serve to guide any flexible

body, like a fine bristle or hair, into the minute and
rounded orifice of the nectary, which, small as it

already is, is partly choked up by the rostellum.

This contrivance of the guiding ridges may be com-
pared to the little instrument sometimes used for

guiding a thread into the fine eye of a needle.

Now let us see how these parts act. Let a moth
insert its proboscis (and we shall presently see how
frequently the flowers are visited by Lepidoptera)
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between the guiding ridges of the labellum, or insert

a fine bristle, and it is conducted safely to the minute

orifice of the nectary, and can hardly fail to depress

the lip of the rostellum ; this being effected, the

bristle comes into contact with the now naked and

sticky under surface of the suspended saddle-formed

disc. When the bristle is removed, the saddle with

the attached pollinia is removed. Almost instantly,

as soon as the saddle is exposed to the air, a rapid

movement takes place, and the two flaps curl inwards

and embrace the bristle. When the pollinia are

pulled out by their caudicles, by a pair of j)incers,

so that the saddle has nothing to clasp, I observed

that the flaps curled inwards so as to touch each

other in nine seconds (see fig. D), and in nine more

seconds the saddle was converted by the flaps curl-

ing still more inwards into an apparently solid ball.

The proboscides of the many moths which I have

examined, with the pollinia of this Orchis attached

to them, were so thin that the tips of the flaps just

met on the under side. Hence a naturalist, who
sent me a moth with several saddles attached to its

proboscis, and who did not know of this movement,

very naturally came to the extraordinary conclusion

that the moth had cleverly bored through the exact

centres of the so-called sticky glands of some

Orchid.

Of course this rapid clasping movement helps to fix

the saddle upright on the proboscis, which is very

important ; but the viscid matter setting hard rapidly

Avould probably suffice for this end, and the real object

gained by the clasping or curling movement is the

divergence of the pollinia. The pollinia, being at-

tached to the flat top or seat of the saddle, project at

first straight up and nearly parallel to earch other

;
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but as the flat top curls round the cylindrical and

thin proboscis, or round a bristle, the pollinia neces-

sarily diverge. As soon as the saddle has clasped the

bristle and the pollinia have diverged, a second move-

ment commences, which action, like the last, is ex-

clusively due to the contraction of the saddle-shaped

disc of membrane, as will be more fully described in

the ninth chapter. This second movement is the

same as that in 0. maseula and its allies, and causes

the divergent pollinia, which at first projected at right

angles to the needle or bristle (see fig. F), to sweep

through an angle of nearly ninety degrees towards the

tip of the needle (see fig. G), so as to become de-

pressed and finally to lie in the same plane with the

needle. In three specimens, this second movement
was effected in from thirty to thirty-four seconds after

the remo'val of the pollinia from the anther-cells, and

therefore in about fifteen seconds after the saddle had

clasped the bristle.

The use of this double movement becomes evident

if a bristle with pollinia attached to it, which have

diverged and become depressed, be pushed between

the guiding ridges of the labellum into the nectary

of the same or another flower (compare figs. A and
G) ; for the two ends- of the pollen-masses will be
found now to have acquired such a position that the

end of the one strikes against the stigma on the one
side,, and the end of the other at the same moment
strikes against the stigma on the opposite side. The
secretion on the stigmas is so viscid that when the

pollinia are withdrawn, the elastic threads by which
the packets of pollen are bound together are ruptured

;

and some dark-green grains may be seen, even by the

naked eye, remaining on the two white stigmatic sur-

faces. I have shown this little experiment to several
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persons, and all have expressed the liveliest admiration

at the perfection of the contrivance by which this

Orchid is fertilised.

As in no other plant, or indeed in hardly any
animal, can adaptations of one part to another, and
of the whole to other organisms widely remote in the

scale of nature, be named more perfect than those

presented by this Orchis, it may be worth while

briefly to sum them up. As the flowers are visited

both by day and night-flying Lepidoptera, it is not

fanciful to believe that the bright-purple tint (whether

or not specially developed for this purpose) attracts

the day-fliers, and the strong foxy odour the night-

fliers. The upper sepal and two upper petals form a

hood protecting the anther and stigmatic surfaces

from the weather. The labellum is developed into a

long nectary in order to attract Lepidoptera, and we
shall presently give reasons for suspecting that the

nectar is purposely so lodged that it can be sucked

only slowly (very differently from what occurs in most

other plants), in order to give time for the viscid

matter on the under side of the saddle to set hard

and dry. He who will insert a fine and flexible

bristle into the expanded mouth of the flower between

the sloping ridges on the labellum, will not doubt

that they serve as guides and effectually prevent the

bristle or proboscis from being inserted obliquely into

the nectary. This latter circumstance is of manifest

importance, for, if the proboscis were inserted ob-

liquely, the saddle-formed disc would become attached

obliquely, and after the compounded movement of the

pollinia they would not strike the two lateral stigmatic

surfaces.

Then we have the rostellum partially closing the

mouth of the nectary, like a trap placed in a run for
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o-amc ; and the trap so complex and perfect, with its

symmetrical lines of rupture forming the saddle-

shaped disc above, and the lip of the pouch below

;

and, lastly, this lip so easily depressed that the pro-

boscis of a moth can hardly fail to uncover the viscid

disc and adhere to it. But if this fails to occur, the

elastic lip rises and covers again the viscid surface,

so as to keep it damp. The viscid matter within the

rostellum is attached to the saddle-shaped disc alone,

and is surrounded by fluid, so that it does not set hard

till the disc is withdrawn. The upper surface of the

saddle, with the attaclied caudicles, is also kept

damp by the bases of the anther-cells, until it is

withdrawn, and then the curious clasping movement

instantly commences, causing the pollinia to diverge,

followed by the movement of depression, which move-

ments together are exactly fitted to cause the ends

of the two pollen-masses to strike the two stigmatic

surfaces. These stigmatic surfaces are not so sticky

as to tear off the whole pollinium from the proboscis

of the moth, but by rupturing the elastic threads to

secure a few packets of pollen, leaving plenty for other

flowers.*

But let it be observed that, although the moth pro-

bably takes a considerable time to suck the nectar of

a flower, yet the movement of depression in the pol-

linia does not commence (as I know by trial) until

they are fully withdrawn ; nor will the movement be

completed, and the pollinia properly placed for strik-

ing the stigmatic surfaces, until about half a minute
has elapsed, which will give ample time for the moth to

* Tin; late Pnif. Treviramis lias but points out two unimportant
confirmed (' Botaiiisclie Zeitung,' inaccuracies in the drawing which
1863, p. 241) all my observations, I have given.
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fly to another plant, and thus eflect a union between

two distinct individuals.

Orchis ustulata * resembles 0. lyyramidalis in some

important respects, and differs from it in others. The
labellum is deeply channelled, and the channel which

replaces the guiding ridges of 0. pyramidalis leads to

the small triangular orifice of the short nectary. The
upper angle of the triangle is overhung by the ros-

tellum, the pouch of which is rather pointed below.

In accordance with this position of the rosteilum,

close to the mouth of the nectary, the stigma is

double and lateral. This species shows in an interest-

ing manner how easily two distinct stigmas, like those

of 0. pyramidaUs, might be converted into a single

one, by becoming at first slightly lobed like that of

0. mascula, and then acquiring its present structure.

For directly beneath the rosteilum there is a narrow

transverse rim, formed of true stigmatic tissue, which

connects together the two lateral stigmas ; so that

if this rim were widened, the two stigmas would be

converted into a single transverse one. Conversely

a single stigma might thus easily be converted into a

double one. The pollinia undergo the usual move-

ment of depression, and in acquiring this position

the two diverge slightly, so as to be ready to strike the

two lateral stigmas.

Orchis (sub-genus Simantoglossum) hircina.—A fine

specimen of this extremely rare British plant, the

Lizard Orchis, with its curious elongated labellum,

was sent me by Mr. Oxenden. The two pollinia

arise from a single almost square disc ; and when

* I am greatly indebted to Mr. kindness in supplying me witn

G. Chichester Oxenden of Broome living plants, and information re-

Park for fresh specimens of this garding many of the rarer British

Orchis, and for his never-tiring Orchids.
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they are removed from their cells, they do not di-

verge, but become depressed, sweeping through an

angle of ninety degrees, in about thirty seconds. They

are then in a proper position for striking the single

large stigma which lies beneath the rostellum. In the

case of 0. pyramidalis we have seen that the depression

of the two pollinia is effected by the contraction of

the disc in front of each, two furrows or valleys being

there formed ; whilst with the present species, the

whole front of the disc contracts or sinks down, the

front part being thus separated from the hinder part

by an abrupt step.

Ace7'as* (Orchis) anthropophora.—The caudicles of

the pollinia are unusually short ; the nectary consists

of two minute rounded depressions in the labellum

;

the stigma is transversely elongated; and lastly the

two viscid discs lie so close together within the ros-

tellum that they affect each other's outline. This

latter fact is w^ortli notice, as a step towards the two

becoming absolutely confluent, as in the following

species of Aceras, in 0. pyramidalis and hircina.

Nevertheless, in Aceras a single pollinium is some-

times removed by insects, though more rarely than

with the other species of Orchis.

Aceras (Orchis) longihracteata.—Mr. Moggridge has

given an interesting account, together with a figure,

of this plant which grows in the South of France.!

The pollinia are attached to a single viscid disc.

AVhen they are removed they do not diverge as in

0. prjramidalis, but converge and then undergo the

* The Boparation of this Renus occurrence of numerous hybrids,
J8 evidently artificial. It is a true naturally produced, between this
Orchis, but witli a very short Aceras and Orchis galeata.
nectary. Dr. Weddell hus do- f ' Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot.'
ecribed (' Annales des Sc. Nat.,' vol. viii. 1865, p. 256. He gives
3 ser. Bot. torn, xviii. p. 6) the also a figure of Orchis hircina.
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movement of depression. The most remarkable point

about this species is that insects seem to suck nectar

out of minute open cells in the honeycombed surface

of the labellum. The flowers are visited by various

hymenopterous and dipterous insects ; asid the author

saw the pollinia attached to the forehead of a large

bee, the Xylocojja violacea.

Neotinea {Orchis) intaeta.—Mr. Moggridge sent me
from North Italy living specimens of this very rare

British plant, which, as he informed me, is remark-

able from producing seeds without the aid of insects.

When insects were carefully excluded by me, almost

all the flowers produced capsules. Their fertilisation

follows from the pollen being extremely incoherent, so

as to fall spontaneously on the stigma. Nevertheless

a short nectary is present, the pollinia possess small

viscid discs, and all the parts are so arranged that,

if insects were to visit the flowers, the pollen-masses

would almost certainly be removed and carried to

another flower, but not so effectually as with most

other orchids.

Serapias cordigera, an inhabitant of the South of

France, has been described by Mr, Moggridge in the

paper just referred to. The pollinia are attached to

a single viscid disc ; when first withdrawn, they are

bent backwards, but soon afterwards move forwards

and downwards in the usual manner. As the stigmatic

cavity is narrow, the pollinia are guided into it by two

guiding plates.

Nigritella angustifolia.—This Alpine species is said

by Dr. H. Miiller * to differ from all ordinary orchids

in the ovarium not being twisted ; so that the labellum

stands on the upper side of the flower, and insects

* ' Nature,' Dec. 31, 1874, p. 169.
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alight on the opposite sepals and petals. As a con-

sequence of this, when a butterfly inserts its proboscis

into the narrow entrance of the nectary, the viscid discs

become attached to tne lower surface of the proboscis,

and the pollinia afterwards move upwards, instead of

as in all other orchids downwards. They are then in

the proper position for striking the stigma of the next

flower which is visited. Dr. Miiller remarks that the

flowers are frequented by an extraordinary number of

butterflies.

I have now described the structure of most of the

British and of a few foreign species in the genus

Orchis and its close allies. All these sjjecies, with the

exception of the Neotinea, require the aid of insects for

their fertilisation. This is obvious from the fact that

the pollinia are so closely embedded in the anther-cells,

and the ball of viscid matter in the jDouch-formed

rostellum, that they cannot be shaken out by violence.

We have also seen that the pollinia do not assume the

proper position for striking the stigmatic surface until

some time has elapsed; and this indicates that they
are adapted to fertilise, not their own flowers, but those

on a distinct plant. To prove that insects are neces-

sary for the fertilisation of the flowers, I covered up
a plant of Orchis morio under a bell-glass, before

any of its pollinia had been removed, leaving three

adjoining plants uncovered; I looked at the latter

every morning, and daily found some of the pollinia

removed, till all were gone with the exception of those

in a single flower low down on one spike, and of those

in one or two flowers on the summits of all the spikes,

which were never removed. But it should be observed
that when only a very few flowers remain open on the

summits of the spikes, these are no longer conspicuous,
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and would consequently be rarely visited by insects.

I then looked at the perfectly healthy plant under

the bell-glass, and it had, of course, all its pollinia in

the anther-cells. I tried an analogous experiment with

specimens of 0. mascula with the same result. It de-

serves notice that the spikes which had been covered

up, when subsequently left uncovered, never had their

pollinia carried away by insects, and did not, of course,

set any seed, whereas the adjoining plants produced

plenty of seed. From this fact it may be inferred

that there is a proper season for each kind of Orchis,

and that insects cease their visits after the proper

season has passed.

With many of the hitherto mentioned species, and

with several other European kinds, the sterility of the

flowers, when protected from the access of insects,

depends solely on the pollen-masses not coming into

contact with the stigma. This has been proved to be

the case by Dr. Hermann Midler, who, as he informs

me, applied the pollen-masses of Orchis pjramidalis

(44), fusca (6), militaris (14), variegata (3), coriophora

(6), morio (4), maculata (18), mascula (6), latifolia (8),

incarnata (3), Ophnjs muscifera (8), Giimnadenia conop-

sea (14), alhida (8), Herminium monorchis (6), Epipogon

aphyllus (2), Epipactis latifolia (14:), palustris (4), Listera

ovata (5), and Cypripedium calceolus (2), to their own

stigmas, and full-sized capsules, containing seeds in

appearance good, were formed. The numbers placed

after the names of the species show how many flowers

were tried in each case. These facts are remarkable,

because Mr. Scott and Fritz Miiller* have proved

* An abstract of their observa- ticalion,' chap. xvii. 2nd edit. vol.

tions is given in my 'Variation of ii. p. IH.
Animals and Plants under Domes-
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that various exotic species, both in this country and

in their native homes, invariably fail to yield seed-

capsules, when the flowers are fertilised with their own

pollen.

From the observations already given, and from

what will hereafter be shown with respect to Gym-
nadenia, Habenaria, and some other species, it is a

safe generalisation* that species with a short and

not very narrow nectary are fertilised by beesf and

flies ; whilst those with a much elongated nectary,

or one having a very narrow entrance, are fertilised

by butterflies or moths, these being provided with

long and thin proboscides. We thus see that the

structure of the flowers of Orchids and that of

the insects which habitually visit them, are corre-

lated in an interesting manner,—a fact which has

been amply proved by Dr. H. Miiller to hold good

with many of the Orchidcce and other kinds of

plants.

With respect to Orchis injramidalis, which possesses,

as we have seen, an elongated nectary, Mr. Bond was

so kind as to send me a large number of Lepidoptera,

out of which I selected twenty-three species, enumer-

ated in the following list, with the pollinia of this

Orchid, which can easily be recognised, attached to

their proboscides.

Some remarks to this effect near the Jardin de la Faculte' (at
were given in my "Notes on Toulouse?) complained tliat his
the Fertilisation of Orchids," in bees returned from the garden
' Annals and Mag. of Nat. Hist.' with their heads ch;irged with
Sept. 18(!9, p. 2. yellow bodies, of which tliey could

t M. Meniere (in 'Bull. Bot. not free themselves. This is good
Soc. de France,' tom. i. 1854, p. evidence how firmly the pollinia
370) says he saw in Dr. Gue'pin's are attached. There is, however,
collection, bees collected at San- nothing to show whether the pol-
mur with the pollinia of Orchids linia in these cases belonged to
attached to their heads; and he the genus Orchis or to some othei
states that a person who kept bees genus of the family.
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Polyommatus alexis.

Lyciena plilaeas.

Arge galathea.

Hesperia sylvanus.

„ linea.

Syrichthus alveolus.

Anthrocera filipendulae.

„ trifolii.*

Lithosia complana.
Leucania lithargyria (two sjieci-

mens).

Caradrina blanda.

„ alsines.

Agrotis cataleuca.

Eubolia mensuraria (two speci-

mens).
Hadena dentina.

Heliothis marginata (two speci-

mens).
Xylophasia sublustris (two speci-

mens).
Euclidia glyphica.

Toxocampa pastinum.
IVIelanippe rivaria.

Spilodes palealis.

„ cinctalis.

Acontia luctuosa.

A large majority of these moths and butterflies

had two or three pairs of pollinia attached to them,

and invariably to the proboscis. The Acontia had

seven pair (fig. 4), and the Fig. 4.

Caradrina no less than eleven

pair ! The proboscis of this

latter moth presented an ex-

traordinary arborescent ap-

pearance. The saddle-formed

discs, each bearing a pair of

pollinia, adhered to the pro-

boscis, one before the other,

with perfect symmetry ; and Head and proboscis of Acontia Ihc-

,1.^1, r, ,-, .-, fuosrt with seven pair of pollinia
this follows from the moth „£ Orchis pyramidalis attached

having always inserted its *<» *^« proboscis,

proboscis into the nectary in exactly the same manner,

owing to the presence of the guiding plates on the

labellum. The unfortunate Caradrina, with its pro-

boscis thus encumbered, could hardly have reached

the extremity of the nectary, and would soon have

* I am indebted to Mr. Parfitt

for an examination of this moth,
which is mentioned in the ' En-
tomologist's Weekly Intelligencer,'

vol. ii. p. 182, and vol. iii. p. 3,

Oct. 3, 1857. The pollinia were

erroneously thought to belong to

Ophrys apifera. The pollen had
changed from its natural green

colour to yellow ; on washing it,

however, and drying it, the green

tint returned.
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been starved to death. Both these moths must have

sucked many more than the seven and eleven flowers,

of which they bore the trophies, for the earlier at-

tached pollinia had lost much of their pollen, showing

that they had touched many viscid stigmas.

The above list proves that many different species

of Lepidoptera visit the same kind of Orchis. The
Hadena dentina also frequents Habenaria. Probably

all the Orchids provided with elongated nectaries

are visited indifferently by many kinds of moths.

Whether any of the British Orchids are fertilised

exclusively by special insects confined to certain

localities is very doubtful ; but we shall hereafter see

that Epipactis latifolia seems to be fertilised by wasps

alone. I have twice observed plants of Gymnadenict

conopsea, which had been transplanted into a garden

many miles from its native home, with nearly all

their pollinia removed. Mr. Marshall of Ely* has

made the same observation on similarly transplanted

specimens of 0. maculata. On the other hand fifteen

plants of Ophrt/s muscifera had not one pollen-mass

there removed. Malaxis paludosa was placed in a

bog about two miles from that in which it naturally

grew ; and it had most of its pollinia immediately

removed.

The list which follows serves to show that insects in

most cases perform the work of fertilisation effectually.

But the list by no means gives a fair idea how effectu-

ally it is done ; for I have often found nearly all the

pollinia removed, but kept an exact record only in

exceptional cases, as may be seen by the appended
remarks. Moreover, in most cases, the pollinia which

* ' Gardeners' Chronicle,' 1861, marks of mine on this subject

p. 73. Mr. Marshall's commuiii- previously published in the ' Gar
cation "was lu answer to some re- denerss' Chronicle,' 1860, p. 528,
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had not been removed were in the upper flowers

Leneath the buds, and many of these would probably

have been subsequently carried away. I have often

found an abundance of pollen on the stigmas of flowers

which had not their own pollinia removed, showing

that they had been visited by insects. In many other

cases the pollinia had been removed, but no pollen had
been as yet left on the stigmas.

Orchis morio. Three small plants

Kent .....
Orchis morio. Thirty-eight plants. N.''

Kent. These plants were examined
after nearly four weeks of extraordi-

narily cold and wet weather in 1860;
and tiierefore under the most unfavour-
able circumstances . . . .,

Orchis pyramidalis. Two plants. N.l

Kent and Devonshire. . . ./

Orchis pyramidalis. Six plants from twol

protected valleys. Devonshire . ./

Orchis pyramidalis. Six plants from a|

much exposed bank. Devonshire . /

Orchis maculata. One plant. Staiford-'

shire. Of the twelve flowers which had
not tlieir pollinia removed, the greater^-

number were young flowers under the

buds .......
Orchis maculata. One plant. Surrey .

Orchis maculata. Two plants. N. and^
S.Kent /

Orchis latifolia. Nine plants from S.I

Kent, sent me by the Rev. B. S. Maiden. >

Tiie flowers were all mature . .

)

Orchis fusca. Two plants. S. Kent.'i

Flowers quite mature, and even withered/
Aceras anthropophora. Four plants. S.l

Kent J

^ 3 £t3
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In the second lot of 0. mon'o, in the preceding list,

we see the injurious effects of the extraordinary cold

and wet season of 18G0 on the visits of insects, and,

consequently, on the fertilisation of this Orchid, very

few seed-capsules having been produced.

I have examined spikes of 0. pyramidalis in whicli

every single expanded flower had its pollinia removed

.

The forty-nine lower flowers of a spike from Folkestone

(sent me by Sir Charles Lyell) actually jiroduced forty-

eight fine seed-capsules ; and of the sixty-nine lower

•flowers in three other spikes, seven alone had failed to

produce capsules. These facts show how well moths

and butterflies perform their office of marriage-priests.*

The third lot of 0. pjramidalis in the above list

grew on a steep grassy bank, o\ erhanging the sea near

Torquay, and where there were no bushes or other

shelter for Lepidoptera ; being surprised how few pol-

linia had been removed, though the spikes were old

and very many of the lower flowers withered, I gathered,

for comparison, six other spikes from two bushy and
sheltered valleys, half a mile on each side of the

exposed bank ; these spikes were certainly younger,

and would probably have had several more of their

pollinia removed ; but in their present condition Ave

see how much more frequently they had been visited by

moths, and consequently fertilised, than those growing

on the much exposed bank. The Bee 0[)hrys and

0. pyraniidalis grow mingled together in many parts

of England ; and they did so here, but the Bee Ophrys,

instead of being, as usual, the rarer species, was here

* In the sumiiicr of 1875, which inp; fertilised ; nnd on tliis ocoasion
was a very wet one, I gatlieicd six only 110 llowcrs prodiieed caj)-

. unusually fine siiikes of 0. pyrn- suks, 183 liaviiij-; fadid to do so.

midalis. Tliesc bore 8U2 ilowers, S^x siiikes of (>. i)utri(hitt( bore 187
excluding; fourteeu which were still llowcrs, of wliich eiuclity-two pro-
fuily expanded and enpable of be- duced caiisulis, 105 havin;j; failed.
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much more abimdant than 0. pyramidalis. No one

would readily have suspected that one chief reason of

this difference probably was, that the exposed situation

was unfavourable to Lcpidoptera, and therefore to the

seeding of 0. pyraimdcdis ; whereas, as we shall here-

after see, the Bee Ophrys is independent of insects.

Many spikes of 0. latifoUa were examined, because,

being familiar with the usual state of the closely-allied

0. maculaia, I was surprised to find in nine nearly

withered sjjikes (as may be seen in the list) how few

pollinia had been removed. In one instance, however,

0. maculata had been even worse fertilised ; for seven

spikes with 315 flowers, produced only forty-nine seed-

capsules—that is, on an average only seven capsules

on each spike. In this case the plants formed larger

beds than I had ever before seen ; and I imagine that

there were too many flowers for the insects to visit

and fertilise all of them. On some other plants of

0. maculata growing at no great distance, above thirty

capsules had been produced by each spike.

Orchis fusca ofiers a still more curious case of

imperfect fertilisation. I examined ten fine spikes

from two localities in South Kent, sent to me by IMr.

Oxenden and Mr. ]Malden : most of the flowers on these

spikes were partly withered, with the pollen mouldy

even in the uppermost flowers ; we may therefore infer

that no more pollinia would have been removed. I

examined all the flowers only in two spikes, on account

of tlie trouble from their withered condition, and the

result may be seen in the list, namely, fifty-four

flowers with both pollinia in place, and only eight

with one or both removed. In this Orchid, and in 0.

latifdia, neither of which had been sufficiently visited

by insects, there were more flowers with one pollinium

than with both removed. I casual! v examined many
D 2
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{lowers in the other spikes of O.fusca, and the propor-

tion of pollinia removed was evidently not greater

than in the two in the list. The ten spikes bore

altogether 358 flowers, and, in accordance with the

few pollinia removed, only eleven capsules had been

formed : five of the ten spikes produced not a single

capsule ; two spikes had only one, and one had as

many as four capsules. As corroborating what I have

before said with respect to pollen being often found on

the stigmas of flowers which retain their own pollinia,

I may add that, of the eleven flowers which had

produced capsules, five had both pollinia still within

their now withered anther-cells.

From these facts the suspicion naturally arises that

0. fusca is so rare a species in Britain from not being

sufficiently attractive to insects, and to its not

producing a sufficiency of seed. C. K. Sprengel*

noticed, that in Germany 0. militaris (ranked by

Bentham as the same species with O.fusca) is likewise

imperfectly fertilised, but more perfectly than our 0.

fusca ; for he found five old spikes bearing 138 flowers

which had set thirty-one capsules ; and he contrasts the

state of these flowers with those of Gymnadenia conojj-

sea, in which almost every flower produces a capsule.

An allied and curious subject remains to be discussed.

The existence of a well-developed spur-like nectary

seems to imply the secretion of nectar. But Sprengel,

a most careful observer, thoroughly searched many
flowers of 0. latifolia and morio, and could never find

a drop of nectar ; nor could Kriinitz j find nectar

* 'Dfts tntdecktc Geheimniss,' tung der Nektarien,' 1833, s. 28.

etc. s. 404. See also 'Das onWeckte Gdieim-

t Quotetl by J. G. Knrr in his uiss,* 8. 403.

* Untersucliunjrt. n iibcr iliu Bedeu-
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-either in the nectary or on the labellum of 0. morio,

fusca, militaris, maculata or latifolia. I have looked

to all our common British species and could find no

trace of nectar; I examined, for instance, eleven

flowers of 0. maculata, taken from different plants

growing in different districts, and taken from the most

favourable position on each spike, and could not find

under the microscope the smallest bead of nectar.

Sj)rengel calls these flowers " SeJiemsafthlumen," or

sham-nectar-producers ;—he believes that these plants

exist by an organized system of deception, for he well

knew that the visits of insects were indispensable for

their fertilisation. But when we reflect on the incalcul-

able number of plants which have lived during a great

length of time, all requiring that insects should carry

the pollen-masses from flower to flower in each gene-

ration ; and as we further know from the number of the

pollen-masses attached to their proboscides, that the

same insects visit a large number of flowers, we can

hardly believe in so gigantic an imposture. He
who believes in Sprengel's doctrine must rank the

sense or instinctive knowledge of many kind? of

insects, even bees, very low in the scale. To test

the intellect of moths and butterflies I tried the

following little experiment, which ought to have been

tried on a larger scale. I removed a few already

opened flowers on a spike of 0. pjramidalis, ana

then cut off about half the length of the nectaries

of the six next non-expanded flowers. When all the

flowers were nearly withered, I found that thirteen

of the fifteen upper flowers with perfect nectaries

had tlieir pollinia removed, and two alone had their

pollinia still in the anther-cells ; of the six flowers

with their nectaries cut oft", three had their pollinia

removed, and three were still in place ; and this in-
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dicates that motb* do not go to wcrk in a quite sense-

less manner.*

Nature may be said to have trisd this same experi-

ment, but not quite fairly ; for Orchis pyramidaliSf

as shown by Mr. Bentham,t often produces monstrous

flowers without a nectary^ or with a short and imperfect

one. Sir C. LyoU sent me several spikes from Folke-

stone with many flowers in this condition : I found six

without a vestige of a nectary, and their pollinia had

not been removed. In about a dozen other flowers,

having either shoi't nectaries, or with the labellum

imperfect, the guiding ridges being either absent or

developed in excess and rendered foliaceous, the

pollinia in one alone had been removed, and the ova-

rium of another flower was swelling. Yet I found

that the saddle-formed discs in these eighteen flowers

were perfect^ and that they readily clasped a needle

when inserted in the proper place. 3Ioths had removed

the pollinia, and had thoroughly fertilised the perfect

flowers on the same spikes ; so that they must have

neglected the monstrous flowers, or, if visiting them,

the derangement in the complex mechanism of the

j^arts had hindered the removement of the pollinia,

and prevented their fertilisation.

Notwithstanding these several facts I still suspected

that nectar must be secreted by our common Orchids,

* Knrr (' Bedeutinig der Neft- the corolla, leaving the nectnrj', of

tarien,' 1833, p. I'iS)' cut oft' the forty flowers of Orchig morio, nnd
nectaries of fifteen flowera of these set no capsules; and this

GijmiuKlemn eonopsea. and they case shows that insects are guided
did not produce a singh; capsule : to the flowers by tlie corolla,

he also treated in the saime man- Sixteen flowers of riatauthcni
iier fifteen flowers of I'latnntliera treated in the same manner boro
or Hahenaria hifolia, suul these only one capsule. Similar cxperi-

set only five capsules ; but then it inents made by him on Ciymna*
should be ob.ierved that the nee- denia seem to me open to doubt,

tariis of both, these ordiids con- f ' Handbook of the British

tain free nectaw;. He also cut off" Flora,* 1858, p. 501.
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and I determined to examine 0. morio rigorously. As
soon as many tlowers were open, I began to examine
them for twenty-three consecutive days : I looked at

tliem after hot sunsliine, after rain, and at all hours

:

I kept the spikes in water, and examined them at

midnight, and early the next morning : I irritated

the nectaries with a bristle, and exposed them to

irritating vapours : I took flowers which had lately had
their poUinia removed by insects, of which fact I had
independent proof on one occasion by finding grains

of some foreign pollen within the nectary ; and 1 took

other flowers, which judging from their position on the

spike, would soon have had their pollinia removed
;

but the nectary was invariably quite dry. After the

publication of the first edition of this work, I one

day saw various kinds of bees visiting repeatedly the

flowers of this same Orchid, so that this was evidently

the proper time to examine their nectaries ; but I failed

to detect under the microscope even the minutest drop

of nectar. So it was with the nectaries of 0. maculata

at a time when I repeatedly saw flies of the genus

Empis keeping theiv proboscides inserted into them

for a considerable length of time. Orchis ])yramidal{s

was examined Avith equal care with the same result,

for the glittering points within the nectary were abso-

lutely dry. We may therefore safely conclude that

the nectaries of the above-named Orchids neither in

this country nor in Germany ever contain nectar.

Whilst examining the nectaries of 0. morio and

maculata, and especially of 0. ijyramidaJis and liircina,

I was surprised at the degree to which the inner and

outer membranes forming the tube or spur were sepa-

rated from each other,— also at the delicate nature ot

the inner membrane, which could be penetrated very

easily,—and, lastly, at the quantity of fluid contained
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Lotweeii the two membranes. So copious is this fluid,

f
that, after cutting off the extremities of the nectaries

of 0. pyramidalis, and gently squeezing them on glass

under the microscope, such large drops of fluid exuded

from the cut ends, that I concluded that at last I had

found nectarieswhich contained nectar; but when I care-

fully made, without any pressure, a slit along the upper

surface of other nectaries from the same plants, and

looked into them, their inner surfaces were quite dry.

I then examined the nectaries of Gymnadenia conopsea

(a plant ranked by some botanists as a true Orchis)

and of Ilahenana hifolia, which are always full of nectar

up to one-third or two-thirds of their length. The

inner membrane presented the same structure and was

covered with papilla? as in the foregoing species ; but

there was a plain difference in the inner and outer

membranes being closely united, instead of being in

some degree separated from each other and charged

with fluid. I was therefore led to conclude that insects

penetrate the lax inner membrane of the nectaries of

the above-named Orchids, and suck the copious fluid

between the two membranes. This was a bold hypo-

thesis ; for at the time no case was known of insects

penetrating with their delicate jiroboscides even the

laxest membrane. But I have now heard from Mr.

Trimen, that at the Cape of Good Hope moths and

butterflies do much injury to peaches and plums by
puncturing their unbroken skins. In Queensland,

Australia, a moth, the OpJiideres fullonica, bores

through the thick rind of the orange with its wonder-

ful proboscis, provided with formidable teeth.* There

is therefore not the least difiiculty in believing that

Lepidoptera with their delicate proboscides, and bees

* My son Francis has described ' Q. Journal of Microscopical

and figured this organ in the Science,' vol. xv. 1875, p. 385.
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with their much stronger ones, could penetrate with ease

the soft inner membrane of the nectaries of the above-

named Orchids. Dr. H. Miiller is also convinced * that

insects puncture the thickened bases of the standard

petals of the Laburnum,t and perhaps the petals of

some other flowers, so as to obtain the included fluid.

The various kinds of bees which I saw visiting the

flowers of Orchis morio remained for some time with

their proboscides inserted into the dry nectaries, and

I distinctly saw this organ in constant movement. I

observed the same fact with Empis in the case of 0.

maculata ; and on afterwards opening several of the

nectaries, I occasionally detected minute brown specks,

due as I believe to the punctures made some time

before by these flies. Dr. H. Miiller, who has often

watched bees at work on several species of Orchis, the

nectaries of which do not contain any free nectar, fully

accepts my view.| On the other hand, Delpino still

maintains that Sprengel is right, and that insects are

continually deceived by the presence of a nectary,

though this contains no nectar. § His belief is founded

chiefly on a statement by Sprengel that insects soon

And out that it is of no use to visit the nectaries of

these orchids, as shown by their fertilising only the

* ' Die Befruclitung,' tfcc. p. 235. tinct case, namely, tlie presence

t Treviranus c«ntirins {' Bot. of uectar in several monocotyle-

Zeitung,' 1863, p. 10) a statement donons plants (as described by

made by Salisbury, that when the Ad. Brongniart in ' BulL Soc. Bot.

filaments in the flowk-rs of anotlier de France,' torn. i. 1854, p. 75)

leguminous plant, Edwardsia, fall between the two walls (^feuillets)

otJ', or when they are cautiously which form the divisions of the

separated, a large quantity of ovarium. But the nectar in this

sweet fluid flows from the points case is conducted to the outside

of separation ; and as beforehauil by a channel ; and tlie secreting

there was no trace of any such surface is homologically an ex-

fluid, it must have been contained, terior surface,

as Treviranus remarks, within the J
' Die Befruchtung,' &c. p. 84.

cellular tissue. I nwy add an ap- § 'Ult. Osservazioni suUa Di-

parently similar, but really dis- cogamia,' 1875, p. 121.
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lower and first opened flowers. But this statement is

completely contradicted by my observations previously

.i;iven, from which it follows that very many of the

u})per flowers are fertilised ; for instance, on a spike

of 0. pjramidalis with between fifty and sixty flowers,

no less than forty-eight had their pollinia removed.

Nevertheless, as soon as I learnt that Delpino still be-

lieved in Sprengel's view, I selected during the un-

favourable season of 1875 six old spikes of 0. macnlata,

and divided each into halves, so as to observe whether

many more capsules were produced by the lower than,

by the upper half. This certainly was not always the

case ; for in some of the spikes no difference could be

detected between them ; in others there were more cap-

sules in the lower, while in others there were more in

the upper half. A spike of 0. pjramidalis examined

in the same manner produced twice as many capsules

in the upper as in the lower half. Bearing in mind

these facts and others before given, it appears to me
incredible that the same insect should go on visiting-

flower after flower of these Orchids, although it never

obtains any nectar. Insects, or at least bees, are by

no means destitute of intelligence. They recognise

from a distance the flowers of the same species, and

keep to them as long as they can. When humble-

bees have bitten holes through the corolla, as they

often do, so as to reach the nectar more easily, hive-

bees immediately perceive what has been done and

take advantage of the perforations. When flowers

having more than a single nectary are visited by many
bees, so that the nectar is exhausted in most of them,

the bees which afterwards visit such flowers insert

their proboscides only into one of the nectaries, and

if they find this exhausted, they instantly pass on to

another flower. Can it be believed that bees which
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show this miicli intelligence, should persevere in

visiting flower after flower of the above-named Orchids,,

and in keeping their proboscides in constant movement
for some time within the nectaries, in the hope of

obtaining nectar which is never present? This, as I

have said, seems to me utterly incredible.

It has been shown how numerous and beautiful are

the contrivances for the fertilisation of Orchids. We
know that it is of the highest importance that the

pollinia, when attached to the head or proboscis of an

insect, should be fixed symmetrically, so as not to fall

either sideways or backwards. We know that in the

species as yet described the viscid matter of the disc

sets hard in a few minutes when exposed to the air,

so that it would be a great advantage to the plant if

insects were delayed in sucking the nectar, time being

thus allowed for the disc to become immovably afiixed.

It is manifest that insects must be delayed by having

to bore through several points of the inner membrane
of 'the nectary, and to suck the nectar from the inter-

cellular spaces ; and we can thus understand why the

nectaries of the above-named species of Orchis do not

contain free nectar, but secrete it internally between

the two membranes.

The following singular relation supports this view

in a striking manner. I have found free nectar within

the nectaries of only five British species of Ophrea),

namely, in Gymnadeyiia conopsea and alhida, in

Hahenaria hifolia and clilorantha, and in Peristijlus (or

Hahenaria) viridis. The first four of these species have

the viscid surfaces of the discs of their pollinia naked

or not enclosed within pouches, and the viscid matter

does not rapidly set hard when exposed to the air, as if

it did, it would immediately have been rendered use-

less; and this shows that it must differ in chemical
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nature from that in the foregoing species of Orchis.

But to make sure of this fact I removed the pollinia

from their anther-cells, so that the upper as well as the

under surfaces of the viscid discs were freely exposed

to the air ; in Gijmnadenia conopsea the disc remained

sticky for two hours, and in Habenaria clilorantlia for

more than twenty-four hours. In Peristijlus viridis the

viscid disc is covered by a pouch-formed membrane,

but this is so minute that botanists have overlooked

it. I did not, when examining this species, see the

importance of ascertaining exactly how soon the

viscid matter set hard ; but I copy from my notes

the words written at the time :
" disc remains sticky

for some time when removed from its little pouch."

Now the meaning of these facts is clear : as the

viscid matter of the discs of these five latter species is

so adhesive that it serves to attach the pollinia firmly

to the insects which visit the flowers, without setting

hard, there would be no use in the insects being

delayed by having to bore holes at several points

through the inner membrane of the nectaries ; and in

these five species, and in these alone, we find copious

nectar ready stored for rapid suction in open nectaries.

On the other hand, whenever the viscid matter sets

liard by exposure for a short time to the air, it would

manifestly be advantageous to the plant, if insects

were delayed in obtaining the nectar ; and in all such

species the nectar is lodged within intercellular spaces,

so that it can be obtained only by the inner mem-
brane being penetrated at several points, and this will

require time. If this double relation is accidental,

it is a fortunate accident for the plants ; but I cannot

believe it to be so, and it appears to me one of the

most wonderful cases of adaptation which has ever

been recorded.
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CHAPTER 11.

OPHRE^

—

continued.

Fly and Spider Ophrys—Bee Ophrys, apparently adapted for perpetual

self-fertilisation, but with paradoxical contrivances for intercrossing

—Herniinium monorcliis, attachment of the poUinia to the front legs

of insects—Peristylus viridis, fertilisation indirectly effected by nectar

secreted from three parts of the labellum— Gymnadenia conopsea,

and other species— Habenaria or Platanthera chlorantha and
bifolia, their pollinia attached 1o the eyes of Lepidoptera—Other

species of Habenaria—Bonatea—Uisa—Summary on the powers ot

movement in the pollinia.

The genus Ophrys differs from Orchis chiefly in

having separate pouch-formed rostella,* instead of

the two being confluent.

In Ophrys muscifbra, or the Fly Ophrys, the chief

peculiarity is that the caudicle of the pollinium

(B, fig. 5) is doubly bent. The nearly circular piece

of membrane, to the under side of which the ball of

viscid matter adheres, is of considerable size, and forms

the summit of the rostellum. It is thus freely exposed

* It is not correct to speak of fold of membrane (see B in fig. 1)

two rostella, but the inaccuracy projecting between the bases of

may be forgiven from its conve- the anther-cells. This folded

nience. The rostellum strictly is crest (sometimes converted into a

a single organ, formed by the solid ridge) corresponds with the

modification of the dorsal stigma smooth surface lying between the

and pistil ; so that in (Jphrys the two pouches in t)phrys, and owes

two pouches, the two viscid discs, its protuberant and folded condi-

and the space between them to- tion in Orchis to the two pouches

getlier form the true rostellum. having been brought to2;ether and

Again, in Orchis I have spoken of rendered confluent. This modi-

the pouch-formed organ as the fication will be more fnlly ex-

rostellum, but strictly the rostel- plaineil in a future chapter,

lum includes the little crest or
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to the air, instead of lying almost hidden at the base of

the anther, as in Orchis, and thus kept damp. Never-

theless, when a polliniiim is removed, the caudicle

bends downwards in the course of about six minutes,

^nd, therefore, at an unusually slow rate ; the upper

Fig. 5.

Opiirvs muscii'i:u.\, or Flv Opiirys.

a. autlier. s. stigma.

r,r. rostella. /. labelhini.

A. Flower viewed in front : the two
U|>i)er jietals are almost cylin-

drical and hairy : the two ros-

tella stand a little in advance

of the buses of the anther-cells

;

liut this is not shown from the

foreshortening of the drawing.
B. One of the two pollinia removed

from its anther-cell, and viewed
latcrallv.

end still remaining curved. I formerly thought that

it was incapable of any movement, but have been con-

vinced by Mr. T. H. Farrcr of my error. The ball of

viscid matter is bathed in fluid within the pouch formed
by the lower half of the rostcllum, and this is necessary,
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as the viscid matter quickly sets liard when ex^josed to

the air. The pouch is not elastic, and does not spring

up when the poUinium is removed. Such elasticity

would have been useless, as there is here a separate

15ouch for each viscid disc ; whereas in Orchis, after

•one pollinium has been removed, the other has to

be kept covered up and ready for action. Hence it

appears that nature had been so economical as to save

•even suj^erfluous elasticity.

The pollinia cannot, as I have often proved, be shaken

out of the anther-cells. That insects of some kind

visit the flowers, though not frequently, and remove

the pollinia, is certain, as we shall immediately see.

Twice I have found abundant pollen on the stigmas of

flowers, in which both pollinia were still in their cells
;

.and no doubt this might have been much oftener ob-

served. The elongated labellum afibrds a good landing-

place for insects : at its base, just beneath the stigma,

there is a rather deep depression, representing the

nectary in Orchis ; but I could never see a trace of

nectar within it ; nor have I ever observed any insects

approach these inconspicuous and scentless flowers, often

as, I have watched them. There is, however, on each side

of the base of the labellum a small shining projection,

having an almost metallic lustre, which appears curi-

ously like a drop of fluid or nectar ; and as these flowers

are only visited occasionally by insects, Sprengel's view

of the existence of sham-nectaries is far more probable

in this case than in any other known to me. On
several occasions I have detected minute punctures in

these protuberances, but I was not able to decide whether

they had been made by insects, or whether superficial

cells had spontaneously burst. Similar shining pro-

tuberances are present on the labella of all the other

species of Ophrys. The two rostella stand not far
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apart, and project over tlie stigma ; and if any object

is gently pushed against one of them, the pouch is^

depressed and the viscid ball together with the pol-

linium adheres to it and is easily removed.

Since the publication of the second edition in 1877,

Hermann IMuUer has made the interesting observa-

tion* that the labellum of the Fly Ophrys is occa-

sionally covered with drops of an excreted fluid, and

in one instance he actually saw a fly {Sarcovhaija, sj).}

seated on the labellum and licking up tiie drops of

fluid. The fly flew away without removing tJie pol-

linia ; but if he had not been disturbed it is probable

that he would have moved on and tried the sham
nectaries of Sprengel, in which case he would have

come in contact with the sticky disc of the pollen

masses, and would thus have been able to effect the

fertilisation of the next flower which he mijjht visit.

In 1858, 17 plants, bearing 57 flowers,"!

growing nciir each other were examined/
In 1858, 25 plants growing in another^

spot, and bearing 65 flowers . .
j

In 1860, 17 plants, bearing 61 flowers
In 1861, 4 plants from S. Kent, bearing 241

flowers (all the previous plants having
[grown in N. Kent) . . . ".

)

Total
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ciently, the following cases show. During several

years before 1858 I occasionally examined some flowers,

and found that only thirteen out of 102 had one or

both pollinia removed. Although at the time I re-

corded in my notes that most of the flowers were

partly withered, I now think that I must have included

many young flowers, which might perhaps have been

subsequently visited ; so I prefer trusting to the fol-

lowing observations.

We here see that, out of 207 flowers examined, not

half had been visited by insects. Of the eighty-eight

flowers visited, thirty-one had only one pollinium re-

moved. As the visits of insects are indispensable for

the fertilisation of this Orchid, it is surprising (as in

the case of Orchis fusca) that the flowers have not been

rendered more attractive to insects. The number of

seed-capsules produced is proportionably even less than

the number of flowers visited by insects. The year

1861 was extraordinarily favourable to this species in

this part of Kent, and I never saw such numbers

in flower ; accordingly I marked eleven plants, which

bore forty-nine flowers, but these produced only seven

capsules. Two of the plants each bore two capsules,

and three other jjlants each bore one, so that no less

than six plants did not produce a single capsule

!

What are we to conclude from these facts ? Are the

conditions of life unfavourable to this species, though

during the year just alluded to it was so numerous in

some places as to deserve to be called quite common ?

Could the plant nourish more seed ; and would it be of

any advantage to it to produce more seed ? Why does

it produce so many flowers, if it already produces a

sufticiency of seeds ? Something seems to be out of

order in its mechanism or in its conditions. We shall

presently see that OpJirys ainfera or tlie Bee Ophrys

E
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presents a wonderful contrast in every flower producing

a capsule.

Oplirys aranifera, or the F^pider Opbrys.—I am in-

debted to Mr, Oxenden for some spikes of this rara

i-i^. 0. species. Whilst the pollinia

remain enclosed within their

cells, the lower part of the Can-

dida projects up in a straight

line from the viscid disc, and

therefore has a very different

li A form from the corresponding

Ophrys aranitora. part of the Caudicle of 0. mUS-
A. Poilinium before the act of cifero ; but the Upper part (A^

B. PoiiiniumTfS'the act of fig- C) is a little bent forward,
ik'iiression. fjiat is, towards the labellum.

The point of attachment of the caudicle to the disc

is hidden within the bases of the anther-cells, and

is thus kept damp ; consequently, as soon as tho

pollinia are exposed to the air, the usual movement of

depression takes place, and they sweep through an

angle of about ninety degrees. By this movement
they assume, supposing them to be attached to an

insect's head, a position exactly adapted for striking

the stigmatic surface, which is situated, relatively to

the pouch-formed rostella, rather lower down in the

flower than in the Fly Ophrys,

I examined fourteen flowers of the Sj^ijier Ophrys,

several of which were partly withered ; and in none

were both pollinia, and in three alone was one poilinium

removed. Hence this species, like the Fly Ophrys,

is but little visited by insects in England, In parts

of Italy it is even less visited, for Delpino states*

that in liiguria hardly one flower out of 3000 sets a

* 'Ul'. Ctsciv. s. Dice-amia,' &c. Parte i. 1S6S-G0, p. 177,
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capsule, though near Florence rather more capsules
are produced. The labellum does not secrete any
nectar. The flowers, however, must be occasionally

visited and fertilised by insects, for Delpino found*
pollen-masses on the stigmas of some flowers which
still retained both their own pollinia.

The anther-cells are remarkably open, so that with
some plants which were sent me in a box, two pair

of pollinia fell out, and stuck by their viscid discs

to the petals. Here we have an instance of the first

appearance of a trifling structure which is of not the
least use to its possessor, but becomes when a little

more developed, highly beneficial to a closely-allied

species ; for although the open state of the anther-cells

is useless to the Sijider Ophrys, it is of the highest
importance, as we shall presently see, to the Bee
Ophrys. The flexure of the upper end of the caudicle

of the pollinium is of service to the Spider and Fly
Ophrys, by aiding the pollen-masses, when carried by
insects to another flower, to strike the stigma ; but by
an increase of this bend together with increased flexi-

bility in the Bee Ophrys, the pollinia become adapted
for the widely different purpose of self-fertilisation.

Ophrys arachnites.—This form, of which Mr. Oxenden
sent me several living specimens, is yw 7

considered by some botanists as only a
variety of the Bee Ophrys, by others as a

distinct species. The anther-cells do not

stand so high above the stigma, and do
not overhang it so much, as in the Bee
Ophrys, and the pollen masses are more r> ,, p-•^

1 r 1 T PoUimum of
elongated. The caudicle is only two- Ophrys arachnites,

thirds, or even only half as long as that of the Bee

* ' Fecondazione nelle Piantc Antocarpc,' 1SG7, p. 20.

E 2
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Ophrys, and is much more rigid; the upper part is

naturally curved forward ; the lower part undergoes

the usual movement of depression, when the pollinia

are removed from their cells. The pollen-masses

never fall spontaneously out of their cells. This plant,

therefore, differs in every important respect from 0.

apifera, and seems to be much more closely allied to

0. aranifera.

Ophrys scolopax of Cavanilles.—This form inhabits

the north of Italy and the south of France. Mr.

Moggridge says* that at Mentone it never shows any

tendency to fertilise itself, whilst at Cannes the pollen-

masses naturally fall out of their cells and strike the

stigma. He adds :
" This material difference between

the two is accomplished by a very slight bend in the

anther-cells, which are prolonged into a beak of variable

length, in the case of the self-fertilising blossoms."

Ophrys apifera.—The Bee Ophrys differs widely

from the great majority of Orchids in being excellently

constructed for fertilising itself. The two pouch-formed

rostella, the viscid discs, and the position of the stigma,

are nearly the same as in the other species of Ophrys
;

but the distance of the two pouches from each other,

and the shape of the pollen-masses are somewhat

Tariable.t The caudicles of the pollinia are remark-

ably long, thin, and flexible, instead of being, as

in all the other Ophrea? seen by me, rigid enough

to stand upright. They are necessarily curved

forward at their upper ends, owing to the shape of

the anther-cells ; and the pear-shaped pollen-masses

lie embedded high above and directly over the

* 'Journ. Linn. Soc' vol. viii. Bymmetrically confluent as In the

1865, p. 258. genus Orchis, and with the two
(• I once found a single flower viscid discs likewise confluent, as

on the suniniit of a spike, with in Orchis jiyramidalis or hircina.

tiic! two ics'.tUu as coDip itely and
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stigma. The anther-cells naturally open soon after

the flower is fully expanded, and the thick ends of

the pollen-masses then fall out, the viscid discs still

remaining in their pouches. Slight as is the weight

of the pollen-masses, yet the caudicles are so thin and
quickly become so flexible, that in the course of a few

hours they sink down, until they hang freely in the air

Fio;. 8.

OpIIRYS APIFERA, OR BeE OpIIRYS.

a. anther.

1. 1, labellum.

A. Side view of flower, with the
upper sepal and the two iipper

petals removed. One poUinium,
with its disc still in its pouch,
is represented as just falling

out of the anther-cell ; and
the other has fallen almost to

its full extent, opposite to the

hidden stigmatic surface.

B. Pollinium in the position ia

which it lies embedded.

(see lower pollen-mass in fig. A) exactly opposite to

and in front of the stigmatic surface. In this position

a breath of air, acting on the expanded petals, sets

the flexible and elastic caudicles vibrating, and they

almost immediately strike the viscid stigma, and,

being there secured, impregnation is effected. To
make sure that no other aid was requisite, though
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the experiment was superfluous, I covered up a plant

under a net, so that the wind, but no insects, could

pass in, and in a few days the pollinia became attached

to the stigmas. But the pollinia of a spike kept in

water in a still room remained free, suspended in front

of the stigma, until the flowers withered.

Robert Brown first observed that the structure of the

Bee Ophrys is adapted for self-fertilisation.* When
we consider the unusual and perfectly-adapted length,

as well as the remarkable flexibility of the caudicles
;

when we see that the anther-cells naturally open, and

that the masses of pollen, from their weight, slowly

fall down to the exact level of the stigmatic surface,

and are there made to vibrate by the slightest breath

of wind until the stigma is struck ; it is impossible

to doubt that these several points of structure and

function, which occur in no other British Orchid, are

specially adapted for self- fertilisation.

The result is what might have been anticipated. I

have often noticed that the spikes of the Bee Ophrys

apparently produced as many seed-capsules as flowers

;

and near Torquay I carefully examined many dozen

plants, some time after the flowering season ; and on

all I found from one to four, and occasionally five,

fine capsules, that is, as many capsules as there had
been flowers. In extremely few cases, with the excep-

tion of a few deformities, generally on the summit of

the spike, could a flower be found which had not pro-

duced a capsule. Let it be observed what a contrast

this species presents with the Fly Ophrys, which

requires insect aid for its fertilisation, and which from

forty-nine flowers produced only seven capsules

!

* ' Transact. Linn. Soc' vol. common to the genus. As far as
xvi. p. 740. Brown erroneously the four British species are con-

believed that llii.s peculiarity -was cerneil, it applies to this one alone.
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. From what I had then seen of other Orchids, I

was so much surprised at the self-fertilisation of this

species, that I examined during many years, and asked
others to examine, the state of the pollen-masses in

many hundreds of flowers, collected in various parts of

England. The particulars are not worth detailing;

but I may give as an instance, that Mr. Farrer

found in Surrey that not one flower out of lOG

had lost both poUinia, and that only three had lost

a single one. In the Isle of Wight, Mr. More
examined 136 flowers, and of these the very unusual

number of ten had lost both, and fourteen had lost

one ; but then he found that in eleven cases the

caudicles had been gnawed through apparently by
snails, the discs still remaining in their pouches ; so

that the pollinia had not been carried away by insects.

In some few cases, also, in which I found the pollinia

removed, the petals were marked with the slime of

snails. Nor must we forget that a blow from a

passing animal, and possibly heavy storms of wind
might occasionally cause the loss of one or both

pollinia.

During most years the pollen-masses of the many
hundred flowers which were examined, adhered with

the rarest exceptions to the stigma, with their discs still

-enclosed within the pouches. But in the year 1868,

from some cause the nature of which I cannot conjecture,

out of 116 flowers gathered in two localities in Kent,

geventy-five retained both pollinia in their cells ; ten

had one pollinium, and only thirty-one had both

adhering to the stigma. Long and often as I have

watched plants of the Bee Ophrys, I have never seen

one visited by any insect.* Eobert Brown imagined

• Mr. GeiarJ K Smith, in hia ' Catalogue of Plants of S. Kent,
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tliat the flowers resemblod bees in order to deter their

visits, but this seems extremely improbable. The-

flowers with their pink sepals do not resemble any

British bee, and it is probably true, as I have heard it

said, that the plant received its name merely from the

hairy labellum being somewhat like the abdomen of a

liumble-bee. We see how fanciful many of the names-

are,—one species being called the Lizard and another

the Frog Orchis. The resemblance of 0. muscifera to

a fly is very much closer than that of 0. apifera to a

bee ; and yet the fertilisation of the former absolutely

depends on and is effected by the means of insects.

All the foregoing observations relate to England,.

l)ut Mr. IMoggridge made similar ones on the Bee-

Ophrys in Northern Italy and Southern France, as did

Treviranus* in Germany, and Dr. Hooker in Morocco^

"We may therefore conclude,—from the pollinia spon-

taneously falling on the stigma—from the co-related^

structure of all the parts for this purpose—and from

almost all the flowers producing seed-capsules—that

this plant has been specially adapted for self-fertilisa-

tion. But there is another side to the case.

When an object is pushed against one of the-

pouches of the rostellum, the lip is depressed, and the-

large viscid disc adheres firmly to it; and when the

object is removed, so is the polliniura, but perhaps

not quite so readily as in the other species of

Ophrys. Even after the pollen-masses have naturally

fallen out of their cells on to the stigma, their removal

can sometimes be thus effected. As soon as the disc is

1S29, p. 25, says: "Sir. Price cannot conjecture,

lias (rcquently witnessed attacks * ' Bot. Zeitung,' 18G3, p. 241.

made upon the Bee Oreliis by a Tliis botanist at first doubted my
fvje, simiL.r to those of the observations on Ophrys api/era

troublesome Apis muscorum." and arar!?/pra, but has since tally

What this sentenee means I confirmed them.
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drawn out of its poucli a movement of depression,

commences, by wliich the pollininm if attached to

the front of an insect's head would be brought into

a proper position for striking the stigma. Wlien a

pollen-mass is placed on the stigma and then with-

drawn, the elastic threads by which the packets are-

tied together break, and leave several packets on the

viscid surface. In all other Orchids the meaning of

these several contrivances is unmistakably clear

—

namely, the downward movement of the lip of the ros-

tellum when gently pushed—the viscidity of the disc

—the depression of the caudicle as soon as the disc

is exposed to the air—the rupturing of the elastic

threads-—and the conspicuousness of the flower. Are
we to believe that these adaptations for cross-fertilisa-

tion in the Bee Ophrys are absolutely purposeless, as

would certainly be the case if this species has always

been and will always be self-fertilised ? It is, however,

just possible that insects, although they have never

been seen to visit the flowers, may at rare intervals

transport the pollinia from plant to plant, during such

seasons as that of 1868, when the pollinia did not all

fall out of the anther- cells so as to reach the stigmas.

The whole case is perplexing in an unparalleled degree,

for we have in the same flower elaborate contrivances

for directly opposed objects.

That cross-fertilisation is beneficial to most Orchids,

we may infer from the innumerable structures serving

for this purpose which they present ; and I have

elsewhere shown in the case of many other groups of

plants * that the benefits thus derived are of high

importance. On the other hand, self-fertilisation is

manifestly advantageous in as far as it ensures a full

• ' The Effects of Cross and Self-Fertilisation in the Vc.£:etable

Kingdom,' 187(>.
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supply of seed ; and we have seen with the other

British species of Ophrys which cannot fertilise them-

selves, how small a proportion of their flowers produce

capsules. Judging therefore from the structure of

the flowers of 0. apifera, it seems almost certain that

at some former period they were adapted for cross-

fertilisation, but that failing to produce a sufficiency

of seed they became slightly modified so as to fertilise

themselves. It is, however, remarkable on this view,

that none of the parts in question show any tendency

to abortion—that in the several and distant countries

which the plant inhabits, the flowers are still con-

spicuous, the discs still viscid, and the caudicles still

retain the power of movement when the discs are ex-

posed to the air. The metallic points at the base of

the labellum are however smaller than in the other

species ; and if these serve to attract insects, this dif-

ference is of some signification. As it can hardly be

doubted that 0. aiyifera was at first constructed so as

to be regularly cross-fertilised, it may be asked will it

ever revert to its former state ; and if it does not so

revert, will it become extinct ? These questions cannot

be answered, any more than in the case of those plants

which are now propagated exclusively by buds, stolons,

&c., but which produce flowers that rarely or never set

any seed ; and there is reason to believe that asexual

propagation is closely analogous to long-continued

self-fertilisation.

Finally Mr. Moggridge has shown that in North

Italy Ophrijs apifera, aranifera, arachnites, and scolopax

-are connected by so many and such close intermediate

links,* that all seem to form a single species in

* These forms are illustrated by ' Verhamllungen tier Kaiscrl.

l>tautiful coloured drawings in Leop. Car. Akad.' (Xov. Aet.),

the 'Flora of Meutone,' pi. 43 to torn. xxxv. 18G9.

•45; and in his memoir in tlio
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accordance with the belief of Liniiffius, who grouped

them all together under the name of Ophrys insectifera.

Mr. Moggridge further shows that in Italy 0. aranifera

flowers first, and 0. apifera last, the intermediate

forms at intermediate periods ; and according to IMr.

Oxenden, the same fact holds good to a certain extent

in Kent. The three forms which inhabit England do

not seem to blend into one another as in Italy, and I

am assured by Mr. Oxenden, who has closely attended

to these plants in their native homes, that 0. aranifera

^nd apifera always grow in distinct spots. The case

therefore is an interesting one, as here we have forms

which may be and generally have been ranked as true

species, but which in North Italy have not as yet been

fully differentiated. The case is all the more interest-

ing, as the intermediate forms can hardly be due to

the crossing of 0. aranifera with apifera ; this latter

species being regularly self-fertilised and apparently

never visited by insects. Whether Ave rank the several

forms of Ophrys as closely allied species or as mere

varieties of the same species, it is remarkable that

they should differ in a character of such physiological

importances as the flowers of some being plainly

adapted for self-fertilisation, whilst the flowers of

others are strictly adapted for cross-fertilisation, being

utterly sterile if not visited by insects.

Herminium monorchis.—The Musk Orchis, which is

a rare British plant, is generally spoken of as having

naked glands or discs, but this is not strictly correct.

The disc is of unusual size, nearly equalling the mass

of pollen-grains : it is subtriangular, with one side pro-

tuberant, and somevv'hat resembles a distorted helmet

in shape : it is formed of hard tissue with the base

hollowed out, and viscid; the base resting on and

being covered by a narrow strip of membrane, which is
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easily pushed away, and answers to the pouch in

Orchis. The whole upjjer part of the helmet answers

to the minute oval bit of membrane to which the

caudicle of Orchis is attached and which in Ophrys

is larger and convex. When the lower part of the

helmet is moved by any pointed object, the point

readily slips into its hollow base, and is there held so

firmly by the viscid matter, that the whole helmet

appears adapted to stick to some prominent part of an

insect's body. The caudicle is short and very elastic
;

it is attached not to the apex of the helmet, but to the

hinder end ; if it had been attached to the apex, the

point of attachment would have been ft-eely exposed to

the air and not kept damp ; and then the pollinium

when removed from its cell would not have been

quickly depressed.

This movement is well marked, and serves to bring

the end of the pollen-mass into a proper position for

striking: the stigma. The two viscid discs stand wide

apart. There are two transverse stigmatic surfaces,

meeting by their points in the middle ; but the broad

part of each lies directly beneath each disc. The
hibellum is remarkable from not differing much in

shape from the two upper petals, and from not always

occupying the same position in reference to the axis

of the plant, owing to the ovarium being more or less

twisted. This state of the labellum is intelligible, for

as we shall see, it does not serve as a landing-place for

insects. It is upturned, and together with the two

other petals makes the whole flower in some degree

tubular. At its base there is a hollow so deep as

almost to deserve to be called a nectary ; but I could

not perceive any nectar, which, as I believe, remains

enclosed in the intercellular spaces. The flowers are

very small and inconspicuous, but emit a strong honey-
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like odour. They seem highly attractive to insects ; in

a spike with only seven flowers recently open, four had

both pollinia, and one had a single pollinium removed.

When the first edition of this book appeared I did

not know how the flowers were fertilised, but my son

Oeorge has made out the whole process, which is

extremely curious and differs from that in any other

Orchid known to me. He saw various minute insects

entering the flowers, and brought home no less than

twenty-seven specimens with pollinia (generally with

only one, but sometimes with two) attached to them.

These insects consisted of minute Hymenoptera (of

which Tetrastichus diajjhantiis was the commonest),

of Diptera and Coleoptera, the latter being Maliliodes

hrevicollis. The one indispensable point appears to

be that the insect should be of very small size, the

largest being only the -^V of an inch in length. The

pollinia were always attached to the same place,

namely, to the outer surface of the femur of one of the

front legs, and generally to the projection formed by

the articulation of the femur with the coxa. The

cause of this peculiar mode of attachment is suffici-

ently clear : the middle part of the labellum stands so

close to the anther and stigma, that insects always enter

the flower at one corner, between the edge of the

labellum and one of the upper petals ; they also almost

always crawl in with their backs turned directly or

obliquely towards the labellum. My son saw several

which began to crawl into the flowers in a different

position ; but they came out and changed their posi-

tion. Standing in either corner of the flower, with

their backs turned towards the labellum, they insert

their heads and fore legs into the short nectary, which

is seated between the two widely separated viscid discs.

I ascertained that they had occupied this position by
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finding tlirco dead insects, permanently glued to the

discs. Whilst sucking the nectar, which takes two or

three minutes, the projecting joint of the femur stands

under the large helmet-like viscid disc on either side ;

and when the insect retreats, the disc exactly fits on

and is glued to the prominent joint, or to the surface

of the femur. The movement of depression in the

eaudicle now takes place, and the mass of pollen-grains

then projects just beyond the tibia ; so that the insect,

when entering another flower, can hardly fail to ferti-

lise the stigma, which is situated directly beneath the

disc on either side.

Ficr. 0.

PF.RISTYLrs VIIUDIS, Oil FrOG OrCIIIS.

Front view of flower.

a. anther,

s. stigma,

n. orifice of central nectary.

n'li'. laterril nectaries.

I. labellum.

Peristtjius viridis.—This plant, which bears the odd

name of the Frog Orchis, has been placed by many
botanists in the genus Habenaria or Platanthera ; but

as the discs are not naked, it is doubtful whether this
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classification can be correct. The rostella are small

and widely separated from each other. The viscid

matter on the under side of the disc forms an oval ball

which is enclosed within a small jiouch. The npper

membrane to which the caudicle is attached is of large

size relatively to the whole disc, and is freely exposed

to the air. Hence probably it is that the pollinia when
removed from their cases do not become depressed

until, as Mr. T. H. Farrer has observed, twenty or

thirty minutes have elapsed. Owing to this long-

interval, I formerly thought that they did not undergo

any movement of depression. Supposing a jjollinium

to be attached to the head of an insect, and to have

become depressed, it will stand at the proper angle,

vertically, for striking the stigma. But from the

lateral position of the anther-cells, notwithstanding

that they converge a little towards their upper ends,^

it is difficult at first to see how the pollinia when
removed by insects are afterwards placed on tho

stigma ; for this is of small size and is situated in the

middle of the flower between the two widely separated

rostella.

The explanation is, I believe, as follows. The base

of the elongated labcllum forms a rather deep hollow

in front of the stigma, and in this hollow, but some way
in advance of the stigma, a minute slit-like orifice (n)

leads into a short bilobed nectary. Hence an insect,

in order to suck the nectar with which the nectary is

filled, would have to bend down its head in front of

the stigma. The labellum has a medial ridge, which

would probably induce an insect first to alight on

eitiier side ; but, apparently to make sure of this,

besides the true nectary, there are two spots (71 n) which

secrete drops of nectar on each side at the base of

the labellum, bordered by prominent edges, directly
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beneath the two pouches. Now let us suppose an insect

to alight on one side of the labollum so as first to lick

up the exposed drop of nectar on this side ; from the

position of the pouch exactly over the drop, it would

almost certainly get the pollinium of this side attached

to its head. If it were now to go to the mouth of the

true nectary, the pollinium attached to its head from

not having as yet become depressed would not toucli

the stigma ; so that there would be no self-fertilisation.

The insect would then probably suck the exposed drop

of nectar on the other side of the label lum, and would

perhaps get another pollinium attached to its head ; it

would thus be considerably delayed by having to visit

the three nectaries. It would then visit other flowers

on the same plant, and afterwards flowers on a distinct

plant ; and by this time, but not before, the pollinia

will have undergone the movement of depression and

will be in a proper position for effecting cross-fertilisa-

tion. It thus appears that the secretion of nectar at

three separate points of the labellum,—the wide dis-

tance apart of the two rostella,—and the slow down-

ward movement of the caudicle without any lateral

movement— are all correlated for the same purpose of

cross-fertilisation.

To what extent this Orchis is frequented by insects,

and what the kinds are, I do not know, but several of

the flowers on two spikes, sent me by the Rev. B. S.

Maiden, liad a single pollinium removed, and one

flower had both removed.

AVo now come to two genera, namely, Gymnadenia
and llabenaria or Platanthera, including four British

species, which have uncovered viscid discs. The viscid

matter, as before remarked, is of a somewhat differen*

nature from that in Orchis, Ophrys, &c., and docs not
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rapidly set hard. Their nectaries are stored with free

nectar. With respect to the uncovered condition of

the discs, the last species, or Peristylus viridis, is in

an almost intermediate condition. The four following

species compose a much broken series. In Gymna-
denia conopsea the vicid discs are narrow and much
elongated, and lie close together ; in G. albida they

are less elongated, but still approximate ; in Habenaria

hifvlia they are oval and far apart ; and, lastly, in H,
chlorantha they are circular and much farther apart.

Gijmnadenia conopsea.—In general appearance this

plant resembles pretty closely a true Orchis. The
pollinia differ in having naked, narrow, strap-shaped

Fig. 10.

Gymnadeota conopsea.

A. Pollinium, before the act of

depression.

B. Pollinium, after the act of de»

pression, but before it has
closely clasped the disc.

discs, which are as long as the caudicles (fig. 10).

When the pollinia are exposed to the air the caudicle-

is depressed in from thirty to sixty seconds ; and as

the posterior surface of the caudicle is slightly hol-

lowed out, it closely clasps the upper membranous
surface of the disc. The mechanism of this movement
will be described in the last chapter. The elastic

threads by which the packets of pollen are bound to-

gether are unusually weak, as is likewise the case with

p
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the two following species of Habenaria : this was well

shown by the state of specimens which had been kept

in spirits of wine. This weakness apparently stands in

relation to the viscid matter of the discs not setting

hard and dry as in Orchis ; so that a moth with a

pollinium attached to its proboscis might be enabled to

visit several flowers without having the whole polli-

nium dragged off by the first stigma which was struck.

The two strap-shaped discs lie close together, and form

the arched roof of the entrance into the nectary.

They are not protected, as in Orchis, by a lower lip or

pouch, so that the structure of the rostellum is simpler.

AVhen we come to treat of the homologies of the ros-

tellum we shall see that this difference is due to a

small change, namely, to the lower and exterior cells

of the rostellum resolving themselves into viscid

matter ; whereas in Orchis the exterior surface retains

its early cellular or membranous condition.

As the two viscid discs form the roof of the mouth of

the nectary, and are thus brought down near to the

labellum, the two stigmas, instead of being confluent

and standing beneath the rostellum, as in most of

the species of Orchis, are lateral and separate. These

stigmas consist of protuberant, almost horn-shaped,

processes on each side of the nectary. That their

surfaces are really stigmatic I ascertained by finding

them deeply penetrated by a multitude of pollen-

tubes. As in the case of Orchis injramidalis, it is a

pretty experiment to push a fine bristle straight into

the narrow mouth of the nectary, and to observe how
certainly the narrow elongated viscid discs, forming

the roof, stick to the bristle. When the bristle is

withdrawn, the pollinia adhering to its upper side

are withdrawn ; and as the discs form the sides of

the arched roof, they adhere somewhat to the sides
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of the bristle. They then quickly become depressed so

as to lie in the same line with the bristle,—one a little

on one side, and the other on the other side ; and if

the bristle, held in the same relative position, be now
inserted into the nectary of another flower, the two

ends of the pollinia accurately strike the two protu-

berant stigmatic surfaces, situated on each side of the

mouth of the nectary.

The flowers smell sweet, and the abundant nectar

always contained in their nectaries seems highly

attractive to Lepidoptera, for the pollinia are soon and

effectually removed. For instance, in a spike with

forty-five open flowers, forty-one had their pollinia

removed, or had pollen left on their stigmas : in

another spike with fifty-four flowers, thirty-seven had

both pollinia, and fifteen had one pollinium, removed

;

so that only two flowers in the whole spike had neither

pollinium removed.

My son George went at night to a bank where

this species grows plentifully, and soon caught Plusia

chrysitis with six pollinia, P. gamma with three, Anaitis

plagriata with five, and Tripheena pronvha with seven

pollinia attached to their proboscides. I may add

that he also caught the first-named moth in my
flower-garden, with the pollinia of this Orchis attached

to its proboscis, but with all the pollen-grains removed,

although the garden is a quarter of a mile distant from

any spot where the plant grows. Many of the above

moths had only a single pollinium attached, somewhat
laterally to their proboscides ; and this would happen
in every case, unless the moth stood directly in front

of the nectary and inserted it proboscis exactly be-

tween the two discs. But as the labellum is rather

broad and flat, with no guiding ridges like those on

the labellum of Orchis jpyramiddlis, there is nothing to

F 2
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compel mollis to insert their proboscides symmetrically

into the nectary, and there would be no advantage in

their doing so.

Gymnadenia albida.—The structure of the flower of

this species resembles in most respects that of the

last ; but, owing to the upturning of the labellum, it

is rendered almost tubular. The naked elongated

discs are minute and approximate. The stigmatic sur-

faces are partially lateral and divergent. The nectary

is short, and full of nectar. Small as the flowers are,

they seem highly attractive to insects : of the eighteen

lower flowers on one spike, ten had both, and seven

had one pollinium removed ; on some older spikes all

the pollinia had been removed, except from two or

three of the uppermost flowers.

Gymnadenia odoratissima is an inhabitant of the

Alps, and is said by Dr. H. Miiller* to resemble in

all the above characters G. conopsea. As the flowers,

which are pale coloured and highly perfumed, are not

visited by butterflies, he believes that they are fertilised

exclusively by moths. The North American G. tri-

dentata, described by Professor Asa Gray,t differs in an

important manner from the foregoing species. The
anther opens in the bud, and the pollen-grains, which

in the British species are tied together by very weak

threads, are here much more incoherent, and some in-

variably fall on the two stigmas and on the naked

cellular tip of the rostellum ; and this latter part,

strange to say, is penetrated by the pollen-tubes. The
flowers are thus self-fertilised. Nevertheless, as Pro-

fessor Gray adds, " all the arrangements for the removal

• ' Nature,' Dec. 31, 1874, p. nolo p. 200 ; and vol. xxxvi. 1863.

169. p. 29:5. In the latter paper lie

t ' American Journal of Science,* adds some remarks on G.flavi and
vol. XXXV. 1862, p. 426, and foot- nivea.
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of the pollinia by insects, including the movement of

depression, are as perfect as in the species which

depend upon insect aid." Hence there can be little

doubt that this species is occasionally cross-fertilised.

HaBENARIA CHLORANTHA, OR BUTTERFLY ORCHIS.

a a. anther-cells.

d. disc of pollinium.
5. stigma.
n. nectary.

n . orifice of nectary.
I. labellum.
A. Flower viewed in front, with all

the sepals and petals removed
except the labellum with its

nectary, which is turned to one
side.

B. A pollinium. (This has hardly

a sufficiently elongated appear-

ance.) The drum-like pedicel

is hidden behind the disc.

C. Diagram, giving a section

through the viscid disc, the

drum-like pedicel, and the

attached end of the caudicle.

The viscid disc is formed of an

upper membrane with a layer

of viscid matter beneath.

Habenaria or Platanthera chlorantha.—The pollinia

of the Large Butterfly Orchis differ considerably from

those of any species hitherto mentioned. The two
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anther-cells are separated from each other by a wide

space of connectiA'O membrane, and the pollinia are

enclosed in a backward sloping position (fig. 11). The
viscid discs front each other, and stand in advance of

the stigmatic surfoce. In consequence of their forward

position, the caudicles and j)ollen-masses are much
elongated. Each viscid disc is circular, and, in the

early bud, consists of a mass of cells, of which the

exterior layers (uuswering to the lip or pouch in

Orchis) resolve themselves into adhesive matter. This

matter has the property of remaining adhesive for at

least twenty-four hours after the pollinium has been

removed from its cell. The disc, externially covered

with a thick layer of adhesive matter (see fig. C,

which stands so that the layer of viscid matter is below)

is produced on its opposite- and embedded side into

a short drum-like pediceL This pedicel is continuous-

with the membranous portion of the disc and is formed

of the same tissue. The caudicle of the pollinium is

attached in a transverse direction to the embedded end

of the pedicel, and its extremity is prolonged, as a bent

rudimentary tail, just beyond the drum. The caudicle

is thus united to the viscid disc in a very different

manner, and in a plane at right angles, to what occurs-

in the other British Orchids. In the short drum-

like pedicel, we have a small development of the long

pedicel of the rostellum, which is so conspicuous in

many Vandea?, and which connects the viscid disc with

the true caudicles of the pollinia.

The drum-like pedicel is of the highest importance,

not only by rendering the viscid disc more prominent

and more likely to stick to the face of an insect whilst

inserting its proboscis into the nectary beneath the

stigma, but on account of its power of contraction.

The pollinia lie inclined backwards in their cells (see
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fig. A), above and some way on each side of the stig-

matic surface ; if attached in this position to the head

of an insect, the insect might visit any number of

flowers, and no pollen would be left on the stigma.

But observe what takes place : in a few seconds after the

inner end of the drum-like pedicel has been removed
from its embedded position and exposed to the air, one

side of the drum contracts, and this contraction draws

the thick end of the pollinium inwards, so that the

caudicle and the viscid surface of the disc are no louo:er

parallel, as they were at first, and as they are repre-

sented in the section, fig. C. At the same time the

drum rotates through nearly a quarter of a circle, and

this moves the caudicle downwards, like the hand of

a clock, depressing the thick end of the pollinium or

mass of pollen-grains. Let us suppose the right-hand

disc to be affixed to the right side of an insects face,

and by the time required for the insect to visit

another flower on another plant, the pollen-bearing

end of the pollinium will have moved downwards

and inwards, and will now infallibly strike the viscid

surface of the stigma, situated in the middle of the

flower beneath and between the two anther-cells.

The little rudimentary tail of the caudicle projecting

beyond the drum-like pedicel is an interesting point

to those who believe in the modification of species

;

for it shows us that the disc has been carried a little

inwards, and that primordially the two discs stood even

still further in advance of the stigma than they do

at present. We thus learn that the parent-form ap-

proached in this respect the structure of that extra-

ordinary Orchid, the Bonatea speciosa of the Cape of

Good Hope.

The remarkable length of the nectary, containing

much free nectar, the white colour of the conspicuous
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flowers, and the strong sweet odour emitted by them at

night, all show that this plant depends for its fertilisa-

tion on the larger nocturnal Lepidoptera. I have

often found spikes with almost all the pollinia removed.

From the lateral position and distance of the two

viscid discs from each other, the same moth would

generally remove only one pollinium at a time ; and

in a spike which had not as yet been much visited,

three flowers had both pollinia, and eight flowers had

only one pollinium removed. From the position of

the discs it might have been anticipated that they

would adhere to the side of the head or face of moths

;

and Mr. F. Bond sent me a specimen of Hadena dentina

with one eye covered and blinded by a disc, and a

specimen of Plusia v. aureum with a disc attached to

the edge of the eye. Mr. Marshall* collected twenty

specimens of CucuUia umhratica on an island in Der-

wentwater, separated by half-a-mile of water from any

spot where H. chlorantha grew ; nevertheless, seven of

these moths had the pollinia of this Orchid afiixed to

their eyes. Although the discs are so adhesive that

almost all the pollinia in a bunch of flowers which was

carried in my hand and thus shaken were removed
by adhering to the petals or sepals, yet it is certain

that motlis, probably the smaller species, often visit

these flowers without removing the pollinia; for on
examining the discs of a large number of pollinia

whilst still in their cells I found minute Lepido-

pterous scales glued to them.

The cause of the flowers of various kinds of Orchids

being constructed so that the pollinia are always

affixed to the eyes or proboscides of Lepidoptera, and
to the naked foreheads or proboscides of Hymcnoptera,

'Nature/ Sept. 12, 1872, p. 393.
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no doubt is that the viscid discs cannot adhere to

a scaly or very hairy surface ; the scales themselves

being easily detached. Variations in the structure of

the flower of an Orchid, unless they led to the viscid

discs touching some part of the body of an insect

where they would remain firmly attached, would be of

no service, but an injury to the plant ; and consequently

such variations would not be preserved and perfected.

Habenaria hifolia, or Lesser Butterfiy Orchis.—I am
aware that this form and the last are considered by
Mr. Bentham and by some other botanists as mere
varieties of one another ; for it is said that intermediate

gradations in the position of the viscid discs occur.

But we shall immediately see that the two forms

differ in a large number of other characters, not to

mention general aspect and the stations inhabited, with

which we are not here concerned. Should these two

forms be hereafter proved to graduate into each other,

independently of hybridisation, it would be a remarkable

case of variation ; and I, for one, should be as much
pleased as surprised at the fact, for these two forms

certainly differ from one another more than do most

species belonging to the same genus.

The viscid discs of the Lesser Butterfly Orchis are

oval, and face each other. They stand far closer

together than in the last species ; so much so, that in

the bud, when their surfaces are cellular, they almost

touch. They are not placed so low down relatively to

the mouth of the nectary. The viscid matter is of

a somewhat different chemical nature, as shown by

its much greater viscidity, if after having been long

dried it is moistened, or after being kept in weak

spirits of wine. The drum-like pedicel can hardly be

said to be present, but is represented by a longitudinal

ridge, truncated at the end where the caudicle is
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attached, and there is hardly a vestige of tlie rudi-

mentary taih In fig. 12 the discs of Loth species,

Pi^ 12. of the proper proportional

sizes, are represented as seen

vertically from above. The
pollinia, after removal from

their cells, undergo nearly the

„ ^. , ,. , .„ ,, same movements as in the last
15. Disc and cau(li(le of //. rido- . t i i _<>

rantha, socn from above, SpCClCS. lu both formS the
with the drum-like pedicel movcment is Well shown by
iore-shortei>ed.

. . .

•'

A. Disc and caudicie of //. hi- removing a pollinium by the
full,, .cen from above.

^^^j^j, ^^^^ ^^,-^1^ ^ p.^-^, ^f pj^_

cers, and holding it under the microscope, when the

plane of the viscid disc will be seen to move through

an angle of at least forty-five degrees. The caudicles-

of the Lesser Butterfly Orchis are relatively very much
shorter than in the other species; the little packets,

of pollen are shorter, whiter, and, in a mature flower^

separate much more readily from one another. Lastly,,

the stigmatic surface is differently shaped, being more

plainly tripartite, with two lateral prominences, situ-

ated beneath the viscid discs. These prominences

contract the mouth of the nectary, making it sub-

quadrangular. Hence I cannot doubt that the Larger

and Lesser Butterfly Orchids are distinct species,

masked by close external similarity.*

As soon as I had examined the present species.

* Arcordinf? to Dr. II. Bliiller, which in Germany is called P.
Hahenaria or I'latanthira hifoUa hifolia. Ho givts a very full and
of l';nj,'lisli authors is the 1'. sol- interesting ncuouiit of the varia-

stitialis of lioenninghausen ; and bility of these three forms of
lie fully agrees with nie that it J7a/a7i<7tfra, and of their structure

must be ranked iis spccilically in relation to their manner of fer-

distiiict from I\ chhrantha. Dr. tilisation : 'VerliandL d. Nat.
Miiller states that this latter Vcrein. f. Pr. Rh. u. Westfal.'

species is connected hy a gerit a Jahrg. xxv. III. I'^olge, V. Bd. pp»
of {gradations with another forui 3U-38.
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I felt convinced, from the position of the viscid discs,

that it would be fertilised in a different manner from

the Larger Butterfly Orchis; and now, owing to the

kindness of Mr. F. Bond, I have examined two moths,

namely, Agrotis segetum and Anaitis plagiata, one with

three pollinia, and the other with five pollinia, attached,

not to the eyes and side of the face as in the last

species, but to the base of the proboscis. I may
remark that the pollinia of these t\\o species of Habe-

naria, when attached to moths, can be distinguished at

a glance.

Professor Asa Gray has described* the structure of

no less than ten American species of Flatanthera.

]\rost of them resemble in their manner of fertilisation

the two British species ; but some of the species, in

which the viscid discs do not stand far apart, have

curious contrivances, such as a channelled labellum,

lateral shields, &c., compelling moths to insert their

proboscides directly in front. P. hooJceri, on the other

hand, differs in a very interesting manner : the two

viscid discs stand widely sej^arated from each other

;

consequently a moth, unless of gigantic size, would be

able to suck the copious nectar without touching either

disc ; but this risk is avoided in the following manner

:

—the central line of the stigma is prominent, and the

labellum, instead of hanging down, as in most of the

other species, is curved upwards, so that the front of

the flower is made somewhat tubular and is divided

into halves. Thus a moth is compelled to go to the

one or other side, and its face will almost certainly be

brouo^ht into contact with one of the discs. The drum

of the pollinium, when removed, contracts in the

same manner as I have described under P. cldorantlia.

* 'American Journal of Science,* vol. xxxiv. 1862, pp, 143, 259,

and 424, and vol. xxsvi. 1863, p. 292
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Professor Gray has seen a butterfly (Nisouiades) from

Canada with a pollinium of this species attached to

each eye. In the case of P. jlava, moths are compelled

in a different manner to enter the nectary on one side.

A narrow but strong protuberance, rising from the base

of the labellum, projects upwards and backwards, so

as almost to touch the column ; thus the moth, being

forced to go to either side, is almost sure to withdraw

one of the viscid discs. P. hyperborea and dilatata

have been regarded by some botanists as varieties of

the same species ; and Professor Asa Gray says that

he was formerly tempted to come to the same con-

clusion ; but on closer examination he finds, besides

uther characters, a remarkable physiological difference,

namely, that P. dilatata, like its congeners, requires

insect aid and cannot fertilise itself; whilst in P.

hyperhorea the pollen-masses commonly fall out of the

anther-cells whilst the flower is very young or in bud,

and thus the stigma is self-fertilised. Nevertheless, the

various structures adapted for crossing are still present.*

The genus Bonatea is closely allied to Habenaria,

and includes plants having an extraordinary structure.

Bonatea speciosa is an inhabitant of the Cape of Good
Hope, and has been carefully described by Mr. Trimen ;t

but it is impossible to explain its structure without

drawings. It is remarkable from the manner in which

the two stigmatic surfaces, as well as the two viscid

discs, project far out in front of the flower, and from

the complex nature of the labellum, which consists of

seven, or probably of nine distinct parts all fused

Jlr. J. Mansel Weale has de- pollinianotiniJerp;oinganymove-
Bcribed ('Joiirn. Lin. Soc. Bot.' ment or change of position when
vol. .xiii. 1871, p. 47) the method of removed from their eases,

fertilisation of two South African f ' Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot.' vol.

species of Habenaria : one of ix. 18C5, p. 156.

theso is remarkable from the
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together. As in Platanthera jiava, there is a process

at the base of the labellum which compels moths to

enter the flower on either side. The nectary, accord-

ing to Mr, Trimen and Mr. J. Mansel Weale, does not

contain free nectar ; but the latter author believes

that the tissue of which it is composed tastes sweet, so

that moths probably penetrate it for the sake of the

intercellular fluid. The pollinia are of astonishino-

length, and when removed from their cases hang down
merely from the weight of the pollen-masses, and if

attached to the head of an insect would be in a proper

position for adhering to the stigma. Mr. Weale has

likewise described some other South African species

of Bonatea.* These differ from B. speciosa in having

their nectaries full of nectar. He found a small

butterfly, Pyrgus elmo, " perfectly embarrassed by the

number of pollinia of this Bonatea attached to its

sternum." But he does not specify whether the

sternum was naked or covered with scales.

The South African genera Disa and Disperis are

placed by Lindley in two sub-tribes of the Ophreae.

The superb flowers of Disa grandijlora have been

described and figured by Mr. Trimen.t The posterior

sepal, instead of the labellum, is developed into a large

nectary. In order that insects may reach the copiously

stored nectar, they must insert their proboscides on

either side of the column ; and in accordance with

this fact the viscid discs are turned outwards in an

extraordinary manner. The pollinia are crooked, and

when removed bend downwards from their own weight,

so that no movement is necessary for placing themselves

in a proper position. Considering the large supply ol

* ' Joiirn. Liun. Soo. Bot.' vol. t ' Joum. Linn. Soc. Cot. vol

X. p. 470. vii. 1863. p. Itl.
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nectar and ':liat the flowers are very conspicuous, it

is remarkable that they are rarely visited by insects.

Mr. Trimen wrote to me in 1864 that he had lately

examined seventy-eight flowers, and only twelve of

these had one or both j)oliinia removed by insects,

and only five had pollen on their stigmas. He does

not know what insects occasionally fertilise the flowers

;

but IMrs. Barber has more than once seen a large fly,

allied to Bombylius, with the pollinia oiDisa 'pohjgnoides

attached to the base of its 2:)roboscis. Mr. Weale states*

that D. macrantha differs from J), grandijiora and cornuta

in producing plenty of seed, and is remarkable from

often fertilising itself. This follows from " a very slight

jerk, when the flower is fully expanded, sufiicing to

eject the jiollinia from their widely open anther-cases,

and to bring them into contact with the stigma.

This in nature is not unseldom the case, as I have

repeatedly found many flowers thus fertilised." He
has, however, no doubt that the flowers are likewise

cross-fertilised by nocturnal insects. He adds that

D. grandijiora in being so seldom fertilised by insects

offers a case like that of Oplirys mnscifera ; whilst

D. macrantha in being often self-fertilised closely cor-

responds with Ophrys apifera ; but this latter species

seems to be invariably self-fertilised.

Lastly, Mr. Weale has described,! as far as he could

make out, the manner in which a species of Disperis

is fertilised by the aid of insects. It deserves notice

that the labellum and two lateral sepals of this plant

secrete nectar.

We have now finished with the Ophreoe ; but before

passing on to the following tribes, I will recapitulate

* ' Journ. Lirj. Soc, Bot.' vol. + ' Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot.' vol.

xiii. 1871, p. 45, xiil. 1871, p. 42.
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the chief facts with respect to the movemeuts of the

pollinia, all clue to the nicely regulated coutraction of

that small portion of membrane (together with the

pedicel in the case of Habenaria) lying between the

layer or ball of adhesive matter and the extremity of

the caudicle. In a few cases, however, as with some

of the species of Disa and Bonatea, the caudicles when
removed from their cells do not undergo any movement

;

the weight of the pollen-masses sufficing to depress

them into a proper position. In most of the species of

Orchis the stigma lies directly beneath the anther-cells,

and the pollinia simply move vertically downwards.

In Orchis 2^yramidaUs there are two lateral and inferior

stigmas, and the pollinia move downwards and outwards,

diverging to the proper angle, so as to strike the two

lateral stigmas. In Gymnadenia the pollinia move
only downwards, but they are adapted for striking the

lateral stigmas, by being attached to the upper lateral

surfaces of the proboscides of Lepidoptera. In Nigri-

tella they move upwards, but this depends merely on

their being always affixed to the lower side of the

proboscis. In Habenaria the stigmatic surface lies

beneath and between the two widely-separated anther-

cells, and the pollinia here converge, instead of diverg-

ing as in Orchis ijyramidalis, and likewise move down-

wards. A poet might imagine that whilst the pollinia

were borne through the air from flower to flower,

adhering to an insect's body, they voluntarily and

eagerly placed themselves in that exact position, in

which alone they could hope to gain their wish and

perpetuate their race.
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CHAPTER III.

ARETHUSE^.

Cephalanthera grandiflora ; rostellum aborted ; early peuetration of the

pollen-tubes; case of imperfect self-fertilisation ; cross-fertilisation

eifected by insects which gnaw the labellum—Cephalanthera ensi-

folia—Pogonia—Pterostylis and other Australian orchids with the

labellum sensitive to a touch—Vanilla—Sobralia.

Cephalanthera grandiflora.—This Orchid is remark-

able from not possessing a rostellum, which is so

eminently characteristic of the order. The stigma is

large, and the anther stands above it. The pollen

is extremely friable and readily adheres to any object.

The grains are tied together by a few weak elastic

threads ; but they are not cemented together, so as to

form compound pollen-grains, as in almost all other

Orchids.* In this latter character and in the complete

abortion of the rostellum we have evidence of degrada-

tion ; and Cephalanthera appears to me like a degraded

Epipactis, a member of the Neotteae, to be described in

the next chapter.

The anther opens whilst the flower is in bud and

partly expels the pollen, which stands in two nearly

free upright pillars, each nearly divided longitudinally

into halves. These subdivided pillars rest against or

even overhang the upper square edge of the stigma,

which rises to about one-third of their height (see front

* This separation of the grains by Lindley in his magnificent

was observed, and is represented, ' Illustrations of Orchidaceous

by Bauer in the plate published Plants.'
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view B, and side view C, in fig. 13). Whilst the flower

is still in bud, the pollen-grains which rest against the

upper sharp edge of the stigma (but not those in the

upper or lower parts of the mass) emit a multitude of

Fi- 1.1

Cephalantiiera grandiflora.

a. anther; in the front view, B,

the two cells with the included

pollen are seen.

o. one of the two lateral rudimen-
tary anthers, or auricles.

p. masses of pollen.

s. stigma.

/. distal portion of the labellum.

A. Oblique view of perfect flower,

when fully expanded.

B. Front view of column, with all

the petals and sepals removed.

C. Side view of column, with all the

sepals and petals removed ; the

narrow pillars of pollen (p)
between the anther and stigma

can just be seen.

tubes
; and these deeply penetrate the stigmatic tissue.

After this period the stigma bends a little forward, and
the result is that the two friable pillars of pollen are

"drawn a little forward and stand almost completely free

G
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from the anther-cells, being tied to the edge of the

stigma and supported by the penetration of the pollen-

tubes. Without this support the pillars would soon fall

down.

The flower stands upright, with the lower part of

the labellum turned up parallel to the column (fig. A).

The tips of the lateral petals never become separated ;*

80 that the pillars of pollen are protected from the

wind, and as the flower stands upright they do not

fall down from their own weight. These are points of

much importance to the plant, as otherwise the pollen

would have been blown or fallen down and been

wasted. The labellum is formed of two portions ; when

the flower is mature, the small triangular distal portion

turns down at right angles to the basal portion ; and

thus ofiers a small landing-place for insects in front

of the triangular entrance, situated half-way up the

almost tubular flower. After a short time, as soon as

the flower is fully fertilised, the small distal portion

of the labellum rises up, shuts the triangular door, and

again perfectly encloses the organs of fructification.

Although I have often searched for nectar within the

cup of the labellum, I have never found even a trace.

The terminal portion of the labellum is frosted with

globular papillae of an orange colour, and within the

cup there are several transversely wrinkled, longi-

tudinal ridges of a darker orange tint. These ridges

are often gnawed by some animal, and I have found

minute, bitten-off fragments lying within the base of the

cup. In the summer of 18G2 the flowers were visited

less frequently by insects than is usual, as shown by

the unbroken state of the pollen-masses ; nevertheless,

* Bauer l;p;urcs the flowers say is that I have not seen tliem

much more widely eximndeil than in this condition,

is here represented : all that I c;m
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out of seventeen flowers which were examined one day,

five had their ridges gnawed, and on the next day,

seven out of nine other flowers were in this state. As
there was no appearance of slime, I do not believe

that they had been attacked by slugs; but whether

they had been gnawed by winged insects, which alone

w^ould be effectual for cross-fertilisation, I know not.

The ridges had a taste like that of the labellum of

certain Vandese, in which tribe (as we shall hereafter

see) this part of the flower is often gnawed by insects.

Cephalanthera is the only British Orchid, as far as I

have observed, which attracts insects, by thus offering

to them solid food.

The early penetration of the stigma by a multitude

of pollen-tubes, which were traced far down the stigmatic

tissue, apparently gives us another case, like that of the

Bee Ophrys, of perpetual self-fertilisation. I was much
surprised at this fact, and asked myself : Why does the

distal portion of the labellum open for a short period ?

what is the use of the great mass of pollen above and

below that layer of grains, the tubes of which alone

penetrate the upper edge of the stigma ? The stigma

has a large flat viscid surface ; and during several years

I have almost invariably found masses of pollen adher-

ing to its surface, and the friable pillars by some means

broken down. It occurred to me that, although the

flowers stand upright, and the pillars are well pro-

tected from the wind, yet that the pollen-masses might

ultimately topple over from their o\mi weight, and so

fall on the stigma, thus completing the act of self-fer-

tilisation. Accordingly, I covered with a net a plant

having four buds, and examined the flowers as soon as

they had withered ; the broad stigmas of three of them

were perfectly free from pollen, but a little had falleii

on one corner of the fourth. With the exception of

G 2
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•the summit of one pillar in this latter flower, all the

other pillars still stood upright and unbroken. I looked

•at the flowers of some surrounding plants, and ever}'--

where found, as I had so often done before, broken-down

pillars and masses of pollen on the stigmas.

From the usual state of the pillars of pollen, as

'well as from the gnawed condition of the ridges on the

labellum, it may be safely inferred that insects of some

kind visit the flowers, disturb the pollen, and leave

masses of it on the stigmas. We thus see that the

-turning down of the distal portion of the labellum, by

'which a temporary landing-place and an open door are

aflbrded,—the upturned labellum, by which the flower

is made tubular so that insects are compelled to crawl

close by the stigmatic surface,—the pollen readily

cohering to any object, and standing in friable pillars

protected from the wind,—and, lastly, the large masses

'of pollen above and below that layer of grains, the

tubes of which alone penetrate the edge of the stigma,

—

are all co-ordinated structures, far from useless ; and

they would be quite useless if these flowers were always

self-fertilised.

To ascertain how far the early penetration of the

upper edge of the stigma by the tubes of those grains

which rest on it, is efi'ectual for fertilisation, I covered

lip a plant, just before the flowers opened, and removed

the thin net as soon as they had begun to wither. From
long experience I am sure that this temporary cover-

ing could not have injured their fertility. The four

covered flowers produced seed-capsules as fine in ap-

pearance as those on any of the surrounding plants.

When ripe, I gathered them, and likewise capsules

from several of the surrounding plants, growing under

similar conditions, and weighed the seed in a chemical

balance. The seeds from the four capsules on the
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uncovered plants weighed 1 • 5 grain ; whilst those

from an equal number of capsules on the covered plant

weighed under 1 grain ; but this does not give a fair

idea of the relative difference of their fertility, for I

observed that a great number of the seeds from the

covered plant consisted of minute and shrivelled husks.

Accordingly I mixed the seeds well together, and took

four little lots from one heap and four little lots from

the other heap, and, having soaked them in water, com-

pared them under the microscope : out of forty seeds-

from the uncovered plants there were only four bad

ones, whereas out of forty seeds from the covered-up

plants there were at least twenty-seven bad ; so that

there were nearly seven times as many bad seeds from

the covered plants, as from those left free to the access-

of insects.

We may therefore conclude that this orchid is

constantly self-fertilised, although in a very imperfect

manner ; but this would be highly useful to the plant,,

if insects failed to visit the flowers. The penetra-

tion of the pollen-tubes, however, is apparently even

more serviceable by retaining the pillars of pollen in

their proper places, so that insects, in crawling into the

flowers, may get dusted with pollen. Self-fertilisation

also may, perhaps, be aided by insects, carrying pollen

from the same flower on to the stigma ; but an insect

thus smeared with pollen could hardly fail likewise tO'

cross the flowers on other plants. From the relative

position of the parts, it seems indeed probable (but I

omitted to prove this by the early removal of the

anthers, so as to observe whether pollen was brought

to the stigma from other flowers) that an insect would

more frequently get dusted by crawling out of a flower

than by crawling into one ; and this would of course

facilitate a cross between distinct individuals. Hence
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Cephalanthera offers only a partial exception to the

rule that the flowers of Orchids are generally fertilised

by pollen from another plant.

CejpJialaniliera ensifolia.—According to Delpino,* the

flowers of this species are visited by insects, as shown

by the removal of the pollen-masses. He believes that

this is effected by their bodies being first rendered sticky

by means of the stigmatic secretion. It is not clear

wnether the flowers also fertilise themselves. Each
pollen-mass is divided into two, instead of being merely

sub-divided, so thatthere are four distinct pollen-masses.

Pogonia ojMoglossoides.—The flowers of this plant,

an inhabitant of the United States, resemble, as

described by Mr. Scudder, t those of Cephalanthera in

not having a rostellum, and in the pollen-masses not

being furnished with caudicles. The pollen consists of

powdery grains not united by threads. Self-fertilisation

seems to be effectually prevented ; and the flowers on

distinct plants must intercross, for each plant generally

bears only a single flower.

Pterostylis trullifolia and longifolia.—I may here

briefly mention some Orchids, inhabitants of Australia

and New Zealand, which are included by Lindley in

the same family of the Arethuseai with Cephalanthera

and Pogonia, and are remarkable from their labella

being extremely sensitive or irritable. Two of the

petals and one of the sepals form a hood which encloses

the column, as may be seen at A in the accompanying

figure of Pterostylis hngifolia.

The distal portion of the labellum affords a landing-

place for insects, in nearly the same manner as with

Cephalanthera; but when this organ is touched it

rapidly springs up, carrying with it the touching insect,

' Ult. Osservaz. sulla Dico- f * Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist
gamia,' part ii. 1875, p. 149. vol. ix. 1863, p. 182.
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which is thus temporarily imprisoned within the other-

wise almost completely closed flower. The labellum

Fie;. 14.

Pterostylis LONGIFOLIA. (Copied from Mr. K. D. Fitzgerald's ' Australian

Orchids.')

A. Flower in its natural state : th«

outline of the column is dimly
seen within.

B. Flower with the near lateral

petal removed, showing the

column with its two shields,

and the labellum in the position

which it occupies after having
been touched.

remains shut from half an hour to one hour and a

half, and on reopening is again sensitive to a touch.

Two membranous shields project on each side of the
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upper part of the column, with their edges meeting^

in front, as may be seen in fig. B. In this drawing

the petal on the near side has been cut away, and

the labellum is represented in the position which it

assumes after having been touched. As soon as the

labellum has thus risen, an imprisoned insect cannot

escape except by crawling through the narrow passage

formed by the two projecting shields. In thus escaping-

it can hardly fail to remove the pollinia, as, before

coming into contact with them, its body will have been

smeared with the viscid matter of the rostellum. On
being imprisoned in another flower, and on again escap-

ing by the same passage, it will almost certainly leave

at least one of the four pollen-masses on the adhesive

stigma, and thus fertilise the flower.

All that I have here said is taken from the admir-

able description given by Mr. Cheeseman * of Pterostylis

trullifolia ; but I have copied the figure of P. longifolia

from Mr. Fitzgerald's great work on the Australian

Orchids, as it shows plainly the relation of all the parts.

Mr. Cheeseman placed insects within several flowers

of P. trullifolia, and saw them afterwards crawl out,

generally with pollinia attached to their backs. He
also proved the importance of the irritable labellum

by removing it from twelve flowers whilst young, and

in this case insects which entered the flowers would not

have been compelled to crawl out through the passage

;

and not one of these flowers produced a capsule. The
flowers seem to be frequented exclusively by Diptera;

but what attraction they present is not known, as they

do not secrete nectar. Mr. Cheeseman believes that

hardly a quarter of the flowers produce capsules ; not-

withstanding that on one occasion he examined 110

• ' TrnnsKt New Zealand Institute,' vol. v. 1873, p. 352 ; and vol.

vu". p. 351.
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flowers in a withered condition, and seventy -one of these

had pollen on their stigmas, and only twenty-eight had

all lour pollinia still within their anthers. All the

New Zealand species bear solitary flowers, so that dis-

tinct plants cannot fail to be intercrossed. I may add

that Mr. Fitzgerald also j)laced a small beetle on the

labellum of P. longifolia, which was instantly carried

into the flower and imprisoned ; afterwards he saw

it crawl out with two pollinia attached to its back.

Nevertheless he doubts, from reasons which seem to

me quite insufiicient, whether the sensitiveness of the

labellum is not as great a disadvantage as an advan-

tage to the plant.

3Ir. Fitzgerald has described another Orchid belong-

ing to the same sub-tribe, Caladenia dimorpha, which

has an irritable labellum. He kept a plant in his room,

and says :
" A house-fly lighting on the lip was carried

by its spring against the column, and becoming en-

tangled in the gluten of the stigma, and struggling to

escape, removed the pollen from the anther and smeared

it on the stigma." He adds, " Without some such aid

the species of this genus never produce seed." But

from the analogy of other Orchids we may feel sure

that insects usually behave very differently from the

fly which he saw caught on the stigma, and no doubt

they carry the pollen-masses from plant to plant. The

labellum of another Australian genus, Calaena, one of

the Arethuseae, is said by Dr. Hooker * to be irritable
;

so that when touched by an insect it shuts up suddenly

against the column, and temporarily encloses its prey

as it were within a box. The labellum is covered by

curious papillae, which, as far as Mr. Fitzgerald has

fceen, are not gnawed by insects.

'Flora of Tasmania,' vol. ii. p. 17.
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Ml. Fitzgerald describes and figures several other

genera, and states with respect to Acianthus fornicatus

and exsertus that neither species produce seeds if

protected from insects, but are easily fertilised by

jjollen placed on their stigmas. Mr. Cheeseman * has

witnessed the fertilisation of Acianthus sindairii in

New Zealand, the flowers of which are incessantly

visited by Diptera, without whose aid the pollinia are

never removed. Out of eighty-seven flowers borne

by fourteen plants, no less than seventy-one matured

capsules. This plant according to the same observer

exhibits one remarkable j)eculiarity, namely, that the

pollen-masses are attached to the rostellum by means

of the exserted pollen-tubes, which serve as a caudicle

;

and the pollen-masses are thus removed together with

the rostellum, which is viscid, when the flowers are

visited by insects. The flowers of the allied Cyrto-

stylis are also much frequented by insects, but the

pollinia are not so regularly removed as those of the

Acianthus ; and with Corysanthes, only five out of 200

flowers produced capsules.

The VanilUdse according to Lindley form a sub-

tribe of the Arethusea?. The large tubular flowers of

Vanilla aromatica are manifestly adapted to be ferti-

lised by insects ; and it is known that when this plant

is cultivated in foreign countries, for instance in Bour-

bon, Tahiti, and the East Indies, it fails to produce

its aromatic pods unless artificially fertilised. This

fact shows that some insect in its American home is

specially adapted for the work ; and that the insects

of the above-named tropical regions, where the Vanilla

flourishes, either do not visit the flowers, though they

secrete an abundance of nectar, or do not visit them

' Trausact. New Zealand Institute,' vol. vii. 1S75, p, 349.
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in the proper manner.* I will mention only two pecu-

liarities in the structure of the flowers : the anterior

part of the pollen-masses is semi-waxy and the posterior

part somewhat friable ; the grains are not cemented

together into compound grains, and the single grains

are not united by fine elastic threads but by viscid

matter; this matter would aid in causing the pollen

to adhere to an insect, but I should have thought that

such aid was superfluous, as the viscid rostellum is

well developed. The other peculiarity is that the

labellum, in front of the stigma, and some way beneath

it, is furnished with a stiff hinged brush, formed of a

series of combs one over the other, which point down-
wards. This structure would allow an insect to crawl

easily into a flower, but would compel it whilst re-

treating to press close against the column ; and in

doing so it would remove the pollen-masses, leaving

them on the stigma of the next flower which was

visited.

The genus Sobralia is allied to Vanilla, and Mr.

Cavendish Browne informs me that he saw a large

humble-bee enter a flower of 8. macrantha in his

hothouse, and when it crawled out it had the two

large pollen-masses firmly fixed to its back, nearer to

the tail than to the head. The bee then looked about,

and seeing: no other flower re-entered the same one of

* For Bourbon see 'Bui. Soc. in the Blue Mountains of New
Bot. de France,' torn. i. 1854, p. South Wales; removed from
290. For Tahiti see H. A. Tilley, thence to Sydney, a number of

'Japan, the Amour, &c.,' 1861, p. plants, though flowering well, have
375. For the East Indies see not borne any seed if left to them-
Morren in 'Annals and Mag. of selves, though invariably fertile

Nat. Hist.' 1839, vol. iii. p. 6. I when the pollen-masses were re-

may give an analogous but more moved and placed on the stigma."

striking case from Mr Fitzgerald, Yet the Blue Mountains are less

who says "that Sarcochilus par- than one hundred miles distant

viflorug (one of the Vandeie) pro- from Sydney.
ducee capsules nk)t unficquently
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the Sobralia, but quickly retreated, leaving the pollen-

masses on the stigma, with the viscid discs alone

adhering to its back. The nectar of this Guatemala

Orchid seemed too powerful for our British bee, for it

stretched out its legs and lay for a time as if dead on
the labellum, but afterwards recovered.
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CHAPTER IV.

NEOTTE^.

Epipactis palustris ; carious shape of the labellum and its importance

in the fructification of the flower—Other species of Epipactis

—

Epipogium— Goodyera repens— Spiranthes autumnalis; perfect

adaptution by which the pollen of a younger flower is carried to the

stigma of an older flower on another plant—Jjistci a ovata ; sensi-

tiveness of the rostellum; explosion of viscid matter; action of

insects ; perfect adaptation of the several organs—Listera cordata

—

Neottia nidus-avis ; its fertilisation eflected in the same manner as

in Listera—Thelymitra, self-fertile.

We have now arrived at a third tribe, the Neotteae of

Lindley, which includes several British genera. These

present many interesting points with respect to their

structure and manner of fertilisation.

The Neottese have a free anther standing behind the

stigma. Their pollen-grains are tied together by fine

elastic threads, which partially cohere and project at

the upper end of the pollen-mass, being there attached

(with some exceptions) to the back of the rostellum.

Consequently the pollen-masses have no true and dis-

tinct caudicles. In one genus alone (Goodyera) the

pollen-grains are collected into packets as in Orchis.

Epipactis and Goodyera agree pretty closely in their

manner of fertilisation with the Ophreae, but are more

simply organised. Spiranthes comes under the same

category, but has been differently modified in some

respects.

Epipactis palustris*—The lower part of the large

* I am much indebted to Mr. ing me fresh specimens of tliia

A. G More, of Bembridge, in the beautiful Orchis.

Isle of Wight, for repeatedly send-
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Epipactis palustris.

a. anthrr, with the two open cells

seen in the front view D.

a', rudimentary anther, or auricle,

referred to in a future chapter.

r. rostellum.

s. stigma.

/. labelium.

A. Side view of flower, with the

lower sepals removed, in its

natural position.

B. Side view of flower, with the

distal portion of the labelium

depressed, as if by the weight

of an insect.

C. Side view of flower, somewhat

enlarged, with all the sepals

and petals removed, excepting

the labelium, of which the

near side has been cut away

;

the massive anther is seen to

be of large size.

Front view of column, somewhat
enlarged, with all the sepals

and petals removed: the ros-

tellum has sunk down a little

in the specimen figured, and

ought to have stood higher,

so as to hide more of the

anther-cells.
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stigma is bilobed and projects in front of the column

(see s in the side and front views, C, D, fig. 15). On
its square summit a single, nearly globular rostellum

is seated. The anterior face of the rostellum (r, C, D)
projects a little beyond the surface of the upper part of

the stigma, and this is of importance. In the early bud

the rostellum consists of a friable mass of cells, with the

exterior surface rough : these superficial cells undergo

a great change during development, and become con-

verted into a soft, smooth, highly elastic membrane or

tissue, so excessively tender that it can be penetrated

by a human hair; when thus penetrated, or when

slightly rubbed, the surface becomes milky and in some

degree viscid, so that the pollen-grains adhere to it.

In some cases, though I observed this more plainly in

Epipaetis latifolia, the surface of the rostellum appa-

rently becomes milky and viscid without having been

touched. This exterior soft elastic membrane forms

a cap to the rostellum, and is internally lined with a

layer of much more adhesive matter, which, when ex-

posed to the air, dries in from five to ten minutes.

By a slight upward and backward push with any object,

the whole cap, with its viscid lining, is removed with

the greatest ease ; a minute square stump, the basis

of the rostellum, being alone left on the summit of the

stigma.

In the bud-state the anther stands quite free behind

the rostellum and stigma; it opens longitudinally

whilst the flower is still unexpanded, and exposes the

two oval pollen-masses, which now lie loose in their

cells. The pollen consists of spherical granules, co-

hering in fours, but not affecting each other's shapes

:

and these compound grains are tied together by fine

elastic threads. The threads are collected into bundles

extendinjr loniritudinallv along: tlie middle line of the
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front of each poUinium, where it conies into contact

with the back of the uppermost part of the rostellum.

From the number of these threads this middle line

looks bi'own, and each pollen-mass here shows a

tendency to divide longitudinally into halves. In all

these respects there is a close general resemblance to

the pollinia of the Ophreae.

The line where the parallel threads are the most

numerous is the line of greatest strength ; elsewhere

the pollen-masses are extremely friable, so that large

portions can easily be broken off. In the bud-state

the rostellum is curved a little backwards, and is

pressed against the recently-opened anther ; and the

above-mentioned slightly projecting bundles of threads

become firmly attached to the posterior flap of the

membranous cap of the rostellum. The point of attach-

ment lies a little beneath the summit of the pollen-

masses ; but the exact point is somewhat variable, for

I have met with specimens in which the attachment

was one-fifth of the length of the pollen-masses from

their summits. This variability is so far interesting,

as it is a step leading to the structure of the OphresB,

ill which the confluent threads, or caudicles, always

spring from the lower ends of the pollen-masses. After

the pollinia are firmly attached by their threads to

the back of the rostellum, the rostellum bends a little

forwards, and this partly draws the pollinia out of the

anther-cells. The upper end of the anther consists of a

blunt, solid point, not including pollen ; this blunt point

projects slightly beyond the face of the rostellum,

which circumstance, as we shall see, is important.

The flowers stand out (fig. A) almost horiozontally

from the stem. The labellum is curiously shaped, as

may be seen in the drawings : the distal half, which

projects beyond the other petals and forms an excellent
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landing-place for insects, is joined to tlie basal half by
a narrow binge, and naturally (fig. A) is turned a little

upwards, so tbat its edges pass witbin tbe edges of tbe

basal portion. So flexible and elastic is tbe binge tbat

tbe weigbt of even a fly, a8 Mr. More informs me,

depresses tbe distal portion ; it is represented in fig. B
in tbis state ; but wben tbe weigbt is removed it

instantly springs up to its former position (fig. A), and
witb its curious medial ridges partly closes tbe entrance

into tbe flower. Tbe basal portion of tbe labellum forms

a cup, wbicb at tbe proper time is filled wilb nectar.

Now let us see bow all tbe parts, wbicb I bave been

obliged to describe in detail, act. Wben I first ex-

amined tbese flowers I was mucb perplexed : trying in

tbe same manner as I sbould bave done witb a true

Orcbis, I sligbtly pusbed tbe protuberant rostellum

downwards, and it was easily ruptured ; some of tbe

viscid matter was witbdrawn, but tbe pollinia remained

in tbeir cells. Keflecting on tbe structure of the

flower, it occurred to me tbat an insect in entering one

in order to suck tbe nectar, would dejDress tbe distal

portion of tbe labellum, and consequently would not

toucb tbe rostellum ; but tbat, wben witbin tbe flower,

it would be almost compelled, from tbe springing up
of tbis distal balf of tbe labellum, to rise a little up-

wards and back out parallel to tbe stigma. I then

brusbed tbe rostellum ligbtly upwards and backwards

witb tbe end of a feather and other such objects ; and

it was pretty to see bow easily tbe membranous cap

of tbe rostellum came off, and bow well from its elas-

ticity it fitted any object, whatever its shape might be,

and how firmly it clung to tbe object owing to the

viscidity of its under surface. Large masses of pollen,

adhering by the elastic threads to the cap of the ros-

tellum were at the same time withdrawn.
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Nevertheless the pollen-masses were not removed

nearly so cleanly as those which had been naturally

removed by insects. I tried dozens of flowers, always

with the same imperfect result. It then occurred to

me, that an insect in backing out of the flower would

naturally push with some part of its body against the

blunt and projecting upper end of the anther, which

overhangs the stigmatic surface. Accordingly I so

held a brush that, whilst brushing upwards against the

rostellum, I pushed against the blunt solid end of the

anther (see fig. C) ; this at once eased the pollinia, and

they were withdrawn in an entire state. At last I

understood the mechanism of the flower.

The large anther stands above and behind the

stigma, forming an angle with it (fig. C), so that the

pollinia when withdrawn by an insect would adhere

to its head or body in a position fitted to strike the

sloping stigmatic surface as soon as another flower

was visited. Hence we have not here, or in any of

the Neotteae, that movement of depression so common
with the pollinia of the Ophrese. When an insect

with the pollinia attached to its back or head enters

another flower, the easy depression of the distal portion

of the labellum probably plays an important part ; for

the pollen-masses are extremely friable, and if they

were struck against the tips of the petals much of the

pollen would be lost ; but as it is, an open gangway
is ofi'ered, and the viscid stigma, with its lower pro-

tuberant part lying in front, is the first object against

which the pollen-masses projecting forwards from the

insect's head or back would naturally strike. I may
add that in one large lot of flower-spikes, a great

majority of the pollinia had been naturally and
cleanly removed.

In order to ascertain whether I was right ir. believing
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that the distal hinged portion of the labellum was of

importance in the fertilisation of the flowers, I asked

Mr, More to remove this part from some young flowers,

and to mark them. He tried the experiment on eleven

flowers, three of which did not produce seed-capsules;

but this may have been accidental. Of the eight

capsules which were produced, two contained about as

many seeds as those from unmutilated flowers on the

same plant ; but six capsules contained much fewer

seeds. Most of the seeds were well-formed. These

experiments, as far as they go, support the view that

the distal part of the labellum is of importance in

causing insects to enter and leave the flowers in the

best manner for their fertilisation.

Since the appearance of the first edition of this book,

my son William has observed for me this Epipactis in

the Isle of Wight. Hive-bees seem to be the chief

agents in fertilisation ; for he saw them visit about a

score of flowers, and many had pollen-masses attached

to their foreheads, just above the mandibles. I had

supposed that insects always crawled into the flowers :

but hive-bees are too large to do this ; they always

clung, whilst sucking the nectar, to the distal and

hinged half of the labellum, which was thus pressed

downwards. Owing to this part being elastic and

tending to spring up, the bees, as they left the flowers,

seemed to fly rather upwards ; and this favoured, in

the manner previously explained, the complete with-

drawal of the pollen-masses, quite as well as if the

insects had crawled, in an upward direction, out of

the flower. Perhaps the upward movement may not

be so necessary in all cases as I had supposed ; for,

judging from the manner in which the pollen-masses

were attached to the hive-bees, the back part of their

heads could hardly fail to press against and lift uj) the

H 2
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blunt, solid, upper end of the anther, thus freeing the

pollen-masses. Various other insects besides hive-bees

visit the flowers. My son saw several large flies {Sar-

coj^haga carnosa) haunting them ; but they did not

enter in so neat and regular a manner as the hive-bees

;

nevertheless two had pollen-masses attached to their

foreheads. Several smaller flies {Ccelopa frigida) were

also seen entering and leaving the flowers, with pollen-

masses adhering rather irregularly to the dorsal surface

of the thorax. Three or four distinct kinds of Hymen-
optera (one of small size being Crahro hrevis) likewise

visited the flowers ; and three of these Hymenoptera

had pollen-masses attached to their backs. Other still

more minute Diptera, Coleoptera, and ants were seen

sucking the nectar ; but these insects appeared to be

too small to transport the pollen-masses. It is re-

markable that some of the foregoing insects should

visit the flowers ; for Mr. F. Walker informs me that

the Sarcophaga frequents decaying animal matter, and

the Cojlopa haunts seaweed, occasionally settling on

flowers. The Crabro also, as I hear from Mr. F. Smith,

collects small beetles (Halticee) for provisioning its

nest. It is equally remarkable, seeing how many
kinds of insects visit this Epipactis, that although my
son watched hundreds of plants for some hours on three

occasions, not a single humble-bee alighted on a flower,

though many were flying about.

Epipactis latifolia.— This species agrees with the

last in most respects. The rostellum, however, projects

considerably further beyond the face of the stigma,

and the blunt upper end of the anther less so. The

viscid matter lining the elastic cap of the rostellum

takes a longer time to get dry. The upper petals and

sepals arc more widely expanded than in E. palustris :

the distal portion of the labellum is smaller, and is
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firmly united to the basal portion (fig. 16), so that it

is not flexible and elastic ; it apparently serves only as

a landing-place for insects. The fertilisation of this

species depends simply on an insect striking in an

upward and backward direction the highly-protuberant

rostellum, which it would be apt to do when retreating

from the flower after having sucked the copious nectar

Fi2. 16.

EpIPACTIS LATIFOLIA.

Flower viewed sideways, with all the sepals and petals removed, except the

labellum.

a. anther. I s. stigma.

r. rostellum. I /. labellum.

in the cup of the labellum. Apparently it is not at

all necessary that the insect should push upwards the

blunt upper end of the anther ; at least I found that

the pollinia could be removed easily by simply drag-

ging off the cap of the rostellum in an upward or

backward direction.

As some plants grew close to my house, I have been

able to observe here and elsewhere their manner of

fertilisation during several years. Although hive-bees

and humble-bees of many kinds were constantly flying

over the plants, I never saw a bee or any Dipterous

insect visit the flowers ; but in Germany Sprengel

caught a fly with the pollinia of this plant attached

to its back. On the other hand I have repeatedly
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observed the common wasp (Vespa sylvesfris) sucking

the nectar out of the open cup-shaped labellum. I

thus saw the act of fertilisation effected by the pollen-

masses being removed by the wasps, and afterwards

carried attached to their foreheads to other flowers.

Mr. Oxenden also informs me that a large bed of

E. furpurata (which is considered by some botanists to

be a distinct species, and by others a variety) was fre-

quented by " swarms of wasps." It is very remarkable

that the sweet nectar of this Epipactis should not be

attractive to any kind of bee. If wasps were to become

extinct in any district, so probably would the Epipactis

latifolia.

To show how effectually the flowers are fertilised, I

may add that during the wet and cold season of 1860 a

friend in Sussex examined five spikes bearing eighty-five

expanded flowers ; of these, fifty-three had the pollinia

removed, and thirty-two had them in place : but as

many of the latter were immediately beneath the buds,

a larger number would almost certainly have been

afterwards removed. In Devonshire I found a spike

with nine open flowers, and the pollinia in all were re-

moved with one exception, and in this case a fly, too

small to remove the pollinia, had become glued to the

rostellum, and had there miserably perished.

Dr. H. Miiller has published * some interesting

observations on the difference in structure and manner

of fertilisation, as well as on the intermediate forms

between Epipactis ruhiginosa, mierophjJJa, and viridi-

jlora. The latter species is remarkable for the absence

of a rostellum, and for being regularly self-fertilised

Self-fertilisation here follows from the incoherent

pollen-grains in the lower part of the pollen-masses

* ' Verhandl. d. Nat. Ver. f. Westfal.' Jahrg. xxv. III. Folge, v. Bd,

pp. 7-36.
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emitting, whilst still within the anther-cells, their

tubes, which penetrate the stigma ; and this occurs even

in the bud. This species, however, is probably visited

by insects, and occasionally crossed ; for the lab'ellum

contains nectar. E. microphylla is intermediate in

structure between E. latifolia, which is always fertilised

by the aid of insects, and E. viridijlora, which does not

necessarily require any such aid. The whole of this

memoir by Dr. H. Miiller deserves to be attentively

studied.

Epipogium gmelini.— This plant, which has only

once been found in Great Britain, has been fully de-

scribed by Dr. Eohrbach in a special memoir. * The
structure and manner of fertilisation is in many re-

spects like that of Epipactis, to which genus the author

believes the present one to be allied, though placed by

Lindley amongst the Arethusese. Rohrbach saw the

flowers visited by Bomhus lucorum, but it appears that

only a few produce capsules.

Goodyera repens.^—This genus is rather closely re-

lated to Epipactis, in most of the characters with

which we are concerned. The shield-like rostellum is

almost square, and projects beyond the stigma ; it is

supported on each side by sloping sides rising from

the upper edge of the stigma, in nearly the same

manner as we shall presently see in Spiranthes. The

surface of the protuberant part of the rostellum is rough,

and when dry can be seen to be formed of cells ; it is

delicate, and, when slightly pricked, a little milky

viscid fluid exudes; it is lined by a layer of very

adhesive matter, which quickly sets hard when exposed

* ' Ueber den Bluthenbau von t Specimens of this rare High-

Epipogium,' &c. 1866; see also land Orchid were kindly sent me
Irmiseh, 'Beitrage zur Biologic by the Rev. G. Gordon of Elgin,

der Orchideen,' 1853, p. 55.
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to the air. The protuberant surface of the rostellum,

when gently rubbed upwards, is easily removed, and

carries with it a strip of membrane, to the hinder part

of which the pollinia are attached. The sloping sides

which support the rostellum are not removed at the

same time, but remain projecting uj) like a fork and
soon wither. The anther is borne on a broad elon-

gated filament ; and a membrane on both sides unites

this filament to the edc-es of the stic^ma, forming an

imperfect cup or clinandrum. The anther-cells open

in the bud, and the pollen-masses become attached

by their anterior faces, just beneath their summits,

to the back of the rostellum. Ultimately the anther

opens widely, leaving the pollinia almost naked, but

partially protected within the membranous cup or

clinandrum. Each pollinium is partially divided

lengthways ; the pollen-grains cohere in subtriangular

packets, including a multitude ofcompound grains, each

consisting of four grains ; and these packets are tied

together by strong elastic threads, which at their upper

ends run together and form a single flattened brown
elastic ribbon, of which the truncated extremity adheres

to the back of the rostellum.

The surface of the orbicular stigma is remarkably
viscid, which is necessary in order that the unusually

strong threads connecting the packets of pollen should

be ruptured. The labellum is partially divided into

two portions ; the terminal portion is reflexed, and
the basal portion is cup-formed and filled with nectar.

The passage between the rostellum and labellum is

contracted whilst the flower is young ; but when mature
the column moves further back from the labellum, so

as to allow of insects with the pollinia adhering to

their proboscides, to enter the flowers more freely. In
many of the specimens received, the pollinia had been
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removed, and the fork-shaped supporting sides of the

rostelluni were partially withered. Mr. E. B. Thomson
informs me that in the north of Scotland he saw many-

humble-bees (Bombiis p'atorum) visiting the flowers

with pollen-masses attached to their proboscides.,

This species grows also in the United States; and
Professor Asa Gray* confirms my account of its

structure and manner of fertilisation, which is likewise

applicable to another and very distinct species, namely,

Goodyera pubescens.

Goodyera is an interesting connecting link between

several very distinct forms. In no other member of

the Neotteae observed by me is there so near an ap-

proach to the formation of a true caudicle
; t and it is

curious that in this genus alone the pollen-grains

cohere in large packets, as in the Ophreae. If the

nascent caudicles had been attached to the lower ends

of the pollinia, and they are attached a little beneath

their summits, the pollinia would have been almost

identical with those of a true Orchis. In the rostellum

being supported by sloping sides, which wither when
the viscid disc is removed,—in the existence of a

membranous cup or clinandrum between the stigma

* 'Amer. Journal of Science, bundle of elastic threads, with
vol. xxxiv. 1862, p. 427. I for- very small and thin packets of

merly thought that with this plant pollen-grains attached to them
and Spiranthes, it was tlie label- and arranged like tiles one over

lum which moved from the column the other. The two caudicles are

to allow of the more free entrance united together near their bases,

of insects ; but Professor Gray is where they are attached to a disc

convinced that it is the column of membrane lined with viscid

which moves. matter. From the small size and

t In a foreign species, Goof?^era extreme thinness of the basal

discolor, sent me Ijy Mr. Bnteman, packets of pollen, and from the

the pollinia approacJi in structure strength of their attachment to

still more closely those of the the threads, I believe that they

Ophreae : for the pollinia extend are in a functionless condition

;

into long caudicles, resembling in if so, these prolongations of the

form those of an Orchis. The pollinia are true caudicles.

caudicle is here formed cf a
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and anther,—and in some other respects, "we have a

clear affinity with Spiranthes. In the anther having

a broad filament we see a relation to Cephalanthera.

In the structure of the rostellum, with the exception

of the sloping sides, and in the shape of the labellum,

Goodyera resembles Epipactis. Goodyera probably

shows us the state of the organs in a group of Orchids,

now mostly extinct, but the parents of many living

descendants.

Spiranthes autumnalis,—This Orchid with its pretty

name of Ladies'-tresses, presents some interesting

peculiarities.* The rostellum is a long, thin, flat pro-

jection, joined by sloping shoulders to the summit of

the stigma. In the middle of the rostellum a narrow

vertical brown object (fig. 17, C) may be seen, bordered

and covered by transparent membrane. This brown

object I will call "the boat-formed disc." It forms

the middle portion of the posterior surface of the

rostellum, and consists of a narrow strip of the exterior

membrane in a modified condition. When removed

from its attachment, its summit (fig. E) is seen to be

pointed, with the lower end rounded ; it is slightly

bowed, so as altogether to resemble a boat or canoe.

It is rather more than -^^-j^ of an inch in length,

and less than -jJ-o in breadth. It is nearly rigid, and

appears fibrous, but is really formed of elongated

and thickened cells, partially confluent.

This boat, standing vertically up on its stern, is filled

with thick, milky, extremely adhesive fluid, which,

when exposed to the air, rapidly turns brown, and in

about one minute sets quite hard. An object is well

glued to the beat in four or five seconds, and when the

* lamindebtedtoDr.Battersby mo specimens. I subsequently
of Torquay, and to Mr. A. G. examined many growing plants.

More of Bembridge, for sending
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cement is dry the attachment is wonderfully stron^-.

The transparent sides of the rostellum consist of mem-
brane, attached behind to the edges of the boat, and
folded over in front, so as to form the anterior face

of the rostellum. This folded membrane, therefore,

covers, almost like a deck, the cargo of viscid matter

within the boat.

Fis. 17.

SpIKAXTIIES AUTUilNALlS, OR LaDIES'-Tp.ESSES.

a. anther.

p. pollen-masses.

t. threads of the pollen-masses.

cl. margin of clinandrum.

r. rostellum.

s. stigma.

n. nectar receptacle.

A. Side view of flower in its natural

position, with the two lower

sepals alone removed. The
1 ibellum can be recognised by
its fringed and reflexed lip.

B. Side view enlarged of a mature
flower, with all the sepals and
petals removed. The positions

of tho labellum and of the

upper sepal are shown by the

dotted lines.

C. Front view of the stigma, and

of the rostellum with its em-
bedded, central, boat-formed

disc.

D. Front view of the stigma and of

the rostellum after the disc has

been removed.

E. Disc, removed from the rostel-

lum, greatly enlarged, viewed

posteriorly, with the attached

elastic threads of the pollen-

masses; the pollen-grains have

been removed from the threads.

The anterior face of the rostellum is slightly furrowed

in a longitudinal line over the middle of the boat, and
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is endowed with a remarkable kind of irritability

for, if the furrow be touched very gently by a needle,

or if a bristle be laid along the furrow, it instantly

splits along its whole length, and a little milky

adhesive fluid exudes. This action is not mechanical,

or due to simple violence. The fissure runs up the

whole length of the rostellum, from the stigma beneath

to the simimit : at the summit the fissure bifurcates,

and runs down the back of the rostellum on each side

and round the stern of the boat-formed disc. Hence

after this splitting action the boat-formed disc lies

quite free, but embedded in a fork in the rostellum.

The act of splitting apparently never takes place

spontaneously. I covered a plant with a net, and after

five of the flowers had fully expanded they were kept

protected for a week : I then examined their rostella,

and not one had split ; whereas almost every flower

on the surrounding and uncovered spikee, which would

almost certainly have been visited and touched by

insects, had their rostella fissured, though they had

been open for only twenty-four hours. Exjiosure for

two minutes to the vapour of a little chloroform causes

the rostellum to split ; and this we shall hereafter see

is likewise the case with some other Orchids.

When a bristle is laid for two or three seconds in the

furrow of the rostellum, and the membrane has con-

sequently become fissured, the viscid matter within

the boat-formed disc, which lies close to the surface

and indeed slightly exudes, is almost sure to glue the

disc longitudinally to the bristle, and both are with-

drawn together. When the disc, with the pollinia

attached to it, is withdrawn, the two sides of the ros-

tellum (fig. D), which have been described by some

botanists as two distinct foliaceous projections, are left

sticking up like a fork. This is the common con-
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dition of the flowers after they have been open for a
day or two, and have been visited by insects. The
fork soon withers.

Whilst the flower is in b-ud, the back of the boat-

formed disc is covered with a layer of large rounded
cells, so that the disc does not strictly form the exterior

surface of the back of the rostellum. These cells

contain slightly viscid matter : they remain unaltered

(as may be seen at fig. E) towards the upper end of

the disc, but at the point where the pollinia are at-

tached they disappear. Therefore I at one time con-

cluded that the viscid matter contained in these cells,

when they burst, serve to fasten the threads of the

pollinia to the disc ; but, as in several other genera,

in which a similar attachment has to be effected, I

could see no trace of such cells, this view may be

erroneous.

The stigma lies beneath the rostellum, and projects

with a sloping surface, as may be seen at B in the

side-view : its lower margin is rounded and fringed

with hairs. On each side a membrane {cl, B) extends

from the edges of the stigma to the filament of the

anther, thus forming a membranous cup or clinandrum,

in which the lower ends of the pollen-masses lie safely

protected.

Each pollinium consists of two leaves of pollen,

quite disconnected at their lower and upper ends, but

united for about half their length in the middle by
elastic threads. A very slight modification would

convert the two pollinia into four distinct masses, as

occurs in the genus Malaxis and in many foreign

Orchids. Each leaf consists of a double layer of

pollen-grains, joined by fours together, and these

united by elastic threads, which are more numerous

along the edges of the leaves, and con-^erge at the
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Bummit of the pollinium. The leaves are very brittle,

and, when placed on the adhesive stigma, large pieces

are easily broken off.

Long before the flower expands, the anther-cells,

which are pressed against the back of the rostellum,

open in their upper part, so that the included pollinia

come into contact with the back of the boat-formed

disc. The projecting threads then become firmly

attached to rather above the middle part of the back

of the disc. The anther-cells afterwards open lower

down, and their membranous walls contract and be-

come brown ; so that by the time the flower is fully

expanded the upper part of the pollinia lie quite

naked, with their bases resting in a little cup formed

by the withered anther-cell, and laterally protected by

the clinandrum. As the pollinia thus lie loose, they

are easily removed.

The tubular flowers are elegantly arranged m a

spire round the spike, and project from it horizontally

(fig. A). The labellum is channelled down the middle,

and is furnished with a reflexed and fringed lip, on

which bees alight ; its basal internal angles are pro-

duced into two globular processes, which secrete an

abundance of nectar. The nectar is collected («, fig.

B) in a small receptacle in the lower part of the

labellum. Owing to the protuberance of the inferior

margin of the stigma and of the two lateral inflexed

nectaries, the orifice into the nectar-receptacle is

much contracted. When the flower first opens the

receptacle contains nectar, and at this period the

front of the rostellum, which is slightly furrowed,

lies close to the channelled labellum; consequently

a passage is left, but so rarrow that only a fine bristle

can be passed down it. Ln a day or two the column

moves a little farther from the labellum, and a wider
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passage is left for insects to deposit pollen on the
stigmatic surface. On this slight movement of the

column the fertilisation of the flower absolutely

depends.*

With most Orchids the flowers remain open for

some time before they are visited by insects; but
with Spiranthes I have generally found the boat-

formed discs removed very soon after their expansion.

For example, in the two last spikes which I happened
to examine there were numerous buds on the summit
of one, with only the seven lowest flowers expanded,

of which six had their discs and poUinia removed;
the other spike had eight expanded flowers, and the

poUinia of all were removed. We have seen that when
the flowers first open they would be attractive to

insects, for the receptacle already contains nectar

;

and at this period the rostellum lies so close to the

channelled labellum that a bee could not pass down
its proboscis without touching the medial furrow of

the rostellum. This I know to be the case by repeated

trials with a bristle.

We thus see how beautifully everything is contrived

that the pollinia should be withdrawn by insects visit-

ing the flowers. They are already attached to the

disc by their threads, and, from the early withering

of the anther-cells, they hang loosely suspended but

protected within the clinandrum. The touch of the

* Professor Asa Gray was so of all the parts in Spiranthes, with
kind as to examine for me Spi- the exception that it is the column
ranthes gracilis and cernua in the and not the labellum, as I former-

United States. He found the ly tlioup;ht, which moves as the

same general structure as in our flowers become mature. He adds
S. autumnalis, and was struck tliat the widening of the passage,

with the narrowness of the passage which plays so important a part

into the flower. He has since in the fci tilisation of the flower,

confirmed (' Amer. Journ. of " is so striking that we wonder
Science,' vol. xxxiv. p. 427) my how we overlooked it."

account of th 3 structure and action
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proboscis causes the rostellum to split in front and

behind, and frees the long, narrow, boat-formed disc,

which is filled with extremely -viscid matter, and is sure

to adhere longitudinally to the proboscis. When the

bee flies away, so surely will it carry away the pollinia.

As the pollinia are attached parallel to the disc, they

adhere parallel to the proboscis. When the flower

first opens and is best adapted for the removal of the

pollinia, the labellum lies so close to the rostellum,

that the pollinia attached to the proboscis of an insect

cannot possibly be forced into the passage so as t&

reach the stigma ; they would be either upturned or

broken off: but we have seen that after two or three

days the column becomes more reflexed and moves
from the labellum,—a wider passage being thus left.

When I inserted the pollinia attached to a fine bristle

into the nectar-receptacle of a flower in this condition

{n, fig. B), it was pretty to see how surely the sheets

of pollen were left adhering to the viscid stigma. It

may be observed in the diagram, B, that owing to the

projection of the stigma, the orifice into the nectar-

receptacle (n) lies close to the lower side of the flower

;

insects Avould therefore insert their proboscides along

this lower side, and an open space above is thus left

for the attached pollinia to be carried down to the

stigma, without being brushed off. The stigma evi-

dently projects so that the ends of the pollinia may
strike against it.

Hence, in Spiranthes, a recently expanded flower,

which has its pollinia in the best state for removal,

cannot be fertilised ; and mature flowers will be ferti-

lised by pollen from younger flowers, borne, as we

shall presently see, on a separate plant. In con-

formity with this fact the stigmatic surfaces of the

older flowers are far more viscid than those of the
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yonnger flowers. Nevertheless, a floAver wliich in its

early state had not been visited by insects would not

necessarily, in its later and more expanded condition,

have its pollen wasted ; for insects, in inserting and
withdrawing their proboscides, bow them forwards or

upwards, and would thus often strike the furrow in the

rostellum. I imitated this action with a bristle, and

often succeeded in withdrawing the pollinia from old

flowers. I was led to make this trial from having at

first chosen old flowers for examination ; and on passing

a bristle, or fine culm of grass, straight down into

the nectary, the pollinia were never withdrawn ; but

when it was bowed forward, I succeeded. Flowers

which have not had their pollinia removed can be

fertilised as easily as those which have lost them ; and

I have seen not a few cases of flowers with their

pollinia still in place, with sheets of pollen on their

stigmas.

At Torquay I watched for about half an hour a

number of these flowers growing together, and saw

three humble-bees of two kinds visit them. I caught

one and examined its proboscis : on the superior

lamina, some little way from the tip, two perfect

pollinia were attached, and three other boat-formed

discs without pollen ; so that this bee had removed

the pollinia from five flowers, and had probably left

the pollen of three on the stigmas of other flowers.

The next day I watched the same flowers for a quarter

of an hour, and caught another humble-bee at work ;

one perfect pollinium and four boat-formed discs ad-

hered to its proboscis, one on the top of the other,

showing how exactly the same part of the rostellum

had each time been touched.

The bees always alighted at the bottom of the

spike, and, crawling spirally up it, sucked one flowei

I
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after the other. I believe humble-bees generally act

in this manner when visiting a dense spike of flowers,

as it is the most convenient method ; on the same

principle that a woodpecker always climbs up a tree in

search of insects. This seems an insignificant observa-

tion ; but see the result. In the early morning, when

the bee starts on her rounds, let us suppose that she

alighted on the summit of a spike ; she would cer-

tainly extract the pollinia from the uppermost and

last opened flowers ; but when visiting the nest suc-

ceeding flower, of which the column in all probability

would not as yet have moved from the labellum (for

this is slowly and very gradually effected), the pollen-

masses would be brushed oif her proboscis and wasted.

But nature suffers no such waste. The bee goes first

to the lowest flower, and, crawling spirally up the

spike, effects nothing on the first spike which she

visits till she reaches the upper flowers, and then she

withdraws the polliniu. She soon flies to another plant,

and, alighting on the lowest and oldest flower, into

which a wide passage will have been formed from the

greater reflexion of the column, the pollinia strike the

protuberant stigma. If the stigma of the lowest flower

has already been fully fertilised, little or no pollen

will be left on its dried surface ; but on the next

succeeding flower, of which the stigma is adhesive,

large sheets of pollen will be left. Then as soon as

the bee arrives near the summit of the spike she will

withdraw fresh pollinia, will fly to the lower flowers

on another plant, and fertilise them ; and thus, as she i-

goes her rounds and adds to her store of honev, she

continually fertilises fresh flowers and perpetuates the

race of our autumnal Spiranthes, which will yield

honey to future generations of bees.

Spiranthes australis.—This species, an inhabitant
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of Australia, has been described and figured by Mr.

Fitzgerald.* The flowers are arranged on the spike

in the same manner as in S. autumnalis ; and the

labellum with two glands at its base closely resembles

that of our species. It is therefore an extraordinary

fact that Mr. Fitzgerald could not detect even in the

bud any trace of a rostellum or of viscid matter. He
states that the poUinia touch the upper edge of the

stigma, and fertilise it at an early age. Protecting a

plant from the access of insects by a bell-glass made
no difference in its fertility ; and Mr. Fitzgerald,

though he examined many flowers, never noticed the

slightest derangement of the poUinia, or any pollen

on the surfaces of the stigmas. Here then we have

a species which fertilises itself as regularly as does

Ophrys ajpifera. It would, however, be desirable to

ascertain whether insects ever visit the flowers, which

it may be presumed secrete nectar, as glands are

present ; and any such insects should be examined, so

as to make certain that pollen does not adhere to some

part of their bodies.

Listera ovata, or Tway-Uade.—This Orchid is one

of the most remarkable in the whole order. The

structure and action of the rostellimi has been the

subject of a valuable paper in the * Philosophical

Transactions,' by Dr. Hooker,t who has described

minutely and of course correctly its curious structure

;

he did not, however, attend to the part which insects

play in the fertilisation of the flowers. C. K. Sprengel

well knew the importance of insect-agency, but he

misunderstood both the structure and the action of

the rostellum.

The rostellum is of large size, thin, or foliaceous

* ' Australian Orchids,' part ii. t ' Philosophical Transactions,

1876. 1854, p. 259.

I 2
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convex in front and concave behind, with its sharp

summit slightly hollowed out on each side ; it arches

over the stigmatic surface (fig. 18, A, r, s). Internally,

Fis. 18.

LiSTERA OVATA, or Tway-bladc. (Partly copied from Hooker.)

A. Flower viewed laterally, with

all the sepals and petals, except

the labellum, removed,

B. Ditto, with the pollinia re-

moved, and with the rostelium

bent down after the ejection

of the viscid matter.

col.
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it is divided by longitudinal septa into a series of

loculi, which contain viscid matter and have the power
of violently expelling it. These loculi show traces of

their original cellular structure. I have met with this

structure in no other genus except in the closely

allied Neottia. The anther, situated behind the ros-

tellum and protected by a broad expansion of the top

of the column, opens in the bud. When the flower is

fully expanded, the pollinia are left quite free, sup-

ported behind by the anther-cells, and lying in front

against the concave back of the rostellum, with their

upper pointed ends resting on its crest. Each pol-

linium is almost divided into two masses. The pollen-

grains are attached together in the usual manner by
a few elastic threads ; but the threads are weak, and
large masses of pollen can be broken off easily. After

the flower has long remained open, the pollen becomes

more friable. The labellum is much elongated, con-

tracted at its base, and bent downwards, as represented

in the drawing ; the upper half above the bifurcation

is furrowed along the middle ; and the borders of this

furrow secrete much nectar.

As soon as the flower opens, if the crest of the

rostellum be touched ever so lightly, a large drop

of viscid fluid is instantaneously expelled ; and this,

as Dr. Hooker has shown, is formed by the coalescence

of two drops proceeding from two depressed spaces on

each side of the centre. A good proof of this fact

was afforded by some specimens kept in weak spirits

of wine, which apparently had expelled the viscid

matter slowly, and here two separate little spherical

balls of hardened matter had been formed, attached to

the two pollinia. The fluid is at first slightly opaque

and milky ; but on exposure to the air for less than

a second, a film forms over it, and in two or three
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seconds the whole drop sets hard, soon assuming a

purplish-brown tint. So exquisitely sensitive is tho

rostellum, that a touch from the thinnest human hair

suffices to cause the explosion. It will take place

under water. Exposure to the vapour of chloroform

for about one minute also caused an explosion ; but

the vapour of sulphuric ether did not thus act, though

one flower was exposed for five, and another for

twenty minutes to a strong dose. The rostellum of

these two flowers when afterwards touched exploded in

the usual manner, so that sensitiveness had not been

lost in either case. The viscid fluid when pressed

between two plates of glass before it has set hard is

seen to be structureless ; but it has a reticulated

appearance, perhaps caused by the presence of glo-

bules of a denser immersed in a thinner fluid. As the

pointed tips of the poUinia lie on the crest of the

I'ostellum, they are always caught by the exploded

drop : I have never seen this once to fail. So rapid

is the explosion and so viscid the fluid, that it is

difficult to touch the rostellum with a needle, however

quickly this may be done, without removing the

pollinia. Hence, if a bunch of flowers be carried

home in the hand, some of the sepals or petals will

almost certainly touch the rostellum and withdraw the

pollinia ; and this gives the false appearance of their

having been ejected to a distance.

After the anther-cells have opened and the naked

pollinia have been left resting on the concave back of

the rostellum, this latter organ curves a little forwards,

and perhaps the anther also moves a little backwards.

This movement is of much importance ; if it did not

occur, the tip of the anther, within which the pollinia

are lodged, would be caught by the exploded viscid

matter, and the pollinia would be for ever locked up
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and rendered useless. I once found an injured flower

which had been pressed and had exploded before fully-

expanding, and the anther with the enclosed pollen-

masses was permanently glued to the crest of the ros-

tellum. The rostellum, which is naturally somewhat
arched over the stigma, quickly bends forwards and
downwards at the moment of the explosion, so as then

to stand (fig. B) at right angles to the surface of the

stigma. The pollinia, if not removed by the touching

object which causes the explosion, become fixed to the

rostellum, and by its movement are likewise drawn a

little forward. If their lower ends are now freed by a

needle from the anther-cells, they spring up ; but they

are not by this movement placed on the stigma. In
the course of some hours, or of a day, the rostellum

not only slowly recovers its original slightly-arched

psoition, but becomes quite straight and parallel to

the stigmatic surface. This backward movement of

the rostellum is of service ; for if after the explosion it

had remained permanently projecting at right angles

over the stigma, pollen could not readily have been

deposited by insects on the viscid surface of the

stigma. When the rostellum is touched so quickly

that the pollinia are not removed, they are, as I have

just said, drawn a little forward ; but by the subse-

quent backward movement of the rostellum they are

pushed back again into their original position.

From the account now given we may safely infer

how the fertilisation of this Orchid is eifected. Small

insects alight on the labellum for the sake of the

nectar copiously secreted by it ; as they lick this they

slowly crawl up its narrowed surface until their heads

stand directly beneath the overarching crest of the

rostellum ; when they raise their heads they touch the

crest ; this then explodes, and the pollinia are instantly
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and firmly cemented to their heads. As soon as the

insect flies away, it withdraws the pollinia, carries

them to another flower, and there leaves masses of the

friable pollen on the adhesive stigma.

In order to witness what I felt sure would take

place, I watched for an hori" a group of plants on

three occasions ; each time I saw numerous speci-

mens of two small Hymenopterous insects, namely, a

HjBmiteles and a Cryptus, flying about the plants and
licking up the nectar ; most of the flowers, which were

visited over and over again, already had their pollinia

removed, but at last I saw both these species crawl

into younger flowers, and suddenly retreat with a pair

of bright yellow pollinia sticking to their foreheads ; I

caught them, and found the point of attachment was to

the inner edge of the eye; on the other eye of one

specimen there was a ball of the hardened viscid

matter, showing that it had previously removed

another pair of pollinia, and in all probability had subse-

quently left them on the stigma of a flower. As these

insects were captured, I did not witness the act of fertili-

sation ; but Sprengel saw a Hymenopterous insect

leave its pollen-mass on the stigma. My son watched

another bed of this Orchid at some miles' distance, and

brought me home the same Hymenopterous insects

with attached pollinia, and he saw Diptera also

visiting the flowers. He was struck with the number
of spider-webs sjaread over these plants, as if the

spiders were aware how attractive the Listera was to

insects.

To show how delicate a touch suffices to cause

the rostellum to explode, I may mention that I found

an extremely minute Hymenopterous insect vainly

struggling to escape, with its head cemented by the

hardened viscid matter, to the crest of the rostellum
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and to the tips of the pollinia. The insect was not

so large as one of the pollinia, and after causing the

explosion had not strength enough to remove them

;

it was thus punished for attempting a work beyond

its strength, and perished miserably.

In Spiranthes the young flowers, which have their

pollinia in the best state for removal, cannot possibly

be fertilised ; they must remain in a virgin condition

until they are a little older and the column has

moved away from the labellum. Here the same end

is gained by widely different means. The stigmas of

the older flowers are more adhesive than those of the

younger flowers. These latter have their pollinia

ready for removal ; but immediately after the rostellum

has exploded, it curls forwards and downwards, thus

protecting the stigma for a time ; but it slowly be-

comes straight again, and now the mature stigma is

left freely exposed, ready to be fertilised.

I wished to know whether the rostellum would

explode, if never touched ; but I have found it difficult

to ascertain this point, as the flowers are highly at-

tractive to insects, and it is scarcely possible to exclude

very minute o;ies, the touch of which suffices to cause

the explosion. Several plants were covered by a net

and left till the surrounding plants had set their

capsules ; and the rostella in most of the covered-up

flowers were found not to have exploded, though their

stigmas were withered, and the pollen mouldy and

incapable of removal. Some few of the very old

flowers, however, Avhen roughly touched, were still

capable of a feeble explosion. Other flowers under

the nets had exploded, and they had the tips of their

pollinia fixed to the crest of the rostellum ; but whether

these had been touched by some minute insect, or had

exploded spontaneously, it was impossible to deter ^
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mine. It should be observed, that although I looked

carefully, not a grain of pollen could be found on the

stigmas of any of these flowers, and their ovaria had

not swollen. During a subsequent year, several plants

were again covered by a net, and I found that the

rostellum lost its power of explosion in about four

days ; the viscid matter having turned brown within

the loculi of the rostellum. The weather at the time

was unusually hot, and this probably hastened the

process. After the four days the pollen had become

very incoherent, and some had fallen on the two

corners, and even over the whole surface of the stigma,

which was penetrated by the pollen-tubes. But the

scattering of the pollen was largely aided by, and

perhaps wholly depended on, the presence of Thrips

—insects so minute that they could not be excluded

by any net, and which abounded on the flowers. This

plant, therefore, is capable of occasional self-fertilisa-

tion, if the access of winged insects be prevented ; but

I have every reason to believe that this occurs very

rarely in a state of nature.

That insects do their work of cross-fertilisation

effectually is shown by the following cases. The
seven upper flowers on a young spike with many
unexpanded buds, still retained their pollinia, but

these had been removed from the ten lower flowers

;

and there was pollen on the stigmas of six of them.

In two spikes taken together, the twenty-seven lower

flowers all had their pollinia removed, and had pollen

on their stigmas; these were succeeded by five open

flowers with the pollinia not removed and without any

pollen on the stigmas ; and these were succeeded by

eighteen buds. Lastly, in an older spike with forty-

four fully expanded flowers, the pollinia had been

removed from every single one ; and there was pollen.
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generally in large quantity, on all the stigmas which
I examined.

I will recapitulate the several special adaptations

for the fertilisation of this plant. The anther-cells

open early, leaving the pollen-masses free, protected

by the summit of the column, and with their tips

resting on the concave crest of the rostellum. The
rostellum then slowly curves over the stigmatic

surface, so that its explosive crest stands at a little

distance from the summit of the anther ; and this

is very necessary, otherwise the summit would be

caught by the viscid matter, and the pollen for ever

locked up. The curvature of the rostellum over the

stigma and over the base of the labellum is excellently

adapted to favour an insect striking the crest when it

raises its head, after having crawled up the labellum

and licked the last drop of nectar. The labellum, as

C. K. Sprengel has remarked, becomes narrower where

it joins the column beneath the rostellum, so that

there is no risk of an insect going too much to either

side. The crest of the rostellum is so exquisitely

sensitive, that a touch from a very minute insect

causes it to rupture at two points, and instantly two

drops of viscid fluid are expelled, which coalesce. This

viscid fluid sets hard in so wonderfully rapid a manner

that it rarely fails to cement the tips of the poUinia,

nicely laid on the crest of the rostellum, to the fore-

head of the touching insect. As soon as the rostellum

has exploded it suddenly curves downwards so as to

project at right angles over the stigma, protecting it

from impregnation at an early age, in the same manner

as the stigmas of the young flowers of Spiranthes are

protected by the labellum clasping the column. But

as the column of Spiranthes after a time moves from

the labellum, leaving a free passage for the introduc-
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tion of the poUinia, so here the rostellum moves back-

wards, and not only recovers its former arched position,

but stands upright, leaving the stigmatic surface, now
rendered more adhesive, perfectly free for pollen to be

left on it. The pollen-masses, when once cemented to

an insect's forehead, will remain attached to it, until

they are brought into contact with the stigma of a

mature flower ; and then these encumbrances will be

removed, by the rupturing of the weak elastic threads

which tie the grains together ; the flower being at the

same time fertilised.

Listera cordata.—Professor Dickie of Aberdeen was

so kind as to send me, but rather too late in the

season, two sets of specimens. The flowers have essen-

tially the same structure as in the last species. The
loculi of the rostellum are very distinct. Two or three

little hairy points project from the middle of the crest

of the rostellum ; but I do not know whether these

have any functional importance. The labellum has

two basal lobes (of which vestiges may be seen in

L. ovata) which curve up on each side ; and these

would compel an insect to approach the rostellum

straight in front. In two of the flowers the pollinia

were firmly cemented to the crest of the rostellum

;

but in almost all the others the pollinia had been

previously removed by insects.

In the following year Professor Dickie observed the

flowers on living plants, and he informs me that, when
the pollen is mature, the erect of the rostellum is

directed towards the labellum, and that, as soon as

touched, the viscid matter explodes, the pollinia becom-

ing attached to the touching object ; after the explosion,

the rostellum bends downwards, thus protecting the

virgin stigmatic surface ; subsequently it rises up and

exposes the stigma ; so that here everything goes on
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as I have described under Listera ovata. The flowers

are frequented by minute Diptera and Hymenoptera.

Neottia nidus-avis.—I made numerous observations

on this plant, the Bird's-nest Orchis,* but they are not

worth giving, as the action and structure of every

part is almost identically the same as in Idsfera ovata

and eordata. On the crest of the rostellum there are

about six minute rough points, which seem particularly

sensitive to a touch, causing the expulsion of the

viscid matter. The exposure of the rostellum to the

vapour of sulphuric ether for twenty minutes did not

prevent this action, when it was touched. The label-

lum secretes plenty of nectar, which I mention merely

as a caution, because during one cold and wet season

I looked several times and could not see a drop, and

was perplexed at the apparent absence of any attrac-

tion for insects ; nevertheless, had I looked more per-

severingly, perhaps I should have found some.

The flowers must be freely visited by insects, for

all in one large spike had their pollinia removed.

Another unusually fine spike, sent me by Mr. Oxenden

from South Kent, had borne forty-one flowers, and it

produced twenty-seven large seed-capsules, besides

some smaller ones. Dr. H. Muller of Lippstadt in-

forms me that he has seen Diptera sucking the nectar

and removing the pollinia.

The pollen-masses resemble those of Listera, in

consisting of compound grains tied together by a few

weak threads ; they differ in being much more inco-

herent ; after a few days they swell and overhang the

sides and summit of the rostellum ; so that if the ros-

tellum of a rather old flower be touched and an explo-

* This unnatural sickly-looking lives; but, according to Irmisch

plant has generally been supposed (' Beitrage zur Biologie und Mor-
to be parasitic on tlie roots of the jjhologie der Orchideen,' 1853, s.

trees under the shade of which it 25), this certainly is not the case.
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sion caused, the pollen-masses are not so neatly caught

by their tips as those of Listera. Thus a good deal of

the friable j^ollen is often left behind in the anther-

cells and is apparently wasted. Several plants were

protected from the access of winged insects by a net,

and after four days the rostella had almost lost their

sensitiveness and power to explode. The pollen had

become extremely incoherent, and in all the flowers

much had fallen on the stigmas which were penetrated

by the pollen-tubes. The spreading of the pollen

seems to be in part caused by the presence of Thrips,

many of which minute insects were crawling about the

flowers, dusted all over with pollen. The covered-up

plants produced plenty of capsules, but many of these

were much smaller and contained fewer seeds than

those produced by the adjoining uncovered plants.

If insects had been forced by the labollum being

more upturned to brush against the anther and stigma,

they would always have been smeared with the pollen

as soon as it became friable ; and they would thus

have fertilised the flowers effectually without the aid

of the explosive rostellum. This conclusion interested

me, because, when previously examining Cephalan-

thera, with its aborted rostellum, its upturned label-

lum and friable pollen, I had speculated how a transi-

tion, with each gradation useful to the plant, could

have been effected from the state of the pollen in the

similarly constructed flowers of Epipactis, with their

pollinia attached to a well-developed rostellum, to the

present condition of Cephalanthera. Neottia nidus-

avis shows us how such a transition might have been

effected. This Orchid is at present mainly fertilised

by means of the explosive rostellum, which acts effec-

tually only as long as the pollen remains in mass

;

but we have seen that as the flower grows old the

pollen swells and becomes friable, and is then apt to
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fall or be transported by niinute crawling insects on
to the stigma. By this means self-fertilisation is

assured, should larger insects fail to visit the flowers.

Moreover, the pollen in this state readily adheres to

any object ; so that by a slight change in the shape of

the flower, which is already less open or more tubular

than that of Listera, and by the pollen becoming

friable at a still earlier age, its fertilisation would be

rendered more and more easy without the aid of the

explosive rostellum. Ultimately it would become a

superfluity ; and then, on the principle that every part

which is not brought into action tends to disappear,

from causes which I have elsewhere endeavoured to

explain,* this would happen with the rostellum. We
should then see a new species, in the condition of

Cephalanthera as far as its means of fertilisation were

concerned, but in general structure closely allied to

Neottia and Listera.

Mr. Fitzgerald, in the introduction to his ' Austra-

lian Orchids,' says that Thelymitra carnea, one of

the Neotteae, invariably fertilises itself by means of the

incoherent pollen falling on the stigma. Nevertheless

a viscid rostellum, and other structures adapted for

cross-fertilisation are present. The flowers seldom

expand, and never until they have fertilised them-

selves ; so that they seem tending towards a cleisto-

gene condition. Thelymitra longifolia is likewise fer-

tilised in the bud, according to Mr. Fitzgerald, but

the flowers open for about an hour on fine days, and

thus cross-fertilisation is at least possible. On the

other hand, the species of the allied genus Diuris are

said to be wholly dependent on insects for their

fertilisation.

* ' Variation of Animala and Plants under Domestication,' 2nd edit.

vol. ii. p. 309.
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CHAPTEE V.

MALAXED AND EPIDENDRE^.

Malaxis paludosa—Masdevallia, curious closed flowers—Bolbophyllura,

labellum kept in constant movement by every breath of air—Dendro-

bium, contrivance for self-fertilisation—Cattleya, simple manner of

fertilisation—Epidendmm—Self-fertile Epidendreae.

I HAVE now described the manner of fertilisation

fifteen genera, found in Britain, which belong, accord-

ing to Lindley's classification, to the Ophreae, Arethu-

seae, and Neotteae. A brief account of several foreign

genera belonging to these same tribes has been added,

from observations published since the appearance of

the first edition of this book. We will now turn to

the great exotic tribes of the Malaxese, Epidendrea?,

and Vandeae, which ornament in so wonderful a

manner the tropical forests. My chief object in

examining these latter forms has been to ascertain

whether their flowers were as a general rule fertilised

by pollen brought by insects from another plant. I

also wished to learn whether the pollinia underwent

those curious movements of depression by which, as

I had discovered, they are placed, after being removed

by insects, in the proper position for striking the

stigmatic surface.

By the kindness of many friends and strangers I

have been enabled to examine fresh flowers of several

species, belonging to at least fifty exotic genera, in

the several sub-tribes of the above three great tribes.*

• I am particularly indebted to Dr. Hooker, who on every coca
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It is not my intention to describe the means of fertili-

sation in all these genera, but merely to select a few

curious cases which illustrate the foregoing descrip-

tions. The diversity of the contrivances adapted to

favour the intercrossing of flowers, seems to be ex-

haustless.

MALAXED.

Malaxis paludosa.—This rare orchid * is the sole

representative of the tribe in this country, and it is

the smallest of all the British species. The labellum

is turned upwards,! instead of downwards, so that it

does not afford a landing-place for insects as in most

other Orchids. Its lower margin clasps the column,

making: the entrance into the flower tubular. From

sion has given me his invaluable
advice, and has never become
weary of sending me specimens
from the Eoyal Gardens at Kew.

Mr. James Veitch, jun., has
generously given me many beau-
tiful Orchids, some of whieh were
of especial service. Mr. R. Parker
also sent me an extremely valu-

able series of forms. Lady Dorothy
Nevill most kindly placed her
magnificent collection of Orchids
at my disposal. Mr. Kucker of

West Hill, Wandsworth, sent me
repeatedly large spikes of Catase-

tura,a Mormodes of extreme value
and some Dendrobiums. Mr.
Rodgers of Sevenoaks has given
me interesting information. Mr.
Bateman, so well known for his

magnificent work on Orchids,
sent me a number of interesting

forms, including the wonderful
Angrifcum sesquipedale. I am
greatly indebted to Mr. TurnbuU
of Down for allowing me the free

use of his hothouses, and for

giving me some interesting Or-
chids ; and to his gardener, IMr.

Horwood, for his aid in some of

my observations.

Professor Oliver has kindly
assisted me with his large stores

of knowledge, and has called my
attention to several papers. Lastly,

Dr. Lindley has sent me fresli

and dried specimens, and has in

the kindest manner helped me in

various ways.
To these gentlemen I can only

express my cordial thanks for

their unwearied and generous
kindness.

* I am greatly indebted to IMr.

Wallis, of Hartfield, in Sussex,
for numerous living specimens of

this Orchid.

t Sir James Smith, I believe,

first noticed this fact in the
' English Flora,' vol. iv. p. 47,

1S28. Towartls the summit of

the spike the lower sepal does not

depend, as represented in the

woodcut ftig. 11), A), but projects

nearly at right angles. Nor are

the flowers always so completely
twisted round as here represented.
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I\Ialaxis palcdosa.

(Partly copied from Bauer, but modified from living specimens.)

a. anther,

p. pollen

V. spiral vessels.

r. rostellum.

clinandrum. s. stigma.

/. labellum.

w. the sepal which in most orchids

stands on the upper side of the

flower.

A. Perfect flower viewed laterally,

with the labellum in its natu-

ral position, upwards.

B. Column viewed in front, showing

the rostellum, the pocket-like

stigma, and the anterior late-

ral portions of the clinandrum.

C. Back view of the column in ,i

flower-bud, showing the anther
with the included pear-shapi'l

]>olliuia dimly seen, and tlu'

posterior edges of the clinan-

drum.
D. Back view of an expanded flower,

with the anther now contracted

and shrivelled, e.\j)osing the

pollinia.

E. The two pollinia attached to a

little transverse mass of viscid

matter, hardened by spirits of

'vine.
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its position it partially protects the organs of fructi-

iieation (fig. 19). In most of the Orchidea?, the upper

sepal and the two upper petals afibrd protection ; but

here these two petals and all the sepals are reflexed

(as may be seen in the drawing, fig. A), apparently to

allow insects freely to visit the flower. The position

of the labellum is the more remarkable, because it

has been purposely acquired, as shown by the ovarium

being spirally twisted. In all Orchids the labellum

is proj)erly directed upwards, but assumes its usual

position on the lower side of the flower by the twist-

ing of the ovarium ; but in Malaxis the twisting has

been carried so far tha^t the floAver occupies the posi-

tion which it would have held if the ovarium had

not been at all twisted, and which the ripe ova-

rium afterwards assumes, by a process of gradual

untwisting.

When the minute flower is dissected, the column is

seen to be longitudinally tripartite; the middle

portion of the upper half (see fig. B) is the rostellum.

The upper edge of the lower part of the column

projects where united to the base of the rostellum,

and forms a rather deep fold. This fold is the stig-

matic cavity, and may be compared to a waistcoat-

pocket. I found pollen-masses which had their broad

ends pushed by insects into this pocket ; and a

bundle of pollen-tubes had here penetrated the

stigmatic tissue.

The rostellum, which stands immediately above the

stigmatic cavity, is a tall membranous projection of a

whitish colour, formed of square cells, and is covered

with a thin layer of viscid matter : it is slightly con-

cave posteriorly, and its crest is surmounted by a

minute tongue-shaped mass of viscid matter. The
column, with its narrow pocket-like stigma and the

K 2
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rostellum above, is united on each side behind to a

green membranous expansion, convex exteriorly and

concave interiorly, of which the summits on each side

are pointed and stand a little above the crest of the

rostellum. These two membranes sweep round (see

back views, figs. C and D), and are united to the

filament or base of the anther ; they thus form a cup-

like clinandrum behind the rostellum. The use of this

cup is to protect laterally the pollen-masses. When
I have to treat of the homologies of the different parts,

it will be shown by the course of the spiral vessels

that these two membranes consist of the two upper

anthers of the inner whorl, in a rudimentary condition,

but utilised for this special purpose.

In a flower before it expands, a little mass or drop

of viscid fluid may be seen on the crest of the ros-

tellum, rather overhanging its front surface. After

the flower has remained open for a little time, this

drop shrinks and becomes more viscid. Its chemical

nature is difierent from that of the viscid matter in

most Orchids, for it remains fluid for many days,

though fully exposed to the air. From these facts

I concluded that the viscid fluid exuded from the

crest of the rostellum ; but fortunately I examined

a closely-allied Indian form, namely, the Micfostylh

rhedii (sent me from Kew by Dr. Hooker), and in

this, before the flower opened, there was a similar drop

of viscid matter ; but on opening a still younger bud,

I found a minute, regular, tongue-shaped projection

on the crest of the rostellum, formed of cells, which

when slightly disturbed resolved themselves into a

drop of viscid matter. At this age, also, the front

surface of the whole rostellum, between its crest and
the pocket-like stigma, was coated with cells filled

with similar brown viscid matter ; so that there can
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be little doubt, had I examined a young enough bud
of Malaxis, I should have found a similar minute

tongue-shaped cellular projection on the crest of the

rostellum.

The anther opens widely whilst the flower is in

bud, and then shrivels and contracts downwards, so

that, when the flower is fully expanded, the pollinia

are quite naked, with the exception of their broad

lower ends, which rest in two little cups formed by
the shrivelled anther-cells. This contraction of the

anther is represented in fig. D in comparison with fig.

C, which shows the state of the anther in a bud.

The upper and much pointed ends of the pollinia

rest on, but project beyond, the crest of the rostellum

;

in the bud they are unattached, but by the time the

flower opens they are always caught by the posterior

surface of the drop of viscid matter, of which the

anterior surface projects slightly beyond the face of

the rostellum. That they are caught without any

mechanical aid I ascertained by allowing some buds

to open in my room. In fig. E the pollinia are shown

exactly as they appeared (but not quite in their

natural position) when removed by a needle from a

specimen kept in spirits of wine, in which the irre-

gular little mass of viscid matter had become hardened

and adhered firmly to their tips.

The pollinia consist of two pairs of very thin leaves

of waxy pollen ; and the four leaves are formed of

angular compound grains which never separate. As
the pollinia are almost loose, being retained merely by

the adhesion of their tips to the viscid fluid, and by

their bases resting in the shrivelled anther-cells, and

as the petals and sepals are much reflexed, the pollinia,

when the flower is fully expanded, would have been

liable to be blown away or out of their proper position,
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had it not been for the membranous expansions on

each side of the column forming the clinandrum,

within which they lie safely.

When an insect inserts its proboscis or head into

the narrow space between the upright labellum and

the rostellum, it will infallibly touch the little pro-

jecting viscid mass, and as soon as it flies away it

will withdraw the poUinia. I easily imitated this

action by inserting any small object into the tubular

flower between the labellum and rostellum. When
the insect visits another flower, the very thin pollen-

leaves attached parallel to the proboscis, or head, will

be forced into the ]30cket-like stigma with their broad

ends foremost. I found pollinia in this position glued

to the upper membranous expansion of the rostellum,

and with a large number of pollen-tubes penetrating

the stigmatic tissue. The use of the thin layer of

viscid matter, which coats the surface of the rostellum

in this genus and in Microstylis, and which is of no

use for the transportal of the pollen from flower to

flower, seems to be to keep the leaves of pollen fixed

in the narrow stigmatic cavity when their lower ends

have been inserted by insects. This fact is rather

interesting under a homological point of view, for, as

we shall hereafter see, the primordial nature of the

\iscid matter of the rostellum is that which is common
to the stigmatic secretion of most flowers, namely, the

retention of the pollen, when placed by any means on

its stigma.

The flowers of the Malaxis, though so small and

inconspicuous, are highly attractive to insects. This

was shown by the pollinia having been removed from

all the flowers on the spikes which I examined,

excepting from one or two close under the buds. In

some old flower-spikes every single pollinium nad
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been carried away. Insects sometimes remove only

one of the two pairs. I noticed a flower with all four

pollen-leaves still in place, with a single one in the

stigmatic cavity ; and this must clearly have been

brought by some insect. Within the stigmas of many
other flowers pollen-leaves were observed. The plant

produces plenty of seed ; and thirteen of the twenty-one

lower flowers on one spike had formed large capsules.

We will now turn to some exotic genera. The pol-

linia of PleurothaUis prolifera and ligulata (?) have a

minute caudicle, and mechanical aid is requisite to

force the viscid matter from the under side of the

rostellum into the anther, thus to catch the caudicles

and remove the pollinia. On the other hand, in our

British Malaxis and in MicrosUjlis rhedii from India,

the upper surface of the minute tongue-shaped ros-

tellum becomes viscid and adheres to the pollinia

without any mechanical aid. This appears likewise to

be the case with Stelis racemijlora, but the flowers were

not in a good state for examination. I mention this

latter flower partly because some insect in the hot-

house at Kew had removed most of the pollinia, and

had left some of them adhering to the lateral stigmas.

These curious little flowers are widely expanded and

much exposed ; but after a time the three sepals close

together with perfect exactness, so that it is scarcely

possible to distinguish an old flower from a bud : yet,

to my surprise, the closed flowers opened when im-

mersed in water.

The allied MasdevalUa fenestrata bears an extra-

ordinary flower. The three sepals instead of closing,

as in the case of Stelis after the flower has remained

for a time expanded, cohere together and never open.

Two minute, lateral, oval windows (hence the name

fenestrata), are seated high up the flower opposite each
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other, and afford the only entrance ; but the presence

of these two minute windows (fig. 20) shows how neces-

sary it is that insects shoukl visit the flower in this

case as in that of most other Orchids. How insects

perform the act of fertilisation I have failed to under-

stand. At the bottom of the roomy and dark chamber

formed by the closed sepals, the minute column stands,

and in front of it is the furrowed labellum, with a

highly flexible hinge, and on each side the two upper

j)etals ; a little tube being thus formed. When there-

^. „„ fore a minute insect enters, or
Fig. 20. . . .

which is less probable, a larger in-

sect inserts its proboscis through

either window, it has to find by

the sense of touch the inner tube

in order to reach the nectary at

the base of the flower. Within

the little tube, formed by the

mI^evallta fenes-
column, labellum, and lateral

TRATA. petals, a broad and hinged rostel-

The window on the near side lnm proiccts at right aUglcS,
is shown darkly shaded, i-i -i i ,i

which can easily be upturned.
fl, nectary. -^

. .
^. ,

Its under suriace is viscid, and
this viscid matter soon sets hard and dry. The minute

caudicles of the pollinia, projecting out of the anther-

case, rest on the base of the upper membranous surface

of the rostcllum. The stigmatic cavity when mature
is not very deep. After cutting away the sepals I

vainly endeavoured, by pushing a bristle into the

tubular flower, to remove the pollinia, but by the aid

of a bent needle, this was effected without much
difficulty. The whole structure of the flower seemo

as if intended to prevent the flower from being easily

fertilised ; and this proves that we do not understand

its structure. Some small insect had entered one of
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the flowers in the hothouse at Kew, for many eggs

were deposited within it, near the base.

Of Bolbophyllum I examined the curious little

flowers of four species, which I will not attempt fully

to describe. In B. cup-eum and eocoinum, the upper and

lower surfaces of the rostellum resolve themselves into

viscid matter, which has to be forced upwards by insects

into the anther, so as to secure the poUinia. I effected

this easily by passing a needle down the flower, which

is rendered tubular by the position of the labellum,

and then withdrawing it. In B. rhizopliorse the anther-

case moves backwards, when the flower is mature,

leaving the two pollen-masses fully exposed, adhering

to the upper surface of the rostellum. They are held

together by viscid matter, and, judging from the

action of a bristle, are always removed together. The
stigmatic chamber is very deep with an o'val orifice,

which exactly fits one of the two pollen-masses. After

the flower has remained open for some time, the sides

of the oval orifice close in and shut the stigmatic

chamber completely,—a fact which I have observed in

no other Orchid, and which, I presume, is here related

to the much exposed condition of the whole flower.

When the two pollinia were attached to a needle or

bristle, and were forced against the stigmatic chamber,

one of the two glided into the small orifice more readily

than could have been anticipated. Nevertheless, it is

evident that insects must place themselves on suc-

cessive visits to the flowers in precisely the same

position, so as first to remove the two pollinia, and

then force one of them into the stigmatic orifice. The
two upper filiform petals would serve as guides to

the insect ; but the labellum, instead of making the

flower tubular, hangs down just like a tongue out of a

widely open mouth.
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The labellum in all the species which I have seen,

more especially in B. rliizopliorse, is remarkable by-

being joined to the base of the column by a very

narrow, thin, white strap, which is highly elastic and

flexible ; it is even highly elastic when stretched,

like an india-rubber band. When the flowers of this

species were blown by a breath of wind the tongue-like

labella all oscillated to and fro in a very odd manner.

In some species not seen by me, as in B. harhigerum,

the labellum is furnished with a beard of fine hairs,

and these are said to cause the labellum to be in

almost constant motion from the slightest breath of

air. What the use can be of this extreme flexibility

and liability to movement in the labellum, I cannot

conjecture, unless it be to attract the notice of insects,

as the flowers of these species are dull-coloured, small,

and inconspicuous, instead of being large, brightly-

coloured, and conspicuous or odoriferous, as in so many
other Orchids. The labella of some of the species are

said to be irritable, but I could not detect a trace of

this quality in those examined by me. According to

lindley, the labellum of the allied Megaclinium falca-

tum spontaneously oscillates up and down.

The last genus of the Malaxese which I will mention

is Dendrobium, of which one at least of the species,

namely D. chrysanthum, is interesting, from being

apparently contrived to effect its own fertilisation, if

an insect, when visiting the flower, should fail to

remove the pollen-masses. The rostellum has an

upper and a small lower surface composed of mem-
brane ; and between these is a thick mass of milky-

white matter which can be easily forced out. This

white matter is less viscid than is usual ; but when
exposed to the air a film forms over it in less than

half a minute, and it soon sets into a waxy or cheesy
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substance. The large concave but shallow stigmatio

surface is seated beneath the rostellum. The pro-

duced anterior lip of the anther (see A) almost entirely

covers the upper surface of the rostellum. The fila-

Fig. 21.

Dendrobium ciirvsantiium.

a. anther. s. stigma.

r. rostellum. I. labellum.

n. nectary.

A. Lateral view of flower, with the

anther in its proper position,

before the ejection of the pol-

linia. All the sepals and petals

are removed except the label-

lum, which is longitudinally

bisected.

B. Outline of column, viewed later-

ally, after the anther has ejected

the pollinia.

C. Front view of column, showing

the empty cells of the anther,

after it has ejected its pollinia.

The anther is represented hang-

ing too low down, and covering

moi-e of the stigma than it

really does.

ment of the anther is of considerable length, but is

hidden in the side view, A, behind the middle of the

anther; in the section, B, it is seen, after it has

sprung forward : it is elastic, and presses the anther

firmly down on the inclined surface of the clinan-
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drum (see fig. B) which lies behind the rostelluru.

When the flower is expanded the two pollinia,

united into a single mass, lie quite loose on the

clinandrum and under the anther-case. The labellum

embraces the column, leaving a passage in front. The
middle portion of the labellum (as may be seen in

fig. A) is thickened, and extends up as far as the

top of the stigma. The lowest part of the column

is developed into a saucer-like nectary, which secretes

honey.

As an insect forces its way into one of these flowers,

the labellum, which is elastic, will yield, and the

projecting lip of the anther will protect the rostellum

from being disturbed ; but as soon as the insect

retreats, the lip of the anther will be lifted up, and

the viscid matter from the rostellum forced into the

anther, gluing the pollen-mass to the insect, which

will thus be transported to another flower. I easily

imitated this action ; but as the pollen-masses have

no caudicle and lie rather far back within the clinan-

drum beneath the anther, and as the matter from the

rostellum is not highly viscid, they were sometimes

left behind.

Owing to the inclination of the base of the clinan-

drum, and owing to the length and elasticity of the

filament, as soon as the anther is lifted up it always

springs forward, over the rostellum, and remains

hanging there with its lower empty surface (fig. C) sus-

pended over the summit of the stigma. The filament

now stretches across the space (see fig. B) which

was originally covered by the anther. Several times,

having cut off all the petals and labellum, and laid

the flower under the microscope, I raised the lip of the

anther with a needle, without disturbing the rostellum,

and saw the anther assume, with a spring, the position
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represented sideways in Hg. B, and frontways in fig.

C. By this springing action the anther scoops the

poUinium out of the concave clinandrum, and pitches

it up in the air, with exactly the right force so as to

fall down on the middle of the viscid stigma, where it

adheres.

Under nature, however, the action cannot be as thus

described, for the labellum hangs downwards ; and to

understand what follows, the drawing should be placed

in an almost reversed position. If an insect failed to

remove the poUinium by means of the viscid matter

from the rostellum, the poUinium would first be jerked

downwards on to the protuberant surface of the label-

lum, placed immediately beneath the stigma. But it

must be remembered that the labellum is elastic, and

that at the same instant that the insect, in the act of

leaving the flower, lifts up the lip of the anther, and

S3 causes the poUinium to be shot out, the labellum

will rebound back, and striking the poUinium will

pitch it upwards, so as to hit the adhesive stigma.

Twice I succeeded in effecting this by imitating the

retreat of an insect, with the flower held in its natural

position ; and on opening it, found the poUinium

glued to the stigma.

This view of the use of the elastic filament, seeing

how complicated the action must be, may appear

fanciful ; but we have seen so many and such curious

adaptations, that I cannot believe the strong elasticity

of the filament and the thickening of the middle part

of the labellum to be useless points of structure. If

the action be as I have described, we can perceive

their meaning, for it would be an advantage to the

plant that its single large pollen-mass should not be

wasted, supposing that it failed to adhere to an insect

by means of the viscid matter from the rostellum.
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This contrivance is not common to all the species of

the genus ; for in neither D, higibhum nor B. formosum

was the filament of the anther elastic, nor was the

middle line of the labellum thickened. In B. tortile

the filament is elastic ; but as I examined only a

single flower, and before I had made out the structure

of B. chrysanthum, I cannot say how it acts.

Mr. Anderson states * that on one occasion the flowers

of his Bendrohium cretaceum did not expand, and yet

they produced capsules, one of which he sent me.

Almost all the numerous seeds in this capsule con-

tained embryos, thus differing greatly from the cases

presently to be given of the self-fertilised seeds from

the non-expanded flowers of a Cattleya. Mr. Anderson

remarks that Dendrobiums are the sole representatives

of the Malaxea) which, as far as he has seen, spon-

taneously form capsules. He likewise states that in

the immense group of the Vandeae, hereafter to bo

described, none of the species under his care, with

the exception of some belonging to the sub-division

of the Brassidaj and of Sarcanthus parishii, has evei

spontaneously produced a capsule.

EPIDENDRE^.

The Epidendrese and Malaxere are characterised by

the pollen-grains cohering into large waxy masses.

In the latter of these groups the pollinia are said not

to be furnished with caudicles, but this is not uni-

versally the case, for they exist in Masdevallia fenes-

irata and some other species in an efficient condition,

although unattached and of minute size. In the

EpidendrejB, on the other hand, free or unattached

caudicles are always present. For my purpose these

' Journal of Horticulture,' 1863, pp. 206, 287.
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two great tribes might have been run together ; as the

distinction drawn from the presence of caiidicles does

not always hold good. But difficulties of this nature

are frequently encountered in the classification of

largely developed or so-called natural groups, in which

there has been comparatively little extinction.

I will begin with the genus Cattleya, of which I

have examined several species. These are fertilised

in a very simple manner, different from that in any
British Orchid. The rostellum (r, fig. 22, A, B) is a

broad, tongue-shaped projection, which arclies slightly

over the stigma ; the upper surface is formed of smooth

membrane ; the lower surface together with the central

portion (originally a mass of cells) consists of a very

thick layer of viscid matter. This viscid mass is

hardly separated from the viscid matter thickly coating

the stigmatic surface which lies close beneath the ros-

tellum. The projecting upper lip of the anther rests

on, and opens close over the base of the upper mem-
branous surface of the tongue-shaped rostellum. The
anther is kept closed by a spring, at its point of at-

tachment on the top of the column. The pollinia

consist of four (or eight in Cattleya crispa) waxy
masses, each furnished (see figs. C and D) with a

ribbon-like tail, formed of a bundle of highly elastic

threads, to which numerous separate pollen-grains are

attached. The pollen therefore consists of two kinds,

namely, waxy masses and separate though compound
grains (each, as usual, consisting of four) united by
elastic threads. This latter kind of pollen is identical

w ith that of Epipactis and other Neotteae.* These tails,

with their appended pollen-grains, act as caudicles.

* The pollen-masses of Bletia ]niblislied by Liudley in his ' II.

are admirably represented on a lustrations.'

large scale in Bauer's drawings,
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and are thus designated, for they serve as the means
for the removal of the larger waxy masses from the

anther-cells. The tips of the candieles are generally

reflexed, and in the mature flower j^rotrude a little

Fig. 22

Catti,i:ya.

a. anther.

b. spring at the top of the column.

;). pollen-masses.

r. rostellum.

s. stigma.

col. column.

/. labellum.

n. nectary.

g. ovarium, or germen.
A. Front view of column, with all

the sepals and petals removed.

B. Section and lateral view of thft

flower, with all the sepals and
petals removed, except the bi-

sected labellum shown only in

outline.

C. Anther viewed on the under side,

showing the four caudioles witii

the four ])ollen-masses beneatlu

D. A sini;le ]inl!inium, viewed liter-

ally, showing the pollen-mass

and caudicle.

way out of the anther-case (see fig. A) lying on the

base of the upper membranous lip of the rostellum.

The labellum enfolds the column, making the flower
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tubular, and its lower part is produced into a net^tary,

which penetrates the ovarium.

Now for the action of these parts. If any body of

size proportional to that of the tubular flower be

forced into it—a dead humble-bee acts very well—the

tongue-shaped rostellum is depressed, and the object

often gets slightly smeared with viscid matter ; but

in withdrawing it, the rostellum is upturned, and a

surprising quantity of viscid matter is forced over the

edges and sides, and at the same time into the lip of

the anther, which is also slightly raised by the up-

turning of the rostellum. Thus the protruding tips

of the caudicles are instantly glued to the retreating

object, and the poUinia are withdrawn. This hardly

ever failed to occur in my repeated trials. A living

bee or other large insect alighting on the fringed

edge of the labellum, and scrambling into the flower,

would depress the labellum and would be less likely

to disturb the rostellum, until it had sucked the

nectar and began to retreat. When a dead bee, with

the four waxy balls of pollen dangling by their

caudicles from its back, is forced into another flower,

some or all of them are caught with certainty by the

broad, shallow, and highly viscid stigmatic surface,

which likewise tears off the grains of pollen from the

threads of the caudicles.

That living humble-bees can thus remove the

pollinia is certain. Sir W. C. Trevelyan sent to Mr.

Smith of the British Museum a Bomhiis liortorum,

which was forwarded to me—caught in his hothouse,

where a Cattleya was in flower—with its whole back,

between the wings, smeared with dried viscid matter,

and with the four pollinia attached to it by their

caudicles, ready to be caught by the stigma of any

other flower if the bee had entered one.
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Those species which I Lave examined of Laelia,

Leptotes, ISophronitis, Barkeria, Phaius, Evelyna,

Bletia, Chysis, aud Coelogyne, resemble Cattleya in

the caudicles of the pollinia being free, and in the

viscid matter from the rostellum not coming into

contact with them without mechanical aid, as well as

in their general manner of fertilisation. In Coelogyne

cristata the upper lip of the rostellum is much elon-

gated. In Evelyna carivata and Chysis eight balls of

waxy pollen are all united to a single caudicle. In

Barkeria the labellum, instead of enfolding the column,

is pressed against it, and this would effectually compel

insects to brush against the rostellum. In Epidendrum
we have a slight difference ; for the upper surface of

the rostellum, instead of permanently remaining mem-
branous, as in the above-named genera, is so tender

that by a touch it breaks up, together with the whole

lower surface, into a mass of viscid matter. In this

case the whole of the rostellum, together with the

adherent pollinia, must be removed by insects as they

retreat from the flower. I observed in E. glaucum that

viscid matter exuded from the upper surface of the

rostellum when touched, as happens with Epipactis.

In fact it is difficult to say, in these cases, whether

the upper surface of the rostellum should be called

membrane or viscid matter. With Chysis this matter

sets nearly hard and dry in twenty minutes, and
quite so in thirty minutes after its removal from tho

rostellum.

In Ejyidendrmn Jiorihundum there is a rather greater

difference : the anterior horns of the clinandrum (i. e.

the cup on the summit of the column in which tho

pollinia lie) ajiproach each other so closely as to

adhere to the two sides of the rostellum, which con-

sequently lies in a nick, with the pollinia seated over
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it ; and as, in this species, the upper surface of the

rdstellum resolves itself into viscid matter, the can-

dicles of the poUinia become glued to it without any
mechanical aid. The pollinia, though thus attached,

cannot, of course, be removed from their anther-cells

without the aid of insects. In this species it seems

possible (though, from the position of parts, not

probable) that an insect might drag the pollinia out

and leave them on the stigma of the same flower. In

all the other species of Epidendrum which I examined,

and in all the above-mentioned genera, it is evident

that the viscid matter has to be forced upwards into

the lip of the anther by a retreating insect, which

would thus necessarily carry the pollinia from one

flower to the stigma of another.

Nevertheless, self-fertilisation takes place in some
Epidendreae. Dr. Criiger says * that " we have in

Trinidad three plants belonging to this family (a

Schomburgkia, Cattleya, and Epidendron) which rarely

open their flowers, and they are invariably found to be

impregnated when they do open them. In these cases

it is easily seen that the pollen-masses have been acted

on by the stigmatic fluid, and that the pollen-tubes

descend from the pollen-masses in situ down into the

ovarian canal." Mr. Anderson, a skilful cultivator of

Orchids in Scotland, also states that several of his

Epidendrese fertilise themselves spontaneously,f In
the case of Cattleya crispa, the flowers sometimes do
not expand properly ; nevertheless they produce cap-

sules, one of Avhich he sent to me. It contained an

abundance of seeds, but on examination I found that

* ' Joiini. Linn. Sac. Bot.' vol. paper Mr. Gosse gives an nccount
viii. 18G4, p. 131. cf hia microscnpical examinatiou

t 'Journal of Horticulture.' of the self-fertilised seeds.

18C3,p.206and287: in the latter
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only about one per cent, contained an embryo. Similar

seeds were more carefully examined by Mr. Gosse, who
found that two per cent, contained an embryo. About

twenty-five per cent, of the seeds from a self-fertilised

capsule of Lselia cinnabarina, also sent to me by

Mr. Anderson, were found to be good. It is therefore

doubtful whether the capsules spontaneously self-ferti-

lised in the West Indies, as described by Dr. Criiger,

were fully and properly fertilised. Fritz Miiller in-

forms me that he has discovered in South Brazil

an Epidendrum which bears three pollen-producing

anthers, and this is a great anomaly in the order.

This species is very imperfectly fertilised by insects

;

but by means of the two lateral anthers the flowers

are regularly self-fertilised. Fritz Miiller assigns good

reasons for his belief that the appearance of the two

additional anthers in this Epidendrum, is a case of

reversion to the primitive condition of the whole

group.*

• See also ' Bot. Zeitung,' 18G9, p 22G, and 1870, p. 152.
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CHAPTER VI.

VANDE.E.

Structure of the column and pollinia—Importance of tte elasticity of

the pedicel; its power of movement—Elasticity and strength of the

caudicles—Calaiithe with lateral stigmas, manner of fertilisation

—

Angraecum sesquipedale. wonderful length of nectary— Species witii

the entrance into the stigmatic chamber much contracted, so that

the pollen-masses can hardly be inserted—Coryanthes, extraordinary

manner of fertilisation.

We now come to the immense tribe of the Vandese,

which includes many of the most magnificent produc-

tions of our hothouses, but like the Epidendreae has

no British representative. I have examined twenty-

nine genera. The pollen consists of waxy masses, as

in the two last tribes, and each ball of pollen is

furnished with a caudicle, which becomes, at an early

period of growth, united to the rostellum. The cau-

dicle is seldom attached directly to the viscid disc, as

in most of the Ophreoe, but to the upper and posterior

surface of the rostellum ; and this part is removed by

insects, together with the disc and pollen-masses. The

sectional diagram (fig. 23), with the parts separated,

will best explain the type-structure of the Vandeae.

As in the rest of the Orchideas there are three con-

fluent pistils ; of these the dorsal one (2) forms the

rostellum arching over the two others (3) which unite

to form a single stigma. On the left hand we have

the filament (1) bearing the anther. The anther opens

at an early period, and the tips of the two caudicles

(but only one caudicle and one pollen-mass are re-
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presented in the diagram) protrude in a not fully-

liardened condition through a small slit, and adhere to

the Lack of the rostellum. The upper surface of the

rostellum is generally hollowed out for the reception

of the pollen-masses ; it is represented as smooth in

the diagram, but is really often furnished with crests

]>e;licel of

rostellum.

viscid disc.

stijrma.

Imaginary Section, illustrative of the structure of the column in the

(2.) The upper pistil, with the

upper part modified into the

rostellum.

(3.) The two lower confluent pistils,

bearing the two confluent

sticrmas.

(1.) The filament, bearing the an-

ther with its pollen-masses
;

the anther is represented after

it has opened along its whole

under surface, so that the

section shows only the dorsal

surface.

or knobs for the attachment of the two caudicles.

The anther afterwards opens more widely along its

under surface, and leaves the two pollen-masses un-

attached, excepting by their caudicles to the rostellum.

During an early period of growth, a remarkable

change has been going on in the rostellum : either its

extremity or its lower surface becomes excessively

viscid (forming the viscid disc), and a line of separa-
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tion, at first appearing as a zone of hyaline tissue, is

gradually formed, which sets free the disc, as well as

the whole upper surface of the rostellum, as far back

as the point of attachment of the caudicles. If any

object now touches the viscid disc, it, together with

the whole back of the rostellum, the caudicles and

pollen-masses, can all be readily removed together.

In botanical works the whole structure between the

disc or viscid surface (generally called the gland) and

the balls of pollen is designated as the caudicle ; but

as these parts play an essential part in the fertilisation

of the flower, and as they are fundamentally diiferent

in their origin and in their minute structure, I shall

call the two elastic ropes, which are developed strictly

within the anther-cells, the caudicles ; and the portion

of the rostellum to which the caudicles are attached

(see diagram), and which is not viscid, the pedicel.

The viscid portion of the rostellum I shall call, as

lieretofore, the viscid surface or disc. The whole may
be conveniently spoken of as the poUinium.

In the OphreaB we have (except in 0. pjramidalis

and a few other species) two separate viscid discs. In

the Vandeae, with the exception of AngraBCum, we have

only one disc. The disc is naked, or is not enclosed

in a pouch. In Habenaria the discs, as we have seen,

are separated from the two caudicles by short drum-

like pedicels, answering to the single and generally

much more largely developed pedicel in the Vandeae.

In the Ophrete the caudicles of the pollinia, though

elastic, are rigid, and serve to place the packets of

pollen at the right distance from the insect's head or

proboscis, so as to reach the stigma. In the Vandea3

this end is gained by the pedicel of the rostellum.

The two caudicles in the Vandeae are embedded and

attached within a deep cleft in the pollen-masses,
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and until stretched are rarely visible, for the pollen-

masses lie close to the pedicel of the rostellum. These

caudicles answer both in position and function to the

elastic threads, by which the packets of pollen are tied

together in the Ophrea?, at the point where they become

confluent ; for the function of the true caudicle in the

Yandea) is to break when the masses of pollen, trans-

ported by insects, adhere to the stigmatic surface.

In many Vandea? the caudicles are easily ruptured,

and the fertilisation of the flower, as far as this point

is concerned, is a simple aflair ; but in other cases their

strength, and the length to which they can be stretched

before they break, are surprising. I was at first per-

plexed to understand what purpose these qualities

could serve. The explanation probably is that the

pollen-masses in this tribe are very precious objects ;

in most of the genera a flower produces only two, and

judging from the size of the stigma both are generally

left adhering to it. In other genera, however, the

orifice leading into the stigma is so small tliat probably

only one pollen-mass is left on it, and in this case the

pollen from one flower would suffice to fertilise two

flowers, but never a greater number. From the large

size of the flowers of many of the Yandea}, they no

doubt are fertilised by large insects, and these v.hilst

flying about would be likely to brush away and lose

the pollinia attached to them, unless the caudicles were

very strong and highly elastic. So again, when an
insect thus provided visited a flower either too young,

with its stigma not yet sufficiently adhesive, or one

already impregnated, with its stigma beginning to dry,

the strength of the caudicle would prevent the pollen-

masses from being uselessly removed and lost.

Although the stigmatic surface is astonishingly

adhesive at the proper period in many of these Orchids,
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for instance, in Phalaenopsis and Saccolabium, yet when
I inserted their poUinia attached to a rough object into

the stigmatic chamber, they did not adhere with suffi-

cient force to prevent their removal from the object. I

even left them for some little time in contact with the

adhesive surface, as an insect would do whilst feeding

;

but when I pulled the pollinia straight out of the

stigmatic chamber, the caudicles, though they were

stretched to a great length, did not rupture, nor did

their attachment to the object yield so that the balls

of pollen were withdrawn. It then occurred to me
that an insect in flying away would not pull the

pollinia straight out of the chamber, but would pull

at nearly right angles to its orifice. Accordingly I

imitated the action of a retreating insect, and dragged

the pollinia out of the stigmatic chamber at right

angles to its orifice ; and now the friction on the

naudicles thus caused, together with the adhesiveness

of the stigmatic surface, generally sufficed to rupture

them ; the pollen-masses being left on the stigma.

Thus, it seems that the great strength and extensi-

bility of the caudicles, which, until stretched, lie em->

bedded within the pollen-masses, serve to protect the

pollen-masses from being accidentally lost by an insect

whilst flying about, and yet, by friction being brought

into play, allow them at the proper time, to be left

adhering to the stigmatic surface ; the fertilisation ol

the flower being thus safely effected.

The discs and pedicels of the pollinia present great

diversities in shape, and an apparently exhaustless

number of adaptations. Even in species of the same
genus, as in Oncidium, these parts differ greatly. I

here give a few figures (fig. 24), taken almost at hazard.

The pedicel generally consists, as far as I have seen,

of a thin ribbon-shaped membrane (fijr. A) ; sometimes
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it is almost cylindrical (fig. C) but often of the most

diversified shapes. The pedicel is generally nearly

straight, but in Miltonia eloivesii it is naturally curved
;

and in some cases, as we shall immediately see, it

assumes, after removal, various shapes. The extensible

and elastic caudicles, by which the pollen-masses are

attached to the pedicel, are barely or not at all visible,

being embedded in a cleft or hollow within each

pollen-mass. The disc, which is viscid on the under

side, consists of a piece of thin or thick membrane of

Fio;. 24.

POLLINIA OF VaNDE^E.

d. viscid disc.

pcd. pedicel.

p. pollen-masses

The caudicles, being embedded within

the pollen-masses, are not shown,

A. Pollinium of Oncidium grande

after partial depression.

B. Pollinium of Brassia maculata

(copied from Bauer).

C. Pollinium of Stanhopea saccata

after depression.

D. Pollinium of Sarcanthus tcrcti-

folius after depression.

varied forms. In Acropera it is like a pointed cap

;

in some cases it is tongue-shaped, or heart-shaped

(fig. C), or saddle-shaj)cd, as in some ]\[axillarias, or

like a thick cushion (fig. A), as in many species of

Oncidium, with the pedicel attached at one end, instead

of, as is more usual, nearly to the centre. In Angroecum

distichum and sesquipedale the rostellum is notched,

and two separate, thin, membranous discs can be

removed, each carrying by a short pedicel a pollen-

maso. In Sarcanthus teretifoUus the disc (fig. D) is
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very oddly shaped ; and as the stigmatic chamber
is deep and likewise curiously shaped, we are led to

believe that the disc is fastened with great precision

to the square projecting head of some insect.*

In most cases there is a plain relation between the

length of the pedicel and the depth of the stigmatic

chamber, into which the pollen-masses have to be

inserted. In some few cases, however, in which a long

pedicel and a shallow stigma co-exist, we shall presently

meet with curious compensating actions. After the

disc and pedicel have been removed, the shaj)e of the

remaining part of the rostellum is of course altered,

being now slightly shorter and thinner, and sometimes

notched. In Stanhopea, the entire circumference of

the extremity of the rostellum is removed, and a thin,

pointed, needle-like process alone is left, which origin-

ally ran up the centre of the disc.

If we now turn to the diagram (fig. 23, p. 150), and

suppose the rectangularly bent rostellum to be thinner

and the stigma to lie closer beneath it than is there

represented, we shall see that, if an insect with a polli-

nium attached to its head were to fly to another flower

and occupy exactly the same position which it held

whilst the attachment was effected, the pollen-masses

would be in the right position for striking the stigma,

especially if, from their weight, they were to become
in the least degree depressed. This is all that takes

place in Lycaste skinnerii, Gijmhidium giganteiun,

Zi/gopetalum macJcai, Angrsecum eburneum, MUtonia

clowesii, in a Warrea, and, I believe, in Gcdeandra

funhii. But if in our diagram we suppose, for instance,

* I may here remark that Del- dium, Epidendrum, Phaius, and
pino (' Fecondazioue nelle Piaiite,' Dendrobium, and is able tc con-
Fiieiize, 1867, p. 19) says he has firm in geneial my statements.
examined flowers of Vaiida, Onci-
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the stigma to be seated at the bottom of a deep cavity,

low down in the column, or the anther to be seated

higher up, or the pedicel of the rostellum to slope

more upwards, &c.—all of which contingencies occur

in various species,—in such cases, an insect with a

pollinium attached to its head, if it flew to another

flower, would not place the pollen-masses on the

stigma, unless their position had become greatly

changed after attachment.

This change is efi'ected in many VandeaB in the same

manner as is so general with the Ophreae, namely, by a

movement of depression in the pollinium in the course

of about half a minute after its removal from the

rostellum. I have seen this movement conspicuously

displayed, generally causing the pollinium to rotate

through about a quarter of a circle, in several species

of Oncidium, Odontoglossum, Brassia, Vanda, Aerides,

Sareanthus, Saccolabium, Acropera, and Maxillaria.

In Rodriguezia snaveolens the movement of depression

is remarkable from its extreme slowness ; in EuIojyJiia

viridis from its small extent. Mr. Charles Wright, in

a letter to Professor Asa Gray, says that he observed

in Cuba a pollinium of an Oncidium attached to a

humble-bee, and he concluded at first that I was

completely mistaken about the movement of depres-

sion ; but after several hours it moved into the proper

position for fertilising the flower. In some of the

cases above specified in which the pollinia apparently

undergo no movement of depression, I am not sure that

there was not a very slight one after a time. In the

various Ophreoe the anther-cells are sometimes seated

exteriorly and sometimes interiorly with respect to

the stigma ; and there are corresponding outward and

inward movements in the pollinia : but in the Vandese

the anther-cells always lie, as far as I have seen.
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directly over the stigma, and the movement of the

pollinium is always directly downwards. In Calanthe,

however, the two stigmas are placed exteriorly to the

anther-cells, and the pollinia, as we shall see, are made
to strike them by a peculiar mechanical arrangement

of the parts.

In the Ophreae the seat of contraction, which causes

the act of depression, is in the upper surface of the

viscid disc, close to the point of attachment of tlie

oaudicles : in most of the Vandese the seat is likewise

in the upper surface of the disc, but at the point

where the pedicel is united to it, and therefore at a

considerable distance from the point of attachment of

the true caudicles. The contraction is hygrometric, but

to this subject I shall return in the ninth chapter

;

therefore the movement does not take place until the

pollinium has been removed from the rostellum, and

the point of union between the disc and pedicel has

been exposed for a few seconds or minutes to the air.

If, after the contraction and consequent movement of

the pedicel, the whole body be placed into water, the

pedicel slowly moves back and resumes its former

position with respect to the viscid disc. When taken

out of water, it again undergoes the movement of de-

pression. It is of importance to notice these facts, as

we thus get a test by which this movement can be

distinguished from certain other movements.

In Maxillaria ornithorhyncha, we have a unique case.

The pedicel of the rostellum is much elongated, and
is entirely covered by the produced front lip of the

anther, and is thus kept damp. When removed it

bends quickly backwards on itself, at about its central

point, and thus becomes only half as long as it was

before. When placed in water it resumes its original

straight form. If the pedicel had not been in some
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manner shortened, it is hardly possible that the flower

could have been fertilised. After this movement, the

pollinium attached to any small object can be inserted

into the flower, and the balls of pollen readily adhere

to the stigmatic surface. Here we have an instance

of one of those compensating actions in the pollinia,

before alluded to, in relation to the shallowness of

the stigma.

In some cases, besides hygrometric movements,

elasticity comes into play. In Aericles odorata and

virens, and in an Oncidiwn (roseum ?), the pedicel of

the rostellum is fastened down in a straight line, at

one extremity by the disc, and at the other by the

anther ; it has, however, a strong elastic tendency to

spring up at right angles to the disc. Consequently,

if the pollinium, attached by its viscid disc to some

object, is removed from the anther, the pedicel instantly

springs up and stands at nearly right angles to its

former position, with the pollen-masses carried aloft.

This has been noticed by other observers ; and I agree

with them that the object gained is to free the pollen-

masses from the anther-cells. After this upward elastic

spring, the downward hygrometric movement imme-

<liately commences, which, oddly enough, carries the

pedicel back again into almost exactly the same

position, relatively to the disc, which it held whilst

forming part of the rostellum. In Aerides the end of

the pedicel, to which the pollen-masses are attached

by short dangling caudicles, after springing up, remains

a little curved upwards ; and this curvature seems

well adapted to drop the pollen-masses into the deep

stigmatic cavity over the ledge in front. The differ-

once between the first elastic and the second or re-

versed hygrometric movement, was well shown by

wlacing the- pollinium of the above Oncidium into
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water, after both movements had taken place ; and
the pedicel then moved into the same position which

it had at first assumed through its elasticity ; this

movement not being in any way afiected by the

water. When taken out of water the hygrometric

movement of depression soon commenced for the

second time.

In Bodriguezia secunda there was no hygrometric

movement of depression in the pedicel as in the before-

mentioned E. suaveolens, but there was a rapid down-

ward movement, due to elasticity, and of this I have

seen no other instance ; for when the pedicel was put

into water it showed no tendency to recover its original

position, as occurred in many other cases.

In Phalsejiopsis grandifiora and amahilis the stigma

is shallow and the pedicel of the rostellum long.

Some compensating action is therefore requisite, which,

differently from that in Maxillmna ornithorhyncha is

effected by elasticity. There is no movement of de-

pression ; but, when the pollinium is removed, the

straight pedicel suddenly curls up in the middle, thus

(
—'^^—m

^ ; the full-stop on the left hand may re-

present the balls of pollen, and the thick hyphen to

the right may be supposed to represent the triangu-

larly shaped disc. The pedicel does not straighten

itself when placed in water. The end carrying the

balls of pollen is a little raised up after this elastic

movement, and the pedicel, with one end raised, and

with the middle part upwardly bowed, is well adapted

to drop tlie pollen-masses into the deep stigmatic

cavity, over a ledge in front. Fritz MiiUer informs

me of a case in which the shortening of a very long

pedicel is effected partly by elasticity and partly by a

hygrometric movement. A small Ornithocephalus,

growing in South Brazil, has a very long pedicel,
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which is shown closely attached to the rostellum in

the accompanying iigure A.

Fis. 2;:

POLLINICM OF OknITUOCEPUALUS. (From a sketch by Fritz Miiller.)

Pollinium still attached to the
rostellum with the pollen-

mass still lying in the cli-

nandrum on the summit of
the column.

Pollinium in the position which

it first assumes from the elas-

ticity of the jiedicel.

Pollinium in the position ul-

timately assumed from the

hygrometric movement.

The pedicel when freed suddenly bends into the

form represented at B, and soon afterwards owing to

the hygrometric contraction curls up into the odd

figure shown at C. When placed in water it resumes

the form represented at B.
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In Calanthe masuca and the hybrid C. dominii the

structure is very different to Avhat it is in most other

Vandeoc. We here have two oval, pit-like stigmas

on each side of the rostellum (fig. 26). The viscid

disc is oval (fig. B), and has no pedicel, but eight

masses of pollen are attached to it by very short and

Ficr. 26.

A C

Calaxthe masuca.

p. pollen-masses.

s s. the two stigmas.

n. mouth of nectary.

/. labellum.

d. viscid disc.

cl. in fig. C, clinandrum, the pol-

len-masses being removed.
A. Flower viewed from above, with

the anther -case removed,

showing the eight pollen-

masses in their proper position

within the clinandrum. All

the sepals and petals have been

cut away except the labellum.

B. Pollen-masses attached to the

viscid disc, seen from the
under side.

C. Flower in same position as in A,
but with the disc and pollen-

masses removed, and now
showing the deeply notched
rostellum and the empty clin-

andrum in which the pollen

masses lay. Within the left-

hand stigma two pollen-

masses may be seen adhering

to its viscid surface.

easily ruptured caudicles. These pollen-masses radiate

from the disc like the leaves of a fan. The rostellum

is broad, and its sides slope on each side towards the

lateral pit-like stigmas. When the disc is removed

the rostellum is seen (fig. C) to be deeply notched

in the middle. The labellum is united to the cohimu

almost up to its summit, leaving a passage {n, A) tt>

M
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the long nectary close beneath the rostellum. The

labellum is studded with singular, wartlike, globular

excrescences.

If a thick needle be inserted into the mouth of the

nectary (fig. A), and then withdrawn, the viscid disc

is removed, bearing with it the elegant fan of radiating

pollen-masses. These undergo no change in position.

But if the needle be now inserted into the nectary of

another flower, the ends of the pollen-masses neces-

sarily hit the upper and laterally sloping sides of the

rostellum, and, glancing off both ways, strike down

into the two lateral pit-like stigmas. The thin cau-

dicles being easily ruptured, the pollen-masses are left

adhering like little darts to the viscid surface of both

stigmas (see left-hand stigma in fig. C), and the fertili-

sation of the flower is completed in a simple manner
pleasing to behold.

I should have stated that a narrow transverse rim of

stigmatic tissue, beneath the rostellum, connects the

two lateral stigmas ; and it is probable that some ot

the middle pollen-masses may be inserted through the

notch in the rostellum, so as to adhere to this rim.

I am the more inclined to this opinion from having

found in the elegant Calantlie vestita the rostellum

extending so widely over the two lateral stigmas, that

apparently all the pollen-masses must be inserted

beneath its surface.

The Angriecum sesquipedaJe, of which the large six-

rayed flowers, like stars formed of snow-white wax,

have excited the admiration of travellers in IMadagascar,

must not be passed over. A green, whip-like nectary

cf astonishing length hangs down beneath tlie label-

lum. In several flowers sent me by Mv. Bateman I

found the nectaries eleven and a half inches long, witli

onlv the lower inch and a half filled with nectar.
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What can be the use, it may be asked, of a nectary of

such disproportionate length ? We shall, I think, see

that the fertilisation of the plant depends on this

length, and on nectar being contained only within the

lower and attenuated extremity. It is, however, sur-

prising that any insect should be able to reach the

nectar. Our English sphinxes have proboscides as long

as their bodies ; but in Madagascar there must be

moths with proboscides capable of extension to a length

of between ten and eleven inches ! This belief of

mine has been ridiculed by some entomologists, but we

now know from Fritz Miiller * that there is a spliinx-

moth in South Brazil which has a proboscis of nearly

sufficient length, for when dried it was between ten

and eleven inches long. When not protruded it is

•coiled up into a spiral of at least twenty windings.

The rostellum is broad and foliaceous, and arches

rectangularly over the stigma and over the orifice of

the nectary : it is deeply notched by a cleft enlarged

or widened at the inner end. Hence the rostellum

nearly resembles that of Calanthe after the disc has

been removed (see fig. 26, C). The under surfaces of

both margins of the cleft, near their ends, are bordered

fey narrow strips of viscid membrane, easily removed
;

so that there are two distinct viscid discs. A short

membranous pedicel is attached to the middle of the

upper surface of each disc ; and the pedicel carries a

pollen-mass at its other end. Beneath the rostellum

a, narrow, ledge-like, adhesive stigma is seated.

I could not for some time understand how the

pollinia of this Orchid were removed, or how the

stigma was fertilised. I passed bristles and needles

* See letter with a drawing by Hermaun jMiiller, 'Nature,' ISIS,
p. 223.

M 2
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down the open entrance into the nectary and through

the cleft in the rostelhim with no result. It then

occurred to me that, from the length of the nectary,

the flower must be visited by large moths, with a

proboscis thick at the base ; and that to drain the last

drop of nectar, even the largest moth would have to

force its proboscis as far down as possible. Whether

or not the moth first inserted its proboscis by the open

entrance into the nectary, as is most probable from the

shape of the flower, or through the cleft in the ros-

telhim, it would ultimately be forced in order to drain

the nectary to push its proboscis through the cleft,

for this is the straightest course ; and by slight pressure

the whole foliaceous rostellum is depressed. The dis-

tance from the outside of the flower to the extremity of

the nectary can be thus shortened by about a quarter

of an inch. I therefore took a cylindrical rod one-

tenth of an inch in diameter, and pushed it down

through the cleft in the rostellum. The margins

readily separated, and were pushed downwards together

with the whole rostellum. When I slowly withdrew the

cylinder the rostellum rose from its elasticity, and

the margins of the cleft were upturned so as to clasp

the cylinder. Thus the viscid strips of membrane on

each under side of the cleft rostellum came into contact

with the cylinder, and firmly adhered to it ; and the

pollen-masses were withdrawn. By this means I suc-

ceeded every time in withdrawing the pollinia ; and

it cannot, I think, be doubted that a large moth would

thus act ; that is, it would drive its proboscis up to

the very base through the cleft of the rostellum, so as

to reach the extremity of the nectary ; and then the

pollinia attached to the base of its proboscis would he

safely withdrawn.

I did not succeed in leaving the pollen-masses on
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the stigma so well as I did in withdrawing them. As
the margins of the cleft rostellum must bo upturned

before the discs adhere to a cylindrical body, during

its withdrawal, the pollen-masses become affixed some
little way from its base. The two discs did not always

adhere at exactly opposite points. Now, when a moth
with the pollinia adhering to the base of its proboscis,

inserts it for a second time into the nectary, and exerts

all its force so as to push down the rostellum as far as

possible, the pollen-masses will generally rest on and

adhere to the narrow, ledge-like stigma which projects

beneath the rostellum. By acting in this manner with

the pollinia attached to a cylindrical object, the pollen-

masses were twice torn off and left glued to the stig-

matic surface.

If the Angrgecum in its native forests secretes more

nectar than did the vigorous plants sent me by Mr.

Bateman, so that the nectary ever becomes filled, small

moths might obtain their share, but they would not

benefit the plant. The pollinia would not be with-

drawn until some huge moth, with a wonderfully long

proboscis, tried to drain the last drop.* If such great

moths were to become extinct in Madagascar, assur-

edly the Angrsecum would become extinct. On the

other hand, as the nectar, at least in the lower part

of the nectary, is stored safe from the depredation of

other insects, the extinction of the Angraecum would

probably be a serious loss to these moths. We can

thus understand how the astonishinoj length of the

* Mr. Belt suggests (' The Na- ment can thus be accounted for.

turalist in Nicaragua,' 1874, p. I have no doubt of the truth of

133) that tbe great length of the tliis principle, but it is hardly
nectary of this plant serves to applicable here, as the moth has
prevent other moths which are to be cimipelled to drive its pro-

not well-adapted for the fertilisa- boscis as deeply down as possible
tion of the tiowers from sucking into the flower,

the nectar, and that its develop-
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nectary had been acquired by successive modifications,

As certain moths of Madagascar became larger through

natural selection in relation to their general conditions

of life, either in the larval or mature state, or as the

proboscis alone was lengthened to obtain honey from

the Angra?cum and other deep tubular flowers, those

Individual plants of the Angrtecum which had the

longest nectaries (and the nectary varies much in

length in some Orchids), and which, consequently,

compelled the moths to insert their proboscides up to

the very base, would be best fertilised. These plants

would yield most seed, and the seedlings would

generally inherit long nectaries; and so it would be

in successive generations of the plant and of the moth.

Thus it would appear that there has been a race in

gaining length between the nectary of the Angraecum

and the proboscis of certain moths ; but the Angrsecum

has triumphed, for it flourishes and abounds in the

forests of Madagascar, and still troubles each moth

to insert its proboscis as deeply as possible in order to

drain the last drop of nectar.

I could add descriptions of many other curioua

structures in the Yandeae, more especially from the

letters of Fritz Miiller with respect to those of Brazil

;

but the reader would be wearied. I must, however,

make a few remarks on certain genera, the fertilisation

of which remains a mystery, chiefly on account of the

narrowness of the mouth of the stigma, as this renders

the insertion of the pollen-masses extremely difficult.

Two closely allied species or varieties of Acropera, viz.,.

.1. luteola and loddigesii have been observed by me
during several seasons, and every detail of their struc-

ture seems as if specially adapted to render their

fertilisation almost impossible. I have met with hardly
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any other such case, not that I fully understand the

contrivances in any Orchid, for new and admirable

ones become apparent, the longer I study even one of

our commonest British species.

The thin and elongated rostellum of Acropera projects

at right angles to the column (see diagram, fig. 23, p.

150) ; and the pedicel of the pollinium is of course

equally long and much thinner. The disc consists of

an extremely small cap, viscid within, which fits on

the extremity of the rostellum. The viscid matter

sets hard but slowly. The upper sepal forms a hood

enclosing and protecting the column. The labellum

is an extraordinary organ, baffling all description : it

is articulated to the column by a thin strap, so elastic

and flexible that a breath of wind sets it vibrating.

It hangs downwards ; and the retention of this posi-

tion seems to be of importance, for the footstalk (ova-

rium) of each flower is curved into a semicircle, so

as to compensate for the pendulous habit of the plant.

The two upper petals and the lateral lobes of the

labellum serve as guides leading into the hood-like

upper sepal.

The pollinium, when adhering by its disc to an

object, undergoes the common movement of depression

;

and this seems superfluous, for the stigmatic cavity lies

(see diagram, fig. 23) high up at the base of the rect-

angularly projecting rostellum. But this is a com-

paratively trifling difficulty ; the real difficulty lies in

the orifice of the stigmatic chamber being so narrow

that the pollen-masses, though consisting of thin sheets,

can hardly be forced in. I repeatedly tried, and suc-

ceeded only three or four times. Even after leaving

them to dry for four hours before a fire, and thus to

shrink a little, I rarely succeeded in forcing them
into the stigma. I examined quite young flowers and
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almost withered ones, for I imagined that the mouth

of the chamber might be of larger size at some period

of growth ; but the difficulty of insertion remained

the same. Now when we observe tliat the viscid disc

is extraordinarily small, and consequently its power of

attachment not so firm as with Orchids having a large

disc, and that the pedicel is very long and thin, it

would seem almost indispensable that the stigmatic

chamber should be unusually large for the easy

insertion of the pollinium, instead of being much con-

tracted. Moreover, the stigmatic surface, as Dr. Hooker

has likewise observed, is singularly little adhesive

!

The flowers when ready for fertilisation do not

secrete nectar * but this is no difficulty, for as Dr.

Criiger has seen humble-bees gnawing the projections

on the labellum of the closely allied Gongora maculata,

there can be little doubt that the distal cup-shaped

part of the labellum of Acropera offers a similar at-

traction to insects. After numberless trials in many
ways, I have found that the poUinia can be removed

with certainty only by pushing the rostellum a little

upwards with a camel-hair brush, held in such a

position that the tip slides along the under side of the

rostellum, so as to brush off the little viscid cap on its

extremity, into which the hairs enter and are glued

fast. I further find that if the brush with a pollinium

thus attached to its tip is pushed into and then with-

drawn from the stigmatic cavity, the mouth of which

is furnished with a sharp ridge, the end of the pedicel

* ISIr. Scott has observed that at no other time couhl he find a

after the tiowers of Aeropera and trace of nectar. Tliis exudation

of two species in the allied genus can, therefore, be of no use to tlie

of Gongora have been fertilisc^d, plant with respect to its fertili-

an abundance of nectar exudes eation, and must be viewed as aa
from the front of the column ; but excretion.
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which bears the viscid cap is often left sticking within

the chamber, with the pollen-masses close outside.

Many flowers were thus treated, and three of them
produced fine capsules. Mr. Scott also succeeded in

fertilising two flowers in the same apparently unnatural

manner, as he likewise did on one occasion by placing

a pollen-mass, moistened with the viscid matter from a

distinct kind of Orchis, at the mouth of the stigmatic

chamber. These facts lead me to suspect that an

insect with the extremity of its abdomen produced

into a sharp point alights on the flower, and then turns

round to gnaw the distal portion of the labellum. In

doing so it removes the pollinium, the viscid cap of

which adheres to the extremity of its abdomen. The
insect then visits another flower, by which time the

movement of depression will have caused the pedicel

to lie flat on its back ; and from occupying the same

position as before, the insect will be apt to insert the

end of its abdomen into the stigmatic chamber, and

the viscid cap will then be scraped off by the ledge in

front, and the pollen-masses will be left close outside,

as in the above experiments. The whole operation

would probably be aided by the oscillatory movement
of the labellum whilst gnawed by an insect. This

whole view is very improbable, but it is the only one,

as far as I can see, which explains the fertilisation of

the flower.

The allied genera Gongora, Acineta, and Stanhopea

present nearly the same difiiculty from the narrowness

of the entrance into the stigmatic chamber. Mr.

Scott tried repeatedly but in vain to force the pollen-

masses into the stigma of Gongora atro-purjnirea and
truncata ; but he readily fertilised them by cutting off

the clinandrum and placing pollen-masses on the now
exposed stigma; as he likewise did in the case of
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Acropera. Dr. Criiger says* that Gongora macuhta

"often bears fruit in Trinidad. It is visited, exclu-

sively during the day, as far as I can see, by a splendid

bee, probably a Euglossa, but with the tongue nearly

twice as long as the body. The tongue passes out

behind the abdomen, and is there curved upwards.

As these bees only come for biting and gnawing the

anterior side of the labellum, the protruding tongue

touches or approaches the gland (i. e., viscid disc) at

every retrograde movement of the insect. By this it

can hardly fail to be loaded sooner or later with the

pollen-masses, which are then easily inserted into the

stigmatic cleft. I have, however, not as yet observed

this fact." I am surprised that Dr. Cruger should

speak of the pollen-masses being easily inserted, and I

suppose that he must have experimented with dried

and shrunken ones. The doubled-up, immensely elon-

gated proboscis, projecting beyond the abdomen, would

answer as well as a pointed extremity to the abdomen,

which in the case of Acropera I imagine is the instru-

ment for removing the pollen-masses ; but I presume

that with Gongora it is not the viscid disc, but the

broad and free ends of the pollen-masses which are in-

serted into the stigmatic cavity. As in the case of

Acropera, I found it scarcely possible to insert the

pollen-masses of Gongora into the stigma ; but some
which were removed from the anther and left exposed

to the sun for nearly five hours, became much shrunk

and formed thin sheets ; and these could be inserted

without much difficulty into the cleft-like entrance

of the stigma. The pollinia attached to an insect

flying about in the torrid zone would shrink after a

time; and the delay thus caused would ensure the

* ' Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot.' vol. viii. 1SG4, p. 131.
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flowers being fertilised with pollen from a distinct

plant.

With respect to StanLoj)ea, Dr. Criiger says* that

in the West Indies a bee (Euglossa) often visits the

flowers for the sake of gnawing the labellum, and he

caught one with a polliniiim attached to its back ; but

he adds that he cannot understand how the pollen-

masses are inserted into the narrow mouth of the stigma.

With Stanlwpea oculata I found that the pollinia could

almost always be attached to my naked or gloved

finger, by gently sliding it down the concave surface

of the arched column ; but this occurred only within a

short time after the expansion of the flowers, whilst

they are highly odoriferous. By again sliding my
finger down the column, the pollinia were almost

always rubbed off by the sharp edge of the stigmatio

chamber, and were left adhering close to its entrance.

Flowers thus treated occasionally, though rarely,

yielded capsules. The removal of the pollinia from

my finger seemed to depend on the existence of a

point projecting beyond the viscid disc, and which I

suspect is specially adajsted for this purpose. If this

be so, the pollen-masses must emit their tubes without

being inserted into the stigmatic chamber. I may
add that the pollen-masses shrink very little by being

thoroughly dried, and could not in this state be easily

inserted.

The entrance into the stigma is in like manner,

as I hear from Fritz Miiller, t so much contracted in

Cirrhsea and Notylia, which belong to another sub-

division of the Vandese, that the pollinia can be inserted

* ' Journ. Linn. Soc. Bot.' vol. translation of the first edition of
viii. 1864, p. 130. Bronn has this Wfirk.

described the structure of Stan- f 'Bot. Zeitung,' 1868, p. GoO.
Tiopea devoniensis, in hid German
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into it only with extreme difficulty. In the case of

Cirrhsea, he found that this could be effected more

easily, after they had shrunk a little from being left

to dry for half an hour or an hour. He observed two

flowers with pollen-masses naturally inserted by some

means into their stigmas. On several occasions after

forcing the end of a pollen-mass into the mouth of the

stigma, he witnessed a most curious process of deglu-

tition. The extremity of the pollen-mass swells from

imbibing moisture, and as the chamber gradually

widens downwards, the swelling part is forced down-

wards ; so that the whole is at last drawn inwards and

disappears. In the case of Notylia, Fritz Miiller ob-

served that the entrance into the stigma became a

little larger after the flower had remained expanded

for about a week. In whatever manner this latter

plant is fertilised, it is certain that it must be im-

jjregnated with j)ollen from a distinct plant ; as it

oilers one of those extraordinary cases in which its own
pollen acts like poison on the stigma.

In the last edition of this work it was shown that

the ovaria of mature flowers of Acropera do not con-

tain any ovules. But I erred greatly in the interpre-

tation of this fact, for I concluded that the sexes were

separate. I was however soon convinced of my error

by Mr. Scott, who succeeded in artificially fertilising

the flowers with their own pollen. A remarkable dis-

covery by Hildebrand, * namely, that in many Orchids

the ovules are not developed unless the stigma is

penetrated by the pollen-tubes, and that their develop-

ment occurs only after an interval of several weeks

or even months, explains the state of the ovarium

in Acropera, as observed by me. According also to

' Bot. Zcitung,' 1863, Oct. 30, et scq., and Aug. 4, 1SG5.
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Fritz Miiller, * the ovules of many endemic Epidendreoe

and YandesD in Brazil remain in a very imperfect state

of development for some months, and even in one case

for half a year, after the flowers had been fertilised.

He suggests that a plant which produces hundreds of

thousands of ovules, would waste much power if these

were formed and did not happen to be fertilised, and
we know that fertilisation is a doubtful and difficult

operation with many Orchids. It would therefore be
an advantage to such plants, if the ovules were not at

all developed until their fertilisation was assured bv
the pollen-tubes having already penetrated the stigma.

Coryanthes.—I will conclude this chapter by giving

an account of the fertilisation of the flowers of Cory-

anthes, which is effected in a manner that might perhaps

have been inferred from their structure, but would have
appeared utterly incredible had it not been rej^eatedly

witnessed by a careful observer, namely, the late Dr.

Criiger, Director of the Botanical Gardens at Trinidad.

The flowers are very large and hang downwards. The
distal portion of the labellum (L) in the following wood-

cut, fig. 27, is converted into a large bucket (B). Two
appendages (H), arising from the narrowed base of the

labellum, stand directly over the bucket and secrete so

much fluid that drops may be seen falling into it.

This fluid is limpid and so slightly sweet that it does

not deserve to be called nectar, though evidently of the

same nature ; nor does it serve to attract insects. M.
Meniere estimates that the total quantity secreted by
a single flower is about an English ounce, t When
tlie bucket is full the fluid overflows by the spout (P).

* 'Hot. Zeiiung,' 1868, p. 164.

t ' Bulletin de la Soc. Bot. de France,' torn. ii. ISoj. p. 35L
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Fig. 27.

B

CORYAXTHES SPECIOSA. (Copied from Lin<ney's ' Vegetable Kingdom.')

L. labellum.

B. bucket of the labellimi.

H. fluid-secreting apjieudages.

P. spout of bucket, over-arched hy
the end of the column, bearing
the anther and stigma.
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This spout is closely over-arcked by the end of the

column, which bears the stigma and pollen-masses in

such a position, that an insect forcing its way out of

the bucket through this passage would first brush with

its back against the stigma and afterwards against the

viscid discs of the pollinia, and thus remove them.

We are now prepared to hear what Dr. Criiger says

about the fertilisation of an allied species, the G.

macrantlia, the labellum of which is provided with

crests.* I may premise that he sent me specimens of

the bees which he saw gnawing these crests, and they

belong, as I am informed by Mr. F. Smith, to the genus

Euglossa. Dr. Criiger states that these bees may be
*' seen in great numbers disjiuting with each other for

a place on the edge of the hypochil (i. e. the basal part

of the labellum). Partly by this contest, partly perhaps

intoxicated by the matter they are indulging in, they

tumble down into the ' bucket,' half-full of a fluid

secreted by organs situated at the base of the column.

They then crawl along in the water towards the

anterior side of the bucket, where there is a passage

for them between the opening of this and the column.

If one is early on the look-out, as these Hymenopteraj

are early risers, one can see in every flower how
fecundation is performed. The humble-bee, in forcing

its way out of its involuntary bath, has to exert itself

considerably, as the mouth of the cpichil (i, e. the

distal part of the labellum) and the face of the column

fit together exactly, and are very stiff and elastic. The
first bee, then, which is immersed will have the gland

* 'Journal of Linn. Soc. Bot.' drawing of C.feildingiiin 'Jour-
vol. viii. 1864, p. 130. There is nal of Hort. Soc' vol. iii. p. 16.

a drawing of this species iu Pax- I am indebted to Mr. Thiselton
ton's 'Mag. of Botany,' vol. v. p. Dyer for informing me of those

31, but it is too complicated to figures.

be reuroduced. There is also a
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of the pollen-mass glued to its back. The insect then

generally gets through the passage, and comes out

with this peculiar appendage, to return nearly imme-
diately to its feast, when it is generally precipitated a

second time into the bucket, passing out through the

same opening, and so inserting the pollen-masses into

the stigma while it forces its way out, and thereby im-

pregnating either the same or some other flower. I

have often seen this ; and sometimes there are so many
of these humble-bees assembled that there is a continual

procession of them through the passage specified."

There cannot be the least doubt that the fertilisation

of the flower absolutely depends on insects crawling

out through the passage formed by the extremity of

the labellum and the over-arching column. If the

large distal portion of the labellum or bucket had been

dry, the bees could easily have escaped by flying away*

Therefore we must believe that the fluid is secreted by

the appendages in such extraordinary quantity and is

collected in the bucket, not as a palatable attraction

for the bees, as these are known to gnaw the labellum,

but for the sake of wetting their wings, and thus

compelling them to crawl out through the passage.

I have now described, perhaps in too much detail,

a few of the many contrivances by which the Vandese

are fertilised. The relative position and shape of the

parts—friction, viscidity, elastic and hygrometric move-

ments, all nicely related to one another—come into

play. But all these appliances are subordinate to the

aid of insects. Without their aid, not a plant belong-

ing to this tribe, in the species of the twenty-nine

genera examined by me, would set a seed. It is also

certain in a majority of the cases, that insects withdraw

the pollinia only when istreating from the flower, and
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by carrying them away, ejSect a union between two

flowers, generally on distinct plants. This can hardly

fail to occur in ail the many cases in which the pollinia

slowly change their position, when removed from the

rostellum, in order to assume a proper direction for

striking the stigma ; for the insects during this in-

terval will have had time to fly from the flowers on

one plant which will serve as the male, to those

on another plant which will serve as the female.
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CHAPTER VII.

YANDEX COntinV£d.—CATASETID^.

Catasetidfc, the most remarkable of all Orchids—The mechanism by
which the pollinia of Catasetum are ejected to a distance and are

transported by insects—Sensitiveness of the horns of the rostellum

— Extraordinary difference in the male, female, and hermaphrodite

forms of Catasetum tridentatum—Mormodes igiiea, curious structure

of the flowers ; ejection of the poUinia—Mormodes luxata—Cyc-

noches ventricosum, manner of fertilisation.

I HAVE reserved for separate description one sub-family

of the Yandea?, namely, the Catasetidae, which must, I

think, be considered as the most remarkable of all

Orchids.

I will begin with Catasetum. A brief inspection of

the flower shows that here, as with most other Orchids,

some mechanical aid is requisite to remove the pollen-

masses from their cells, and to carry them to the

stigmatic surface. We shall, moreover, presently see

that Catasetum is exclusively a male form ; so that

the pollen-masses must be transported to the female

plant, in order that seed should be produced. The
pollinium is furnished with a viscid disc of huge size

;

but this, instead of being placed in a position likely

to touch and adhere to an insect visiting the flower, is

turned inwards and lies close to the upper and back

surface of a chamber, which must be called the stig-

matic chamber, though functionless as a stigma. There

is nothing in this chamber to attract insects ; and even

if they did enter it, the viscid surface of the disc could

not possibly come into contact with them.
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How then does Nature act ? She has endowed these

plants with, what must be called for want of a better

term, sensitiveness, and with the remarkable power of

forcibly ejecting their poUinia even to a considerable

distance. Hence, when certain definite points of the

flower are touched by an insect, the pollinia are shot

forth like an arrow, not barbed however, but having

a blunt and excessively adhesive point. The insect,

disturbed by so sharp a blow, or after having eaten its

fill, flies sooner or later away to a female plant, and,

whilst standing in the same position as before, the

pollen-bearing end of the arrow is inserted into the

stigmatic cavity, and a mass of pollen is left on its

viscid surface. Thus, and thus alone, can the five

species of Catasetum which I have examined be

fertilised.

In many Orchideee, as in Listera, Spiranthes, and

Orchis, the surface of the rostellum is so far sensitive,

that, when touched or when exposed to the vapour of

chloroform, it ruptures in certain defined lines. So it

is in the tribe of the CatasetidBe, but with this re-

markable difference, that in Catasetum the rostellum is

prolonged into two curved tapering horns, or, as I shall

call them, antennae, which stand over the labellum

where insects alight. If these are touched even very

lightly, they convey some stimulus to the membrane
which surrounds and connects the disc of the pol-

linium with the adjoining surface, causing it instantly

to rupture ; and as soon as this happens the disc is

suddenly set free. We have also seen in several

Yandefe that the pedicels of the pollinia are fastened

flat down in a state of tension, and are highly elastic,

so that, when freed, they immediately spring up, appa-

rently for the sake of detaching the pollen-masses from

the anther-cells. In the genus Catasetum, on the

N 2
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other hand, the pedicels are ftistened down in a curved

position ; and wlien freed by the rupture of the attached

edges of the disc, they straighten themselves with such

force, that not only do they drag the balls of jjollen

together with the anther-cells from their places of

attachment, but the whole pollinium is jerked forward,

over and beyond the tips of the so-called antenna?, to

the distance sometimes of two or three feet. Thus,

as throughout nature, pre-existing structures and capa-

cities are utilised for new purposes.

Catasetum saccatum*—I will first describe the male

forms, belonging to five species, which are included

under the generic name of Catasetum. The general

appearance of the present species is represented in the

following woodcut, fig. 28. A side view of the flower,

with all the petals and sepals excepting the labellum

cut off, is shown by B ; and A gives a front view of

the column. The upper sepal and two upper petals

surround and protect the column ; the two lower sepals

project out at right angles. The flower stands more

or less inclined to either side, but with the labellum

downwards, as represented in the drawing. The dull

coppery and orange-spotted tints,—the yawning cavity

in the great fringed labellum,—the one antenna

projecting with the other hanging down—give to

these flowers a strange, lurid, and almost reptilian

appearance.

In front of the column, in the middle, the deep

stigmatic chamber (fig. 28, A, s), may be seen ; but thi?!

is best shown in the section (fig. 29, C, s), in which all

* I am much indebted fo Blr. magnificent collection of Orchids,
Janus Yeitch of Chelsta for the generously sent me two fine spikes,

first specimen which I saw of and has aided me in tlie kindest
this Orchid ; *-ub>oquently Mr. manner with other specimens.
S. Rucker, so well known for his
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the parts are a little separated from each other, in

order that the mechanism may be intelligible. In

the middle of the roof of the stigmatic chamber, fai

back (d, in A, fig. 28), the upturned anterior edge of

the viscid disc can just be seen. The upper mem-
branous surface of the disc, before it is ruptured, is

continuous with the fringed bases of the two antennae

between which it lies. The rostellum projects over

the disc and stigmatic chamber (see section C, fig. 29),

and is prolonged on each side so as to form the two

antennae ; the middle part is covered by the ribbon-

like pedicel (jped.) of the pollinium. The lower end of

the pedicel is attached to the disc, and the upper end

to the two pollen-masses (j)) within the anther-cell.

The pedicel in its natural position is held much
bowed round the protuberant rostellum ; when freed

it forcibly straightens itself, and at the same time its

lateral edges curl inwards. At an early period of

growth, it is continuous with the rostellum, but sub-

sequently becomes separated from it by the solution

of a layer of cells.

The pollinium when set free and after it h-as

straightened itself, is represented at D, fig. 29. Its

under surface, which lies in contact with the rostellum,

is shown at E, with the lateral edges of the pedicel

now curled inwards. In this latter view, the clefts in

the under sides of the two pollen-masses are shown.

"Within these clefts, near their bases, a layer of strong

extensible tissue is attached, forming the caudicles, by

which the pollen-masses are united to the pedicel.

The lower end of the pedicel is joined to the disc by a

flexible hinge, which occurs in no other genus, so that

the pedicel can play backwards and forwards, as far as

the upturned end (fig. D) of the disc permits. The

disc IS large and thick ; it consists of a strong upper
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Fis. 28

CaTASETUM SACCATL'Jl.
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Fig. 29.

D

CaTASETUM SACCATUM.

a. anther,

an. antenna; of the rostellum.

d. disc of pollinium.

/. filament of anther.

g. germen or ovarium.
I. labellum.

p. pollen-masses.

pd. or ped. pedicel of pollinium.
s. stigmatic chamber.
A. Front view of column.

B. Side view of flower, with all the
sepals and petals removed ex-

cept the labellum.

C. Diagrammatic section through
the column, with all the parts

a little separated.

D. Pollinium, upper surface.

E. Pollinium, lower surface, which
before removal lies in close

contact with the rostellum.
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membrane, to 'which the pedicel is united, with an

inferior cushion of great thickness, of pulpy, fiocculent,

and viscid matter. The posterior margin is much the

most viscid part, and this necessarily first strikes any

object when the pollinium is ejected. The viscid

matter soon sets hard. The whole surface of the disc

is kept damp before ejection, by resting close against

the roof of the stigmatic chamber ; but in the section

(fig. C) it is represented, like the other parts, a little

separated from the roof.

The connective membrane of the anther (a in all the

figures) is produced into a spike, which adheres loosely

to the pointed end of the column ; this pointed end

(/, fig. C) is homologically the filament of the anther.

The anther has this peculiar shape apparently for

the sake of leverage, so that it may be easily torn off

by a pull at its lower end, when the pollinium is

jerked out by the elasticity of the pedicel.

The labellum stands at right angles to the column,

or hangs a little downwards ; its lateral and basal

lobes are turned under the middle portion, so that an

insect can stand only in front of the column. In the

middle of the labellum there is a deep cavity, bordered

by crests. This cavity does not secrete nectar, but its

walls are thick and fleshy, with a slightly sweet nutri-

tious taste ; and it will presently be shown that they

are gnawed by insects. The extremity of the left-

hand antenna stands immediately over the cavity, and

would infallibly be touched by an insect visiting this

part of the labellum for any purpose.

The antennae are the most singular organs of the

flower, and occur in no other genus. They form rigid,

curved horns, tapering to a point. They consist of a

narrow ribbon of membrane, with the edges curled in-

wards so as to touch ; each horn therefore is tubular,
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Nvitli a slit down one side, like an adder's fang. They
are composed of numerous, much elongated, generally

hexagonal cells, pointed at both ends ; and these cells

(like those in most of the other tissues of the flower)

have nuclei with nucleoli. The antennae are prolonga-

tions of the sides of the anterior face of the rostellum.

As the viscid disc is continuous with a little fringe of

membrane on each side, and as this fringe is continuous

with the bases of the antennae, these latter organs are

put into direct connection with the disc. The pedicel

of the pollinium passes, as already stated, between the

bases of the two antennae. The antennae are not free

for their whole length ; but their exterior edges are

firmly united to and blend for a considerable space

with the margins of the stigmatic chamber.

In all the flowers which I examined, taken from

three plants, the two antennae which are alike in

structure occupied the same relative position. The
extreme part of the left-hand antenna bends upwards

(see B, fig. 28, in which the position is shown plainer

than in A), and at the same time a little inwards, so

that its tip is medial and guards the entrance into

the cavity of the labellum. The right-hand antenna

hangs down, with its tip turned a little outwards ; and

as we shall immediately see, is almost paralysed, so as

to be functionless.

Now for the action of the parts. When the left-

hand antenna of this species (or either of the antennae

in three of the following species) is touched, the edges

of the upper membrane of the disc, which are con-

tinuously united with the surrounding surface, instantly

rupture, and the disc is set free. The highly elastic

pedicel then instantly flirts the heavy disc out of the

stigmatic chamber with such force, that the whole

pollinium is ejected, bringing away with it the two
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balls of pollen, and tearing the loosely attached spike-

like anther from the top of the column. The poUiniuni

is always ejected with its viscid disc foremost. I

imitated the action with a minute strip of whalebone,

slightly weighted at one end to represent the disc;

this was then bent half round a cylindrical object,

the upper end being at the same time gently held by

the smooth head of a pin, to represent the retarding

action of the anther, the lower end was then suddenly

set free, and the whalebone was pitched forward, like

the pollinium of the Catasetum, with the weighted

end foremost.

That the disc is first jerked out of the stigmatic

chamber, I ascertained by pressing the middle of the

pedicel ; and when I touched the antenna the disc

instantly sprung forth, but, owing to the pressure on

the pedicel, the pollinium was not dragged out of the

anther-cell. Besides the spring from the straighten-

ing of the pedicel, elasticity in a transverse direction

comes into play : if a quill be split lengthways, and

the half be forced longitudinally on a too thick pencil,

immediately the pressure is removed the quill jumps

off; and an analogous action takes place with the

pedicel of the pollinium, owing to the sudden inward

curling of its edges, when set free. These combined

forces suffice to eject the pollinium with considerable

force to the distance of two or three feet. Several

persons have told me that, when touching the flowers

of this genus in their hothouses, the pollinia have

struck their faces. I touched the antenna) of C. cal-

losum whilst holding the flower at about a yard's

distance from a window, and the pollinium hit the

pane of glass, and stuck by its adhesive disc, to the

smooth vertical surface.

The foUowinj? observations on the nature of the
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excitement which causes the disc to separate from the

surrounding parts, include some made on the following

species. Several flowers were sent me by post and by
the railroad, and must have been much jarred, but

they had not exploded. I let two flowers fall from a

height of two or three inches on the table, but the

pollinia were not ejected. I cut off with a crash with

a pair of scissors the thick labellum and ovarium

close beneath the flower ; but this violence produced

no effect. Nor did deep pricks in various parts of the

column, even within the stigmatic chamber. A blow,

sufficiently hard to knock off the anther, causes the

ejection of the pollinium, as occurred to me once

by accident. Twice I pressed rather hard on the

pedicel, and consequently on the underlying ros-

tellum, without any effect. Whilst pressing on the

pedicel, I gently removed the anther, and then the

pollen-bearing end of the pollinium sprang up from

its elasticity, and this movement caused the disc to

separate. M. Meniere,* however, states that the

anther-case sometimes detaches itself, or can be gently

detached, without the disc separating ; and that then

the upper end of the pedicel, bearing the pollen-masses,

swings downwards in front of the stigmatic chamber.

After trials made on fifteen flowers of three species,

I find that no moderate degree of violence on any

part of the flower, except on the antennae, produces

any effect. But when the left-hand antenna of C.

saecatum, or either antenna of the three following

species, is touched, the pollinium is instantly ejected.

The extreme tip and the whole length of the antennse

are sensitive. In one specimen of C. tridentatum a

touch from a bristle sufficed ; in five specimens of

* ' Bull, de la Soc. Bot. de France,' torn. i. 1854, p. 367.
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C. saccatum a gentle touch from a fine needle wai

necessary ; but in four other specimens a slight blow

was requisite. In C. tridentatum a stream of air and

of cold water from a small pipe did not suffice ; nor

in any case did a touch from a human hair ; so that

the antenna3 are less sensitive than the rostellum of

Listera. Such extreme sensitiveness would indeed

have been useless to the plant, for, as is now known,

the flowers are visited by powerful insects.

That the disc does not separate owing to the simple

mechanical movement of the antennae is certain ; for

they adhere firmly for a considerable space to the

sides of the stigmatic chamber, and are thus im-

movably fixed near their bases. If a vibration is

conveyed along them, it must be of some special

nature, for ordinary jars of manifold greater strength

do not excite the act of rupture. The flowers in some

cases, when they first arrived, were not sensitive, but

after the cut-off spikes had stood for a day or two in

water they became sensitive. Whether this was owing

to fuller maturity or to the absorption of water, I know

not. Two flowers of C. callosum, which were completely

torpid, were immersed in tepid water for an hour

;

and then the antennas became highly sensitive ; this

indicates either that the cellular tissue of the antennae

must be turgid in order to receive and convey the

eflects of a touch, or, as is more probable, heat in-

creases their sensitiveness. Two other flowers placed

in hot water, but not so hot as to scald my fingers,

spontaneously ejected their pollinia. A plant of G.

tridentatum had been kept for some days in a rather

cool house, and the antennae were consequently in a

torpid condition ; a flower was cut oft' and placed in

water at a temperature of 100' F. (37'7° C), and no

effect was immediately produced; but when it was
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looked at after an interval of 1^'- 30™ tlie pollinium was

found ejected. Another flower was placed in water at

90' F. (32-2° C), and after 25°^- the pollinium was found

ejected : two other flowers left for 20"^- in water at

87' F. (30'5° C.) did not explode, though they were after-

wards proved to be sensitive to a slight touch. Lastly,

four flowers were placed in water at 83' F. (28'3' C.)
;

two of these did not eject their pollinia in 45™-, and
were then found to be sensitive ; whereas the other two,

when looked at after 1*^- 15™-, had spontaneously ejected

their pollinia. These cases show that immersion in

water raised to a temperature only a little higher than

that to which the plant had been exposed, causes the

membrane by which the discs are attached to rupture.

A thin stream of almost boiling water was allowed to

fall through a fine pipe on the antennae of some flowers

on the above plant ; these were softened and killed,

but the pollinia were not ejected. Nor did sulphuric

acid, dropped on the tips of the antenncTc, cause any
action ; though their upper parts which had not

been injured by tlie acid were afterwards found to be

sensitive to a touch. In these two latter cases, I

presume that the shock was so sudden and violent

that the tissue was instantly killed. Considering

the above several facts, we may infer that it must

be some molecular change which is conveyed along

the antennae, causing the membrane round the discs to

r-iipture. In C. tridentatum the antennae were one inch

and a tenth in length, and a gentle touch from a bristle

on the extreme tip was conveyed, as far as I could

perceive, instantaneously throughout this length. I

measured several cells in the tissue composing the

antennae of this species, and on a rough average it

appeared that the stimulus must travel through no less

than from seventy to eighty cells.
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We may, at least, safely conclude that the antenna?,

which are characteristic of the genus Catasetum, are

specially adapted to receive and convey the effects of

a touch to the disc of the pollinium. This causes the

membrane to rupture, and the pollinium is then ejected

by the elasticity of its pedicel. If we required further

proof, nature affords it in the case of the so-called

genus Monachanthus, which, as we shall presently see,

is the female of Catasetum triclentatum, and it does not

possess pollinia which can be ejected, and theantenna?

are here entirely absent.

I have stated that in C. saccatum the right-hand

antenna invariably hangs down, with the tip turned

slightly outwards, and that it is almost paralysed. I

ground my belief on five trials, in which I violently

hit, bent, and pricked this antenna, and this produced

no effect ; but when immediately afterwards the left-

hand antenna was touched with much less force, the

pollinium was shot forth. In a sixth case a forcible

blow on the right-hand antenna did cause the act of

ejection, so that it is not completely paralysed. As

this antenna does not guard the labellum, which in all

Orchids is the part attractive, that is to insects, its

sensitiveness would be useless.

From the large size of the flower, more especially

of the viscid disc, and from its wonderful power of

adhesion, I formerly inferred that the flowers were

visited by large insects, and this is now known to be

the case. The viscid matter sticks so firmly after it

has set hard, and the pedicel is so strong (though very

thin and only one-twentieth of an inch in breadth at

the hinge), that to my surprise a pollinium attached

to an object supported for a few seconds a weight of

1262 grains, or nearly three ounces ; and it supported

tbr a considerable time a slightly less weight. When
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the pollinmm is shot forth, the large spike-like anther

is generally carried with it. If the disc strikes a flat

surface like a table, the momentum from the weight

of the anther often carries the pollen-bearing end

beyond the disc, and the pollinium is thus affixed in

a wrong direction for the fertilisation of another

flower, supposing it to have been attached to an

insect's body. The flight of the pollinium is often

rather crooked. * But it must not be forgotten that

under nature the ejection is caused by the antennce

being touched by a large insect standing on the la-

bellum, which will thus have its head and thorax

placed near to the anther. A rounded object thus

held is always accurately struck in the middle, and
when removed with the pollinium adhering to it, the

weight of the anther depresses the hinge of the pol-

linium ; and in this position the anther-case readily

drops ofl", leaving the balls of pollen free, in a proper

position for fertilising the female flower. The utility

* M. Baillon ('Bull, de la Soc. quent and progressive retraction

Bot. de France,' torn. i. 1854, p. of the pedicel, the pollen-masses

285) states that Catasetum luridum might be carried into the stigmatic

ejects its pollinia always in a chamber. This is not possible in
straight line, and in such a direc- the three species which I have
tiou that it sticks fast to the examined, and would be useless,

bottom of the concavity of the But JM. Meniere himself then goes
labellum ; aiid he imagines that on to show how important insects

iu this position it fertilises the are fur the fertilisation of Orchids ;

tlower in a manner not clearly and apparently infers that their

explained. In a subsequent paper agency comes into play with
in the same volume (p. 367) M. Catiisetum, and tiiat this plnnt
Me'niere justly disputes M. liail- does not fertilise itself. Both M.
Ion's conchision. He remarks Baillon and M. IMe'niere correctly

that the anther-case is easily de- describe the curved position in
tached, and sometimes naturally whicli the elastic pedicel lies

detaches itself ; the pollinia then before it is set free. Neither of
swing downwards by the elasticity these botanists teems to be aware
of the pedicel, the viscid disc still that the species of Catasetum
remaining attached to the roof (at least the five which I have
of the fetigmatic chamber. M. examined) are exclusively nale
Meniere hints that, by the subse- plants.
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of SO forcible an ejection no doubt is to drive the soft

and viscid cushion of the disc against the hairy thorax

of the large hymenopterous insects which frequent the

flowers. When once attached to an insect, assuredly

no force which the insect could exert would remove

the disc and pedicel ; but the caudicles are ruptured

without much difficulty, and thus the balls of pollen

might readily be left on the adhesive stigma of the

female flower.

Catasetum eallosum.—The flowers of this species * are

smaller than those of the last, but resemble them in

most respects. The edge of the labellum is covered

with papillae ; the cavity in the middle is small, and

behind it there is an elongated anvil-like projection,

—facts which 1 mention from the resemblance in some

of these points between the labellum of this species

and that of Myanthus harhatus, the hermaphrodite form

of Catasetum tridentatuvi, presently to be described.

When either antenna is touched, the pollinium is

ejected with much force. The yellow-coloured pedicel

is much bowed, and is joined by a hinge to the ex-

tremely viscid disc. The two antenna3 stand sym-

metrically on each side of the anvil-like projection,

with their tips lying within the small cavity of the

labellum. The walls of this cavity have a pleasant

nutritious taste. The antenna3 are remarkable, from

their whole surface being roughened with papillte.

The plant is a male, and the female form is at present

unknown.

Catasetum iahulare.—This species belongs to the

same type as C. saceatum, but differs greatly from it in

appearance. The central portion of the labellum con-

sists of a narrow, elongated, table-like projection, of

* A fine spike of flowers of this Mr. Eucker, and was named fa'

si)f>cies was kindly sunt lue by me by Dr. Lindley.
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an almost white colour and formed of a thick mass
of succulent tissue, having a sweetish taste. Towards
the base of the labellum there is a large cavity, which
externally resembles the nectary of an ordinary flower,

but apparently never contains nectar. The pointed
extremity of the left-hand antenna lies within this

cavity, and would infallibly be touched by an insect

gnawing the bilobed and basal end of the medial pro-

jection of the labellum. The right-hand antenna is

turned inwards, with the extreme part bent at right
angles and pressed against the column ; therefore I

do not doubt that it is paralysed as in G. saccatum

;

but the flowers examined by me had lost almost all

their sensitiveness.

Catasetum jjlaniceps (f).—This species does not differ

much from the following one, so I will describe it

briefly. The green and spotted labellum stands on
the upper side of the flower; it is jar-shaped, with
a small orifice. The two elongated and roughened
antennae lie coiled up some little way apart and
parallel to one another, within the labellum. They
are both sensitive to a touch.

Catasetum tridentatum.—The general appearance
of this species, which is very different from that of

C. saccatum, callosum and tahulare, is represented in

fig. 30, with a sepal on each side cut off.

The flower stands with the labellum uppermost, that
is, in a reversed position compared with most Orchids.
The labellum is helmet-shaped, its distal portion being
reduced to three small points. It cannot hold nectar
from its position ; but the walls are thick, and have, as
in the other species, a pleasant nutritious taste. The
stigmatic chamber, though functionless as a stigma,
is of large size. The summit of the column, and the
spike-like anther, are not so much elongated as iu

o
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C. saccahm. In other respects there is no important

difference. The antennaj are of greater length ;
their

tips for about one-twentieth of their length are

roughened by cells produced into papillce.

Fis. 30.

Catasetcm tridentatum.

a. anther.

pd. pedicel of pollinium.

an. antennce,

/. labellum.

A. Side view of flower in its natural

j)osition, with two of the sepals

cut off.

B. Front view of column, in position

reverse of fig. A.

The pedicel of the pollinium is articulated as before

by a hinge to the disc ; it can move freely only in one

direction owing to one end of the disc being ui)turned,

and this restricted power of movement apparently

comes into play when the pollinium is carried by an

insect to the female flower. The disc is, as in the other

species, of large size, and the end which Avhen ejected

first strikes any object, is much more viscid than the

rest of the surface. This latter surface is drenched

with a milky fluid, which, when exposed to the air,

rapidly turns brown, and sets into a cheesy consistence.

The upper surface of the disc consists of strong mem-
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brane formed of polygonal cells, resting on ar d adhering

to a thick cushion, formed of irregular rounded balls

of brown matter, separated from each other and em-
bedded in a transparent, structureless, highly elastic

substance. This cushion towards the posterior end of

the disc graduates into viscid matter, which when
consolidated is brown, translucent, and homogeneous.

Altogether the disc of Catasetum presents a much
more complex structure than in the other Vandea3.

I need not further describe the present species,

except as to the position of the antennae. They oc-

cupied exactly the same position in all the many
flowers which were examined. Both lie curled within

the helmet-like labellum ; the left-hand one stands

higher up, with its inwardly bowed extremity in the

middle ; the right-hand antenna lies lower down and
crosses the whole base of the labellum, with the tip

just projecting beyond the left margin of the base of

the column. Both are sensitive, but apparently the

one which is coiled within the middle of the labellum

is the more sensitive of the two. From the position

of the petals and sepals, an insect visiting the flower

would almost certainly alight on the crest of the la-

bellum ; and it could hardly gnaw any part of the

great cavity without touching one of the two antennae,

for the left-hand one guards the upper part, and the

right-hand one the lower part. When either of these

is touched the pollinium is ejected and the disc will

strike the head or thorax of the insect.

The position of the antennae in this Catasetum may
be compared with that of a man with his left arm raised

and bent so that his hand stands in front of his chest,

and with his right arm crossing his body lower down
so that the fingers project just beyond his left side.

In Catasetum callosum both arms are held lower down
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and are extended symmetrically. In C. saocatum the

left arm is bowed and held in front, as in C. triden-

tatum, but rather lower down ; whilst the right arm
hangs downwards paralysed, with the hand turned a

little outwards. In every case notice wdll be given in

an admirable manner, when an insect visits the label-

lum, and the time has arrived for the ejection of the

pollinium, so that it may be transported to the female

plant.

Catasefum tridentatum is interesting under another

point of view. Botanists were astonished when Sir E.

Schomburgk* stated that he had seen three forms,

believed to constitute three distinct genera, namely,

Catasetum tridentatum, Monaehanthus viridis, and
Myantlius harhatns, all growing on the same plant.

Lindley remarked t that " such cases shake to the

foundation all our ideas of the stability of genera and

species." Sir K. Schomburgk affirms that he has seen

hundreds of plants of C. tridentatum in Essequibo with-

out ever finding one specimen with seeds
; t whereas

* 'Transactions of the Liimean Bristol. Lastly Dean Herbert

Soc' vol. xvii. p. 522. Another informed me many years ago that

account by Dr. Lindley appeared Catasetum luridum flowered and
in the 'Botanical Register,' fol. kept true for nine years in the

1951, of a distinct species of My- Botanic Garden at York ; it then

anthus and Monachantlms appear- threw up a scape of a Myanthus,
ing on the same scape : he alludes which as we shall presently see is

also to other cases. Some of the an hermaphrodite, intermediate in

flowers in these cases were in an in- form between the male and female,

termediate condition, which is not M. Duchartre has given a full his-

surprising, seeing that in dioecious torical account of the appearance

plants we sometimes have a partial of these forms on the same plant,

resumption of the characters of in 'Bull, de la Soc, Bot. de
both sexes. Mr. Kodgers of River- France,' vol. ix. 18G2, p. 113.

hill informs me that he imported t The 'Yegetable Kingdom,'
from Dcmerara a Myanthus, and 1853, p. 178.

that when it flowered a second X Brongniart states ('Bull, de
time it was metamorphosed into la Soc. Bot. de France,' torn. ii.

a Catasetum. Dr. Carpenter 1855, p. 20) that M. Neumann, a
(' Comparative Physiology,' 4th skilful fertili'^er of Orchids, could

edit. p. 633) alludes to an ana- never succeed in fertilising Cata-

logous cdso which occurred at setum.
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he was surprised at the gigantic seed-vessels of the

Monachanthus ; and he correctly remarks that " here

we have traces of sexual difference in Orchideous

flowers." Dr. Criiger also informs me that in Trinidad

he never saw capsules naturally produced by the

flowers of this Catasetum ;
* nor when they were fer-

tilised by him with their own pollen, as was done
repeatedly. On the other hand, when he fertilised

the flowers of the Monachanthus viridis with jDollen

from the Catasetum, the operation never failed. The
Monachanthus also commonly produces fruit in a state

of nature.

From what I had myself observed, I was led to

examine carefully the female organs of C. tridentatum,

callosum, and saccatum. In no case was the stigmatic

surface viscid, as it is in all other Orchids (except as

we shall hereafter see in Cypripedium), and as is

indispensable for securing the pollen-masses by the

rupture of the caudicles. I carefully looked to this

point both in young and old flowers of C. tridentatum.

When the surface of the stigmatic chamber and of the

stigmatic canal of the above-named three species is

scraped ofi*, after having been kept in spirits, it is found

to be composed of utriculi (including nuclei of the

proper shape), but not nearly so numerous as with

ordinary Orchids. The utriculi cohere more together

* Dr. Hance writes to me that often occurred. J. G. Beer says
he has in bis collection a plant of (quoted by Iimisch, ' Beitrage zu
Catasetum tridentatum from tlie Bioloo;ie der Orchideen,' 1853, p.
West Indies bearing a fine capsule; 22) that during three years he
but it does not appear to have tried in vain to fertilise Catasetum,
been ascertained that this par- but on one occasion, by placing
ticular flower was that of Cata- only the viscid disc of a pollinium
setum. and there is no great im- within the stigma, a ripe fruit

probability in a single flower of was produced ; but it may be
Monachanthus being produced by asked, Did the seeds contain
a plant of Catasetum, as well as a embryos ?

whole scape, which we know has
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and are more transparent ; I examined for comparison

those of many kinds of Orchids which had been kept

in spirits, and in all found them much less transparent.

In C. tridentatum, the ovarium is shorter, much less

deeply furrowed, narrower at the base, and internally

more solid than in Monachauthus. Again, in all

three species of Catasetum the ovule-bearing cords

are short ; and the ovules present a considerably dif-

ferent appearance, in being thinner, more transparent,

and less pulpy than in the numerous other Orchids

examined for the sake of comjoarison. Perhaps these

bodies hardly ought to be called ovules, although they

correspond closely in general appearance and position

with true ovules, for I was unable in any case to make

out the opening of the testa and the included nucleus

;

nor were the ovules ever inverted.

From these several facts, namely,—the shortness,

smoothness, and narrowness of the ovarium, the short-

ness of the ovule-bearing cords, the state of the ovules

themselves, the stigmatic surface not being viscid, the

transparent condition of the utriculi,—and from neither

Sir li. Sehomburgk nor Dr. Criiger having ever seen

C. tridentatum producing seed in its native home,

or when artificially fertilised, we may confidently

look at this species, as well as the other species of

Catasetum, as male plants.

With, respect to Monachanthus viridis, and Myanthus

harbatus, the President of the Linnean Society has

kindly permitted me to examine the spike bearing

these two so-called genera, preserved in spirits, which

was sent home by Sir K. Sehomburgk. The flower of

the Monachanthus (A, fig. 31) resembles pretty closely

in external appearance that of Catasetum tridentatum

(fig. 30). The labellum, which holds the same relative

position to the other parts, is not nearly so deep
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especially on the sides, and its edge is crenated. The
other petals and sepals are all reflexed, and are not so

much spotted as in the Catasetum. The bract at the

base of the ovarium is much larger. The whole column,

Fig. 31.
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fact^ from corroborating the view taken of the function

of the antennae ; for as there are no pollinia to eject,

an organ adapted to convey the stimnhis from the

touch of an insect to the rostellum would be useless,

I could find no trace of a viscid disc or pedicel, and

no doubt they had been lost ; for Dr. Criiger says*

that " the anther of the female flower drops off imme-
diately after the opening of the same, i. e. before the

flower has reached perfection as regards colour, size,

and smell. The disc does not cohere, or very slightly,

to the pollen-masses, but drops off about the same
time, with the anther ;" leaving behind them the rudi-

mentary pollen-masses.

Instead of a large stigmatic chamber, there is a

narrow transverse cleft close beneath the small anther.

I was able to insert one of the pollen-masses of the

male Catasetum into this cleft, which from having been

kept in spirits was lined with coagulated beads of

viscid matter, and with utriculi. The utriculi, diifer-

ently from those in Catasetum, were charged (after

having been kept in spirits) with brown matter. The
ovarium is longer, thicker near the base, and more
plainly furrowed than in Catasetum ; the ovule-bearino-

cords are also much longer, and the ovules more opaque
and pulpy, as in all common Orchids. I believe that

I saw the opening at the partially inverted end of the

testa, with a large projecting nucleus ; but as the speci-

mens had been kept many years in spirits and were
somewhat altered, I dare not speak positively. From
these facts alone it is almost certain that Monachanthus
is a female plant; and as already stated. Sir E.
Schomburgk and Dr. Criiger have both seen it seeding
abundantly. Altogether the flower difi'ers in a most

• ' Joum Linn. Soc. Bot.' vol viii. 1864, p. 127.
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remarkable manner from that of the male Catasetum

tridentatum, and it is no wonder that the two plants

were formerly ranked as distinct genera.

The pollen-masses offer so curious and good an illus-

tration of a structure in a rudimentary condition, that

they are worth description ; but I must first recur to

the perfect pollen-masses of the male Catasetum.

These may be seen at D and E, fig. 29, attached to

the pedicel : they consist of a large sheet of cemented

or waxy pollen-grains, folded over so as to form a

sack, with an open slit along the lower surface, within

which at the lower and produced end, a layer of highly

elastic tissue, forming the caudicle, is attached ; the

other end being attached to the pedicel of the rostellum.

The exterior grains of pollen are more angular, have

thicker walls, and are yellower than the interior grains.

In the early bud the two pollen-masses are enveloped

in two conjoined membranous sacks, which are soon

penetrated by the two produced ends of the pollen-

masses and by their caudicles ; and afterwards the

extremities of the caudicles adhere to the pedicel.

Before the flower expands the membranous sacks in-

cluding the two pollen-masses open ; and the pollen-

masses are left resting naked on the back of the

rostellum.

In Monachanthus, on the other hand, the two mem-
branous sacks containing the rudimentary pollen-

masses never open ; but they easily separate from each

other and from the anther. The tissue of which they

are formed is thick and pulpy. Like most rudi-

mentary parts, the pollen-masses vary much in size

and form ; they are only about one-tenth of the bulk

of those of the male ; they are flask-shaped (j9, fig. 31),

with the lower end greatly produced so as almost to

penetrate the exterior or membranous sack. There is
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no fissure along their lower surfaces for the protrusion

of the caudieles. The exterior pollen-grains are square

and have thicker walls than the interior grains, just as

in the proper male pollen ; and, what is very curious,

each cell has its nucleus. Now, R. Brown states * that

in the early stages of the formation of the pollen-grains

of ordinary Orchids (as with other plants) a minute

nucleus is often visible ; so that the rudimentary pollen-

grains of Monachanthus apparently have retained—as

is so general with rudiments in the animal kingdom

—

an embryonic character. Lastly, at the base, within

each flask-shaped pollen-mass, there is a little mass of

brown elastic tissue,—that is, a vestige of a caudicle,

—

which runs far up the pointed end of the flask, but

does not (at least in some of the specimens) come to

the surface, and could never be attached to any part of

the pedicel. These rudimentary and enclosed caudieles

are, therefore, utterly useless. Notwithstanding the

small size and almost aborted condition of the female

pollen-masses, when they were placed by Dr. Criiger

within the stigma of a female plant they emitted " here

and there a rudimentary tube." The petals then faded

and the ovarium enlarged, but after a week it turned

yellow and finally dropped off without bringing any

seeds to perfection. This appears to me a very curious

instance of the slow and gradual manner in which

structures are modified ; for the female pollen-masses,

which can never be naturally removed or applied to

the stigma, still partially retain their former powers

and function.

Thus every detail of structure which characterises

the male pollen-masses is represented in the female

plant in a useless condition. Such cases are familiar to

'Transactions of the Linnean Soc' vol. xvi. p. 711.
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every naturalist, but cau never he observed without

renewed interest. At a period not far distant, natura-

lists will hear with surprise, perhaps with derision, that

grave and learned men formerly maintained that such

useless organs were not remnants retained by inherit-

ance, but were specially created and arranged in their

proper places like dishes on a table (this is the simile

of a distinguished botanist) by an Omnipotent hand
" to complete the scheme of nature."

The third form, Myanthus harhatus (fig. 31, B), is

sometimes borne on the same plant together with the

two preceding forms. The flowers differ greatly in

external appearance, but not in essential structure,

from those of both the other forms. They generally

stand in a reversed position, compared with those of

Catasetum tridentatum and of MonaeJianthus viridis,

that is, with the labellum downwards. The labellum

is fringed in an extraordinary manner with long

papillsB ; it has a quite insignificant medial cavity,

at the hinder margin of which a curious curved and
flattened horn projects, which represents the anvil-like

projection on the labellum of the male G. callosum.

The other petals and sepals are spotted and elongated,

with the two lower sepals alone reflexed. The antennae

are not so long as in the male C. tridentatum; they

project symmetrically on each side of the horn-like

process at the base of the labellum, with their tips,

which are not roughened with papillre, almost entering

the medial cavity. The stigmatic chamber is of nearly

intermediate size between that of the male and female

forms ; it is lined with utriculi charged with brown
matter. The straight and well-furrowed ovarium is

nearly twice as long as that of the female Monachan-
thus, but not so thick where it joins the flower; the

ovules are opaque and pulpy after having been kept
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in spirits, and resemble those of tlie female in aL

respects, but are not so numerous. I believe that I

saw the nucleus projecting from the testa, but dare

not, as in the case of the JMonachanthus, speak posi-

tively. The pollinia are about a quarter of the size

of those of the male Catasetum, but have a perfectly-

well developed disc and pedicel. The pollen-masses

were lost in the specimens examined by me ; but

Mr. Eeiss has given, in the Linnean Transactions, a

drawing of them, showing that they are of due pro-

portional size and have the proper folded or cleft

structure, within which the caudicles are attached.

Thus as both the male and female organs are in

appearance perfect, Myantlms harbatus may be con-

sidered as an hermaphrodite form of the same species,

of which the Catasetum is the male and Monachan-

thus the female. Nevertheless, the intermediate forms,

whicli are common in Trinidad, and which resemble

more or less closely the above described Myanthus,

have never been seen by Dr. Criiger to produce seed-

capsules.

It is a highly remarkable fact, that this sterile

hermaphrodite form resembles in its whole appearance

and structure the males of two other species, namely,

C. saccatum and more especially C. callosum, much

more closely than it does either the male or female

form of the same species. As all orchids, with the

exception of a few in the present small sub-family, as

well as all the members of several allied groups of

plants, are hermaphrodites, there can be no doubt

that the common progenitor of the Orchidea3 was

an hermaphrodite. We may therefore attribute the

hermaphrodite condition and the general appearance

of Myanthus to reversion to a former state ; and if

BO, the ancestors of all the species of Catasetum must
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have resembled the males of C. saccatum and callosum,

for as we have just seen, it is to these two plants that

Myanthus presents so many striking resemblances.*

Lastly I may be permitted to add that Dr. Criiger,

after having carefully observed these three forms in

Trinidad, fully admits the truth of my conclusion that

Catasetum tridentatum is the male and Monachanthus

viridis the female of the same species. He further

confirms my prediction that insects are attracted to

the flowers for the sake of gnawing the labellum, and

that they carry the pollen-masses from the male to the

female plant. He says "the male flower emits a

peculiar smell about twenty-four hours after opening;

and the antennae assume their greatest irritability at

the same time. A large humble-bee, noisy and quarrel-

some, is now attracted to the flowers by the smell,

and a great number of them may be seen every morning

for a few hours disputing with each other for a place in

the interior of the labellum, for the purpose of gnawing

off the cellular tissue on the side opposite to the column,

so that they turn their backs to the latter. As soon as

they touch the upper antenna of the male flower, the

pollen-mass, with its disc and gland, is fixed on their

back, and they are often seen flying about with this

peculiar-looking ornament on them. I have never

seen it attached except to the very middle of the

* The male of tlie Indian ante- to reversion to a former sfate of

lope (^A, bezoartica ) after castration the species ; for we have good
produces horns of a wideiy dif- reason to believe that any cause
ferent shape from those of the which disturbs the constitution

perfect male ; and larger and leads to reversion, Myanthus,
thicker than those occasionally though having the organs of both
produced by the female. We see sexes apparently perfect, is sterile;

something of tlie same kind in the it has tlierefore had its sexual
horns of the common ox. I have constitution disturbed, and this

remarked in my ' Descent of Man

'

seems to have caused it to revert

(2nd edit. p. 506), that such in character to a former state,

cases mny probably be attributed
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thorax. When the bee walks about, the pollen-mass

lies flat on the back and wings ; but when the insect

enters a female flower, always with the labellum turned

upwards, the pollinium, which is hinged to the gland

by elastic tissue, falls back by its own weight and rests

on the anterior face of the column. When the insect

returns backwards from the flower, the pollinia are

caught by the upper margin of the stigmatic cavity,

which projects a little beyond the face of the column ;

and if the gland be then detacbed from the back of

the insect, or the tissues which connect the pollinia

with the caudicle, or this with the gland, break, fecun-

dation takes place." Dr. Criiger sent me specimens

of the humble-bees which he caught gnawing the

labellum, and these consist of Euglossa nov. s;pee., ca-

Jennensis and piliventris.

Catasetmn mentosum and a Monachanthus, according

to Fritz Miiller,* grow in the same district of South

Brazil ; and he easily succeeded in fertilising the

latter with pollen from the former. The pollen-masses

could be inserted only partially into the narrow

stigmatic cleft ; but when this was done, a process of

deglutition, as described under Cirrha?a, commenced

and was slowly completed. On the other hand, Fritz

Miiller entirely failed in his attempts to fertilise the

flowers of this Catasetum with its own pollen or with

that from another plant. The pollinia of the female

Monachanthus are very small ; the pollen-grains are

variable both in size and shape ; the anther never

opens, and the pollen-masses are not attached to

the caudicle. Nevertheless, when these rudimentary

pollen-masses, which can never laturally be removed

from their cells, were placed on the slightly viscid

* ' Eot. Zcitung,' 18G8, p. 630.
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stigma of the male Catasetum, they emitted their

tubes.

The genus Catasetum is interesting to an unusual

degree in several respects. The separation of the

sexes is unknown amongst other Orchids, except per-

haps in the allied genus Cycnoches. In Catasetum

we have three sexual forms, generally borne on sepa-

rate plants, but sometimes mingled together on the

same plant; and these three forms are wonderfully

different from one another, much more different than,

for instance, a peacock is from a peahen. But the

appearance of these three forms now ceases to be an

anomaly, and can no longer be viewed as an unparal-

leled instance of variability.

This genus is still more interesting in its manner of

fertilisation. We see a flower patiently waiting with

its antennae stretched forth in a well-adapted position,

ready to give notice whenever an insect puts its head

into the cavity of the labellum. The female Mona-
chanthus, not having true pollinia to eject, is destitute

of antennae. In the male and hermaphrodite forms,

namely Catasetum tridentatum and Myanthus harhatus,

the pollinia lie doubled up, like a spring, ready to be

instantly shot forth when the antennae are touched.

The disc end is always projected foremost, and is coated

with viscid matter which quickly sets hard and affixes

the hinged pedicel firmly to the insect's body. The
insect flies from flower to flower, till at last it visits a

female plant : it then inserts one of the pollen-masses

into the stigmatic cavity. As soon as the insect flies

away the elastic caudicle, made weak enough to yield

to the viscidity of the stigmatic surface, breaks, and

leaves behind a pollen-mass ; then the pollen-tubes

slowly protrude, penetrate the stigmatic canal, and the

act of fertilisation is completed. Who would have
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been bold enough to have surmised that the propaga-

tion of a species depended on so complex, so apparently-

artificial, and yet so admirable an arrangement ?

I have examined three other genera placed bj

Lindley in the small sub-family of Catasetidre, namely,

Mormodes, Cycnoches and Cyrtopodium. The latter

plant was purchased by me under this name, and bore

a flower-stem about four feet in height with yellowish

bracts spotted with red ; but the flowers presented

none of the remarkable peculiarities of the three other

genera, with the exception that the anther was hinged

to a point projecting from the summit of the column,

as in Catasetum.

Mormodes ignea.—To show how difficult it sometimes

is to understand the manner in which an Orchid is

fertilised, I may mention that I carefully examined

twelve flowers,* trying various experiments and re-

cording the results, before I could at all make out the

meaning and action of the several parts. It was plain

that the pollinia Avere ejected, as in Catasetum, but

how each part of the flower played its proper part I

could not even conjecture. I had given up the case

as hopeless, until summing up my observations, the

explanation presently to be given, and subsequently

proved by repeated experiments to be correct, suddenly

occurred to me.

Tlie flower presents an extraordinary appearance,

and its mechanism is even more curious than its ap-

pearance (fig. 32). The base of the column is bent

backwards, at right angles to the ovarium or footstalk.

* I must express my cordial two fine spikes, bearing an abun-

thanks to Mr, llucker, of West dance of flowers, and for having

Hill, Wandsworth, for haying lent allowed mc to keep the plant for

me a phmt of this Mormodes with a considerable time.
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and then resumes an upright position to near its

summit, where it is again bent. It is, also, twisted in

a uniq^ue manner, so that its front surface, including

Fi-.

JIOUMODES IGNEA.

Lateral view of flower, with the upper sepal and the near upper petal

cut off'.

N.B. The labellum in the drawi-ng is a little lifted up, to show the de-

pression on its under surface, which ought to be pressed close down
on the bent summit of the column.

a. anther.

jd. pedicel of pollinium.

s. stigma.

I. labellum.

/. s. lateral sepal.

the anther, rostellum, and the upper part of the stigma

faces one side of the flower ; this being either to the

r
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right or left, according to the positron of the flower

on the spike. The twisted stigmatic surface extends

down to the base of the cohimn and is hollowed out

into a deep cavity at its upper end. The large viscid

disc of the pollinium is lodged in this cavity close be-

neath the rostellum ; and the rostellum is seen in the

drawing (p^.) covered by the bowed pedicel.

The anther-case (a in the figure) is elongated and

triangular, closely resembling that of Catasetum ; but

it does not extend up to the apex of the column. The
apex consists of a thin flattened filament, which from

the analogy of Catasetum I suppose to be the produced

filament of the stamen ; but it may be a prolongation

of some other element of the column. In the bud-

state it is straight, but before the flower expands, it

becomes much bent by the pressure of the labellum.

A group of spiral vessels runs up the column as far as

the summit of the anther-case ; they are then reflexed

and run some way down the anther-case. The point

of reflexion forms a short thin hinge by which the top

of the anther-case is articulated to the column beneath

its bent summit. The hinge, although smaller than a

pin's head in size, is of paramount importance ; for it

is sensitive and conveys the stimulus from a touch to

the disc of the pollinium, causing it to separate from

its place of attachment. The hinge also serves to

guide the pollinium during its ejection. As it has

to convey the necessary iitimulus to the disc, one may
suspect that a portion of the rostellum, which lies in

close contact with the filament of the anther, runs up

to this point ; but I could not here detect any difler-

ence in structure on comparing these parts with those

of Catasetum. The cellular tissue round the hinge

is gorged with fluid, and a large drop exudes when

the anther is torn from the column during the ejection
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of the polliiiium. This gorged condition may perhaps

facilitate the rupture of the hinge.

The poUinium does not differ much from that of

Catasetum (see fig. 29, D, p. 183); and it lies in like

manner curved round the rostellum, which is less protu-

berant than in that genus. The upper and broad end of

the pedicel, however, extends beneath the pollen-masses

within the anther ; and these are attached by rather

weak caudicles to a medial crest on its upper surface.

The viscid surface of the large disc lies in contact

with the roof of the stigmatic cavity, so that it cannot

be touched by an insect visiting the flower. The
anterior end of the disc is furnished with a small de-

pendent curtain (dimly shown in fig. 32) ; and this,

before the act of ejection, is continuously joined on

each side to the upper margins of the stigmatic cavity.

The pedicel is united to the posterior end of the disc

;

but when the disc is freed, the lowermost part of the

pedicel becomes doubly bent, so that it then appears

as if attached by a hinge to the centre of the disc.

The labellum is a highly remarkable structure : it

is narrowed at its base into a nearly cylindrical foot-

stalk, and its sides are so much reflexed as almost to

meet at the back, forming a folded crest on the sum-

mit of the flower. After rising up perpendicularly

it arches over the apex of the column, against which it

is firmly pressed down. The labellum at this point is

hollowed out (even in the bud) into a slight cavity,

which receives the bent summit of the column. This

slight depression manifestly represents the large cavity,

with thick fleshy walls, which insects gnaw, on the

anterior surface of the labellum in the several species

of Catasetum. Here by a singular change of function,

the cavity serves to keep the labellum in its proper

position on the summit of the column, but is, perhaps,

r 2
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likewise attractive to insects. In the drawing (fig. 32)

the labellum has been forcibly raised a little up, so as

to show the depression and the bent filament. In its

natural position it maj almost be compared to a huge

cocked-hat, supported by a footstalk and placed on the

head of the column.

The twisting of the column, which I have seen in

no other Orchid, causes all the important organs of

fructification in the flowers on the left side of the

spike to face to the left, and in all those on the right

side to face to the right. So that two flowers taken

from opposite sides of the same spike and held in

the same relative position are seen to be twisted in

opposite directions. One single flower, which was

crowded by the others, was barely twisted, so that its

column faced the labellum. The labellum is also

slightly twisted : for instance, in the flower figured,

which faced to the left, the midrib of the labellum was

first twisted to the right-hand, and then to the left, but

in a less degree, and being bent over it pressed on the

posterior surface of the crooked summit of the column.

The twisting of all the parts of the flower commences
in the bud.

The position thus acquired by the several organs is

of the highest importance ; for if the column and
labellum had not been twisted laterally, the pollinia,

when shot forth, would have struck the overarchins

labellum and have then rebounded, as actually oc-

•curred with the single abnormal flower having a nearly

straight column. If the organs had not been twisted

in opposite directions on the opposite sides of the same
crowded spike, so as always to face to the outside, there

would not have been a clear space for the ejection of

the pollinia and their adhesion to insects.

When the flower is mature the three sepals hang
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down, but the two upper petals remain nearly upright.

The bases of the sepals, and especially of the two

upper petals, are thick and swollen and have a

yellowish tint ; when quite mature, they are so gorged

with fluid, that, if punctured by a fine glass tube, the

fluid rises by capillary attraction to some height in it.

I^hese swollen bases, as well as the footstalk of the

labellum, have a decidedly sweet and pleasant taste
;

and I can hardly doubt that they are attractive to

insects, for no free nectar is secreted.

I will now endeavour to show how all the parts of

the flower are co-ordinated and act together. The
pedicel of the pollinium is bowed round the rostellum,

as in Catasetum ; in this latter genus, when freed,

it merely straightens itself with force, in Mormodes
something more takes place. If the reader will look

forward to fig. 34 (p. 223), he will see a section of the

flower-bud of the allied genus of Cycnoches, which

differs only in the shape of the anther and in the viscid

disc having a much deeper dependent curtain. Now
let him suppose the pedicel of the pollinium to be so

elastic that, when freed, it not only straightens itself,

but suddenly bends back on itself with a reversed

curvature, so as to form an irregular hoop. The
curved surface which was before in contact with

the protuberant rostellum now forms the outside

of the hoop. The exterior surface of the curtain,

which depends beneath the disc, is not viscid ; and

it now lies on the anther-case, with the viscid surface

of the disc on the outside. This is exactly what takes

place with Mormodes. But the pollinium assumes

with such force its reversed curvature (aided, appa-

rently, by a transverse curling outwards of the margins

of the pedicel), that it not only .orms itself into a

hoop, but suddenly springs away from the protuberant
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face of the rostelliim. As the two pollen-masses

adhere, at first, rather firmly to the anther-case, the

latter is torn off by the rebound ; and as the thin

hinge at the summit of the anther-case does not yield

so easily as the basal margin, the pollinium together

with the anther-case is instantly swung upwards like a

pendulum. But in the course of the ujDward swing

the hinge yields, and the whole body is projected

perpendicularly up in the air, an inch or two above and

close in front of the terminal part of the labellum. If

no object is in the way, as the pollinium falls down,

it generally alights and sticks, though not firmly, on

the folded crest of the labellum, directly over the

column. I witnessed repeatedly all that has been

here described.

The curtain of the disc, which, after the pollinium

has formed itself into a hoop, lies on the anther-case,

is of considerable service in preventing the viscid edge

of the disc from adhering to the anther, and thus

permanently retaining the pollinium in the form of a

hoop. This would have been fatal, as we shall pre-

sently see, to a subsequent movement of the pollinium

which is necessary for the fertilisation of the flower.

In some of my experiments, when the free action

of the parts was checked, this did occur, and the

pollinium, together with the anther-case, remained

permanently glued together in the shape of an ir-

regular hoop.

I have already stated that the minute hinge by
which the anther-case is articulated to the column, a

little way beneath its bent filamentary apex, is sen-

sitive to a touch. I tried four times and found

that I could touch with some force any other part

;

but when I gently touched this point with the finest

needle, instantly the membrane wliich unites the disc
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to the edges of the stigmatie cavity where it is lodged,

ruptured, and the pollinium was shot upwards and fell

on the crest of the labellum as just described.

Now let us suppose an insect to alight on the

folded crest of the labellum, and no other convenient

landing-place is afforded, and then to lean over the

front of the column so as to gnaw or suck the bases of

the petals swollen with sweet fluid. The weight and

movements of the insect would disturb the labellum

and the bent underlying summit of the column ; and

the latter, pressing on the hinge in the angle, would

cause the ejection of the pollinium, which would in-

fallibly strike the head of the insect and adhere to

it. I tried by placing my gloved finger on the summit
of the labellum, with the tip just projecting beyond

its margin, and then gently moving my finger it was

really beautiful to see how instantly the pollinium

was projected upwards, and how accurately the viscid

surface of the disc struck my finger and firmly

adhered to it. Nevertheless, I doubt whether the

weight and movements of an insect would suffice to

thus act indirectly on the sensitive point ; but look

at the drawing and see how probable it is that an

insect leaning over would place its front legs over the

edge of the labellum on the summit of the anther-

case, and thus touch the sensitive point. The pol-

linium would then be ejected, and the viscid disc

would certainly strike and adhere to the insect's head.

Before proceeding, it may be worth while to mention

some of the early trials which I made. I pricked

deeply the column in different parts, including the

stigma, and cut off the petals, and even the labellum,

without causing the ejection of the pollinium ; this,

however, once happened when I cut rather roughly

through the thick footstalk of tlie labellum, the fila-
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mentary summit of the column no doubt having been

thus disturbed. When I gently prised up the anther-

case at its base or on one side, the polliuium was

ejected, but then the sensitive hinge would necessarily

have been bent. When the flower has long remained

expanded and is nearly ready for spontaneous ejection,

a slight jar on any part of the flower causes the

action. Pressure on the thin pedicel of the poUinium,

and therefore on the underlying protuberant rostellum,

is followed by the ejection of the pollen-masses ; but

this is not surprising, as the stimulus from a touch

on the sensitive hinge has to be conveyed through

this part of the rostellum to the disc. In Catasetum

slight pressure on this point does not cause the act

of ejection ; but in this genus the protuberant part of

the rostellum does not lie in the course along which

the stimulus has to be conveyed from the antcnnai

to the disc. A drop of chloroform, of spirits of wine, or

of boiling water placed on this part of the rostellum

produced no effect ; nor, to my surprise, did exposure

of the whole flower to vapour of chloroform.

Seeing that this part of the rostellum was sensitive

to pressure, and that the flower was widely open on

one side, and being pre-occuj)ied with the case of Cata-

setum, I at first felt convinced that insects entered the

lower part of the flower and touched the rostellum.

Accordingly I pressed the rostellum with variously-

shaped objects, but the viscid disc never once adhered

in a proper manner to the object. If I used a thick

needle, the pollinium, when ejected, formed a hoop
round it with the viscid surface outside ; if I used a

broad flat object, the pollinium struggled against it

and sometimes coiled itself up spirally, but the disc

either did not adhere at all, or very imperfectly. At
the close of the twelfth trial I was ir despair. The
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Strange position of the labellum, perched on the summit

of the column, ought to have shown me that here was

the phice for experiment. I ought to have rejected

the notion that the labellum was thus placed for no

good purpose. This plain guide was overlooked, and

for a long time I completely failed to understand the

structure of the flower.

We have seen that when the pollinium is ejected

and swings upwards, it adheres by the viscid surface

of the disc to any object projecting beyond the edge

of the labcjllum directly over the "column. When thus

attached, it forms an irregular hoop, with the torn-ofif

anther-case still covering the pollen-masses which are

close to the disc, but protected from adhering to it

by the dependent curtain. Whilst in this position

the projecting and bowed part of the pedicel would

effectually prevent the pollen-masses from being placed

on the stigma, even supposing the anther-case to have

fallen off. Now let us suppose the pollinium to be

attached to an insect's head, and observe what takes

place. The pedicel, when first separated from the ros-

tellum, is damp ; as it dries, it slowly straightens

itself, and when perfectly straight the anther-case

readily drops off. The pollen-masses are now naked,

and they are attached to the end of the pedicel by

easily ruptured caudicles, at the right distance and in

a proper position for their insertion into the adhesive

stigma, as soon as the insect visits another flower.

Thus every detail of structure is now perfectly adapted

for the act of fertilisation.

When the anther-case drops oif, it has performed its

triple function ; namely, its hinge as an organ of sense,

its weak attachment to the column as a guide causing

the pollinium at first to swing perpendicularly upwards,

and its lower margin, together with the curtain of the
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disc, as a protection to the pollen-masses from being

permanently glued to the viscid disc.

From observations made on fifteen flowers, it was

ascertained that the straightening of the pedicel does

not occur until from twelve to fifteen minutes have

elapsed. The first movement causing the act of ejec-

tion is due to elasticity, and the second slow movement

to the drying of the outer and convex surface ; but

this latter movement differs from that observed in the

polliuia of so many Vandeai and Ophrese, for, when

the pollinium of this Mormodes was placed in water,

it did not recover the hoop-like form which it had at

first acquired by elasticity.

The flowers are hermaphrodites. The pollinia are

perfectly developed. The elongated stigmatic surface

is extremely viscid and abounds with innumerable

utriculi, the contents of Avhich shrink and become

coagulated after immersion for less than an hour in

spirits of wine. When placed in spirits for a day, the

utriculi were so acted on that they disappeared, and this

I have not noticed in any other Orchid. The ovules,

after exposure to spirits for a day or two, presented

the usual semi-opaque, pulpy appearance common to

all hermaphrodite and female Orchids. From the

unusual length of the stigmatic surface I expected

that, if the pollinia were not ejected from the excite-

ment of a touch, the anther-case would have detached

itself, and the pollen-masses would have swung down-

wards and fertilised the stigma of the same flower.

Accordingly, I left four flowers untouched ; after they

had remained expanded from eight to ten days, the

elasticity of the pedicel conquered the force of attach-

ment and the pollinia were spontaneously ejected, but

they did not fall on the stigma and were consequently

wasted.
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Although Mormodes ignea is an hermaphrodite, yet

it must be as truly dioecious in function as Catasetum
;

for as it takes from twelve to fifteen minutes before

the pedicel of an ejected pollinium straightens itself

and the anther-case drops off, it is almost certain that

within this time an insect with a pollinium attached

to its head would have left one plant and flown to

another.

Mormodes luxata.—This rare and fine species is ferti-

lised in the same manner as Mormodes ignea, but diflers

in several important points of structure. The right

and left sides of the same flower differ from one another

even in a greater degree than in the last species. One
of the petals and one of the sepals project at right

angles to the column, while the corresponding ones

stand upright and surround it. The upturned and
twisted labellum is furnished with two large lateral

lobes : of these one embraces the column, while the

other stands partly open on the side where the one

petal and sepal lie flat. Insects can thus easily enter

the flower on this latter side. All the flowers on the

left side of the spike are open on their left sides, while

those on the right side are open on this side. The
twisted column with all the important accessory parts,

together with the rectangularly bent apex, closely re-

semble the corresponding parts in M. ignea. But the

under side of the labellum does not rest on and press

against the rectangularly bent apex of the column.

This stands free in the middle of a cup formed by the

extremity of the labellum.

I did not obtain many flowers fit for examination,

as three had ejected their pollinia owing to the shocks

received during their journey. I pricked deeply the

labellum, column and stigma of some of the flowers

without any effect ; but when I lightly touched with a
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needle, not the anther-hinge as in the last species, hut

the apex of the column of one flower, the pollinium

was instantly ejected. The bases of the petals and

sepals are not swollen and succulent like those of

M. ignea ; and I have little doubt that insects gnaw

the labellum, which is thick and fleshy, with the same

peculiar taste as in Catasetum. If an insect were to

gnaw the terminal cup, it could hardly fail to touch

the apex of the column, and then the pollinium would

swing upwards and adhere to some part of the insect's

body. The pedicels of the pollinia straighten them-

selves and the anther-cases are cast off, in about fifteen

minutes after the act of ejection. We may therefore

confidently believe that this species is fertilised in the

same peculiar manner as Mormodes ignea.

Cycnoches ventricosum.—Mr. Veitch was so kind as to

send me on two occasions several flowers and flower-

buds of this extraordinary plant. A sketch of a

flower in its natural position, with one sepal cut off,

is shown at fig. 33 (p. 222), and a longitudinal section

through a young bud at fig. 34 (p. 223).

The labellum is thick and fleshy, with the usual

taste of this organ in the Catasetida? ; it resembles in

shape a shallow basin turned upside down. The two

other petals and the three sepals are reflexed. The
column is almost cylindrical, thin, flexible, elastic

and of extraordinary length. It curves round so

as to bring the stigma and anther opposite to and
beneath the convex surface of the labellum. The
apex of the column is not nearly so much produced as

in Mormodes and Catasetum. The pollinia closely

resemble those of Mormodes ; but the disc is larjrer,

and its curtain, which is fringed, is so large that it

covers the whole entrance into the stigmatic chamber.

The structure of these parts is best seen in the section,
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fig. 34 ; in which the pedicel of the pollinium has not

as yet become separate from the rostellum, but the

future line of separation is shown by a line (dotted

in the figure) of hyaline tissue. The filament of the

anther (/, fig. 34) has not as yet grown to its full

length. When fully developed it bears two little leaf-

like appendages which lie on the anther. Lastly,

on the sides of the stigma there are two slight

protuberances (fig. 33), which apparently represent

the antennae of Catasetum, but have not the same
function.

Neither the labellum nor the protuberances on the

sides of the stigma are at all sensitive ; but when on

three occasions I momentarily touched the filament,

between the little leaf-like appendages, the pollinium

was ejected in the same manner and through the

same mechanism as in Mormodes ; but it was thrown
only to the distance of about an inch. If the filament

had been touched by an object which had not been

quickly removed, or if by an insect, the viscid disc

would certainly have adhered to it. Mr. Veitch informs

me that he has often touched the end of the column,

and the pollinium has adhered to his finger. When
the pollinium is ejected, the pedicel forms a hoop, with

the exterior surface of the curtain of the disc resting

on and covering the anther. In about fifteen minutes

the pedicel straightens itself, and the anther-case

drops off ; and now the pollinium is in a right position

for fertilising another flower. As soon as the viscid

matter on the under surface of the disc is exposed to

the air it quickly changes colour and sets hard. It

then adheres with surprising force to any object.

From these various facts and from the analogy of the

other Catasetidae, we may conclude that insects visit

iJic flowers for the sake of gnawing the labellum :
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but it cannot be predicted whether they alight on the

surface wliich is uppermost in the drawing (fig. 33) and

Ficr. 33.

Cycxociiks vkxtkicosum.

Flower viewed in its natural dependent position.

C. column, after the ejection of s. stigmatic cavity.

the iwllinium together with L. labellum.

the anther. pet. the two lateral petals.

/. filament of anther.
; sep. sepals.

then crawl over the margin so as to gnaw the convex
surface, and in doing so touch with their abdomens
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the extremity of the column, or whether they first

alight on this part of the column ; but in either case

they would cause the ejection of the pollinia, which

would adhere to some part of their bodies.

The specimens which I examined were certainly

Fisr. 34.

Diagrammatic Section of a Flower-bud, the column placed
UPRIGHT.

d. disc of pollinium with the depen-
dent curtain,

s. stigmatic chamber.

g. stigmatic canal leading to the

o. anther.

f. filament of anther.

;). pollen-mass.

ixl. pedicel of pollinium, barely se-

parated as yet from the ros-

tellum.
i

male plants, for the pollinia were well developed. The
stigmatic cavity was lined with a thick layer of pulpy

matter which was not adhesive. But as the flowers

cannot possibly be fertilised until the pollinia have

been ejected, together with the great curtain which

covers the whole stigmatic surface, it may be that
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this surface becomes at a later period adhesive so as to

secure the pollen-masses. The ovules when kept for

some time in alcohol were filled with brownish pulpy

matter, as is always the case with perfect ovules.

Therefore it appears that this Cycnoches must be an

hermaphrodite ; and Mr. Bateman, in his work on the

Orchideae, says that the present species produces seeds

without being, as I understand, artificially fertilised
;

but how this is possible is unintelligible to me. On
the other hand. Beer says * that the stigma of Cyc-

noches is dry, and that the plant never sets seeds.

According to Lindley C. ventricosum produces on the

same scape flowers with a simple labellum, others with

a much segmented and differently coloured labellum

(viz., the so-called C. egertonianum), and others in an

intermediate condition. From the analogous differ-

ences in the flowers of Catasetum, we are tempted to

believe that we here have male, female, and herma-

phrodite forms of the same species of Cycnoches. t

I have now finished my description of the Catasetidre

as well as of many other Vandete. The study of these

wonderful and often beautiful productions, with all

their many adaptations, with parts capable of move-

ment, and other parts endowed with something so like,

though no doubt different from, sensibility, has been to

me most interesting. The flowers of Orchids, in their

strange and endless diversity of chape, may be com-

Qiuifcdby Irmiscli, 'Beitrage Mr. Bateman also says tl.at C.

zur Biologic (lor Orchideen,* 1853, egertonianum li;is been kimwu to

p. 22. produce in Guatemala and once

t Lindley's ' Vegetable King- in England scnpos of a purple-
doni,' 18;")3, p. 177. He has also flowered and widely different spe-
published in ihe'Botanicalliegia- cies of Cycnoches ; but that it

ter,' fol. 19.iI, a CMse of two forms generally produces in England
appearing on the same scape of fccapca of the common yellow C.
aiiother species of Cycnoches. ventricosum.
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pared with the great vertebrate class of Fish, or still

more appropriately with tropical Homopterous insects,

which appear to us as if they had been modelled

in the wildest caprice, but this no doubt is due to

our ignorance of their requirements and conditions

of life.
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CHAPTER VIII.

CYPKIPEDEiE—HOMOLOGIES OF THE FLOWERS OF

ORCHIDS.

Cypripedium differs much from all other Orchids—Labellum in the

form of a slipper with two small orifices by which insects can escape

—Manner of fertilisation by small bees of the genus Andreua

—

Homological nature of the several parts of the flowers of the Orchidese

—Wonderful amount of modification which they have undergone.

We have now arrived at Lindley's last and seventh

tribe, including, according to most botanists, only a

single genus, Cypripedium, which differs from all

other Orchids far more than any other two of these

do from one another. An enormous amount of ex-

tinction must have swept away a multitude of inter-

mediate forms, and has left this single genus, now
widely distributed, as a record of a former and more

simple state of the great Orchidean Order. Cypripe-

dium possesses no rostellum ; for all three stigmas

are fully developed, though confluent. The single

anther, which is present in all other Orchids, is here

rudimentary, and is represented by a singular shield-

like projecting body, deeply notched or hollowed out

on its lower margin. There are two fertile anthers

which belong to an inner whorl, represented in ordinary

Orchids by various rudiments. The grains of pollen

are not united together by threes or fours, as in so

many other genera, nor are they tied together by

elastic threads, nor furnished with a caudicle, nor

cemented into waxy masses. The labellum is of
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large size, and is a compound organ as in all other

Orchids.

The following remarks apply only to the six species

which I have examined, namely, C. harbatum, purpu-

ratum, insigne, venustum, pubeseens and aeaitle ; though
I have casually looked at some other kinds. The
basal part of the labellum is folded round the short

Fig. 35.

Cypripediuji.

a. anther.

a', rudimentary, shield-like anther.

s. stigma.

/. labellum.

A. Flower viewed from above, with
the sepals and petals, excepting

the labellum, partly cut off.

The labellum has been slightly

depressed, so that the dorsal

surface of the stigma is ex-

posed ; the edges of the label-

lum have thus become a little

separated and the toe or ex-

tremity stands lower than is

natural.

Side view of column, with all

the sepals and petals removed.

column, so that its edges nearly meet along the dorsal

surface ; and the broad extremity is folded over in a

peculiar manner, forming a sort of shoe, which closes

up the end of the flower. Hence arises the English

name of Ladies'-slipper. The overarching edges of the

labellum are inflected or sometimes only smooth and

Q 2
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polished internally ; and this is of much importance^

as it prevents insects which have once entered the

labellum from escaping through the great opening in

the upper surface. In the position in which the flower

grows, as here represented, the dorsal surface of the

column is uppermost. The stigmatic surface is slightly

protuberant, and is not adhesive; it stands nearly

parallel to the lower surface of the labellum. With a

flower in its natural state, the margin of the dorsal

surface of the stigma can be barely distinguished be-

tween the edges of the labellum and through the

notch in the rudimentary, shield-like anther (a') ; but

in the drawing (s, fig. A) the margin of the stigma has

been brought outside the edges of the depressed la-

bellum, and the toe is a little bent downwards, so that

the flower is represented as rather more open than it

really is. The edges of the pollen-masses of the two

lateral anthers (a) can be seen through the two small

orifices or open spaces in the labellum (fig. A) on

each side, close to the column. These two orifices are

essential for the fertilisation of the flower.

The grains of pollen are coated by and immersed in

viscid fluid, which is so glutinous that it can be drawn

out into short threads. As the two anthers stand be-

hind and above the lower convex surface (see fig. B) of

the stigma, it is impossible that the glutinous pollen

can without some mechanical aid get on to this, the

efficient surface of the stigma. The economy here

shown by Nature in her manner of gaining the same
end is surprising. In all the other Orchids seen by
me, the stigma is viscid and more or less concave, by
which means the dry pollen, transported by means of

the viscid matter secreted by the rostellum or modified

stigma, is retained. In Cypripedium the pollen is

glutinous, and assumes the function of viscidity, which
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in all other Orchids except Vanilla belongs exclusively

to the rostellum and the two confluent stigmas. These

latter organs, on the other hand, in Cypripedium en-

tirely lose their viscidity, and at the same time become

slightly convex, so as more effectually to rub off the

glutinous pollen adhering to the body of an insect.

Moreover in several of the North American species,

as in C. acaule and puheseens, the surface of the stigma

is beset, as Professor Asa Gray remarks, * " with

minute, rigid, sharp-pointed papillae, all directed for-

wards, which are excellently adapted to brush off the

pollen from an insect's head or back." There is one

partial exception to the above rule of the pollen of

Cypripedium being viscid while the stigma is not

viscid and is not convex ; for in C. acaule the pollen

is more granular and less viscid, according to Asa

Gray, than in the other American species, and in

C. acaule alone the stigma is slightly concave and

viscid. So that here the exception almost proves the

truth of the general rule.

I have never been able to detect nectar within the

labellum, and Kurrf makes the same remark with

respect to C. calceolus. The inner surface of the la-

bellum, however, in those species which I examined,

is clothed with hairs, the tips of which secrete little

drops of slightly viscid fluid. And these if sweet or

nutritious would suffice to attract insects. The fluid

when dried forms a brittle crust on the summits of the

hairs. Whatever the attraction may be, it is certain

that small bees frequently enter the labellum.

Formerly I supposed that insects alighted on the

labellum and inserted their proboscides through either

* 'American Journal of Science,' f 'Bedeutung der NektarieUj

vol. xxsiv. 1862, p. 428. 1833, p. 29.
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of the orifices close to the anthers ; for I found that

when a bristle was thus inserted the glutinous pollen

adhered to it, and could afterwards be left on the

stigma ; but this latter part of the operation was not

well effected. After the publication of my book

Professor Asa Gray wrote to me * that he was convinced

from an examination of several American species that

the flowers were fertilised by small insects entering the

labellum through the large opening on the upper sur-

face, and crawling out by one of the two small orifices

close to the anthers and stigma. Accordingly I first

introduced some flies into the labellum of C. puhescens,

through the large upper opening, but they were either

too large or too stupid, and did not crawl out properly.

I then caught and placed within the labellum a very

small bee which seemed of about the right size, namely,

Andrena jyarvula, and this by a strange chance proved,

as we shall presently see, to belong to the genus on
which in a state of nature the fertilisation of C. calceo-

lus depends. The bee vainly endeavoured to crawl out

again the same way by which it had entered, but always

fell backwards, owing to the margins being inflected.

The labellum thus acts like one of those conical traps

with the edges tm*ned inwards, which are sold to catch

beetles and cockroaches in the London kitchens. It

could not creep out through the slit between the folded

edges of the basal part of the labellum, as the elongated,

triangular, rudimentary stamen here closes the passage.

Ultimately it forced its way out through one of the

small orifices close to one of the anthers, and was
found when caught to be smeared with the glutinous

pollen. I then put the same bee back into the label-

lum ; and again it crawled out through one of the small

* See also ' American Journal of Science,' vol. xxxiv. 1862, p. 427,
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orifices, always covered with pollen. I repeated the

operation five times, always with the same result. I

afterwards cut away the labellum, so as to examine the

stigma, and found its whole surface covered with pollen.

It should be noticed that an insect in making its escape

must first brush past the stigma and afterwards one of

the anthers, so that it cannot leave pollen on the

stigma, until being already smeared with pollen from

one flower it enters another ; and thus there will be a

good chance of cross-fertilisation between two distinct

plants. Delpino* with much sagacity foresaw that

some insect would be discovered to act in this manner

;

for he argued that if an insect were to insert its pro-

boscis, as I had supposed, from the outside through

one of the small orifices close to one of the anthers, the

stigma would be liable to be fertilised by the plant's

own pollen : and in this he did not believe, from

having confidence in what I have often insisted on

—

namely, that all the contrivances for fertilisation are

arranged so that the stigma shall receive pollen from

a distinct flower or plant. But these speculations are

now all superfluous; for, owing to the admirable ob-

servations of Dr. H. Miiller, t we know that Cijpri-

j)edium ealceohis in a state of nature is fertilised in the

manner just described by bees belonging to five species

of Andrena.

Thus the use of all the parts of the flower,—namely;

the inflected edges, or the polished inner sides of the

labellum,—the two orifices and their position close to

the anthers and stigma,—the large size of the medial

rudimentary stamen,—are rendered intelligible. An

* ' Fecondazione nelle Piante xxv. III. Folge, v, Bd. p. 1 : see
Antocarpee,' 1867, p. 20. also 'Befruchtung der Blumen,

t 'Verb. d. Nat. Ver. fiir Pr. 1873, p. 76.
Rheinland und Westfal' Jahrg.
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insect which enters the labellum is thus compelled to

crawl out by one of the two narrow passages, on the

sides of which the pollen-masses and stigma are placed.

We have seen that exactly the same end is gained in

the case of Coryanthes by the labellum being half-

filled with secreted fluid ; and in the case of Pterostylis

and some other Australian Orchids by the labellum

being irritable, so that when touched by an entering

insect it shuts up the flower, with the exception of a

single narrow passage.*

Homological Nature of the several Parts of the Flowers of

the Orchidese.

The theoretical structure of, few flowers has been so

largely discussed as that of the Orchideae ; nor is this

surprising, seeing how unlike they are to common
flowers ; and here will be a convenient place for con-

sidering this subject. No group of organic beings can

be well understood until their homologies are made
out ; that is, until the general pattern, or, as it has

often been called, the ideal type, of the several mem-
bers of the group is intelligible. No one member
may now exist exhibiting the full pattern ; but this

does not make the subject less important to the natu*-

ralist,—probably makes it more important for the

fuUlmderstanding of the group.

The homologies of any being, or group of beings.

* Selenipedium palmifolium is the fish-pot system, i. e. a funnel-
one of the Cypripedeffi, and shaped opening conducts into it,

according to Dr. Criiger (' Journ. and insects tind it difficult to

Linn. Soc. Bot.' vol. viii. J 864, p. escape through the same. The
134) bears very fragrant flowers, only other opening near the base
which "in all probability are of tlie hibellum is partly closed

always impregnated by insects. by the sexual apparatus, and the
The labellum is, like some Aris- insect has. to force its way out

tolochia-flowers, constructed after there."
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can be most surely made out by tracing their embryo-

logical development when that is possible ; or by the

discovery of organs in a rudimentary condition ; or by
tracing, through a long series of beings, a close gradation

from one part to another, until the two parts or organs,

though employed for widely different functions and

most unlike each other, can be joined by a succession

of short links. No instance is known of a close gradation

between two organs, unless they are homologically one

and the same organ.

The importance of the science of Homology rests on

its giving us the key-note of the possible amount of

difference in plan within any group ; it allows us to

class under proper heads the most diversified organs
;

it shows us gradations which would otherwise have

been overlooked, and thus aids us in classification ; it

explains many monstrosities ; it leads to the detection

of obscure and hidden parts, or mere vestiges of parts,

and shows us the meaning of rudiments. Besides

these uses, Homology clears away the mist from such

terms as the scheme of nature, ideal types, archetypal

patterns or ideas, &c. ; for these terms come to express

real facts. The naturalist, thus guided, sees that all

homologous parts or organs, however much they may
be diversified, are modifications of one and the same
ancestral organ ; in tracing existing gradations he
gains a clue in tracing, as far as that is possible, the

probable course of modification through which beings

have passed during a long line of generations. He
may feel assured that, whether he follows embryo-
logical development, or searches for the merest rudi-

ment, or traces gradations between the most different

beings, he is pursuing the same object by different

routes, and is tending towards the knowledge of the

actual progenitor of the group, as it once grew and
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lived. Thus the subject of Homology gains largely

in interest.

Although this subject, under whatever aspect it be

viewed, will always be most interesting to the student

of nature, it is very doubtful whether the following

details on the homological nature of the flowers of

Orchids will possess any interest for the general reader.

If, indeed, he cares to see how much light an acquaint-

ance with homology, though far from perfect, throws

on a subject, this will, perhaps, be nearly as good an

instance as could be given. He will see how curiously

a flower may be moulded out of many separate organs,

—how perfect the cohesion of primordially distinct

parts may become,—how organs may be used for pur-

poses widely different from their proper uses,—how

other organs may be entirely suppressed, or leave mere

useless emblems of their former existence. Finally,

he will see how enormous has been the amount of

change which these flowers have undergone from their

parental or typical form.

Robert Brown first clearly discussed the homologies

of Orchids,* and left, as might be expected, little to

be done. Guided by the general structure of mono-

cotyledonous plants and by various considerations,

he propounded the doctrine that the flower properly

consists of three sepals, three petals, six anthers in

two whorls or circles (of which only one anther belong-

ing to the outer whorl is perfect in all the common
forms), and of three pistils, with one of them modified

into the rostellum. These fifteen organs are arranged

as usual, alternately, three within three, in five whorls.

Of the existence of three of the anthers in two of

* I believe his latest views are the * Linnean Transactions,' vol,

given in his celebrated paper, read xvi. p. 685.

Nov. 1-15, 1S31, and published in
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the whorls, E. Brown offers no sufficient evidence, but

believes that they are combined with the labellum,

whenever that organ presents crests or ridges. In

these views Brown is followed by Lindley.*

Brown traced the spiral vessels in the flower by

making transverse sections, t and only occasionally, as

far as it appears, by longitudinal sections. As spiral

vessels are developed at a very early period of growth,

and this circumstance always gives much value to a

part in making out homologies ; and as they are ap-

parently of high functional importance, though their

function is not well kno^vii, it appeared to me, guided

also by the advice of Dr. Hooker, to be worth while to

trace upwards all the spiral vessels from the six groups

surrounding the ovarium. Of the six ovarian groups

of vessels, I will call (though not correctly) that under

the labellum the anterior group; that under the

upper sepal the posterior group ; and the two groups

on the two sides of the ovarium the antero-lateral and

postero-lateral groups.

The result of my dissections is given in the following

diagram (fig. 36). The fifteen little circles represent

* Professor Asa Gray has do- the union of one petal with twc

scribed in the ' American Journal petaloid stamens,

of Science.' July 1866, a monstrous t ' Linn. Transact.' vol. xvi. p.

flower of Cypripedium candidum, 096-701. Link in his ' Bemer-
and remarks on it, " here we have kungen iiber der Ban der Orchi-

(and perhaps the first direct) deen'('BotanischeZeitung,' 1849
demonstration that the orchideous p. 745) seems to have also trusted

type of flower has two staiuiual to transverse sections. Had he
verticils, as Brown always in- traced the vessels upwards I can-

eisted." Dr. Criiger also advances not believe that he would have
evidence ( ' Journ. Linn. Soc. disputed Brown's view of the

Bot.' vol. viii. 1864, p. 132) in nature of the two anthers Id

favour of the presence of five Cypripedium. Brongniart in his

whorld of organs ; but he denies admirable paper (' Annales dea

that the homologies of the parts Sciences Nat.' tom. xxiv. 1831)

can be deduced from the course of incidentally shows the course of

the vessels, and he does not admit some of the spiral vessels,

that the labellum is fonned by
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SO many groups of spiral vessels, in every case traced

down to one of the six large ovarian groups. They
alternate in five whorls, as represented ; but I have not

attempted to give the actual distances at which they

stand apart. In order to guide the eye, the three

central groups running to the three pistils are con-

nected by a triangle.

Fig. 36.

Upper or posterior sepal.

Upper
petal.

Upper
petal.

Lower
sepal.

Labellum.

Section of tiie Flower of an Orchid.

The little circles show the position of the spiral vessels.

A.

SS. Stigmas; Sr, stigma modified

into the rostellum.

Fertile anther of the outer
whorl ; Ag A3, anthers of the

same whorl combined with
the lower petal, forming the

labellum.

ajOj. Rudimentary anthers of the

inner whorl (fertile in Cvpri-
pedium), generally forming
the clinandrum ; a^, third

anther of the same whorl,

when present, forming the

front of the column.

Five groups of vessels run into the three sepals

together with the two upper petals ; three enter the
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labellmn ; and seven run up the great central column,

These vessels are arranged, as may be seen, in rays

proceeding from the axis of the flower ; and all on the

same ray invariably run into the same ovarian group

;

thus the vessels supplying the upper sepal, the fertile

anther (Aj), and the upper pistil or stigma (i. e. the

rostellum S^), all unite and form the posterior ovarian

group. Again, the vessels supplying, for instance, the

left lower sepals, the corner of the labellum and one
of the two stigmas (S) on the same side, unite and form

the antero-lateral group; and so with all the other

vessels.

Hence, if the existence of groups of spiral vessels

can be trusted, the flower of an Orchid certainly

consists of fifteen organs, in a much modified and
confluent condition. We see three stigmas, with the

two lower ones generally confluent, and with the upper
one modified into the rostellum. We see six stamens,

arranged in two whorls, with generally one alone (Ai)

fertile. In Cypripedium, however, two stamens of

the inner whorl (^i and ^2) ^^^ fertile, and in other

Orchids these two are represented more plainly in

various ways than the remaining stamens. The third

stamen of the inner whorl (a^), when its vessels can

be traced, forms the front of the column : Brown
thought that it often formed a medial excrescence,

or ridge, cohering to the labellum ; or, in the case of

Glossodia,* a filamentous organ, freely projecting in

front of the labellum. The former conclusion does

not agree with my dissections; about Glossodia I

know nothing. The two infertile stamens of the outer

whorl (A2, A3) were believed by Brown to be only

occasionally represented, and then by lateral excre-

* See Brown's observations * Plantse Asiaticae rariores,' 1830,
under Apostasia in Wallich's p. 74.
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scences on the labellum ; but I find the corresponding

vessels invariably present in the labellum of every

Orchid examined,—even when the labellum is very

narrow or quite simple, as in Malaxis, Herminium,

or Habenaria.

We thus see that an Orchid-flower consists of five

simple parts, namely, three sepals and two petals

;

and of two compounded parts, namely, the column and

labellum. The column is formed of three pistils, and

generally of four stamens, all completely confluent.

The labellum is formed of one petal with two petaloid

stamens of the outer whorl, likewise completely con-

fluent. I may remark, as making this fact more

probable, that in the allied Marantacese the stamens,

even the fertile stamens, are often petaloid, and

partially cohere. This view of the nature of the label-

lum explains its large size, its frequently tripartite

form, and especially the manner of its coherence to the

column, unlike that of the other petals.* As rudi-

mentary organs vary much, we can thus perhaps

understand the variability, which as Dr. Hooker informs

me is characteristic of the excrescences on the labellum.

In some Orchids which have a spur-like nectary, the

two sides are apparently formed by the two modified

stamens ; thus in Oymnadenia cono'psea (but not in

Orchis pjramidalis), the vessels, proceeding from the

two antero-lateral ovarian groups, run down the sides

of the nectary ; those from the single anterior group

run down the exact middle of the nectary, then

returning up the opposite side form the midrib of the

labellum. The sides of the nectary being thus formed of

two distinct organs, apparently explains the tendency,

* Link remarks on the manner the column in his " Bemerkungen *

of coherence of the labellum to in ' Bot. Zeitung,' 1849, p. 745.
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as in Calanthe; Orchis morio, &c., to the bifurcation of

its extremity.

The number, position, and course of all the spiral

vessels exhibited in the diagram (fig. 36) were observed

in some Vandeae and Epidendrese.* In the Malaxea3

* It may be advisable to give a
few details on the flowers which
I dissected ; but I looked to special

points, such as the course of the
vessels in the labellum, in many
cases not worth here giving. In
the VandesB I traced all the ves-

sels in Catasetum tridentatum and
saccatum ; the great group of

vessels going to the rostellum
separate (as likewise in Mormodes)
from the posterior ovarian group,
beneath the bifurcation supplying
the upper sepal and fertile anther

;

the anterior ovarian group runs
a little way along the labellum
before it bifui-cates and sends a
group (03) up the front of the
column; the vessels proceeding
from the postero-lateral group run
up the back of the column, on
each side of those running to the

fertile anther, and do not go to

the edges of the clinandnun. In
Acropera luteola the base of the
column, where the labellum is

attached, is much produced, and
the vessels of the whole anterior

ovarian group are similarly pro-

duced; those (ttj) going up the
front of the column are abruptly
reflected back ; the vessels at the
pohit of reflexion are curiously
hardened, flattened, and produced
into odd crests and points. In
an Oncidium I traced the vessels

Sr to the viscid gland of the polli-

nium. Among the Epidendrese I

traced all the vessels in a Cattleya

;

and all in Evehjna carivata except
aj, which I did not search for. In
the Malaxese I traced allinLiparis
pendula except 03, which I do not
believe is present. In Malaxis
paludosa I traced nearly all the

vessels. In Cypripedium harhainm
and pupuratum I traced all except
Oj, which I am nearly sure does
not exist. In the Neotteaa I traced
in Cephalanthera grandiflora all

tlie vessels, excepting that to the
aborted rostellum and those to

the two auricles a, and a„, which
were certainly absent. In Epi-
pactis I traced all excepting a,, Oj,

and aj, which are certainly absent.

In Spiranthes autumnalis the
vessel S, runs to the bottom of

the fork of the rostellum : there
are no vessels to the membranes
of the clinandrum in this Orchid
nor in Goodyera. In none of the
Ophrese do the vessels a^, 02, and
a, occur. In Orchis pyramidaUs
I traced all the others, including
two to the two separate stigmas

:

in this species the contrast between
the vessels of the labellum and
of the other sepals and petals is

striking, as in the latter the ves-

sels do not branch, whilst the
labellum has three vessels the
lateral ones running of course into

the antero-lateral ovarian group.
In Gymnadenia conopsea I traced

all the vessels ; but I am not sure
whether the vessels supplying the

sides of the upper sepal do not, as
in the allied Habenaria, wander
from their proper course and enter

the postero-lateral ovarian group :

the vessel Sr, going to the rostel-

lum, enters the little folded crest

of membrane, which projects be-

tween the bases of the anther-cells.

Lastly, in Habenaria chlorantha I

traced all the vessels, excepting

as in the other Ophrea; the three

of the inner staminal whorl, and I

looked carefully for a^ : the vessel
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all were observed excepting a^, which is the most

difficult one to trace, and apparently is oftenest absent.

In the Cypripedeae, again, all were traced except a^*

which, I feel pretty sure, was here really absent : in

this tribe the stamen (Ai) is represented by a con-

spicuous shield-like rudiment, and Ui and ^3 are

developed into two fertile anthers. In the Ophreae

and NeottesB all were traced, with the important

exception of the vessels belonging to the three stamens

(«!, ^2, and a^) of the inner whorl. In CepJialantliera

grandifiora, I clearly saw a^ proceeding from the

anterior ovarian group, and running up the front of

the column. This anomalous Orchid has no rostellum,

and the vessel marked S^ in the diagram was entirely

absent, though seen in every other species.

Although the two anthers {a^ and a^ of the inner

whorl are not fully and normally developed in any

Orchid, excepting Cypripedium, their rudiments are

generally present and are often utilised ; for they often

form the membranous sides of the cup-like clinandrum

on the summit of the column, which includes and pro-

tects the pollen-masses. These rudiments thus aid

their fertile brother-anther. In the young flower-bud

supplying the fertile anther runs tion of a free filament in front of

up the connective membrane be- the labelhim, as in the case of

tween the two anther-cells, but Glossodia before mentioned ; and
does not bifurcate : the vessel to this will perhaps account for the
the rostellum runs up to the top absence of spiral vessels, proceed-
of the shoulder or ledge beneath ing from the anterior ovarian
the connective membrane of the group and coalescing with the
autlier, but does not bifurcate and column. In Uropedium, a genus
extend to the two widely-separated which A. Brongninrt (' Annal.
viscid discs. des. Sc. Nat.,' 3rd series, Bot. torn.

* From Irmisch's ('Beitr'age xiii. p. 114) considers closely allied

zur Biologic der Orchideen,* 1853, to, and even perhaps a monstro-

pp. 78 and 42) description of the sity of, Cypripedium, a third fer-

development of the flower-bud of tile anther occupies this same
Cypripedium, it would appear that position,

there is a tendency to the forma-
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of Malaxis lialudosa, the close resemblauce between tlie

two membranes of the clinandrum and the fertile

anther, in shape, texture, and in the height to which

the spiral vessels extended, was most striking : it was

impossible to doubt that in these two membranes we

had two rudimentary anthers. In Evelyna, one of the

Epidendreae, the clinandrum was similarly formed, as

were the horns of the clinandrum in Masdevallia, which

serve in addition to keep the labellum at the proper

distance from the column. In LijMris pendula and

some other species, these two rudimentary anthers form

not only the clinandrum, but likewise wings, which

project on eacli side of the entrance into the stigmatic

cavity, and serve as guides for the insertion of the

pollen-masses. In Acropera and Stanhopea, as far as

I could make out, the membranous borders of the

column, down to its base, were also thus formed ; but

in other cases, as in Cattleya, the wing-like borders of

the column seem to be simple developments of the two

pistils. In this latter genus, as well as in Catasetum,

these same two rudimentary stamens, judging from the

position of the vessels, serve chiefly to strengthen

the back of the column ; and the strengthening of the

front of the column is the sole function of the third

stamen of the inner whorl (a^), in those cases in

which it was observed. This third stamen runs up
the middle- of the column to the lower edge, or lip,

of the stigmatic cavity.

I have said that in the Ophrea3 and NeottcEe the

spiral vessels of the inner whorl, marked a^, a^, «3 in

the diagram, are entirely absent, and I looked care-

fully for them ; but in nearly all the members of these

two tribes, two small papillae, or auricles as they have

been often called, stand in exactly the position which

the two first of these three anthers would have occupied,

R
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had they been developecl. Xot only do they stand in

this position, but the column in some cases, as in

Cephalanthera, has on each side a prominent ridge,

runninor from them to the bases or mid-ribs of the two

upper petals ; that is, in the proper position of the

filaments of these two stamens. It is, again, impossible

to doubt that the two membranes of the clinandrum

in Malaxis are formed by these two anthers in a

rudimentary and modified condition. Now, from the

perfect clinandrum of IMalaxis, through that of Spi-

ranthes. Goodyera, Epipactis Jcdifolia, and E. imlustris

(see fig. 16, p. 101, and fig. 15, p. 94), to the minute

and slightly flattened auricles in the genus Orchis, a

perfect gradation can be traced. Hence I conclude that

these auricles are doubly rudimentary ; that is they

are rudiments of the membranous sides of the clinan-

drum, these membranes themselves being rudiments of

the two anthers so often referred to. The absence of

spiral vessels running to the auricles is by no means

sufficient to overthrow the views here advocated as to

the much disputed nature of these structures; that

such vessels may quite disappear, we have proof in

Cephalanthera grandiflora, in which the rostellum and

its vessels are completely aborted.

Finally, then, with respect to the six stamens which

ought to be represented in every Orchid: the three

belonging to the outer whorl are always "present, the

upper one being fertile (except in Cypripedium), and

the two lower ones invariably petaloid and fonning

part of the labellum. The three stamens of the inner

whorl are less plainly developed, especially the lower

one, ^3, which, when it can be detected, serves only to

strengthen the column, and, in some rare cases, accord-

ing to Brown, forms a separate projection or filament

;

the two upper anthers of this inner whorl are fertile
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in Cypripediiim, and in other cases are generally

represented either by membranous expansions, or by
minute auricles without spiral vessels. These auricles,

however, are sometimes quite absent, as in some species

of Ophrys.

On this view of the homologies of Orchid-flowers,

we can understand the existence of the conspicuous

central column,—the large size, generally tripartite

form, and peculiar manner of attachment of the la-

bellum,—the origin of the clinandrum,—the relative

position of the single fertile anther in most of the

genera, and of the two fertile anthers in Cypripedium,

—the position of the rostcllum, as well as of all the

other organs,—and lastly, the frequent occurrence of a

bilobed stigma, and the occasional occurrence of two

distinct stigmas. I have encountered only one case of

difficulty, namely in Habenaria and the allied genus,

Bonatea. These flowers have undergone such an

extraordinary amount of distortion, owing to the wide

separation of their anther-cells and of the two viscid

discs of the rostellum, that any anomaly in them is

the less surprising. The anomaly relates only to the

vessels supplying the sides of the upper sepal and

of the two upper petals ; for the vessels running into

their midribs and into all the other more important

organs pursue the same identical course as in the other

Ophrese. The vessels which supply the sides of the

upper sepal, instead of uniting with the midrib and

entering the posterior ovarian group, diverge and enter

the postero-lateral groups. Again, the vessels on the

anterior side of the two upper petals, instead of uniting

with those of the midrib and entering the postero-

lateral ovarian groups, diverge, or wander from their

proper course, and enter the antero-lateral groups.

This anomaly is so far of importance, as it throws

R 2
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some doubt on the view that the labellum is always

an organ compounded of one petal and two petaloid

stamens ; for if any one were to assume that from some

unknown cause the lateral vessels of the lower petals

had diverged in an early progenitor of the Orchidean

order from their proper course into the antero-lateral

ovarian groups, and that this structure had been in-

herited by all existing Orchids, even by those with the

smallest and simplest labellums, I could answer only

as follows ; but the answer is, I think, satisfactory.

From the analogy of other monocotyledonous plants,

Ave might expect the hidden presence of fifteen organs

in the flowers of the Orchideae, arranged alternately

in five whorls; and in these flowers we find fifteen

groups of vessels exactly thus arranged. Hence there

is a strong probability that the vessels, Ao and A3,

which enter the sides of the labellum, not in one or

two cases, but in all the Orchids seen by me, and which

occupy the precise position which they would have

occupied had they supplied two normal stamens, do

really represent modified and petaloid stamens, and
are not lateral vessels of the labellum which have

wandered from their proper course. In Habenaria and
Bonatea,* on the other hand, the vessels proceeding

* In Bonatea speoiosa, of which ments of the two upper petals
I have examined only dry speci- cohere with the labellum, causing
mens sent rac by Dr. Hooker, the it to have five segments, which is

vessels from the sides of the upper a most unusual fiict. The two
sepal enter the postero-lateral wonderfully protuberant stigmas
ovarian group, exactly as in also cohere to the upper surface of
Habenaria. The two upper petals the labellum ; and the lower sepals
are divided down to their bases, apparently also cohere to its under
and the vessels supplying the side. Conse(]uently a section of
anterior segment and those supply- the base of the labellum divides
iug the anterior portion of the one lower petal, two petaloid
posterior segment unite and then antliers, portions of the two upper
run, as in Habenaria, into the petals, and apparently of the two
antero-lateral (and therefore lower sepals and the two stigmas

:

wrong) group. The anterior seg- altogether the section passes
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from th-e sides of the upper sepal and of the two upper

petals, which enter the wrong ovarian groups, cannot

possibly represent any lost but once distinct organs.

We have now finished with the general homologies

of the flowers of Orchids. It is interesting to look at

one of the magnificent exotic species, or, indeed, at

one of our humblest forms, and observe how profoundly

it has been modified, as compared with all ordinary

flowers,—with its great labellum, formed of one petal

and two petaloid stamens,—with its singular pollen-

masses, hereafter to be referred to,—with its column

formed of seven cohering organs, of which three alone

perform their proper function, namely, one anther and

two generally confluent stigmas,—with the third stigma

modified into the rostellum and incapable of being

fertilised,—and with three of the anthers no longer

functionally active, but serving either to protect the

pollen of the fertile anther, or to strengthen the column,

or existing as mere rudiments, or entirely suppressed.

What an amount of modification, cohesion, abortion,

and change of function do we here see ! Yet hidden

in that column, with its surrounding petals and sepals,

we know that there are fifteen groups of vessels,

arranged three within three, in alternate order, which

probably have been preserved to the present time from

being developed at a very early period of growth,

before the shape or existence of any part of the flower

is of importance for the well-being of the plant.

Can we feel satisfied by saying that each Orchid was

created, exactly as we now see it, on a certain " ideal

type
;

" that the omnipotent Creator, having fixed on

one plan for the whole Order, did not depart from this

through the whole of cr through is here as complex an organ as the
portions of either seven or nine column of other Orchids,

organs. The base of the labellum
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plan ; that he, therefore, made the same organ to per-

form diverse functions—often of trifling imjjortance

compared with their proper function—converted other

organs into mere purposeless rudiments, and arranged

all as if they had to stand separate, and then made
them cohere ? Is it not a more simple and intelligible

view that all the Orchideaj owe what they have in

common, to descent from some monocotyledonous

plant, which, like so many other plants of the same

class, possessed fifteen organs, arranged alternately

three within three in five whorls ; and that the now
wonderfully changed structure of the flower is due to

a long course of slow modification,—each modification

having been preserved which was useful to the plants

during the incessant changes to which the organic

and inorganic world has been exposed ?
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CHAPTEE IX.

GRADATION OF ORGANS, &C.—CONCLUDING REMARKS.

Gradation of organs, of the rostellum, of the pollen-masses—Formation
of the caudicle—Genealogical affinities—Secretion of nectar

—

Mechanism of the movement of the pollinia—Uses of the petals

—

Production of seed—Importance of trifling details of structure

—

Cause of the great diversity of structure in the flowers of Orchids

—Cause of the perfection of the contrivances—Summary on inseot-

agency—Nature abhors perpetual self-fertilisation.

This chapter will be devoted to the consideration of

several miscellaneous subjects which could not well

have been introduced elsewhere.

On the gradation of certain Organs.—The rostellum,

the pollinia, the labellum, and, in a lesser degree,

the column, are the most remarkable points in the

structure of Orchids. The formation of the column
and labellum, by the confluence and partial abortion of

several organs, has been discussed in the last chapter.

With respect to the rostellum, no such organ exists

in any other group of plants. If the homologies of

Orchids had not been pretty well made out, those

who believe in the separate creation of each organism

might have advanced this as an excellent instance of

a perfectly new organ having been specially created,

and which could not have been developed by suc-

cessive slow modifications of any pre-existing part.

But, as Eobert Brown long ago remarked, it is not a
new organ. It is imjDOSsible to look at the two groups

of spiral vessels (fig. 86) running from the bases of
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tlie midribs of the two lower sepals to tlie two lower

stigmas, which are sometimes quite distinct, and then

to look at the third group of vessels running from the

base of the mid-rib of the upper sepal to the rostellum,

which occupies the exact position of a third stigma,

and doubt its homological nature. There is every

reason to believe that the whole of this upper stigma,

and not merely a part, has been converted into the

rostellum ; for there are plenty of cases of two stigmas,

but not one of three stigmatic surfaces being present

in those Orchids which have a rostellum. On the

other hand, in Cypripedium and Apostasia (the latter

ranked by Brown in the Orchidean order), which are

destitute of a rostellum, the stigmatic surface is trifid.

As we know only those plants which are now living,

it is impossible to follow all the gradations by which

the upper stigma has been converted into the rostellum
;

but let us see what are the indications of such a change

having been effected. With respect to function the

change has not been so great as it at first appears.

The function of the rostellum is to secrete viscid matter,

and it has lost the capacity of being penetrated by

the pollen-tubes. The stigmas of Orchids, as well as

of most other plants, secrete viscid matter, the use of

which is to retain the pollen when brought to them by

any means, and to excite the growth of the pollen-

tubes. Now if we look to one of the simplest rostel-

lums,—for instance, to that of Cattloya or Epidendrum,

—we find a thick layer of viscid matter, not distinctly

separated from the viscid surface of the two confluent

stigmas : its use is simply to affix the pollen-masses to

a retreating insect, which are thus dragged out of the

anther and transported to another flower, where they

are retained by the almost equally viscid stigmatic

surface. So that the office of the rostellum is still to
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secure the pollen-masses, but indirectly by means of

their attachment to an insect's body.

The viscid matter of the rostellum and of the

stigma appear to have nearly the same nature ; that

of the rostellum generally has the peculiar property of

quickly drying or setting hard ; that of the stigma,

when removed from the plant, apparently dries more

quickly than gum-water of about equal density or

tenacity. This tendency to dry is the more remarkable,

as Gartner * found that drops of the stigmatic secre-

tion from Nicotiana did not dry in two months. The
viscid matter of the rostellum in many Orchids when
exposed to the air changes colour with remarkable

quickness, and becomes brownish-purple ; and I have

noticed a similar but slower change of colour in the

viscid secretion of the stigmas of some Orchids, as of

Cephalanthera granclifiora. When the viscid disc of an

Orchis, as Bauer and Brown have observed, is placed

in water, minute particles are expelled with violence

in a peculiar manner ; and I have observed exactly

the same fact in the layer of viscid matter covering

the stigmatic utriculi in an unopened flower of Mor-

niodes ignea.

In order to compare the minute structure of the

rostellum and stigma, I examined young flower-buds

of J^jjidendrum cochleatum and jloribundum, which, when
mature, have a simple rostellum. The posterior parts

of both organs were quite similar. The whole of

the rostellum at this early age consisted of a mass

of nearly orbicular cells, containing spheres of brown
matter, which resolve themselves into the viscid fluid.

The stigma was covered with a thinner layer of similar

cells, and beneath them were the coherent spindle-

* •Beitrage zur Kenntuiss der Befruchtung,' 1SI4, p. 236.
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formed utriculi. These are believed to be connected

with the penetration of the pollen-tubes : and their

absence in the rostellum probably accounts for its

not being penetrated. If the structure of the ros-

tellum and of the stigma is as here described, their

only difference consists in the layer of cells which

secrete the viscid matter being thicker in the ros-

tellum than in the stigma, and in the utriculi having

disappeared from the former. There is therefore no

great difficulty in believing that the upper stigma,

whilst still in some degree fertile or capable of pene-

tration by the pollen-tubes, might have gradually

acquired the power of secreting a larger amount of

viscid matter, losing at t)ie same time its capacity for

fertilisation ; and that insects smeared with this viscid

matter removed and transported the pollen-masses in

a more and more effective manner to the stigmas of

other flowers. In this case an incipient rostellum

would have been formed.

In the several tribes, the rostellum presents a

marvellous amount of diversity of structure ; but most

of the differences can be connected without very wide

breaks. One of the most striking difierences is, that

either the whole anterior surface to some depth, or

only the internal parts become viscid ; and in this

latter case the surface retains, as in Orchis, a mem-
branous condition. But these two states graduate

into each other so closely, that it is scarcely possible

to draw any line of separation between them : thus,

in Epipactis, the exterior surface undergoes a vast

change from its early cellular condition, for it becomes
converted into a highly elastic and tender membrane,
which is in itself slightly viscid, and allows the under-

lying viscid matter readily to exude
;
yet it acts as a

membrane, and its under surface is lined with much
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more viscid matter. In Habenaria chlorantlia the

exterior surface is highly viscid, but still closely re-

sembles, under the microscope, the exterior membrane
of Epipactis. Lastly, in some species of Oncidium,

&c., the exterior surface, which is viscid, differs, as far

as appearance under the microscope goes, from the

underlying viscid layer only in colour; but it must
have some essential difference, for I find that, until

this very thin exterior layer is disturbed, the under-

lying matter remains viscid; but, after it has been

disturbed, the underlying matter rapidly sets hard.

The gradation in the state of the surface of the ros-

tellum is not surprising, for in all cases the surface is

cellular in the bud ; so that an early condition has

only to be retained more or less perfectly.

The nature of the viscid matter differs remarkably

in different Orchids : in Listera it sets hard almost

instantly, more quickly than plaster of Paris ; in

Malaxis and Angrsecum it remains fluid for several

days ; but these two states pass into each other by
many gradations. In an Oncidium I have observed

the viscid matter to dry in a minute and a half; in

some species of Orchis in two or three minutes ; in

Epipactis in ten minutes ; in Gymnadenia in two

hours ; and in Habenaria in over twenty-four hours.

After the viscid matter of Listera has set hard, neither

water nor weak spirits of wine has any effect on it

;

whereas that of Habenaria hifolia, after having been

dried for several months, when moistened became as

adhesive as ever it was. The viscid matter in some
species of Orchis, when remoistened, presented an
intermediate condition.

One of the most important differences in the state

of the rostellum i"S, whether or not the pollinia are

permanently attached to it. I do not allude to those
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cases in wliicli the upper surface of tlie rostellum is

viscid, as in Malaxis and some Epidendrums, and

simply adheres to the pollen-masses; for these cases

present no difficulty. But I refer to the so-called con-

genital attachment of the' poUinia by their caudicles

to the rostellum or viscid disc. It is not, however,

strictly correct to speak of congenital attachment, for

the pollinia are invariably free at an early period, and

become attached either earlier or later in different

Orchids. No actual gradation is at present known in

the process of attachment ; but it can be shown to

depend on very simple conditions and changes. In

the Epidendrea3 the pollinia consist of a ball of waxy
pollen, with a long caudicle (formed of elastic threads

with adherent pollen-grains), which never becomes

spontaneously attached to the rostellum. In some of

the VandeiB, as in Cynibidium giganteum, on the other

hand, the caudicles are congenitally (in the above

sense) attached to the pollen-masses, but their struc-

ture is the same as in the Epidendreae, with the sole

difference, that the extremities of the elastic threads

adhere to, instead of merely lying on, the upper lip of

the rostellum.

In a form allied to Cymbidium, namely, Oncidium

unguiculatum, I studied the development of the cau-

dicles. At an early period the pollen-masses are

enclosed in membranous cases, which soon rupture at

one point. At this early period, a layer of rather

large cells, including remarkably opaque matter, may
be detected within the cleft of each pollen-mass. This

matter can be traced as it gradually changes into a

translucent substance which forms the threads of the

caudicles. As the change progresses, the cells them-

selves disappear. Finally the threads at one end ad-

here to the waxy jx)llen-masses, and at the other end
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after protruding through a small opening in the mem-
branous case in a semi-developed state, they adhere

to the rostellum, against which the anther is pressed.

So that the adhesion of the caudicle to the back of the

rostellum seems to depend solely on the early rupturing

of the anther-case, and on a slight protrusion of the

caudicles, before they have become fully developed and

hardened.

In all the Orchidese a portion of the rostellum is

removed by insects when the pollinia are removed ; for

the viscid matter, though conveniently spoken of as a

secretion, is in fact part of the rostellum in a modified

condition. But in those species which have their

caudicles attached at an early period to the rostellum,

a membranous or solid portion of its exterior surface in

an unmodified condition is likewise removed. In the

Vandese this portion is sometimes of considerable size

(forming the disc and pedicel of the pollinium), and

gives to their pollinia their remarkable character ; but

the dijEferences in the shape and size of the removed

portions of the rostellum can be finely graduated to-

gether, even within the single tribe of the Vandeae

;

and still more closely by commencing with the minute

oval atom of membrane to which the caudicle of Orchis

adheres, passing thence to that of Hahenaria hifolia, to

that of H. clilorantha with its drum-like pedicel, and
thence through many forms to the great disc and
pedicel of Catasetum.

In all the cases in which a portion of the exterior

surface of the rostellum is removed together with the

caudicles of the pollen-masses, definite and often com-

plicated lines of separation are formed, so as to allow

of the easy separation of the removed portions. But
the formation of these lines of separation does not

differ much from the process by which certain portions
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of the exterior surface of the rostelhim assume a con-

dition intermediate between that of unaltered mem-
brane and of viscid matter, which has been already

alluded to. The actual separation of portions of the

rostellum depends in many cases on the excitement

from a touch ; but how a touch thus acts is at present

inexplicable. Such sensitiveness in the stigma to a

touch (and the rostellum, as we know, is a modified

stigma), and indeed in almost every other part, is by

no means a rare quality in plants.

In Listera and Neottea, if the rostellum is touched,

even by a human hair, two points rupture and the

loculi containing the viscid matter instantly expel it.

Here we have a case towards which as yet no gradation

is known. But Dr. Hooker has shown that the ros-

tellum is at first cellular, and that the viscid matter

is developed within the cells, as in other Orchids.

The last difference which I will mention in the

state of the rostellum of various Orchids is the exist-

ence in many Ophreoe of two widely-separated viscid

discs, sometimes included in two separate pouches.

Here it appears at first sight as if three were two

rostella ; but there is never more than one medial

group of spiral vessels. In the Vandese we can see

how a single viscid disc and a single pedicel might

become divided into two ; for in some Stanhopeas the

heart-shaped disc shows a trace of a tendency to divi-

sion ; and in Angrrecum we have two distinct discs

and two pedicels, either standing close together or

removed only a little way apart.

It might be thought that a similar gradation from a

single rostellum into what appears like two distinct ros-

tella was shown still more plainly in the Ophreoe ; for

we have the following series,—in Orchis pjramidalis a

single disc enclosed in a single pouch—in Aceras two
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discs touching and affecting each other's shapes, but

not actually joined—in Orchis latifolia and maculafa

two quite distinct discs but with the pouch still

showing plain traces of division ; and, lastly, in

Ophrys we have two perfectly distinct pouches, in-

cluding of course two perfectly distinct discs. But
this series does not indicate the former steps by which
a single rostellum became divided into two distinct

organs; on the contrary, it shows how the rostel-

lum, after having been anciently divided into two

organs, has now in several cases been reunited into

a single organ.

This conclusion is founded on the nature of the little

medial crest, sometimes called the rostellate process,

between the bases of the two anther-cells (see fig. 1,

B and D, p. 8). In both divisions of the Ophrea3

—

namely the species having naked discs and those

having discs enclosed in a pouch—whenever the two

discs come into close juxta-position, this medial crest

or process appears.* On the other hand, when the two

discs stand widely apart, the summit of the rostellum

between them is smooth, or nearly smooth. In the

Frog Orchis (Peristijlus viridis) the overarching sum-
mit is bent like the roof of a house ; and here we see

the first stage in the formation of the folded crest. In
Serminium monorehis, however, which has two separate

and large discs, a crest, or solid ridge, is rather more
plainly developed than might have been expected.

In Gymnadenia conopsea, Orchis macidata, and others,

the crest consists of a hood of thin membrane : in

* ProfessorBabington ('Manual from the other genera of Ophrete.
of British Botany,' 3rd edit.) uses The group of spiral vessels, pro-
the existence of this " rostellate perly belonging to the rostellum,
process " as a character to separate rune up, and even into, the base
Orchis, Gymnadenia, and Aceras of this crest or process.
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0. maseula the two sides of the hood partly adhere

;

and in 0. pjramiddlis and in Aceras it is converted

into a solid ridge. These facts are intelligible only

on the view, that, whilst the two discs were gradually

brought together, during a long series of generations,

the intermediate portion or summit of the rostellum

became more and more arched, until a folded crest,

and finally a solid ridge was formed.

Fiir. 37.

ROSTELLU^SI OF CATASETini.

an. antennae of rostellum. I pcd. pedicel of rostellum, to which

d. viscid disc.
I

the pollen-masses are attached.

Whether wo compare together the state of the ros-

tellum in the various tribes of the Orchidea}, or com-

pare the rostellum with the pistil and stigma of an

ordinary flower, the differences are wonderfully great.

A simple pistil consists of a cylinder surmounted by

a small viscid surface. Now, see what a contrast the

rostellum of Catasetum, when dissected from all the

other elements of the column, presents ; and as I

traced all the vessels in this Orchid, the drawing may
be trusted as approximately accurate. The whole organ
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has lost its normal function of being fertilised. Its

shape is most singular, with the upper end thickened,

bent over and produced into two long tapering and

sensitive antennae, each of these being hollow within,

like an adder's fang. Behind and between the bases

of these antennae we see the large viscid disc, attached

to the pedicel ; the latter differs in structure from the

underlying portion of the rostellum, and is separated

from it by a layer of hyaline tissue, which spontaneously

dissolves when the flower is mature. The disc, attached

to the surrounding parts by a membrane which ruptures

as soon as it is excited by a touch, consists of strong

upper tissue, with an underlying elastic cushion,

coated with viscid matter; and this again in most

Orchids is overlaid by a film of a diiferent nature.

What an amount of specialisation of parts do we

here behold ! Yet m the comparatively few Orchids

described in this volume, so many and such plainly-

marked gradations in the structure of the rostellum

liave been described, and such plain facilities for the

conversion of the upper pistil into this organ, that, we

may well believe, if we could see every Orchid which

lias ever existed throughout the world, we should find

all the gaps in the existing chain, and every gap in

in many lost chains, filled up by a series of easy

transitions.

We now come to the second great peculiarity in the

Orchideae, namely their pollinia. The anther opens-

early, and often deposits the naked masses of pollen on

the back of the rostellum. This action is prefigured

in Canna, a member of a family nearly related to the'

Orchideae, in which the pollen is deposited on the pistil,,

close beneath the stigma. In the state of the pollen,

there is great diversity : in Cypripedium and Yanilla,
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single grains are embedded in a glutinous fluid ; in

all the other Orchids seen by me (except the degraded

Cephalanthera) the grains are united three or four

together.* These compound grains are tied one to

the other by elastic threads, but they often form

packets which are tied together in like manner, or

they are cemented into the so-called waxy masses.

The waxy masses graduate in the Epidendrea) and

Vandeae from eight to four, to two, and, by the co-

hesion of the two, into a single mass. In some of the

Epidendrea3 we have both kinds of pollen witliin the

same anther, namely, large waxy masses, and caudicles

formed of elastic threads with numerous compound

grains adhering to them.

I can throw no light on the nature of the cohesion

of the pollen in the waxy masses ; when they are

placed in water for three or four days, the compound
grains readily fall apart ; but the four grains of which

each is formed still lirmly cohere ; so that the nature

of the cohesion in the two cases must be different.

The elastic threads by which the packets of pollen are

* In several cases I have oL- lubes are, at lca>>t at first, formed
served four tubes emitted from exclusively at tlie expense of the
the four s'ains which form one of contents of tlie ix)llon-srains.

the compound j^raius. In sonin IIaviujj;alhKk'd to the monstrous
*5,3mi-moi)strous llowers of Malaxis flowers of the Aceras, 1 will add
jjiludosa, -.md oi Accras antliropo- that I examined several (always
jjhora, and in perfect flowers of the lowest on the sjjike) in whicli

I\'eottianidus-avii>,l hii\coh6cr\ed the labellum was hardly developed,
tubes emitted from the pollen- and was j)ressed close against the
grains, whilst .still within the stigma. The rostellum was not

anther and not in conta<^t with developed, so that tlie pollinia did
the stigma. I have thought this not posses-; viscid discs ; liut the
worth ni"ntiiining as K. Biowa most curious feature was, that flie

(' Linn. Transact.' vol. xvi. p. 729) two anther-cells had become, appa-
Btates, apparently with .-oinc sur- rently iti consequence of the posi-

prise, that the pollen-tubes were tion of the rudimentary labellum.

emitted from the pollen, whilst widely separated, and wu"e joined

still within the anther, in a decay- by a connective memhrane. almot
ing flower of Asclepias. These as broad as that of llahcnaria

cases show that the protruding chlorantha 1
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tied together in the Ophreoe, and which run far uj)

inside the waxy masses of the Vandea3, are also of a

different nature from the cementing matter ; for the

threads are acted on by chloroform and by long im-

mersion in spirits of wine ; whilst these fluids have no

particular action on the cohesion of the waxy masses.

In several Epidendrese and Vandese the exterior grains

of the pollen-masses differ from the interior grains, in

being larger, and in having yellower and much thicker

walls. So that in the contents of a single anther-coll

we see a surprising degree of differentiation in the

pollen, namely, grains cohering by fours, then being

either tied together by threads or cemented together

into solid masses, with the exterior grains different

from the interior ones.

In the Yandea), the caudicle, which is composed of

fine coherent threads, is developed from the semi-fluid

contents of a layer of cells. As I find that chloroform

has a peculiar and energetic action on the caudicles

of all Orchids, and likewise on the glutinous matter

which envelopes the pollen-grains in Cypripedium,

and which can be drawn out into threads, we may
suspect that in this latter genus,—the least differenti-

ated in structure of all the Orchidcce,—we see the

primordial condition of the elastic threads by which

the pollen-grains are tied together in other and more

highly developed species.
*

* Auguste de Saint Hilaire drop by drop into the anther.

('Le^-ons de Botanique,' &c., 18il, Had not so eminent an authority

p. 447) says that the elastic threads made this statement, I shoukl not

exist iu the early bud, after the have noticed it. It is certiiinly

pollen-grains have been partly erroneous. In buds of Eiiipactis

formed, as a thick creamy fluid. latifolia I opened the ;uither.

Ho adds that his observations on whilst perfectly closed and free

Vphrys apifera have shown him from the rostellum, and found the

that this fluid is secreted by the poUeu-grains united by elastic

rostellum, and is slowly forced threads. Ctphalanthcra grandi'

s 2
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The caudicle, when largely developed and destitute

of pollen-grains, is the most striking of the many pecu-

liarities presented by the pollinia. In some Neotteae,

especially in Goodyera, we see it in a nascent con-

dition, projecting just beyond the pollen-mass, with

the threads only partially coherent. In the Yandea"^

by tracing the gradation from the ordinary naked

condition of the caudicle, through Lycaste in ^hich

it is almost naked, through Calanthe, to Ci/mbidium

giganteum, in which it is covered with pollen-grains, it

seems probable that its ordinary condition has been

arrived at by the modification of a pollinium like

that of one of the Epidendrese ; namely, by the abor-

tion of the pollen-grains which primordially adhered to

separate elastic threads, and afterwards by the cohesion

of these threads.

In the OphreoB we have better evidence than is

afforded by gradation, that their long, rigid and

naked caudicles have been developed, at least partially,

l)y the abortion of the greater number of the lower

pollen-grains and by the cohesion of the elastic threads

by which these grains were tied together. I had often

observed a cloudy appearance in the middle of the

translucent caudicles in certain species ; and on care-

fully opening several caudicles of Orchis pyramidaUs,

I found in their centres, fully half-way down between

the packets of pollen and the viscid disc, many pollen-

grains (consisting, as usual, of four united grains)

flora has no rostellum to secrete and stigma ; yet I found in one
the above thick fluid, yet the of thise auricles a distinct caudicle
pollen-grains are thus united. In (^ which necessarily had no disc at
a monstrous specimen of Orchis lis extremity), and this caudicle
jtijramidalis the auricles, or nidi- could not possibly have been
mentary anthirs on each side of secreted by the rostellum or
(lie proper anther, had become stigma. I could advance addi-
jmrtly developed, and they stood tional evidence, but it would be
quite on one side of the rostellum superfluous.
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lying quite loose. These grains, from their embedded
position, eould never by any possibility have been left

on the stigma of a flower, and were absolutely useless.

Those who can persuade themselves that purposeless

organs have been specially created, will think little of

this fact. Those on the contrary, who believe in the

slow modification of organic beings, will feel no
surprise that the changes have not always been per-

fectly effected,—that, during and after the many
inherited stages of the abortion of the lower pollen-

grains and of the cohesion of the elastic threads,

there should still exist a tendency to the production

of a few grains where they were originally developed
;

and that these should consequently be left entangled

within the now united threads of the caudicle. They
will look at the little clouds formed by the loose

pollen-grains within the caudicles of Orchispjramidalis,

as good evidence that an early progenitor of this plant

had pollen-masses like those of Epipactis or Goodyera,

and that the grains slowly disappeared from the lower

parts, leaving the elastic threads naked and ready to

cohere into a true caudicle.

As the caudicle plays an important part in the

fertilisation of the flower, it might have been deve-

loped from one in a nascent condition, such as we see

in Epipactis, to any required length merely by the

continued preservation of varying increments in its

length, each beneficial in relation to other changes in

the structure of the flower, and without any abortion

of the lower pollen-grains. But we may conclude

from the facts just given, that this has not been the

sole means,—that the caudicle owes much of its length

to such abortion. That in some cases it has subse-

quently been largely increased in length by natural

selection, is highly probable ; for in Bonatea speciosa
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the caudicle is actually more than thrice as long as the

elongated pollen-masses ; and it is highly improbable

that so lengthy a mass of grains, slightly cohering

together by the aid of elastic threads, should ever have

existed, as an insect could not have safely transported

and applied a mass of this shape and size to the

stigma of another flower.

We have hitherto considered gradations in the state

of the same organ. To any one with more knowledge

than I possess, it would be an interesting subject to

trace the gradations between the several species and

groups of species in this great and closely-connected

order. But to make a perfect gradation, all the extinct

forms which have ever existed, along many lines of

descent converging to the common progenitor of the

group, would have to be called back into life. It is

due to their absence, and to the consequent wide gaps

in the series, that we are enabled to divide the exist-

ing species into definable groups, such as genera,

families, and tribes. If there had been no extinction,

there would still have been great lines or branches of

special development,—the Vandeae, for instance, would

still have been distinguishable as a great body, from

the great body of the Ophreffi ; but ancient and inter-

mediate forms, very different probably from tbeir

present descendants, would have rendered it utterly

impossible to separate by distinct characters the one

great body from the other.

I will venture on only a few more remarks. Cypri-

pedium, in having three stigmas developed, and there-

fore in not possessing a rostcllum, in having two fertile

anthers with a large rudiment of a third, and in the

state of its pollen, seems a remnant of the order whilst

in a simpler or more generalised condition. Apostasia
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is a related genus, placed by Brown amongst the

Orchideffi, but by Lindley in a small distinct family.

These broken groups do not indicate to us the structure

of the common parent-form of all the Orchideae, but

they serve to show the probable state of the order in

ancient times, when none of the forms had become so

widely differentiated from one another and from other

plants, as are the existing Orchids, especially the

Vandeae and Ophrere ; and when, consequently, the

order made a nearer approach in all its characters,

than it does at present, to such allied groups as the

Marantacea^.

With respect to other Orchids, we can see that an
ancient form, like one of the sub-tribe of the Pleuro-

thallida?, some of which have waxy pollen-masses with

a minute caudicle, might have given rise, by the entire

abortion of the caudicle, to the Dendrobia?, and by an
increase of the caudicle to the Epidendreae. Cymbi-
dium shows us how simply a form like one of our

present EpidendresB could be modified into one of the

Vandeffi. The Neottea; stand in nearly a similar relation

to the higher Ophreoe, which the Epidendrere do to the

higher Vandeae. In certain genera of the Neotteae we
have compound jDollen-grains cemented into packets

and tied together by elastic threads, which project and
thus form a nascent caudicle. But this caudicle does

not protude from the lower end of the pollinium as in

the Oj)hreae, nor does it always protrude from the ex-

treme upper end in the Neotteae, but sometimes at an
intermediate level ; so that a transition in this respect

is far from impossible. In Spiranthes, the back of the

rostellum, lined with viscid matter, is alone removed :

the front part is membranous, and ruptures like the

pouch-formed rostellum of the Ophreae. An ancient

form combining most of the characters, but in a less
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developed state, of Goodyera, Epipactis, and Spirantbes,

all members of tbe Neotteae, could by furtber sligbt

modifications bave given birtb to tbe tribe of tbe

Opbrecc.

Hardly any question in Natural History is more

vague and difficult to answer tban wbat forms ougbt

to be considered as tbe bigbest in a large group ;
* for

all are well adapted to tbeir conditions of life. If we

look to successive modifications, witb diflerentiation of

parts and consequent complexity of structure, as tbe

standard of comparison, tbe Opbreae and VandeaB will

stand tbe bigbest among tbe Orcbideae. Are we to lay

mucb stress on tbe size and beauty of tbe flower, and

on tbe size of tbe wbole plant ? if so, tbe Vandea3 are

pre-eminent. Tbey bave, also, ratber more complex

pollinia, witb tbe pollen-masses often reduced to two.

Tbe rostellum, on tbe otber band, bas apparently been

more modified from its primordial stigmatic nature in

tbe Opbreaj, tban in tbe Vandeas. In tbe Opbreae tbe

stamens of tbe inner wborl are almost entirely sup-

pressed,—tbe auricles—mere rudiments of rudiments

—

being alone retained ; and even tbese are sometimes

lost. Tbese stamens, tberefore, bave suffered extreme

reduction ; but can tbis be considered as a sign of

bigbness? I sbould doubt wbetber any member of

tbe Orcbidean order bas been more profoundly modified

in its wbole structure tban Bonaiea speciosa, one of tbe

Opbreae. So again, witbin tbis same tribe, notbing

can be more perfect tban tbe contrivances in Orchis

pijramidalis for its fertilisation. Yet an ill-defined

feeling tells me to rank tbe magnificent Vandeae as

tbe bigbest. Wben we look witbin tbis tribe at tbe

The fullest and the most able his ' Entwickolungs-Gesetze der
discussion on this difficult subjeot Orgauisclicu Wolt,' 1858.
is by Professor H. G. Bronn iu
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elaborate mechanism for the ejection and transportal

of the pollinia of Catasetum, with the sensitive ros-

tellum so wonderfully modified, with the sexes borne

on distinct plants, we may perhaps give the palm of

victory to this genus.

SECKETION OF NECTAR.

Many Orchids, both our native species and the

exotic kinds cultivated in our hothouses, secrete a

copious supply of nectar. I have found the horn-like

nectaries of Aerides filled with fluid ; and Mr. Eodgers,

of Sevenoaks, informs me that he has taken crystals

of sugar of considerable size from the nectary of A.

cornutum. The nectar-secreting organs of the Orchideae

present great diversities of structure and position in

the various genera ; but are almost always situated

towards the base of the labellum. In Disa, however,

the posterior sepal alone, and in Disperis the two

lateral sepals together with the labellum, secrete

nectar. In Dendrohium chrysanthiim the nectary

consists of a shallow saucer ; in Evelyna, of two large

united cellular balls ; and in Bolboplujllum eupreum, of

a medial furrow. In Cattleya the nectary penetrates

the ovarium. In Angrsecum sesquipedale it attains the

astonishing length of above eleven inches ; but I need

not enter on further details. The fact, however,

should be recalled, that in Coryanthes the nectar-

secreting glands pour forth an abundance of almost

pure water, which drips into a bucket formed by the

distal part of the labellum ; and this secretion serves

to prevent the bees which come to gnaw the surface of

the labellum from flying away, and thus compels them
to crawl out through the proper passage.

Although the secretion of nectar is of the highest
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importance to Orchids by attracting insects, which are

indispensable for the fertilisation of most of the species,

yet good reasons can be assigned for the belief* that

nectar was aboriginally an excretion for the sake of

getting rid of superflnous matter during the chemical

changes which go on in the tissues of plants, especially

whilst the sun shines. The bracteae of some Orchids

have been observed f to secrete nectar, and this cannot

be of any use to them for their fertilisation. Fritz

Miiller informs me that he has seen such secretion

from tlie bracteae of an Oncidium in its native Bra-

zilian home, as well as from the bracteae and from the

outside of the upper sepal of a Notylia. Mr. Eodgers

has observed a similar and copious secretion from the

base of the flower-peduncles of Vanilla. The column

of Acropera and Gongora likewise secretes nectar, as

previously stated, but only after the flowers have been.'

impregnated, and when such secretion could be of no

use by attracting insects. It is in perfect accordance

with the scheme of nature, as worked out by natural

selection, that matter excreted to free the system from

superfluous or injurious substances should be utilised

for highly useful purposes. To give an example in

strong contrast Avith our present subject, the larvae of

certain beetles (Cassidae, &c.) use their own excrement

to make an umbrella-like protection for their tender

bodies.

It may be remembered that evidence was given in

the first chapter proving that nectar is never found

within the spur-like nectaries of several species of

Orchis, but that various kinds of insects penetrate

* This subject has been fully 1S7G, p. 402.

discussed in my work ' On the f Kurr, ' Ueber die Bedeutung
Effects of Cross and Sclf-fertilisa- der Nektarien,' 1833, p. 28.

tion in the Vegetable Kingdom,'
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the tender inner coat with their proboscides, and suck

the fluid contained in the inter-cellular spaces. This

conclusion has been confirmed by Hermann Miiller,.

and I have further shown that even Lepidoptera are

able to penetrate other and tougher tissues. It is an

interesting case of co-adaptation that in all the British

species, in which the nectary does not contain free

nectar, the viscid matter of the disc of the pollinium

requires a minute or two in order to set hard ; and

it would be an advantage to the plant if insects were

delayed thus long in obtaining the nectar by having

to puncture the nectary at several points. On the

other hand, in all the Ophrese which have nectar ready

stored within the nectary, the discs are sufficiently

viscid for the attachment of the poUinia to insects,

without the matter quickly setting hard ; and there

would therefore be no advantage to these plants in

insects being delayed for a few minutes whilst sucking

the flowers.

In the case of cultivated exotic Orchids which have

a nectary, without any free nectar, it is of course

impossible to feel absolutely sure that it would not

contain any under more natural conditions. Nor have

I made many comparative observations on the rate of

the setting hard of the viscid matter of the disc in

exotic forms. Nevertheless it seems that some Yandeae

are in the same predicament as our British species of

Orchis ; thus Ccdanihe masuca has a very long nectary,

which in all the specimens examined by me was quite

dry internally, and was inhabited by powdery Cocci

;

but in the intercellular spaces between the two coats

there was much fluid ; and in this species the viscid

matter of the disc, after its surface had been disturbed,

entirely lost its adhesiveness in two minutes. In an

Oncidium the disc, similarly disturbed, became dry in
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one minute and a half ; in an Oclontoglossum in two

minutes ; and in neither of these Orchids was there

any free nectar. On the other hand, in Angrsecum

sesquipedale, which has free nectar stored within the

lower end of the nectary, the disc of the poUinium,

when removed from the plant and with its surface

disturbed, was strongly adhesive after forty-eight

hours.

Sarcanthus teritifolius offers a more curious case.

The disc quite lost its viscidity and set hard in less

than three minutes. Hence it might have been ex-

pected that no fluid would have been found in the

nectary, but only in the intercellular spaces ; never-

theless there was fluid in both places, so that here we
have both conditions combined in the same flower. It

is probable that insects would sometimes rapidly suck

the free nectar and neglect that between the two

coats; but even in this case I strongly suspect that

they would be delayed by a totally different means
in sucking the free nectar, so as to allow the viscid

matter to set hard. In this plant, the labellum with

its nectary is an extraordinary organ. I wished to

have had a drawing made of its structure ; but found

that it was as hopeless as to give a drawing of the

wards of a complicated lock. Even the skilful Bauer,

with numerous figures and sections on a large scale,

hardly makes the structure intelligible. So com-

})licated is the passage, that I failed in repeated

attempts to pass a bristle from the outside of the

flower into the nectary ; or in a reversed direction

from the cut-off end of the nectary to the outside. No
doubt an insect with a voluntarily flexible proboscis

could pass it through the passages, and thus reach

the nectar ; but in effecting this, some delay would

be caused ; and time would be thus allowed for the
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curious square viscid disc to become securely cemented

to an insect's head or body.

As in Epipactis the cup at the base of the labellum

serves as a nectar-receptacle, I expected to find that

the analogous cups in Stanhopea, Acropera, &c., would

serve for the same purpose; but I could never find

a drop of nectar in them. According, also, to M,
Meniere and Mr. Scott * this is never the case in these

genera, or in Gongora, Cirrha^a, and many others. In

Catasetum tridentatum, and in the female form Mona-
chanthus, we see that the upturned cup cannot

possibly serve as a nectar-receptacle. What then

attracts I sects to these flowers ? That they must be

attracte is certain ; more especially in the case of Cata-

setum, in which the sexes stand on separate plants. In

many genera of Vandeae there is no trace of any nectar-

secreting organ or receptacle ; but in all these cases

(as far as I have seen), the labellum is either thick and

fleshy, or is furnished with extraordinary excrescences,

as in the genera Oncidium and Odontoglossum. In

Phdlsenopsis gy'andiflora there is a curious anvil-shaped

projection on the labellum, with two tendril-like pro-

longations from its extremity which turn backwards

and apparently serve to guard the sides of the anvil, so

that insects would be forced to alight on its crown.

Even in our British Cephalanthera grandijlora, the

labellum of which never contains nectar, there are

orange-coloured ribs and papillae on the inner surface

which faces the column. In Calanthe (fig. 26) a cluster

of odd little spherical warts projects from the labellum,

and there is an extremely long nectary, which does

not include nectar ; in Eulophia viridis the short nec-

tary is equally destitute of nectar, and the labellum

• ' Bulletin Bot. Soc. de France,' torn. ii. 1855, p 352.
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is covered with longitudinal, fimbriated ridges. In

several species of Ophrys, there are two small shining

protuberances, at the base of the labellum, beneath the

two discs. Innumerable other cases could be added of

the presence of singular and diversified excrescences

on the labellum ; and Lindley remarks that their use

is quite unknown.

From the position, relatively to the viscid discs,

which these excrescences occupy, and from the absence

of any free nectar, it formerly seemed to me highly

probable that they afforded food and thus attracted

either Hymenoptera or flower-feeding Coleoptcra.

There is no more inherent improbability in a flower

being habitually fertilised by an insect coming to

feed on the labellum, than in seeds being habitually

disseminated by birds attracted by the sweet pulp in

which they are embedded. But I am bound to state

that Dr. Percy, who had the thick and furrowed

labellum of a Warrea analysed for me by fermentation

over mercury, found that it gave no evidence of con-

taining more saccharine matter than the other petals.

On the other hand, the thick labellum of Catasetum

and the bases of the upper petals of Morinodes ignea,

have a slightly sweet, rather pleasant, and nutritious

taste. Nevertheless, it was a bold speculation tliat

insects were attracted to the flowers of various Orchids

in order to gnaw the excrescences or other parts of

their labella; and few things have given me more

satisfaction than the full confirmation of this view by

Dr. Criiger, wlio* has repeatedly witnessed in the "West

Indies humble-bees of the genus Euglossa gnawing

the labellum of Catasetum, Coryanthes, Gongora, and

Stanhopea. Fritz Miiller also has often found, in

» ' Jcmrn. Linn. S(jc. Bot.' 18G4, vol. viii. p. 129.
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South Brazil, the prominences on the labellum of

Oncidium gnawed. We are thus enabled to under-

stand the meaning of the various extraordinary crests

and projections on the labellum of many Orchids ; for

they invariably stand in such a position that insects,

whilst gnawing them, would be almost sure to touch

the viscid discs of the pollinia and thus remove them,

4ifterwards effecting the fertilisation of another flower.

MOVEMENTS OF THE POLLINIA

The pollinia of many Orchids undergo a movement
of depression, after they have been removed from their

places of attachment and have been exposed for a few

seconds to the air. This is due to the contraction of a

portion, sometimes to an exceedingly minute portion,

of the exterior surface of the rostellum, which retains

a membranous condition. This membrane, as we have

seen, is likewise sensitive to a touch, so as to rupture

in certain definite lines. In a Maxillaria the middle

part of the pedicel, and in Habenaria the whole drum-

like pedicel contracts. The point of contraction in all

the other cases seen by me, is either close to the

surface of attachment of the caudicle to the disc, or at

the point where the pedicel is united to the disc ; but

both the disc and pedicel are parts of the exterior

surface of the rostellum. In these remarks I do not

refer to the movements which are simply due to the

elasticity of the pedicel, as in the Vandeae.

The long strap-formed disc of Gymnadenia conopsecc

is well adapted to show the mechanism of the move-

ment of depression. The whole pollinium, both in its

upright and depressed (but not closely depressed)

position, has been shown (p. 65) in fig, 10, The disc,

in its uncontracted condition vvi+h the caudicle removed,
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is seen from above highly magnified in the nppcr of

the two adjoining figures ; and in the lower figure we
have a longitudinal section of the uncontracted disc,

together with the base of the attached and upright

caudicle. At the broad end of the disc there is a deep

crescent-shaped depression, bordered by a slight ridge

formed of longitudinally elon-
'"

''
'

gated cells. The end of the

caudicle is attached to the

steep sides of this depression

and rid ire. When the disc is

exposed to the air for about

thirty seconds, the ridge con-

tracts and sinks flat down ; in
-Disc or Gymnadeniaconopsea

gi^],ij,g^ i^ ^vagS with it the

caudicle, which then lies parallel to the elongated

tapering part of the disc. If placed in water the

ridge rises, re-elevating the caudicle, and when re-

exposed to the air it sinks again, but each time with

somewhat enfeebled power. During each sinking and

rising of the caudicle, the whole pollinium is of course

depressed and elevated.

That the power of movement lies exclusively in the

surface of the disc is well shown in the case of the

saddle-shaped disc of Orchis injramidalls ; for whilst it

was held under water I removed the attached caudicles

and the layer of viscid matter from the inferior surface,

and immediately that the disc was exposed to the air

the proper contraction ensued. The disc is formed of

several layers of minute cells, which are best seen in

specimens that have been kept in spirits of wine,

for their contents are thus rendered more opaque. The

cells in the flaps of the saddle are a little elongated.

As long as the saddle is kept damp, its upper surface

is nearly flat, but when exposed to the air (see fig. C,
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E, p. 18) the tA\o liaps or sides contract and curl inwards :

and this causes the divergence of the pollinia. By a

Icind of contraction two valleys are likewise formed in

I'ront of the caudicles, so that the latter are thrown

forwards and downwards, almost in the same way as it

trenches were dug in front of two upright poles, and

then carried on so as to undermine them. As far as I

could perceive, an analogous contraction causes the

<lepression of the pollinia in Orchis mascula. With 0.

hircina both pollinia are attached to a single rather large

square disc, the whole front of which, after exposure

to the air, sinks down and is then separated from the

hinder part by an abrupt step. By this contraction both

pollinia are carried forwards and downwards.

Some pollinia which had been gummed on card for

several months, when placed in water, rose up and

afterwards underwent the movement of depression.

A fresh pollinium, on being alternately damped and

exposed to the air, rises and sinks several times alter-

nately. Before I had ascertained these facts, which

show that the movement is simply hygrometric, I

thought that it was a vital action, and tried vapour

of chloroform and of prussic acid, and immersion in

laudanum ; but these reagents did not check the

movement. Nevertheless, there are some difficulties

in understanding how the movement can be simpl\-

hygrometric. The flaps of the saddle in Orchis pyra-

midalis (see fig. 3, D, p. 18) curl completely inwards

in nine seconds, which is a surprisingly short time

fur mere evaporation to produce an effect ;* and the

* Tliis fact does not now appear avra of Stipa twists ami untwists
to me so suiprising as it formerly when exposed to dry and daiup air.

did, for my son Francis has shown Tliese movements being due, as
'

' Transact. Linn, boc' 2ud series, he has shown, to the twisting and
But. vol. i. 1S76, p. 14:9) with untwisting of the separate cells,

what extraordinary quickness the

T
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moA'emeiit is apparently due to the drying of the under

surface, although this is covered with a thick layer

of viscid matter. The edges, however, of the saddle

might become slightly dry in the nine seconds. When
the saddle-formed disc is placed in spirits of wine it

contracts energetically ; and this is probably due to

the attraction of alcohol for water. When replaced in

water it opens again. Whether or not the contraction

is wholly hygrometric, the movements are admirably

regulated in each species, so that the pollen-masses,

when transported by insects from flower to flower,

assume a proj)er position for striking the stigmatic

surface.

These various movements would be quite useless,

unless the pollinia were attached in a uniform position

to the insects which visit the flowers so as to be always

directed in the same manner after the movement of

depression ; and this necessitates that the insects should

be forced to visit the flowers of the same species in

a uniform manner. Hence I must say a few words

on the sepals and petals. Their primary function, no

doubt, is to protect the organs of fructitication in the

bud. After the flower is fully expanded, the upper

sepal and two upper petals often continue the same

oflice. We cannot doubt that this protection is of

service, when we see in Stelis the sepals so neatly re-

closing and reprotecting the flower some time after its

expansion ; in Masdevallia the sepals are permanently

soldered together, with two little windows alone left

open ; and in the open and exposed flowers of Bol-

boj)hyllum, the mouth of the stigmatic chamber

after a time closes. Analogous facts with respect to

Malaxis, Cephalanthera, &c., could be given. But the

hood formed by the upper sepal and two upper petals,

besides affording protection, evidently forms a sfuide^
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compelling insects to visit the flowers in front. Few
persons now doubt the correctness of C. K. Sprengel's

view, * that the bright and conspicuous colours of

flowers serve to attract insects from a distance. Never-

theless some Orchids have singularly inconspicuous

and greenish flowers, perhaps in order to escape some

danger ; but many of these are strongly scented, which

«'ould equally well serve to attract insects.

The labellum is by far the most important of the

external envelopes of the flower. It not only secretes

nectar, but is often modelled into variously shaped

receptacles for holding this fluid, or is itself rendered

attractive so as to be gnawed by insects. Unless the

flowers were by some means rendered attractive, most

of the species would be cursed with perpetual sterility.

The labellum always stands in front of the rostellum,

and its outer portion often serves as a landing-place

for the necessary visitors. In Epipactis ijalustris this

part is flexible and elastic, and apparently compels

insects in retreating to brush ag-ainst the rostellum-

In Cypripedium the distal portion is folded over like

the end of a slipper, and compels insects to crawl out

of the flower by one of two special passages. In Ptero-

stylis and a few other Orchids the labellum is irritable,

so that when touched it shuts the flower, leaving only

a single passage by which an insect can escape. In

Spiranthes, when the flower is fully mature, the column

moves from the labellum, space being thus left for

* This author's curious work, owu observtations, that his work
with its quaint title of ' Das Ent- coiitaius an immense body of

deckte Geheimniss der Natur,' truth. Many years ngo Robeit
until lately was often spoken Brown, to whose judgment all

lightly of. No doubt he was an botanists defer, spoke highl;- of in

enthusiast, and perhaps carried to me, and remarked that only

some of his ideas to an extreme those who knew little of the sub-

lengtli. But I feel sure, from my ject wcnld laugh at him.

T 2
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tlie introduction of the pollen-masses attached to the

proboscis of a humble-beo. In Mormodes ignea the

lubellum is perched on the summit of the column,

and here insects alight and touch a sensitive point,

causing the ejection of the pollen-masses. The la-

bellum is often deeply channelled, or has guiding

ridges, or is pressed closely against the column ; and

in a multitude of cases it approaches closely enough

to render the flower tubular. By these several means

insects are forced to brush against the rostellum. AVe

must not, however, suppose that every detail of struc-

ture in the labellum is of use : in some instances, as

with Sarcanthus, its extraordinary shape seems to be

partly due to its development in close apposition to

the curiously shaped rostellum.

In Listera ovata the labellum stands far from the

column, but its base is narrow, so that insects are led

to stand exactly beneath the middle of the rostellum.

In other cases, as in Stanhopea, Phakcnopsis, Gongora,

&c., the labellum is furnished with upturned basal

lobes, which manifestly act as lateral guides. In some

cases, as in Malaxis, the two upper petals are curled

backwards so as to be out of the way ;
in other cases

as in -acropera, Masdevallia, and some Bolbophyllums,

these upper petals plainly serve as lateral guides, com-

pelling insects to visit the flowers directly in front of

the rostellum. In other cases, wings formed by the

margins of the clinandrum or of the column, serve as

lateral guides, both in the withdrawal of the pollinia

and in their subsequent insertion into the stigmatic

cavity. So that there can be no doubt that the petals,

sepals and rudimentary anthers do good service in

several ways, besides affording protection to the bud.

The final end of the whole ilower, with all its parts,

is the production of seed ; and these are produced by
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Orchids in vast profusion. Not that such profusion

is anything to boast of ; for the production of an almost

infinite number of seeds or eggs, is undoubtedly a sign

of lowness of organisation. That a plant, not being

an annual, should escape extinction, chiefly by the

production of a vast number of seeds or seedlings,

shows a j)overty of contrivance, or a want of some

Htting protection against other dangers. I was curious

to estimate the number of seeds produced by some
lew Orchids ; so I took a ripe capsule of Cephalantliera

(jrandijiora, and arranged the seeds on a long ruled

line as equably as I could in a narrow hillock ; and

then counted the seeds in an accurately measured

length of one-tenth of an inch. In this way the con-

tents of the capsule were estimated at 6020 seeds, and

very few of these were bad ; the four capsules borne

by the same plant would have therefore contained

24,080 seeds. Estimating in the same manner the

smaller seeds of Orchis maculata, I found the number
nearly the same, viz., 6200 ; and, as I have often seen

above thirty capsules on the same plant, the total

amount would be 186,300. As this Orchid is perennial,

and cannot in most places be increasing in number,

one seed alone of this large number yields a mature

plant once in every few years.

To give an idea what the above figures really mean,

I will briefly show the possible rate of increase of 0.

maculata: an acre of land would hold 174,240 plants,

each having a space of six inches square, and this

Avould be just sufiicient for their growth ; so that,

making the fair allowance of 400 bad seeds in each

capsule, an acre would be thickly clothed by the j^ro-

geny of a single plant. At the same rate of increase,

the grandchildren would cover a space slightly ex-

ceeding the island of Anglesea ; and the great grand-
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children of a siugle plant \vould nearly (in the ratio of

47 to 50) clothe with one uniform green carpet the

entire surface of the land throughout the globe. But
the number of seeds produced by one of our common
British orchids is as nothing compared to that of some

of the exotic kinds. Mr. Scott found that the capsulo

of an Acropera contained 371,250 seeds ; and judging

from the number of flowers, a single plant would some-

times yield about seventy-four millions of seeds.

Fritz Miiller found 1,75G,440 seeds in a single capsule

of a Maxillaria ; aDd the same plant sometimes bore

half-a-dozen such capsules. I may add that by
counting the packets of pollen (one of which was broken

up under the microscope) I estimated that the number
of pollen-grains, each of which emits its tube, in a

single anther of Orchis mascida was 122,400. Amici*
estimated the number in 0. morio at 120,300. As
these two species apparently do not produce more
seed than the allied 0. maculata, a capsule of which

contained 6200 seeds, we see that there are about

twenty pollen-grains for each ovule. According to

this standard, the number of pollen-grains in the

anther of a single flower of the Maxillaria Avhich

yielded 1,756,440 seeds must be prodigious.

What checks the unlimited multiplication of the

Orchidcre throughout the world is not known. The
minute seeds within their light coats are well fitted

for wide dissemination ; and I have several times

observed seedlings springing up in my orchard and in

a newly-planted wood, which must have come from a

considerable distance. This was especially the case

with EpiiMctis latifolia ; and an instance has been re-

corded by a good observer t of seedlings of this plant

* JIolil, ' The Vegetable Cell,' f Mr. Bree, in ' Loudon's Mng
traushited by Henfiey, p. 133. of Nat. Hist,' vol. ii. 1S29, p. 70.
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appeai'ing at the distance of between eight and ten

miles from any place where it grew. Notwithstanding

the astonishing number of seeds produced by Orchids,

it is notorious that they are sparingly distributed ; for

instance, Kent appears to be the most favourable county

in England for the order, and within a mile of my
house nine genera, includmg thirteen species, grow

;

but of these one alone. Orchis morio, is sufficiently

abundant to make a conspicuous feature in the vege-

tation ; as is 0. maculata in a lesser degree in open

woodlands. Most of the other species, though not

deserving to be called rare, are sparingly distributed

;

yet, if their seeds or seedlings were not largely de-

stroyed, any one of them would immediately cover the

Avhole land. In the tropics the species are very much
more numerous; thus Fritz Miiller found in South

Brazil more than thirteen kinds belonging to several

genera growing on a single Cedrela tree. Mr. Fitz-

gerald has collected v»ithin the radius of one mile of

Sydney in Australia no less than sixty-two species, of

which fifty-seven were terrestrial. Nevertheless the

number of individuals of the same species is, I believe,

in no country nearly so great as that of very many
other plants. Lindley formerly estimated that there

Avere in the world about 6000 species of Orchideae,

included in 433 genera.*

The number of the individuals Avhich come to

maturity does not seem to be at all closely determined

by the number of seeds which each species produces
;

and this holds good when closely related forms are

compared. Thus Oplirijs apifera fertilises itself and
every flower produces a capsule ; but the individuals

of this species are not so numerous in some parts of

• Gardeners' Cliron.' 18G2, p. 19?.
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England as those of 0. muscifera, which cannot fer-

tilise itself and is imperfectly fertilised by insects, so

that a large proportion of the flowers drop off unim-

pregnated. Oplirys aranifera is found in large numbers
in Liguria, yet Deljnno estimates that not more than

<me out of 3000 flowers produces a capsule.* Mr.

Cheeseman saysf that with the New Zealand Ptero-

stylis truUifoUa much less than a quarter of the flowers,

which are beautifully adapted for cross-fertilisation»

yield capsules ; whereas with the allied Aeiantluis

sindairii, the flowers of which equally require insect-

aid for their fertilisation, seventy-one capsules were

produced by eighty-seven flowers ; so that this plant

must produce an extraordinary number of seeds ; never-

theless in many districts it is not at all more abundant

than the Pterostylis. Mr. Fitzgerald, who in Aus-

tralia has particularly attended to this subject, remarks

that every flower of Thehjmitra carnea fertilises it-self

and produces a capsule
;
yet it is not nearly so common

as Aciantlms fornicatus, " the majority of the flowers

of which are unproductive. Phajus grandifolius and
Calanthe veratrifolia grow in similar situations. Every
flower of the Phajus produces seeds, only occasionally

(lue of the Calanthe, yet Phajus is rare and Calanthe

r.)mmon."

The frequency with which throughout the world

members of various Orchideous tribes fail to have their

iiowers fertilised, though these are excellently con-

structed for cross-fertilisation, is a remarkable fact.

Fritz Muller informs me that this holds good in the

luxuriant forests of South Brazil with most of the

Ejpidendrea?, and with the genus Vanilla. For instance,

* 'Ult. Osservaz. sulla Dico- t Transnct.Xew Zealand lust,
jamia,' part i. p. 177. vol. vii. 1875, p. 351.
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he visited a site where Vanilla creeps over almost every

tree, and although the plants had been covered with

flovvfers, yet only two seed-capsules were produced. So

again with an Epidendrum, 233 flowers had fallen oft*

unimpregnated and only one capsule had been formed
;

of the still remaining 136 flowers, only four had their

pollinia removed. In New South Wales Mr. Fitzgerald

does not believe that more than one flower out of a

thousand of Dendrohium speciosum sets a capsule ; and

some other species there are very sterile. In New
Zealand over 200 flowers of Coryanthes triloba yielded

only five capsules ; and at the Cape of Good Hope only

the same number were produced by 78 flowers of Disa

grandijlora. Nearly the same result has been observed

with some of the species of Ophrys in Europe. The
sterility in these cases is very difficult to explain. It

manifestly depends on the flowers being constructed

with such elaborate care for cross-fertilisation, that they

cannot yield seeds without the aid of insects. From
the evidence which I have given elsewhere * we may
conclude that it would be far more profitable to most

plants to yield a few cross -fertilised seeds, at the

expense of many flowers dropping oft" unimpregnated,

rather than produce many self-fertilised seeds. Profuse

expenditure is nothing unusual under nature, as we see

with the pollen of wind-fertilised plants, and in the

multitude of seeds and seedlings produced by most

plants in comparison with the few that reach maturity.

In other cases the paucity of the flowers that are im-

pregnated may be due to the proper insects having

become rare under the incessant changes to which the

world is subject ; or to other plants which are more

* • The Effects of Cross and Self-fertilisation in the Vij^ctallo

Kingdom,' 1S76.
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highly attractive to the proper luseets having increased

an number. We know that certain Orchids require

certain insects for their fertilisation, as in the cases be-

fore given of Vanilla and Sarcochilus. In Madagascar

Angrsecum sesquiiiedale must depend on some gigantic

moth. In Europe Cijpripedium calceolus appears to be

fertilised only by small bees of the genus Andrena,

.and Epipadis latifolia only by wasps. In those cases

in which only a few flowers are impregnated owing to

"the proper insects visiting only a few, this may be a

great injury to the plant ; and many hundred species

Throughout the world have been thus exterminated

;

those which survive having been favoured in some

-other way. On the other hand, the few seeds which

are produced in these cases will be the product of

•cross-fertilisation, and this as we now positively know
is an immense advantage to most plants.

I have now nearly finished this volume, which is

perhaps too lengthy. It has, I think, been shown that

the Orchidea3 exhibit an almost endless diversity of

beautiful adaptations. AVhen this or that part has been

: spoken of as adapted for some special purpose, it must

not be supposed that it was originally always formed

for this sole purpose. The regular course of events

seems to be, that a jjart which originally served for one

purpose, becomes adapted by slow changes for widely

different purposes. To give an instance : in all the

Ophrece, the long and nearly rigid caudicle manifestly

serves for the application of the pollen-grains to the

stigma, when the pollinia are transported by insects

to another flower ; and the anther opens widely in

order that the pollinium should be easily withdra^vn
;

but in the Bee Ophrys, the caudicle, by a slight in-

crease in length and decrease in its thickness, and by
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the anther opening a little more widely, becomes
specially adapted for the very different purpose of

self-fertilisation, through the combined aid of the

Aveight of the pollen-mass and the vibration of the

flower when moved by the wind. Every gradation

between these two states is possible,—of which we have

a partial instance in 0. aranifera.

Again, the elasticity of the pedicel of the pollinium

in some Vandeae is adapted to free the pollen-masses

from their anther-cases ; but by a further slight modi-

fication, the elasticity of the pedicel becomes specially

adapted to shoot out the pollinium with considerable

force so as to strike the body of the visiting insect.

The great cavity in the labellum of many Vandeoe

is gnawed by insects and thus attracts them ; but

in Mormodes ignea it is greatly reduced in size, and
serves in chief part to keep the labellum in its new
position on the summit of the column. From the

analogy of many plants we may infer that a long

spur-like nectary is primarily adapted to secrete and
hold a store of nectar ; but in many Orchids it has so

far lost this function, that it contains fluid only in the

intercellular spaces. In those Orchids in which the

nectary contains both free nectar and fluid in the inter-

cellular spaces, we can see how a transition from the

one state to the other could be effected, namely, by

less and less nectar being secreted from the inner

membrane, with more and more retained within the

intercellular spaces. Other analogous cases could be

given.

Although an organ may not have been originally

formed for some special purpose, if it now serves for

this end, we are justified in saying that it is specially

adapted for it. On the same principle, if a man were

to make a machine for some special purpose, but were
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to use old wheels, springs, and pulleys, only slightly

altered, the whole machine, with all its parts, might be

said to be specially contrived for its present purpose.

Thus throughout nature almost every part of each living

being has probably served, in a slightly modified con-

dition, for diverse purposes, and has acted in the living

machinery of many ancient and distinct specific formss

In my examination of Orchids, hardly any fact has

struck me so much as the endless diversities of structure,

—the prodigality of resources,—for gaining the very

same end, namely, the fertilisation of one flower by

pollen from another plant. This fact is to a large ex-

tent intelligible on the principle of natural selection.

As all the parts of a flower are co-ordinated, if slight

variations in any one part were preserved from being

beneficial to the plant, then the other parts would

generally have to be modified in some corresponding

manner. But these latter parts might not vary at all,

or they might not vary in a fitting manner, and these

other variations, whatever their nature might be, which

tended to bring all the parts into more harmonious

action with one another, would be preserved by natural

selection.

To give a simple illustration : in many Orchids the

ovarium (but sometimes the foot-stalk) becomes for a

period twisted, causing the labellum to assume the

position of a lower petal, so that insects can easily

visit the flower; but from slow changes in the form

or position of the petals, or from new sorts of insects

visiting the flowers, it might be advantageous to the

plant that the labellum should resume its normal

position on the upper side of the flower, as is actually

the case with Malaxis paludosa, and some species of

Catasetum, &c. This change, it is obvious, might be

simply effected by the continued selection of varieties
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which had their ovaria less and less twisted; but if

the plant only afforded varieties with the ovarium

more twisted, the same end could be attained by the

selection of such variations, until the flower was

turned completely round on its axis. This seems to

have actually occurred with Malaxis paludosa, for

the labellum has acquired its present upward posi-

tion by the ovarium being twisted twice as much as

is usual.

Again, we have seen that in most Vande» there is

a plain relation between the depth of the stigmatic

chamber and the length of the pedicel, by which the

pollen-masses are inserted ; now if the chamber became

slightly less deep from any change in the form of the

column or other unknown cause, the mere shortening

of the pedicel would be the simplest corresponding

change ; but if the pedicel did not happen to vary in

shortness, the slightest tendency to its becoming bowed

from elasticity as in Phalaenopsis, or to a backward

hygrometric movement as in one of the Maxillarias,

would be preserved, and the tendency would be con-

tinually augmented by selection ; thus the pedicel, as

far as its action is concerned, would be modified in

the same manner as if it had been shortened. Such

processes carried on during many thousand generations

in various ways, would create an endless diversity of

co-adapted structures in the several parts of the flower

for the same general purpose. This view affords, I

believe, the key which partly solves the problem of the

vast diversity of structure adapted for closely analogous

ends in many large groups of organic beings.

The more I study nature, the more I become

impressed with ever-increasing force, that the con-

trivances and beautiful adaptations slowly acquired

through each par'j occasionally varying in a slight
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degree but in many ways, with the preservation of those

variations which were beneficial to the organism under

complex and ever-varying conditions of life, transcend

in an incomparable manner the contrivances and

adaptations which the most fertile imagination of man
could invent.

The use of each trifling detail of structure is far

from a barren search to those who believe in natural

selection. When a naturalist ca'sually takes up the

study of an organic being, and does not investigate

its whole life (imperfect though that study will ever

be), he naturally doubts whether each trifling point

can be of any use, or indeed whether it be due to any

general law. Some naturalists believe that number-

less structures have been created for the sake of mere

variety and beauty,—much as a workman would make-

different patterns. I, for one, have often and often

doubted whether this or that detail of structure in

many of the Orchide£e and other plants could be of

any service
;
yet, if of no good, these structures could

not have been modelled by the natural preservation of

useful variations ; such details can only be vaguely

accounted for by the direct action of the conditions of

life, or the mysterious laws of correlated growth.

To give nearly all the instances of trifling details

of structure in the flowers of Orchids, which are cer-

tainly of high importance, would be to recapitulate

almost the whole of this volume. But I will recall to

the reader's memory a few cases. I do not here refer

to the fundamental framework of the plant, such as

the remnants of the fifteen primary organs arranged

alternately in the five whorls ; for almost everyone who
believes in the gradual evolution of species will admit

that their presence is due to inheritance from a remote

parent-form. Innumerable facts with respect to the
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uses of the variously shaped aud placed petals and
sej^jals have been given. So again, the importance of

a slight difference in the shape of the caudicle of the

pollinium of the Bee Ophrys, compared with that of

the other species of the same genus, has likewise been

referred to ; to this might be added the doubly-bent

caudicle of the Fly Ophrys. Indeed, the important

relation of the length and shape of the caudicle, with

reference to the position of the stigma, might be cited

throughout many whole tribes. The solid j)rojecting

knob of the anther in Epipactis palustris, which doe&

not include pollen, liberates the pollen-masses when it

is moved by insects. In Cephalantliera grandijiora, the

upright position of the almost closed flower protects

the slightly coherent pillars of pollen from disturb-

ance. The length and elasticity of the filament of the-

anther in certain species of Dendrobium apparently

serves for self-fertilisation, if insects fail to transport

the pollen-masses. The slight forward inclination of

the crest of the rostellum in Listera prevents the-

anther-case being caught as soon as the viscid matter

is ejected. The elasticity of the lip of the rostellum

in Orchis causes it to spring up again when only one

of the pollen-masses has been removed, thus keeping

the second viscid disc ready for action, which otherwise'

Avould be wasted. No one who had not studied Orchids

Avould have suspected that these and very many other

small details of structure were of the highest importance

to each species ; and that consequently, if the species

were exposed to new conditions of life, and the structure

of the several parts varied ever so little, the smallest

details of structure might readily be acquired through

natural selection. These cases afford a good lesson of

caution with respect to the importance of apparently

trifling particulars of structure in other organic beiugs.
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It may naturally be inquired, Why do the OrchideoG

exhibit so many perfect contrivances for their fertili-

sation? From the observations of various botanists

and my own, I am sure that many other plants offer

analogous adaptations of high perfection ; but it seems

that they are really more numerous and perfect with

the Orchideae than with most other plants. To a

certain extent this inquiry can be answered. As each

ovule requires at least one, probably several, pollen-

grains,* and as the seeds produced by Orchids are so

inordinately numerous, we can see that it is necessary

that large masses of pollen should be loft on the stigma

of each flower. Even in the Neottere, which have

granular pollen, with the grains tied together by weak

threads, I have observed that considerable masses of

pollen are generally left on the stigmas. This cir-

3umstance apparently explains why the grains cohere

in packets or large waxy masses, as they do in so

many tribes, namely, to prevent waste in the act of

transportal. The flowers of most plants produce pollen

enough to fertilise several flowers, so as to allow of or to

favour cross-fertilisation. But with the many Orchids

which produce only two pollen-masses, and with some of

the Malaxea3 which produce only one, the pollen from

a single flower cannot possibly fertilise more than two

flowers or only a single one ; and cases of this kind

do not occur, as I believe, in any other group of

plants. If the Orchidea? had elaborated as much
pollen as is produced by other plants, relatively to the

number of seeds which they yield, they would have

had to produce a most extravagant amount, and this

would have caused exhaustion. Such exhaustion is

avoided by pollen not being produced in any great

Gartner, ' Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Befruchtung,' 1844, p. 135,
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superfluity owing to the many special contrivances for

its safe transportal from plant to plant, and for placing

it securely on the stigma. Thus we can understand

why the Orchideai are more highly endowed in their

mechanism for cross-fertilisation, than are most other

plants.

In my work on the " Effects of Cross and Self-

Fertilisation in the Vegetable Kingdom," Ihave shown
that when flowers are cross-fertilised they generally

receive pollen from a distinct plant and not that from

another flower on the same plant ; a cross of this latter

kind doings little or no good. I have further shown
that the benefits derived from a cross between two

plants depends altogether on their differing some-

what Tn constitution ; and there is much evidence that

each individual seedling possesses its own peculiar

COTstitution. The crossing of distinct plants of the

same species is favoured or determined in various

ways, as described in the above work, but chiefly

by the prepotent action of pollen from another

plant over that from the same flower. Now with the

Orchidese it is highly probable that such prepotency

prevails, for we know from the valuable observa-

tions of Mr. Scott and Fritz Miiller,* that with several

Orchids pollen from their own flower is quite im-

potent, and is even in some cases poisonous to the

stigma. Besides this prepotency, the Orchidese pre-

sent various special contrivances—such as the pollinia

not assuming a proper position for striking the stigma

until some time has elapsed after their removal from

the anthers—the slow curving forwards and then back-

wards of the rostellum in Listera and Neottia—the

* A full abstract of these ob- Domestication,' eh. xvii. 2nd edit.

servations is given in my ' Varia- vol. ii. p. 114.

tion of Animals and Plants under
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slow movement of the column from the labellum in

Spiranthes—the dioecious condition of Catasetum

—

the fact of some species producing only a single

flower, &c.—all render it certain or highly probable

that the flowers are habitually fertilised with pollen

from a distinct plant.

That cross-fertilisation, to the complete exclusion of

self-fertilisation, is the rule with the Orchideae, cannot

be doubted from the facts already given in relation to

many species in all the tribes throughout the world.

I could almost as soon believe that flowers in general

were not adapted for the production of seeds, because

there are a few plants which have never been known to

yield seed, as that the flowers of the Orchidese are not

as a general rule adapted so as to ensure cross-fertilisa-

tion. Nevertheless, some species are regularly or often

self-fertilised; and I will now give a list of all the

cases hitherto observed by myself and others. In some

of these the flowers appear often to be fertilised by

insects, but they are capable of fertilising themselves

without aid, though in a more or less incomplete

manner ; so that they do not remain utterly barren if

insects fail to visit them. Under this head may be

included three British species, namely, Ceplialanthera

grandijlora, Neottia nidus-avis, and perhaps Listera

ovata. In South Africa Disa macrantha often fertilises

itself ; but Mr. Weale believes that it is likewise cross-

fertilised by moths. Three species belonging to the

Epidendreae rarely open their flowers in the West
Indies ; nevertheless these flowers fertilise themselves,

but it is doubtful whether they are fully fertilised,

for a large proportion of the seeds spontaneously pro-

duced by some members of this tribe in a hothouse

were destitute of an embryo. Some species of Dendro-

bium, judging from their structure and from their
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(jceasionally produciug capsules under cultivation

likewise come under this head.

Of species which regularly fertilise themselves with-

out any aid and yield full-sized capsules, hardly any
case is more striking than that of Ophrys ainfera, which,

was advanced by me in the first edition of this work:
To this case may now be added two other European
plants, Orchis or Neotinea intacta and Epiioactis viridi-

Jiora. Two North American species, Gymnadenia
tridentata and Platanthera hyperhorea appear to be in

the same predicament, but whether when self-fertilised

they yield a full comj)lement of capsules containing

good seeds has not been ascertained. A curious

Epidendrum in South Brazil which bears two additional

anthers fertilises itself freely by their aid ; and Dendro-

hium cretaceum has been known to produce perfect self-

fertilised seeds in a hothouse in England. Lastly,

Spiranthes australis and two species of Thelymitra,

inhabitants of Australia, come under this same head.

No doubt other cases will hereafter be added to this

short list of about ten species which it appears can

fertilise themselves fully, and of about the same
number of species which fertilise themselves imper-

fectly when insects are excluded.

It deserves especial attention that the flowers of all

the above-named self-fertile species still retain various

structures which it is impossible to doubt are adapted

for insuring cross-fertilisation, though they are now
rarely or never brought into play. We may therefore

conclude that all these plants are descended from

species or varieties which were formerly fertilised by
insect-aid. Moreover, several of the genera to which

these self-fertile species belong, include other species

which are incapable of self-fertilisation. Thelymitra

offers indeed the only instance known to me of two

u 2
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species within the same genus which regularly ferti-

lise themselves. Considering such cases as those of

Ophrys, Disa, and Epidendrnm, in which one species

alone in the genus is capable of complete self-ferti-

lisation, whilst the other species are rarely fertilised

in any manner owing to the rarity of the visits of

the proper insects;—bearing also in mind the large

number of species in many parts of the world which

from this same cause are seldom impregnated, we are

led to believe that the above-named self-fertile plants

formerly depended on the visits of insects for their

fertilisation, and that from such visits failing they did

not yield a sufficiency of seed and were verging towards

extinction. Under these circumstances it is probable

that they were gradually modified, so as to become

more or less completely self-fertile ; for it would

manifestly be more advantageous to a plant to pro-

duce self-fertilised seeds rather than none at all or

extremely few seeds. Whether any species which is

now never cross-fertilised will be able to resist the

evil effects of long-continued self-fertilisation, so as to

survive for as long an average period as the other

species of the same genera which are habitually cross-

fertilised, cannot of course be told. But Ophrys apifera

is still a highly vigorous plant, and Gymnadenia triden-

tata and Platanthera hyperhorea are said by Asa Gray
to be common plants in North America. It is indeed

possible that these self-fertile species may revert in

the course of time to what was undoubtedly their

pristine condition, and in this case their various adap-

tations for cross-fertilisation would be again brought

into action. We may believe that such reversion is

possible, when we hear from Mr. Moggridge that

Ophrys scolopax fertilises itself freely in one district

of Southern France without the aid of insects, and
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is completely sterile without such aid in another

district.

Finally, if we consider how precious a substance

pollen is, and what care has been bestowed on

its elaboration and on the accessory parts in the

Orchideje,— considering how large an amount is

necessary for the impregnation of the almost innumer-

able seeds produced by these plants,—considering that

the anther stands close behind or above the stigma,

self-fertilisation would have been an incomparably

safer and easier process than the transportal of pollen

from flower to flower. Unless we bear in mind the

good efi'ects which have been proved to follow in most

cases from cross-fertilisation, it is an astonishing fact

that the flowers of the Orchideae should not have been

regularly self-fertilised. It apparently demonstrates

that there must be something injurious in this latter

process, of which fact I have elsewhere given direct

proof. It is hardly an exaggeration to say that Nature

tells us, in the most emphatic manner, that slie abhors

perpetual self-fertilisation.
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of Pterostylis, 280
Chysis, 146
Cirrhxa, contracted stigma, 171

Clinandrum, the, 241
Caiogyne cristata, 146
Coryanthes, 90, 173 ; nectary, 232

;

secretiou of ne-i-tar, 265
• fieldingii, 175

macrantha, 175
speciosa, structure of flower,

174
in7o6a, partially self-sterile, 281

Criiger, Dr., on the Epidendrex,
I 147; Gongora macidata, 168;

Stanhopeaj 171; Coryanthes, 173;
C. macrantha, 175 ; Catasetum,
197, 200 ; female pollen-masses,

202 ; Selenipedium palmifolium,
232 ; homologies in Orcliids, 235

;

bees gnawing the labellum, 270
Cycnoches egertonianum, 224

ventricosum, structure offlower,
220-224

Cymhidium giqanteum, 155 ; pol-
linia, 252, 260 ; modification of

form, 263
Cypripedium, structure of flower,

226 ; secretion from, 229 ; pollen,

262 ; labellum, 275
acaide, 229
barbatum, vessels of, 239
calceolus, 229-231 ; fertilised

only by small bees, 282
candidum, 235
pubescens, 229, 230
purpuratum, vessels of, 239

Cyrtostylis, 90

Darwin, Francis, on the movement
of the awn of Stipa, 273

, George, insects fertilising Her-
minium monorchis, 61 ; Gymna-
denia conopsea, 67

, William, on Epipactispalustris,

99, 100
Delpino on insects being deceived by

the presence of a nectary not con-
taining nectar, 41 ; sterility of

Spider Ophrys, 50, 51 ; Cephalan-
thera ensi/olia, 86 ; movements of

pollinia, 155; fertilisation of Ctz/Jn-

pediiim calceolus, 231 ; imperfect
fertilisation of Ophrys arani/era
in Liguria, 280

Dendrobium, length of anther, 287
bigibbum, 142
cretaceum, 142, 291
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Dendrobium chrysanthum, structure

of, 138-142 ; nectary, 265—— formosum, 142—— speciosum, partiallj' sterile, 281
tortile, 142

Descent, lines of, 2G2-265
Dickie, Prof., obligations to, 124
Disa, secretion of nectar, 265

cornuta, 78
grandiflora, 11 ; partially self-

sterile, 281
macnintha, 78 partially self-

fertile, 290
Disc, viscidity of, in the Ophres',

43; in Catasctum, 190; double in

the Ophrex, 254 ; of Gymnadenia
conopsea, 272

Disperis, secietiou of nectar, 265
Duehartre, M., on Catusetam and

Myajithus, 196
Dyer, Mr. Thiselton, obligations to,

175

Epidendrex, 142 ; few seed capsules
produced, 281

Epidendruni cocMeatum, viscid se-

cretion of, 249
floribundum, 146 ; viscid se-

cretion, 249
gluucum, 146

Epipactis, vessels of, 239 ; viscid

matter, 251
lati/olia, 100, 101; pollen, 259 ;

fertilised only by wasps, 282

;

use of knob of anther, 287
microphylla, 102
paliistris, structure of flower,

93-100 ; labellum, 275
purpurata, 102

rubiginosa, 102
• viridifiora, 1U2 ; self-fertile,

291
Epipogium gmelini, 103
Euhphia viridis, 156 ; nectary of,

269
Evelyna, nectary of, 265

carivata, 146 ; vessels of, 239

;

clinandrum, 241

Farrer, T. H., obligations to, 46

;

on Bee Ophrys, 55 ; Feristylia

viridis, 63
Fertilisation, summary on, 290
Feitility of English Orchids, 33

Fitzgerald, R. D., on Pterostylia

longi/olia, 89 ; Cahidenia dimor-
pha, 89 ; Acianthus fornicatiu,

and exsertus, 90 ; Vanilla aroma-
tica, 91 ; Spiranthes australis, 115;
Thelyinitra curnca and longifolio,

127 ; numbers of Orchideui col-

lected near Sydney, 279 ; self-

fertilisation of TJielymitra carnea,

280 ; Dendrdbium speciosum, 281
Flowers, use of external envelopes,

274
Fly Ophrys, 46
Frog Orchis, structure of flower, 62;

fiecretiou of nectar, 63

Galeandra funldi, 155
Gartner on viscid matter of stigma,

249; pollen-grains in Orchids,
288

Gerard, M. IM., polliuia adhering to

longicorn beetle, 16

Glossodia, 237
Gongora, labellum of, 276

utro-jmrpurea, 169
maculiita, 168
tntnc'ita, 169

Goodyera, vessels of, 239 ; caudicle

in a nascent condition, 260
discolor, 105
pubescens, 105
repens, 103, 105

Gordon, Kev. G., obligations to, 103
Gosse, Mr., on self-fertilised seeds of

Epidendrea:, 147, 148

Gradation of organs, 247
Gray, Prof. Asa, on Gymnadenia

tridentata, 68; I'lataidher'i, 75;
Goodyera repens, 105 : Spiranthes

gracilis and cernua. Ill ; Cypri-

pediiim, 229, 23u, 235
Gymnadenia, viscid matter, 251
• albida, 43, 68

conopsea, transplanted, 32 ; se-

cretion of nectar, 40,43; structure

of flower, 65 ; vessels, 238, 239

;

rostellum, 255; movements of

pollinia, 271 ; disc, 272
odoratissima, 68
tridentata, 68 ; self-fertile, 291

Habenaria bifolia, 78; secretion of

nectar, 40, 43; viscid matter, 251
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Habenaria clilorantha, 43, 69 ; vessels

of, 239, 244 ; vie/'idity of exterior

surface, 251
Hance, Dr., on tatasetum, 197
Herbert, Dean, on Catasetum luri-

dum and Mijanthus, 196
Herminium monorchis, 59 ; fertilised

by insects, 61 ; rostelluin, 255
Hildebrand, F., on the ovules in

Orcliids, 172
Homologies of Orchids, 232
Hooker, Dr., on Listera, 3, 115

;

labellum of Calasna, 89; obliga-

tions to. 115, 128, 244; spiral

vessels in Orchids, 235; varia-

bility of the labellum of Orchids,

238 ; on the rostellum, 254
orwood, Mr., assistance from, 129

insects, frequency of visits to Or-
chids, 33; attracted by bright
colours, 275

Irmisch on Epipogium, 103; Neottia
nidus-avis, 125 ; flower-bud of Cy-
pripedium, 240

Kriinitz, secretion of nectar by
Orchis, 36

Kurr, on Orchids secreting nectar,

38 ; secretion from hairs in Cy-
pripedium calceolus, 229; nectar

secreted from bractese, 266

Labellum easily vibratile, 138; cup
of, not secreting nectar in the

Vandese, 269 ; excrescences on,

269 ; gnawed by insects, 270 ; its

importance to the flower, 275 ; of

Sarcanthus, 276
Ladies' slipper, 227

tresses, 106
Lxlia, 146

cinnabarina, 148
Lepidoptera with attached pollinia,

30,31
Leptotes, 146
Lindley, Dr., obligations to, 129;
arrangement of Orchids, 128 j on
forms of Catasetum, 197 ; of Cyc-
noches, 224 ; homologies of Orchids,
235; on the number of genera
and species, 279

Link on homologies of Orchids, 235. i

238

Liparis pendula, vessels of, 239

;

clinandruin, 241
Listera, viscid matter, 251 ; crest

of rostelluni. 2iS7

cordata, 124
ovata, structure of, 115-124;

labellum, 276
Lycaste skinnerii, 155; pollen of,

260

MalaxccV, 128
Malaxis, viscid matter, 251 ; upper

petals, 276
paludosa, transplanted, 32

;

structure of flower, 129-135;
vessels, 239, 241 clinandrum,
241 ; pollen-tubes, 258 ;

position

of labellum afl"ected by ovarium,
284

Maiden, Kev. B. S., obligations to,'

35,64
Male flowers of Catasetum, 198
Marantacex, 238
Marshall, Mr., on sterility of trans-

planted Orchids, 32; Habenaria
chlorantha, 72

Masdevallia, clinandrum of, 241

;

sepals, 274 ; upper petals, 276
fenestrata, 135, 13b', 142

Mazillaria, movements of pollinia,

156; number of poUen-graius in
anther, 278

ornithorhyncha, movement of

pollinia, 157, 159
Megachnium falcatum, labellum of,

138
Me'niere M., on insects visiting Or-

chids, 30 ; secretion of nectar by
Coryanthes, 173 ; movement of
Catasetum, 187, 191 ; the nectar-
receptacle, 269

Microstylus rhedii, 132, 135
Miltonia clowesii, pollinia of, 154,

155
Modifications in Orchids, 246
Moggridge, J. Traheme, on Ophrys

scolopax, 52, 292 ; Ophrys apifera,

56, 58, 59; flowering of the
Ophrex, 59

Monachanthus viridis, 196, 197, 198,
201

More, Mr. A. G., on fertility of Beo
Ophrys, 55 ; Epipactis palustria^

39, 97, 99 ; obligations to, 106
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Mormodes iqnea, structure of flower,

208-219 ; viscid secretion, 2i9 ;

use (if labullum, 27t), 2S3
luxata, 21!)

Morreii, on Vanilla aromatica, 91

ilotlis with txttii-lied poUiniu, 21,

3U, ol ; iutfllert of, :i7

IMovt'Dunts of poUinia, 271

Miillcr, Fritz, on Epidendrex, 148

;

polliiiium of Ornithocephnlus, 159,

IlO; Sphinx ninth, 1G3; con-

tracted stigma, 171, 172 ; ovules

of Epidendrex and Vandex, 173 ;

Catasetum mentosum, 206; brac-

teao of the Oncklium secreting

nectar, 2fJtj ; labelluin gnawed by
insects 271 ; numbtr of seeds in

capsule of Maxillaria, 278 ; num-
ber of Orchidea} in South Biazil,

279 ; tlie orchideous tribes failing

to be fertilised, 280 ; prepotency

of pollen, 289
, Hermann, on fertilisation of

Orchis mascida. 13 ; bees visiting

the flowers of Orchis latifolia,

IG ; Nigritella angustifoUa, 27

;

fertilisatiim of Oichids, 29; in-

eects puncturing laburnum flow-

ers, 41 ; Gymnadenia odoratis-

sima, 08 ; Hahenaria hifolia

and chlorantha, 74; J^pipactis

ruhicjinosa, microphylla, and viri-

dijlura, 102 ; Neottia nidus-avis,

125 ; Cypripedium calceolus, 231

;

secretion of nectar, 267
Musk Orchis, structure of flower,

59
Myanthus harlatus, 192, 199, 203;

quite sterile, 205

Nectar, secretion of, by British

Ophrese, 37, 39 ; iu foreign Or-
chids, 229 ; from bractta;, 229

Nectary cut ofl;' to test the intel-

lect of moths, 37 ; length of, in

Angrxcnin scsqitipedale, 265
Neotinta intacia, 27, 291

Neottex, 93 ; vessels of, 241
I>leuttia nidus-avis, 125; pollfu-

tubes, 258 ;
partially self-fertile,

290
Novill, Lady Dorothy, obligations

to, 129
Nicotiana, etigma of, 249

Nigritella angustifoUa, 27
Notylia, contracted stigma, 171

Odontoglossum, 156
Oliver, Prof, obligations (o, 129
Oncidium, pollinia, 153, 156, 158;

vessels of, 239 ; viscidity, 251

;

bracti a3 secreting nectar, 206
uuguiculatum, development of

caudicles, 252
Ophrex, 6 ; vessels of, 241
Ophrys apifera, structure of flower^

52 ; lertility of, 54-58
; pollen,

259 ; self-fertilisation, 279, 291
arachnites, 51

aranifera, 50 ; imperfect fer-

tilisation, 280
muscifera, transplanted, 32

;

structure, 45 ; fertility, 49; self-

sterile, imperfectly fertilised by
insects, 280

scolopax, 52, 292
Orclddex, modifications in, 246
Orchis fusca, 15; imperftct fertili-

sation, 35 ; secretion of nectar, 37
hircma, 25 ; nectary, 39 ; move-

ment of pollinia, 273
latifolia, 15 ; imperfect fer-

tilisation, 35 ; secretion of nectar,

37 ; two distinct ditcs, 255
maculata, 15, 34 ; tr.insplanted,

32 ; imperfect fertilisation, 35 ;

secretion of nectar, 37, 39; two
difrtinct discs, 255 ; rostellum,

255 ; number of seeds, 277, 278 ;

Orchis maseula, structure of flower,

; movement of pollinia, 273 ;

number of pollen-Krainti, 278
milituris, sterility of, 36 ; se

cretion of nectar, 37
morio, 15, 128 ; fertility of, in

cold season, 33; secretion ot

nectar, 37, 39 ; number of pollen-

grains, 2'iS

jvjramidalis, structure of

flower, 16 : movements of pollinia,

21, 272, 273 ; fertility in ditierent

stations, 34; secretion of neetar,

37, 39 ; monstrous flowers, 38

;

single disc, 254; rostellum, 256;
pollen-grains, 200, 201 ; contriv-

ances for its fertilisation, 264
ustulata, 25

Organs, gradation of, 247
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Oniithocephalus, 160
Ovaria of Orchids, 284
Oxendeu, Mr. G. C, obligations to,

25 ; on Epipactis purpurata, 102

Parfitt, Mr., on attached pollinia, 31
Parker, Mr. K., obligations to, V29
Pedicel of pollinium, 253 ; elasticity

of, 283
Percy, Dr., analysis of labellum of

Warrea, 270
Peristylus viridis, secretion ofnectar,

43, 63 ; rostellum, 255
Petals, uses of, 27-4

Fhaius, 146
grandifolius, 280

Phalanopsis, viscidity of stigma,

153 ; movement of pollinia, 159 ;

labellum, 276
amahilis, 159

grandiflora, 159 ; projection of

labellum, 269
Flatanthera, 75

chlorantha, 69
dilatata, 77
flava, 76, 77
hookeri, 75
hyperhorea, 76 ; self-fertile, 291

Pleurothallis ligulata, 135
prolifera, 135

Fogonia ophioglossoides, 86
Pollen-masses, rudimentary in Mono-

chanthus, 201 ; gradation of, 257,
288

Pollen-tubes emitted from anther,

258
Pollinia, movements of, in Orchis

mascyjjcif 12-15 ; in 0. pyrami-
daliSr 21 ; of the Yandex, 154

;

of. Cttasetum, ejection of, 184;
attachment to rostellum, 251 ;

gradation, 257 ; movements, 271
Pterustylis, nectary of, 232

loiigijlora, 87, 89
trullifolia, 86, 88 ; imperfect

fertilisation in New Zealand, 280

llodgers, Mr., obligations to, 129

;

on Myanthus and Monochardhus,
196; secretion of nectar in Or-
ciiids, 265 ; in Vanilla, 266

Bodriguezia secunda, 159
suaveolens, movement of pol-

linia, 156, 159

Eohrbach, Dr., on Epipogium gme'
lint, 103

Rostellum, a single organ in the
Ophreai, 45 ; of the Yandex,
150; aborted, 242; gradation of,

247 ; of Apostasia, 248 ; diversity
of structure, 250; crest of, in
the Ophrex, 255 ; in Catasetum,
256

Eucker, Mr., obligations to, 129,
180, 192, 208

Saccolabium, viscidity of stigma^
153, 156

Saiut-Hilaire, A. de, on pollen cf
Orchids, 259

Sarcanthus, labellum of, 276
parishii, 142
teretifolius, pollinia of, 154,

156; viscidity, 268
Scheinsaftblumen, 37
Schomburgk, Sir E., on Catasetum,

196
Scott, Mr., on flowers of Acropera,

168, 172 ; of Gongora, 169 ; nec-
tar-receptacle, 269; number of

seeds in capsule of Acropera, 278 ;

prepotency of pollen, 289
Scudder, Mr., on Pogonia ophio-

glossoides, 86
Secretion of nectar, 36, 229, 265
Seeds, production and number of,

276, 277
Selenipedium palmifolium, 232
Self-fertilisation, summary on, 293
Sepals, uses of, 274
Serapias cordigera, 27
Sexes of Orchids, 196
Smith, Sir James, on position of

flowers in Malaxis, 1 29
, Mr. G. E., on bees visiting

the Bee Ophrys, 55

Sobralia macrantha, 91

Sophronitis, 146
Spider Ophrys, 50
Spiranthes australis, 114; labelloni,

275 ; self-fertile, 291
autumnalis, structure of flower,

106-114 ; vessels of, 239

cernua, 111

gracilis, 111

Sprengel, G. K., on fertilisation of

Orchis militaris, 36 ; secretion

of nectar by Orchis, 36 ; on Epi^
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pactis lati/olia, 101 ; Listera,

115, 123 ; colours attractini^ in-

sects, 275 ; value of his work,

275
Stameus in Orchids, 242
Stanhopea, pollinia of, 155; labcl-

lum, 27G
devoniensis, 171

oculata, 171

Stelis, use of the sepals, 274
racemiflora, 135

Sterility of English Orchids, 35

Stigma, viscidity of, in the Yandex,
152; utriculi, 197; gradation,

248 ; structure, 249
Stipa, movements of, 273
Structure, diversity of, 282, 285

Structure, importance of trifling

details, 286, 287

TJielymitra, self-fertile, 291

earnea, 127 ; self-fertile, 280
longijlora, 127

Thomson, R. B., on Goodijera

repens, 105
Tilley, H. A., on Vanilla aromatica,

91
Trevelyan, Sir C, on Bombus with

attached pollen-masses from Catt-

leya, 145
Treviranus on the secretion of

nectar, 4 1 ; on Bee Ophrys, 56

Trimen, K., obligations to, 40 ; on
Bonatea speciosa, 76, 77 ; Bisa
grandiflora, 77, 78

Turnbull, Mr., obligations to, 129
Tway-blade, 115

Uropedium, 240
Utriculi of stigma, 197, 218

Vandeiv, 156
, structure of, 149; pollinia,

253, 258
Vaitilla aromatica, 90
Vanillidex, 90; few seed capsules
produced, 281

Veitch, Mr. J., obligations to, 129
180, 220

Vessels, spiral, of Orchids, 235
Viscidity of disc in British Ophrese,

35 ; in Catasetum, 190
of rostellum and stigma, 248,

249

Waeteher on fertilisation of the

Orchids, 2

Walker, Mi. F., obligations to, 100
Wallis, Mr., obligations to, 129
Warrea, 155 ; analysis of labellum,

270
Weale, J. ManseU, on Hahenaria,

70 ; Bonatea, 77 ; Disa and Dis-

peris, 78 ; Disa macrantha, 290
Weddell, Dr., on hvbrids of Aceras,

26
Wright, Mr. C, on the movement

of pollinia, 156

Zygopetalum machai, 155
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FRENCH IN ALGIERS; The Soldier of the Foreign Legion—
and the Prisoners of Ahd-el-Kadir. Post Svo. ?s.

FRERE (Mart). Old Deccan Days, or Hindoo Fairy Legends
current in Southern India, with Introduction by Sir Babtle Fbere.
With Illustrations. Post Svo. 5s.

GALTON (F.). Art of Travel ; or, Hints on the Shifts and Con-
trivances available in Wild Countries. Woodruts. Post 8vo. 7a. M.

GAMBIER PARRY (T.). The Ministry of Fine Art to the
Happineos ot Life Jievised Edition, with an Index. Svo. 14s.

(Major). The Combat with Suffering. Fcap. Svo. 'Ss.6d.

GARDNER (Prof. Pekct). New Chapters iu Greek History.
Hi-:<orio«l results of reeint f.xcivatioiis in Greece and Asia Minor.

Witli lUuslra'ions. t-vo. 15'.

GEDDES (Prop. P.). Outline« of Modern B.tany. "\Vi h lUus-

trations. (Univ. Extension St'rifs.) ;^s. t'll.

GEOGRAPHY. [See Bunbort— Croker—Ramsay—Richardsoh
— S.MITH

—

Students'.]

GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY'S JOURNAL. (1846 to 1881.)
SUPPLEMENTARY PAPER?. RtyalSvo.
Vol. I., Part i. Travels and Hesearcties in Western China. By E.

CoLBOBNE Bauer. Mapp. 5,5.

Part ii.— t. Kecont Geography of Central Asia; from Russian

Sources. By E. I>f,i.ma.r Mokoan. 2. Pro7ress of I>is.

covety on tlie Coasts of Now Guinea. By U. B. Markuam.
Bihliograiihical Appendix, bv K. C Kvn. Maps. 6s.

Part iii. 1. Report on Part of the Ghilzl Country. &c. Bv
Lifut. J. S. Bboadfoot. 2. Journey from Shiraz 'o Jashk.
By J. R. Prkkce. •-'.». ed.

Part Iv.—Geogtaphical Education. By .T. S. Kkltie. 2s. 6rf.

Vol. II., Part i. — 1. Exjdoiatinn iu S. and S. W. China. By A. R.

C'UQUnouN. -'. Bibliography and Cartonraphy of Hi'^-

paniola. By H. Lino Ruth. 3. Explorations in Zanzibar
Uominioni bv Lieut. C. Stkwart Smith, K.K. 2s. 6rf.

Partii.— iV Bibliopraphy of Algeria, from the Expedition of

Charles V. in 1541 to IS'^T. By Sir K. L. Pl*vfair. 4».

Partiii.—1. On the Mcasiironient of Heights by the Parometer.

ByJonNBAi.i,,E.K.S.'2. KiverKntrances. i!yH. Ronp.nTMii.L.

3. Mr. Nee<iham's .Journey in South Eastern Tibet. 2s. 6f/.

Part iv.—1. The Hibltograph7 of the Barbary Statei. Pan '.

By Sir R. L. Pi.aykair. 2. Hudson's Hay and Strait. By
Commodore A. II. Makkiiam, R.N. H«.

Vo'. III., Part i.—Journey of Carey and DalRlcish in Cliinese Turkestan

and Northern Tibet ; and General Prejevalsky on the Oro-

graphy of Northern Tibet. 4f.

Part ii.—VauKhan's FerKia, &c. 4.s.

Part iii.—Playf^ir's Bibliography of Morocco, bs.

Vol. IV.—Ramsay's Asia ^^linor. 18s.
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GEORGE (Ernest). Loire and South of France; 20 Etchings.
Folio. 42s.

GERMAN Y (History of). [See Markham.]
GIBBON'S History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire.

Edited with notes by Milman, Guizot, and Dr. Wm. Smith. Maps.
8 Vols. 8vo. 60«. Student's Edition. 7s. 6d. (See Studr.st's.)

QIEFARD (Edward). Deeds of Naval Daring; or. Anecdotes of

the British Navy. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

GILBERT (Josiah). Landscape in Art : before the days of Claude
and Salvator. Witli l.W Illustrations. Medium 8vo. SOs.

GILL (Caft.). The River of Golden Sand. A Journey through
China to BurmAh. Edited by E. C. Badek. Wiih Memoir by Col.

Yule, C.B. Portrait, Map, and Illustrations. Post Svo. 7.?. 6d.

(Mrs.). Six Months in Ascension. An Unscientific Ac-

count of a Scientific Expedition. Map. CroATnSvo. 9s.

GLADSTONE (W. E.). Rome and the Newest Fashions in

Religion. 8vo. 7s. 6J.

Gleanings of Past Years, 1843-78. 7 Vols. Small
8ro. 2». 6'. each. I. The Throne, the Prince Consort, the (^'ablnet and
Constitution, II. Personal and Literary. HI Historical aud Specu-
lative. IV. Foreign. V. and VI. EcclesiHstical. VII. MisceliHoe.iiiK.

Special Aspects of the Iri^h Quc-tion ; A Series of

Heflcctions in and since ISHL Collected t'loin v.ir.ous Si luves and
Ueprinted. Crown S»o. ;io. Cd.

GLEIG (G. R.). Campaigns of the British Army at Washington
and New Orleans. Post 8vo. 2i.

Story of the Battle of Waterloo. Post 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Narrative of Sale's Brigade in Affghanistan. Post 8vo. 2a.

Life of Lord Clive. Post 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Sir Thomas Munro. Post 8vo. 3s. 6d.

GOLDSMITH'S (Oliver) Works. Edited with Notes by Petbb
Cunningham. Vignettes. 4 Vols. 8vo. 30a.

GORDON (Sir Alex.). Sketches of German Life, and Scenes
fronj the War of Liberation. Post 8vo. 3j. 6d.

(Lady Duff). The Amber-Witch. Post 8vo. 2s.

See also Ross.

The French in Algiers. Post 8vo. 2.v.

GORE, Rev. Charles (Editeu b) ). Lux Mundi. A Serie* of

Studies in tlie Keligiun of ilic locan.ii io.i. Py various AVritcrs.

Poinilar Edition, Cr •« n Svo. 6'.

Tlie Bampton Lecture^. 1891; The Incarna-
tion of the Son of God. 8vo. 7,-. f'/.

The Miss'on of the Chur. h. Four Lectur<s
delivered in the Cathedr.al (liurcli of St. A sajih. Crown Svo. -J. lid.

G03SE (Kdmcmi vV.). 'ihe .lucobean Poets, t'loun Svi>. (Uin-
vijisitv Kn tension Sprii'").

GOULBUKJS" (Dean). Three Counsels of the D.vine Master for

the conduct of the Spiritual Life:—Tlie Conimencenieut ; The
Virtues; The Contlict. Ciown 8vo. 9.<. (See also Huruon.)

GRAMMARS. [See Curtius — Kton—Hall — Hutton— Kiiia
Edwaed—Leathes— Mattiii*— !5mith.]

GRANT (A. J.). Greece in the Age of 1\ rides. Crown Svo.
(University Extension Series.) ?<. (jd.

GREECE (History of). [See Grotk—Smith—Students'.]

GRIFFITH (Rev. Charlt.:s). A History of Strathfieldsaye.
W.th Uliis'ratia-s. 4to. 'l .. €,!.
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GROTE'S (George) WORKS :—
History of Greece. From the Earliest Times to the

Death of Alexander the Great. Xeir K<litwn. Portrait, Map, anrt

Plans. 10 Vols. PostSvo. 5«. each. (Tiii: Vohimes may he had Separately.)

Plato, and other CompaQiom ot ."socrates. 3 Vols. bvo. 4f)«.i

or, New Edition, Edited by Alfx. Bain. 4 Vols. Crown 8vo. Us. each.

Aristotle. 8vo. 12*-.

Minos Works. Portrait. 8vo. 145.

(Mrs.), a Sketch. By Lady Eastlaku. Crown 8vo. 6«.

GUILLEMARD (F. H.), M.D. The Voyoge of the Marche»'a to
Kam.'cliAtka him) New (iuiuea. With Notices of Komiosu and the
Islands (if the Mulay Archipelai;n. Xeiv KdiTion. With Jlaps.ind loO
Illiistr.itinns. < )iih Vc luiiic. ^lediiiiii «vo. '2I.v.

HAKE (G. Napikk) ua Kxplotives. [See Bi;iithki.'jt.]

Hall's (T. D.) school Manual ot English Grammar. With
Illustrations and PrHCtical Exercises. 12nio. 3s. 6d.

Primary English Grammar tor Elementary Schools,
With numenus Exercises, and grnduated Parsing Lessonn. Ifiiuo. Is.

Manual of English Composition. With Copious illustra-

tions and Practical Exercises. 12ino. 3s. Sd.

Child's First Latin Book, comprising a full Practice of
Moiins, I'ronniiiis, and Adjectives, with the Verbs. IKnin. -is.

Introduction to the Study of the Greek Test-tment, c5m-
prisin;; a connected NiiiTativu of our l>ord".s Lif^ fniin the Synoptic
• Jospuls in the ori;_;iii:il Greek uitli concise ^r^.nmiar, note-, &'. Wit-i
facsimiles of lexts. Ciown svo.

HALLAM'S (Henry) WORKS:—
The CoNSTiTnTioNAL History of England. Library Ediion,

3 Vols. 8vo. .^n?. Cnhlnel Editiou,Z\o\ti. Post bvo. Via. Muietti's
Editinii, Post 8vo. Is. 6rf.

History of Eurote during the Middle Ages, (uhinet
£./iaon, 3 Vols. Post Hvo. I'is. Sludenl's E'ditimi, VoatSyo. 7s. 6d.

Literary History of Europe during the 15th, IGth, and
17th Cknturies. Library Edit on, 3 Vols. 8vo. Zf.<. Cabinet Editum,
4 Vols. Post 8vo. IGi.

HART'S ARMY LIST. {Published Quarterly and Anmudly.)

HAY (Sir J. H. Drummond). Western Barbary, its AVild Tribes
and S-ivage Animals. Post 8vo. 2s.

HAYWARD (.\.). Sketches of Eminent Statesmen and Writers,
2 Vols. 8vo. 2S5.

The Art of Dining. PostSvo. 2-.

A Selection from his Co^re^poudeLce. By H. E,
Carlisle. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. 21s.

HEAD'S (Sir Francis) WORKS:—
The Roval Engineer. Illustrations. Svo. 12.s.

Rapid Journeys across the Pampas. Post Svo. 2^.

Stokers and Pokkrs ; or, the L. and N. W. R. Pest Svo. 2<.

HEBER'S (Bishop) Journals in Indi.a. 2 Vols. Post Svo. Is.

Poetical Works, Portrait. Fcap. Svo. 3«. Qd.

HERODOTUS. A New English Version. Edited, with Notes
and Essays by Canon Rawlinbon, Sik II. Rawlinsok and Sib J G.
Wilkinson. Maps and Woodcuts. 4 Vols. Svo. 4S».

HERBIES (Rt. Hon. John). Memoir of his Public Life.
l-!y his Son, Edward Ueirifs, C.li. 2 Vols. f^vo. 24*.
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FOREIGN HAND-BOOKS.

HAND-BOOK—TRAVEL-TALK. English, French, German, and
Italian. New and Revised Edition. l8mo. H^. dd.

DICTIONARY : English. French, and German.
Ooiitaiuiiig all the words and idimiatic phrases likely to be required by
a traveller. Bound in leather. IGmo. 6s.

HOLLAND AND BELGIUM. Map and Plans. 6s.

NORTH GERMANY and THE RHINE,—
The Black Forest, the Hartz, Thiiringerwald, Saxon Switzerland
Klipen, the Giant Mountains, Taunus, Odenwald, Elsass, and Loth-
ringen. Map and Plans. Post 8vo. 10^.

SOUTH GERMANY AND AUSTRIA —Wurtem-
bt'Tg, Bavaria, Austria, Tyrol, Styria. Salzburg, the Dolomites, HuDgarr,
and the Danube, from Ulm to the Black Sea. Maps aud Plan<. Two
Parts. Post 8vo. ISs.

SWITZERLAND, Alps of Savoy, and Piedmon'.
Klited by W. A. 1!. C'oolidgk, M.4. In Two Parts. New Maps and
Plans. Post Svo. luj.

FRANCE, Part L Normandy, Brittany, French
Alps, the Loire. Seine, Garonne, Pyreneep. Arc. Maps and Plans. 7*. 6d.

FRANCE, Part 11. Central France, Auvergne, the
Cevennes, Burgundy, the Rhone and Saone, Provence, Nimes, Aries,
Marseilles, the French Alps, Alsace, Lorraine, Champagne, &c. Maps
and Plans. Post Svo. 7s. dd.

THE RIVIERA. From Mar.^e'.Iles to Pisa, and the
Routes thither. .\ new Editinn, ihorouglily revised, and in a great
measure rc-writttn nn the spot. With unmcious Maps engraved ex-
pres-ily on a hir;^e scile. C*.

iMEDITERRaNEAN — its Principal Islands,
Cities, Seaports, Harbours, and Border Lands. For Travellers and
Yachtsmen, with neariv oO Maps and Plans. Tw) Part'^. PostSvo. 21s.

ALGERIA AND TUNIS. Algiers, Constantine,
Oran. Tlemcen, Bougie, Tebes^a, Biskn, the Atlns Range. Edited by
Sir K. LAMiiiiKT Pi.AVFAiii. Maps au«l Plans. Post 3vo. I'Js.

SPAIN, Madrid, The Castiles, The Basque Provinces,
Leon, The Asturias, Galicia, Estreniadura, Andalusia, Rond.i, Granada,
Murcia, Valencia, Catalonia, Araeon, Navarre, The Balearic Islands,
lire. &c. Maps and Plans. Two Parts. PostSvo. 2)s.

PORTUGAL. Lisbon, Oporto, Ciutra, Mafra,
Madeira, the .\zores, C»nary Island-, ic. Map and Plan. 12s.

NORTH ITALY, Turin, Milan, Cremona, the
Italian Lakes, Bergamo, Brescia, Verona, Mantua, Vicenza, Padua,
Ferrara, Bologna, Ravenna, Rimini, Piacenza, (ieuoa, the Riviera,

Venice, Parma, Modena, and Romagna. Mapsand Plans. PostSvo. 10.?.

CENTRAL ITALY, Florence, Lucca. Tuscany, The
Marshes, Umbria, &c. Maps and Plans. PostSvo. 6«.

ROMP- ANi> ITS Enviroj»8. Mapsand Plans. New
and tliorouglilv R.'vispl Edition. With <'.)nti ibii'.ions (rora Sir H.
Liyard, A. S. .Slun-,<v, D. 1>., proi. Luiicuini, &<.

iiOUTH ITALY AND SICILY, including Naples
a id its Environ.s, Pompeii, HeiTulan»-uni, Vesuvius ; Brindisi.P;;leiino,

Messina, &c. Two Pans. Maps. PostSvo. i2;.

NORWAY, Christiania, Bergen, Trondhjem. The
Fields and Fjords. An entirely new Edition Eiittd by Tbos.
WiCHELi.. C.B. Maps and Plans. 7t. 6''.

SWEDEN, Stockholm, Upsala, Gothenburg, the
Shores of the Baltic, &c. Maps and Plan. PostSvo. 6s.
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HAND-BOOK—DENMARK and ICELAND, Schleswig, Holstein,

Copenlnicen, Jutland. Maps and Plans. New Edition. 7s. 6d.

RUSSIA, St. Petekshpro, Moscow, Poland, and
Finland. Maps and Plans. New ami Kevised Edition. Post 8vo. 185.

GREECE, the Ionian Islands, Athens, the Pelopon-
nesus, the Islands of the ./Egean Sea, Albania, Thesssly, Macedonia,
if. In Two Parts. Maps, Plans, and Vi^ws. Post 8vo. V4«

CONSTANTINOPLE, BKUSA. abi) the TKOAD,
Kdiled by Colonel Sir Chart,Es Wilson, IMC, G C.H. Kunieiouj

Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 7i. fij.

EGYPT. The Course of the Nile through Egypt
and Nubia, Ale.xandria, Cairo. Thebes, Suez Canal, the Pyramids,
Sinai, the Fyoom, &c. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 15,<.

HOLY LAND

—

Syria, Palestine, Mdab, Hauran,
Syrian Deserts, .lerusaleni, DaniaKcus ; and Palmyra. Maps and
Plans. PostSvo. 18s. '»* Map of Palestine. In a case. lis.

BOMBAY— Poonah, Beejapoor, Kolapoor, Goa,
.lubulpoor, Indore, Surat, Baroda, Ahmedabad, Somnauth, Kurrachee,
&c. Slap and Plans. Post 8vo. 15s.

MADRAS—Trichinopoli, Madura, Tinnevelly,Tuti-
corin, Bangalore, Mysore, The Nilgiris, Wynaad, Oofacaniund, Calicut,

Hyderabad, A.ianta, Elura Caves, &c. MapsandPlans. Post 8vo. 16s.

BENGAL— Calcutta, Orissa, British Burmah,
Raneoon, Moulmein, Mandalay, Uarjiling, Dacca, Patna, Benares,
N.-W. Provinces, Allahabad, Cawnpore, Lncknow, Agra, Gwalior,
Naini Tal, Delhi, &c. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 20s.

THE PaNJAB—Amiaoti, Indore, Ajmir, Jaypur,
Rohtak, Saharanpur, Ambala, Lodiana, Lahore, Kiiln, Simla. Sialkot,

Peshawar, Kawul Pindl, Attock, Karachi, Sibi. Ac. Maps. ISs.

INDIA AND CEYLON, including the Provinces
of Bengal. Bombay, and Madras (the Punjab, Noithwest Provinces,

Itfljpiitaiia. ilic Coiitral Provinces, Mysore, f\-c.l, the Native Siates and
Assam. With o.') Maps and Plans of Towns and Buildings. PostSvo. 15s.

Japan. Revised and for the most part Rewrittet».

"Wiih 15 Maps. Pnst Svo. 15.--. »-/.

NEW Zl'^ALAND. An entirely new work. Edited
bv F. \V. Pknxkfathi'i!, I,L,D. With Majisand Thins. Po<t8<o. 's.6rf.

TURKEY IN ASIA. With Maps a-id Plans.

Pctt

;

ENGLISH HAND-BOOKS.
HAND-BOOK—ENGLAND AND WALES. An Alphabetical

Hand-Book. In One Volume. With Map. PostSvo. 12s.

LONDON. MapsandPlans. Ittmo.

ENVIRONS OF LONDON within a circuit of 20
miles. 2 Vols. Crown 8vo. 21s.

ST, PAUL'S CATHEDRAL. 20 Woodcuts. lQ.<i. 6d.

EASTERN COUNTIES, Chelmsford, Harwich, Col-

chester, Cambridge, Ely, Ipswich, Felixstowe, Lowestoft, Norwich,
Yarm'juth, Cromer, &c. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 12s.

CATHEDR.\LS of Oxford, Peterborough, Norwich,
Ely, ard Lincoln. With 90 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 21s.

KENT, Canterbury, Dover, Ramegate, Sheerness,

Rochester, Chatham, Woolwich. MapsandPlans. PostSvo. 7s. 6d.

SUSSEX, Brighton, Chichester, Worthing, Hastings,
Lewes, Arundel, &c. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo, 6s.
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HAND-BOOK—SURREY AND HANTS, Kingston, Croydon,
Relgate, Guildford, Dorking, Winchester, Southampton. Kew Forest,

Portsmouth, Islk of Wight. &c. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. 10*.

BERKS, BUCKS, AND OXON, Windaor, Eton,
Reading, Aylesbury. Uxbridge, Wycombe. Henley, Oxford, Blenheim,
the Thames, &c. Maps and Plans. Postfivo. 9s.

WILTS, DORSET, AND SOMERSET, Salisbury,
Chippenham, Weymouth, Sherborne, Wells, Bath, Bristol, Taunton,
&c. Map. Post 8vo. 12s.

DEVON, Exeter, Ilfracombe, Linton, Sidmouth,
Dawlish, Teignmouth, Plymouth, Devonport, Torquay. Maps and Plan?.

Post 8vo. Ts. 6d.

CORNWALL, Launceston. Penzance, Falmouth,
ihe L'zard. Land's End, &c. T.ir u^hh' Rtv scl Edition Maps.
Post 8V0. ««.

CATHEDRALS of Winchester, Salisbury, Exeter,
Wells, Chichester, Rochester, Canterbury, and St. Albans With 130
lUustratinns. 2 Vols. Crown 8vo. ?.fe. St. Albans separately. 6s.

GLOUCESTEK, HEREFORD, and WORCESTER,
Cirencester, Cheltenhani, Stroud, Tewkesbury, Leo ninster, Ross, Mal-
vern, Kidderminster, Dudley, Eveshdm, i'c. Map. Post 8vo. 9s.

CATHEDRALS of Bristol, Gloucester, Hereford,
Worcester, and Lichtield. With 50 Illustrations. Crown Svo. IGs.

NORTH WALES, Bangor, Carnarvon, Beaumaris,
Snowdon, Llanberis, Dolgelly, Conway, Ac. Maps. Post Svo. Gi,

SOUTH WALES, Monmouth, Llandaff, Merthyr.
Vale of Neath, Pembroke, Carmarthen, Tenby, Swansea, The Wye, &c.
Map. Post Svo. 6«.

CATHEDRALS OF BANGOR. ST. ASAPH,
Llandaff, and St. David's. With Illustrations. Post Svo. 15s.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE AND RUTLAND—
Northampton, Peterborough, Towcesler, Daventry, Market Har-
bovough, Kettering, Wellingborougli, Thrapston, Stamford, Upping-
ham, Oakham. Maps. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

DERBY, NOTTS, LEICESTER, STAFFORD,
Matlock, Bakewell,Chatsworth, The Peak, Buxton, Hard witk. Dove Dale,
Ashborne, Southwell, Mansfield, Retford, Burton, Belvnir, Melton Mow-
bray, Wolverhampton, Lichtield, Walsall. Tamworth. Map. PostSvo. 9s.— SHROPSHIRE AND CHESHIRE, Shrewsbury, Lud-
low, Bridgnorth, Oswestry, Chester, Crewe, Alderley, Stockport,
Birkenhead. Maps and Plans. Post Svo. 6s.

LANCASHIRE, Warrington, Bury, Manche.>^ter,

Liverpool, Burnley, Clilheroe.Rolton. Blackhurne, vvi^an.Prn.s ton, Roch-
dale, Lancaster, Southport, Blackpool, .'ic. Maps <fe Plnns. Post Svo. 6s.

THE ENGLISH LAKES, in Cumberland, We^t-
raoreland, and Lancashire; Lancaster, Fiirness Abbey, Ambleside,
Kendal, Windermere. Coni^ton, Kt-swick, <TIa^mele, UUwater,
Carlisle, Cockermoiiih, Penriih, Appleby, (fee. Maps. PostHvo. (is.

YORKSHIRE, Doncasler, Hull, Se.by. Beverley,
Scarborough, Whitby, Harrogate, Ripnn, Leeds, Wakefield, Bradford,
Halifax, Huddersfii'ld, Sheffield. Map and Plans. Post Svo. 12?.

CATHEDRALS of York, Ripou, Durham, Carlisle,

Chester, and Manchester. With 60 Illustraaons. 2 Volf. Cr. Svo. 2ls.

DURHAM AND NORTHUMBERLAND, New-
castle, Darlington, Stockton, Hartlepool, Shields, Berwick-on-Tweed,
Morpeth, Tynemonth, Coldstream, Alnwick, &c. Map. Post Svo. 10s.

LINCOLNSHIRE, Grantham, Lincoln, Stamford,
Sleaford, Spalding, Gainsborough, Grim.sby, Boston. Maps and Plans.
Post Svo. 7.«. 6d.

WARWICKSHIRE.
HERTS, BEDS and HUNTS.
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HAND-BOOK—SCOTLAND, Edinburgh, Melrose, Keiso.Glasgow,
Dumfries, Ayr, Stirling, Arran, The Clyde, Oban, Inverary, Lrcli

Lomond, Loch Katrine and Trossaclis, Caledonian Canal, Invemes-s,

Perth, Dundee, Aberdeen, Brjii mar, 8kye, Caithness, Koss, Suthtr-

land, &c. Maps and Plans. Post ivo.

IUELaND, Dublin, Belfast, the Giant's Cause-
WHj-, Donegal, Galway, Wexford, Cork, Limerick, Waterford, Killar-
nev, Bantry, (ilengarift', &c. Maps and Plans. Past Svo. lOs.

HICKSON (Dr. Sydnky J.). A Naturalist in North Celebes ; a
Narrative of Travels in Minahassa, the San:;i'- and Talaut I^lands,

with Notices of the I'auiia, Flora, and Ethnol'i^y 01 the Districts

visited. ^Map and Ilhistrations. Svo. Ids.

HISLOP (Stephen). [See Smith, George.]

HOBSON (J. A.). [See Mummeky.]
HOLLWAY (J. O.). A Month in Norway, Fcap. Svo. 2s.

HONEY BEE. By Ekv. Thomas Jambs. Fcap. Svo. Is.

HOOK (Dean). Church Dictionary. A Manual of Reference for

Clt-rgymeii and Students. New Edition, tlorouglily revised. Edited ty
WalterHook, M.A.,aadW.R. W. Stephexs, M.A. Med. Svo. 21*.

(Theouork) Life. By J. G. Lookhart. Fcap. Svo. Is.

Hope (A. J. Beresford). Worship in the Church of England.
8vo, 9s. ; or, Popular Selections from, Svo, 2«. fid.

Worship and Order, Svo. 9s.

HOPE-SCOTT (James), Memoir. [See Ornsby.]

HOKACE ; a New Edition of the Text. Edited by Dban Milman.
With 100 Woodcuts. Crjwn Svo. 7«, 6d.

[See Eton.]

HOUGHTON'S (Lord) Monograph?. Portraits. 10,'?. 6d.

Poetical Works. Portrait. 2 Vols. 12.*.

(Robert Lord) Stray Verees, 18S9-90. Second
Editoii, fcap. Svo. o.s.

HOME AND COLONIAL LIBRARY. A Series of Works
adapted for all circles and classes of Readers, having been selected
for their acknowledged interest, and ability of the Authors. Post Svo.
Published at 2s. and 3s. 6d. each, and arranged under two distinctive

heads as follows :

—

CLASS A.

HISTORY. BIOGRAPHY, AND HISTORIC TALES.
SIEGE OF GIBRALTAK. By

I
THE SIEGES OF VIRNXA.

John Dbinkwatbb. 2s. By Lokd Eli-brmkrk. 2.<.

THE AMBER-WITCH, By I
THE WAYSIDE CROSS. By

Ladv Duff Gordon. 2s. 1

Capt. Miiman. 2s.

CROMWELL AND BUNYAN. SKETCHES OF GERMAN LIFE.

BvRoBEBTSonTBEY 2*
By S.B A. GoRDOK. 3s. ed.By KOBLBT bonTBEY. zs. TH E BATTLE OF WATERLOO.

LIFEoF Sir FRANCIS DRAKE. By Rev. G. R. Gleig. 3s.6<J.

By John Babbovt. 2s. AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF STEF-
CAMPAIGNS AT WASHING- FENS. 2j!.

TON. Bv Rev. G.R.Glkiq. 2s. THE BRITISH POETS. By
THE FRENCH IN ALGIERS. Thomas Campbell. 3s.6<<.

By Lady DoFF Gordon. 2s. HISTORICAL ESSAYS. By
THE FALL OF THE JESUITS. Lord Mahon. 3s. 6d.

•is. LIFE OF LORD CLIVE. By
LIVONIAN TALES. 9s. 1

Rev. G, R. Glbio. Za.6d.

LIFE i)h CONDE. by LoBD Ma-
HON. 3s. dd.

SALE'S BRIGADE. By Rev.
Q.B. Gleio. 2s.

NORTH WESTERN RAIL-
WAY. Bv Sir F. B. Hbad. 2s.

LIFE OF MUNRO. By Bev. G.
R. Qlbio. 3s. 6d.
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CLASS B.

VOYAGES, TRAVELS, AND ADVENTURES.
JOURNALS IN INDIA. By HIGHLAND SPORTS. By
SiSHOP Hehkr. 2 Vols. 7s. Cii.VELES St. .T.iiix. 3s. 6d.
TRAVELS IN' THE HOLY LAND. PA.MPAS JOURNEYS. By
Uy Irby and Mangles. :i?. F. B. Head Vs.

MOROCCO AND THE MOOES. GATllEKINGS FROM SPAIN.
Bv J. Dkummond Hay. 2s. By Richard Fofip. :!«. 6rf.

LETTERS FROM THE BALTIC. THE RIVER AMAZON. By
By A Lady. 2'. W. H. Edwards. 2.i.

N t,W SOUTH WALES. By Mrs. MANNERS k CUSTOMS OF
MEURniTlt. :;<. INDIA. By Kev. C. ACLANB. J^,

THE WEST INDIES. By M. G. ADVENTURliS IN MEXICO.
Lewis. L's. By G. F. Rcxton. St. fid.

SKETCHES OF PERSIA. By PORTUGAL AND GALICIA.
Sir John MAi.cni.M. 3s. K(i. By Lord Carnarvon. Ss.dd.
MEMOIRS OF FATHER KIPA. BUSH LIFE IN AUSTRALIA.
2*. By Rev. H. W. Hayoarth. 2s.
MISSIONARY LIFE IN CAN-

[

THE LIBYAN DESERT. By
ADA. By Rev. J. Abbott. 2».

[

Batle St. John. ^s.

LETTERS FROM MADRAS. By I SIERRA LEONE. By A Lady.
A LA!>r. 2s. 3s. 6(?.

*** Each ivork may be had separately.

HUME (The Student's). A History of England, from the Inva-
sion of Jnlins Ca-'sav to the Revolution of 16SS. New Edition, revised,
corrected, and continued to the Treaty of Berlin, IS78. By J. S.

Brewer, M.A. With 7 Coloured Maps & 70 Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.
*,* Sold also in 3 parts. Price L's. fc'(Z. each.

HUTCHINSON (Gen.). Dog Breaking, with Odds and Ends for
those who love the Dog and the Gun. With 40 Illustrations. Crown
8vo. 7e. 6d. *,* A Summary of the Rules for Gamekeepers. Is.

HUTTON (H. E.). Principia Qrseca ; an Introduction to the Study
of Greek. Comprehending Grammar, Delectus, and Exercise-book
with Vocabularies. Sixth Mdilion. 12mo. as. td.

HYMNOLOGY, Dictionary of, [See Julian.]

ICELAND. [See Coles—Dufferin.]

BIPEEIAL INSTITUTE YfiAR BOOR for 1S9:J. Ptoy.l 8vo.
lO.v. net.

INDIA. [See Broadfoot—Dufferin—Elphikstone—Hand-book
—Lyall—Smith—Temple—Mo.nier Willi am.s.]

IRBY AND MANGLES' Travels in Egypt, Nubia, Syria, and
the Holy Land. Post 8vo. 2s.

JAMES (F. L.). The Wild Tribes of the Soudan : with an account
of the route from Wady Haifa to L^'onpola and Berber. With
Chapter on the Soudan, by Sir S. Baker. Illustrations. Crown Svo.
7.-. 6../.

JAMESON (Mrs.). Lives of the Early Italian Painters—
and the Progress of Painting in Italy—Clmabue to Baasano. With
50 Portraits. Post Svo. 12s.

JANNAllIS (PftOF. A. N.). A Pocket Dictionary of the Modern
Greek and i- nglish Lani;uagos, as actually Written and Spoken. Being
a Copious Vocabulary of all v% ords and E.xpressioiis Cnrrentin OU'dinary
Reading and in Everyday Talk, with Especial Illustration by means of
Distinctive Signs, of the Colloquial and Popular Greek Language, for

the Guidance or Students and Travellers. Fcap. Svo.
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JAPAN. [See Bird—Handbook.]

JEKYIjL (Joseph). Con-asponilcuae wihh hi;* Sister in-La\v, Lady
Clertnuk' Sloatif Stanley, ISIS—lJi38. td'ttd by tlie Hon. AlijEUXuK
IJOUttKE. svo.

JENNINGS (L. J.). Field Paths aad Greea Lanes : or Walks ia

Surrey and Sussex. Popular Edition. With Illustrations. Cr. 8vo. 6.s.

[See also Ckokeu.]

JERVIS (Rev. W. H.). The Galilean Church, from the Con.
cordat of Bologna, 1516, to the Kcvolutioa. With an Introduction.

Portraits. 2 Vols. 8vo. 28«.

JESSE (Edward). Gleanings in Natural History. Fcp. 8vo. 3«. 6d.

JOHNSON'S (Dr. Samuel) Life. [See Boswell.]

JULIAN (Kev. John J.). A iJictionary of Hymnology. A
Companion to Existing Hymn Books. Setting forth the Origin and
History of the Hymns rnutained in the Principal Hymnals, with

Notices of their Authors, A;c. , iic. Medium 8vo. (1626 pp.) 42.s-.

JUNIUS' Handwriting Professionally investigated. Edited by the

Hon. E. TwiRLETON. With FaCBimiles. Woodcuts. Ac. 4to. i.'.^ ^*.

KEENE (H. G.). The Literature of France. 220 pp. Crown
8vo. 3s. (LIniv^r^>ity Extension -AlanualH.j

KENDAL (Mks.) Dramatic Opinions. Post 8vo. Is.'

KERR (Host.). The Consulting Architect: Practical Notes on
Admiuisirative Difliculties. Crown 8vo. 9s.

KIRKES' Handbook of Physiology. Edited by W, Morrant
Bakkr and V. D. Habris. Willi 500 Illustrations. Post Svo. lis.

KNIGHT (Prof.). The Philosophy of the Beautiful. Two Paits.

Crown 8vo. 3s. Sd. each. (Ulli^el•sity Extension Series.)

The Christian Ethic. Crown Svo.

KUQLER'S HANDBOOK OF PAINTING.—The Italian Schools.

A New Edition, revised. By Sir Henby Latabd. With 200 Illustra-

tions. 2 vols. Crown Svo. aOs.

. The German, Flemish, and
Dutch Schools. New Edition r.ivised. By Sir J. A. Crowb. With
60 Illustrations. 2 Vols. Cniwn Kvo. 24».

LANDOK. (A. H. Savaob). Alone with the Hairy Ainu, or 8,800
Miles on a Tack f^addli! in Vezn, and a Cruise to the Kurile Islnnds.

With Map, and many lllustr,itii)i,s by tlie Au'hcr. iMediiim 8vo. ISs.

LANE [E. W.). ..iccount of the Manners and Uusioma of Modem
Egyptians. With Illustrations. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 12.'.

LAWLESS (Hon. Emily). Major Lawrence, F.L.S. : a Novel.

3 Vols. Crown Svo. 'Sis, Gd. Cheap Edition, 6s.

Plain Frances Mowbray, etc. Crown Svo. 6s.

La.YARD (Sir A. H.). Nineveh and its Remains. With Illustra-

tions. Post 8vo. 7«. 6J.

Nineveh and Babylon. Illusts. Post Svo. 7^. 6(1.

Early Adventures in Persia, Babylonia, and Susiana,

including a ipsidpnce among the linkhtiyari and other wild tribes.

Portrait, llluhtiations and Maps. 2 Vols. Crown Svo. 21s.

LBATHES (Stanley). Practical Hebrew Grammar. With the

Hebrew Text of Genesis i.—vi., and Psalms i.—vi. Grammatical.
Analysis and Vocabulary. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

LESLIE (C. R.). Handbook for Young Painters. Illustrations.

Post 8vo. 7s. 6d.

LETTERS FROM the Baltic. By Lady Eastlake. Post Svo. 2«.

. Madras. By Mrs. Maitland. Post Svo. 2a.
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LEVI (Leone). History of British Commerce; and Economic
Progress of the Nation, from 1763 to 1878. 8vo. 18y.

LEWIS (P. Hatter). The Holy Places of Jerusalem. Illustrations.
Svo. 106'. Orf.

LEX SALICA; the Ten Texts with the Glosses and the Lex
Emendata. Synopticiilly edited by J. H. Hkssi-.ls. With Notes on
the Frankish Words in the Lex Salica by H. Kern, of Leyden. 4to. 42s.

LIDDELL (Dean). Student's History of Rome, from the earliest
Timfis to the establishment of" the Empire. Wooi^ciit?). Post Svo, 7.». 6rf.

LILLY (W. S.). The Great Enigma. 1. The Twili.ht of the
Goils. '2. Atheism. 3. Critiial Agiiostici>.m. 4. Sc'ciitilic Aprnrs-
tirisin. 5. Katioiial Theism. 0. Tlie Inner Light. 7. Tlie Chrint an
SyntliCiiF. Svo. lU.

LIKD (Jenny). The Artist, 1820—1851. Her early Art-life and
Dramatic Career. From Orig-inal Documents, Letters, Diaries, <fec.

in the possession of Mr. Goldschmid i. By Canon H. Scott Holland,
M.A., and VV. S. IIockstro. Popular Edititn. With Portraits
and lUustratiors. Crown Svo. 'Js.

LINDSAY (Lord). Sketches of the History of Christian Art.
2 Vols. Crown 8vo. '2ts.

L^SPINGS from LOW LATITUDES; or. the Journal of the Hon.
ImpulsiaGushington. Edited by Lord Dufferin. Wi th 24 Plates. 4to.21.<.

LIVINGSTONK (Dr.). First Expedition to Africa, 1840-56.
Illustrations. Post Svo. 7a. 6d.— Second Expedition to Africa, 1858-64. Illustra-

tions. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.— Last Journals in Central Africa, to his Death.
By Rev. Horace Waller. Maps and Illustrations. 2 Vols. Svo. 15.-.

Personal Life. By Wm. G. Blaikie, D.D. With
Map and Portrait. 8vo. 6s,

LOCKHART (J. G.). Ancient Spanish Ballads. Historical and
Romantic. Translated, with Notes. Illustrations. Crown Svo. 6s.

Life of Theodore Hook. Fcap. 8vo. l«.

LONDON: Past and Present; its History, .Associations, and
Traditions. By Hkxry B. Whkatlev, F.S.A Based on Cunningbaiii's
Handbook. Library Edition, on Laid Paper 3 Vol-, medium 8vo. 31. 3i.

LOUDON (Mrs.). Gardening for Ladies. With Directions and
Calendar of Operations for Every Month. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 3s. Sd.

LUMHOLTZ (Db. C). Among Cannibals; An Account of Four
Years' Travels in Ansnatia.and of Camp Life amoiii; the Aborigines
of Queensland. With Map.s and 120 Illustrations. Medium Svo. 2i.?.

LUTHER (Martin). The First Principles of the Reformation,
or the Three Primary Works of Dr. Mariin Luther. Portrait. Svo. 12s.

LYALL (Sir Alfred C), K.C.B. Asiatic Studies; Religious and
Social. Svo. 12«.

The Rife of the British Dominion in
India. From tlie Early Days r f the East India Company. (Univerjity
E.xtensim Series). With coloured Maps. Crown bvo. is.GtL

LYELL (Sib Charles). Student's Elements of Geology. Anew
Edition, entirely revised by Professor P. M. Duncan, F.K.S. With
600 Illustrations. Fojt Svo. 9s.—— Life, Letters, and Journals. Edited by
his sister-in-law, Mrs. Lyell. With Portrails. 2 Vols. Svo. 30j.

LYNDHURST (Lobd). [See Martin.]
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McOLlNTOCK (Sir L.). Narrative of the Discovery of the
Fate of Sir John Franklin aud his Companions in the Arctic Seas.
With Hlii';trat,ions. Post 8vo. 7/. 6d.

McKENDliiCK (Pkof.) «nd Dk. Snodgrass. The Physiology of the
Seiists. Wi'ii llluatrAli'Hi'. (Univ. l^xten^ion Si ries). (Jrowii .Svo. 4.<. t '/.

MACDONALD (A.). Too Late lor Gordon and Khartoum.
With Maps and Plaii.s. Svo, lis.

MACGKEGUK (J.). Kob Roy on the Jordan, Kile, Red Sea, Gen-
nesareth, &c. A Canoe Ouise in Palestine and Egypt and the Waters
of Damascus. With 70 Illustrations. Crown Svo. 7*. 6c<.

MACKAY (Thomas). The Eugli^h Poor. A Sketch of their

Social Hnd Eitnoiric Histoty ; an^l ;m atffmpt to estimate the iiitlii-

eiicf, of private p oppriy oncljaiaeti-r and habit. Ci'i-wn r^vo. Is. 6J.

A Plea lor Liberty : an Argument against Socialism and
Scicialistic Legislation. Kssays by various 'Writi'is. Introduction by
IIeubkut Si'KNCEU. TJtlid (Hill I'opnli'r Ediilon. Post 6^-o. 2s.

MACFHlitiSON (Wm. CiiARTERis). Ths Waronase and the Senate,
or tlie llciiseuf Lords in the Past, tlia Present, and the I'utuie. Svo. 16».

MaHON (Lokd). [See Stanhopb.]

MAINE (Sir H. Sumner). A brief Memoir of his Life. By the
Kight lion, fir M. !"., Granj' iJrin-, (i.e. S.I. ^VjtU nome of his Indian
.spteche, a id .Miiniti's. .Selected and Edited by Whitley StokeS,
D.C.L. With Portrait. Svo. lis.

Ancient Law : its Connection with the Early History
of Society, and its Relation to Modem Ideas. Svo. 9«.

V'^illage Communities in the East and West. Svo. 9«.

Early History of Institutions. Svo. 9s.

Dissertations on Early Law and Custom. Svo. 9s.

Popular Government. Svo. 75. 6d.

International Law. Svo. 7*'. 6d.

Mai.<'OLM (Sir John). Sketches of Persia. Post 8vo. ^fi. 6(1.

MALLF/r (C. E.). The French Revolution. Crown Svo. Sf. 6cl.

(Ui.iv. f;.\reiision Scries.

J

MARKHAAl (Mrs.). History of England. From the First Inva-

sion by ine Koroans, continued down to 18? Woodcuts. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

History of France. From the Conquest of Gaul by
Julius Cajsar, continued down to 1878. Woodcuts. 12mo. 3s. Gd.

History of Germany. From its Invasion by Marius
to the rornpletion of f'olngne Catl-Edral. Woodcuts. 12uio. 3s. fid.

MARLBOROUGH COLLEGE. A History of, during Fifty

Years. 15/ .\. (J. Uimdcev, A. C. Champnp.ys, .and J. W. Daines.
With numc;ou> illustrations. CiownSvo. 7.<^ (il.jtut.

MARSH (G. P.). Student's Manual of the hnglish Language.
Edited with Additions. By Dr. Wm. Smith. Post &vo. 7*. ed.

MARTIN (Sir Theodore). Life of Lord Lyndhurst. With
Portraits. Svo. 16s.

MASTERS in English Theology. Lectures by Eminent Divines.
With Introduction by Canon Barry. Post Svo. 7s. 6(i.

MATTHIiE'S Greek Grammar. Abridged by Blomfield.
Seviseil by E. S. Ckooke. 12rao. 4s.

]\I41TKKL'S Character, Actions, &c.. of Wellington. Is. 6d.

JIELVFLLR (Hermann). Typee : or the Marqueaas Islanders.

Wi'li Memoir, JNIaps ami Illustrations. Crown Svo. 3s-. 6(1.

Ouioo; Adventures in the South Seas. Wuh Memoir,
Majis an I lUiistrdlioUi'. Crown Sv i. ; .-;. G?.

MEREDITH (Mr3.C.). Notes&SketchesofN.^.Walep. PostSvo. 2s.
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MEXICO. [See Br.ocKLKHURST

—

Ruxton.]

MICHAEL ANGELO, Sculptor, Painter, and Arciiitecfc, His I. fa

and Works. F>v 0. Hkath Wilsok. Illustrations. 8vo. 15«.

MILL (Dr. H. 11.)- The Realm of Nature : An Outline of Physio.
grapliy. AVitli 19 CoIonreJ Jlapf ami US Illustrations and Diagrams
(3S0pi).l. Ci'invu Svo. OS (Universitv Extension Manuals.)

MILLEli (Wm.). a Dictionary of English Names of Plants
applied among EngHslispeakiDfj People to Plants, Trees, and Shrubs.
Laiin-Eui^lisli and Enelisli- Latin. Medium Svo. 12s.

MILMAN'S (Dean) WORKS:—
History of the Jews, from the earliest Period down to Modern

Times. 3 Vols. Post 8vo. 12s.

Earlt Christianity, from the Birth of Christ to the Aboli-
tion of Paganism in the Koman Empire. 3 Vols. Post Svo. 12/.

Latin Christianity, including that of the Popes to the
Pontificate of Nicholas V. 9 Vuls. Post Svo. 365.

Handbook to St. Paul's Cathedral. Woodcuts. 10.?. Qd.

QuiNTi Horatii Flacci Opera. Woodcuts. Sm. Svo. 7s. 61/.

Fall of Jerusalem. Fcap. Svo. 1«.

(Bishop, D.D. ) Life. With a Selection from his

Correspondence aiid Journals. By his Sister. Map. Svo. 12*.

MILNE (David, M.A.). A Readable Dictionary of the English
LauKuage. Etj-mologically arranged, frown Svo. 7s. 6(1.

MINCHIN (J. G.). The Growth of Freedom in the Balkan
Peninsula. With a Map. Crown Svo. 10s. Cd.

MINTO(\Vm.). Logic, Iiidiiefivft and Deiiuctive. With Diagrams,
Crown Svo. 4.«. 6('. (Uniier.-it>' Extension Series )

MISS BLAKE OF MONKSHaLToN. By Isabella Ford. A
New Novi_d. Crown Svo. bs.

MIVAKT (St. Georcje). The Cat. An Introduction to the Study
of Backboned AnimalF, especially Mammals. With 200 Illustrations.

Medium Svo. oOs.

MOORE (Thomas). Life and Letters of Lord Byron. [See Byp.ox.]

MORELLI (Giovanni). Italian P.iinters. Critical Studies of their
Works. Trunslatedfroin {he German by Coxstaxce Jocelyx Fi-orLKKs,
with an Introductory Nntice by Si:' Hp:N'Ri' L.vyaru, G.'.'.U. Witli

numerous llla-.traiions. »vo.
Vol. T.—Tlie Borghese A,: Doria Paroidnli Ga'leries 15s.

Vol. II. —The (rilleries of Munich and Dre-don. 15-.

MOSELEY (Prof. H. N.). Notes by a Naturalist during
the voyage if II. M.S. "Challenger" round tbn World in the years
1872-76. .-t Neil- and Chai.iyr FAit., with a Memoir of ihe Au hor,
Portrait, Map, and numerous Woo Icurs. Crown Svo. 9s.

MOTLEY (John Lothrop). The Correspondence of. With
Portrait. 2 Vols. Svo. 30s.

History of the United Netherlands: from the
Deathof William the Silent to the Twelve Years' Truce, 1(J09. Portraits,

4 Vols. Post Svo. 64-. each.

Life and Death of John of Barneveld.
Illustrations. 2 Vols. Post Svo. 12s.

MUIRHEAD (John H.). The Elements of Ethics. Ctowa Svj. :i^.

(UniviTsitv Kxt nsion Series.)

MUMMERY (A. F.) and J. A. H0B30N. The Physiology of
Industry : Being an E-xposure of cei tain Fallacies in existing Theories
of Political Economy. Crown Svo. t's.

MUNRO'S (General) Life. «v Kev. G. R. Gleio. 3s. Qd.
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MUNTHE (AxEL^. Letters from a MoiirniDK City. Naplea Uur-
ing the Autumn of 1.SS4. Translated by Maudk Valkkie White.
AVitli a Frontispiece. Cr^wn Svo. i'.'.

MUPiRAY (Jobn). a Puldislier and his Friends: Memoir and
Correspondence of tlie seeond John Murray, witli an Account of the
Orifiin and Progress of the House, ii6S— 1.S43. By S.vmi'EL Sjiilis,
I, I.. I). Willi h'ortiaiis. 2 Vois. bvo 32s.

MURhAY (A. S.). A History of Greek Sculpture from tie
EarliBBt Times. With 130 Illustrations. 2 Vols. Medium m?o. ,30-.

Handbook of Greek Archisolog}'. Sculpture,
V.ises, Bronzes, Gems, Terra-co'tMS, Arcliit etuiv, ilu-al Paii-tings,
6iv. Many JUiistrniions. Cr v.n 8vu. ]'.«.

MURRAY'S MAGAZI.NK. Vols. I. to X. 7.*. 6c/. each.

MADAILLAC (Marquis dk\ Jnhistoiie America. Translated
bv N. D'Anveks. With Illustrations. 8vo. I6s.

NAPIER (General Sir Charles). His Life, By *he Hon,
Wm. NflpiFR Pruck. Wiih Prvtiait and Maps. Crovnbvo. 12s.

(General Sir George T.). Passages ia his Early
Military Life written liy liniself. Edited by his .Son, General W m.
C. E. Napikr. Wi'h rortiiiit. Crown fvo. 7.". (W.

— (Sir Wm.). English Battles and Sieges of the Peninsular
War. Portrait. PostWo. 5s.

NASilYTH (James). An Autobiography. Edited by Samuel
Smiles, LL.U., with Portrait, and 7U Illustrations. Post Svi,(ls.; or
Large Paper, 16s.

The Moon : Considered as a Planet, a World, and a
Satt-llite. With 26 PlHte< and iiuiiierous Woodcuis Mtdiiun &vo. 21«.

NEWMAN (Mrs.). Begun in Jest. G vcls. 31.s. ed.

KEW TESTAMENT. With Short Explanatory Commentary.
By Aechdeacos Churton, M.A., and the Bishop of St. David's.
With 110 authentic Views, &c. 2 Vols. Crown 8vo. 21s. bound.

NEWTH (Samuel). First Book of Natural Philosophy; an Intro-
duction to the study of statics, Dynamits. Hydrostatics, Lie;bt, Heat,
and Sound, with numerous Examples. Crcn n 8vo. 3j. 6d.

Elements of Mechanics, including Hydrostatics,
with numerous Examples. Cmw n 8vo. 8i. cd.

Mathematical Esamples. A Graduated Series
of EUnienfary Example.s in Arithmetic. Alfjebra, Logarithms, Trigo-
nometry, and Mechaniis. Crown 8vo. Ss.6d.

NIMROD, On the Chace—Turf—and Road. With Portrait and
Plates. Crown 8vo. 5s. Or with Coloured Plates, 7'. 6<i.

NOKRIS (W. E.). Marcia. A Novel. Crown 8vo. 6s.

JSORTHCOTE'S (Sir John) Notebook in the Long Parliament.
Containing Proceedings during its First Session, 1640. Edited, with
a Memoir, hv A. H. A. Hamilton. Crown 8vo. 9s.

OCEAN STEAMSHIPS: A Popular Account of their Construe-
tion, Development. Management and Appl'ance.s. By Vnrii us Writeis.
Iteautilully Illustrated, with 96 Woodcuts, Maps, &c. Medium 8vo. 12s.

O'CONNELL (Daniel). [See Fitzpatiuck.]

ORNSBY (Prof. R.). Memoirs of J. Hope Scott, Q.C. (of
Abbotsford). 2 vols. 8vo. 24s.

OVID LESSONS. [See Eton.]

OWEN (LiEDT.-CoL.). Principles and Practice of Modern Artillery.
With Illustrations. 8vo. 15«.

OWEN (Pkokefsor). Life and Correspondence, Edited by his
(ir.iiidi-on Ktv. K. Owen. With Portniit.sand llhistiaiions. 2vols. Svo.

OXENHAM (Rev. W.). English Notes for Latin Elegiacs ; with
Prefatory Rules of Composition iu Elegiac Metre. 12mo. 3s. 6<i.
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Paget (Lord George). The " Light Cavalry Brigade in the
Crimea. Map. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d.

PALGRAVE (K. H. L). Local Taxation of Great Britain and
Ireland. ?<vo. 63.

PALLISER (Mrs.). Mottoes for Monuments, or Epitaphs selected
for General Use and Study. Witli Illustiations. Crowu 8vo. 7«. 6i.

PAUKER (C. S.), M.r. [See Peel.]

Pt<;KL'S (Sir Robkrt) Memoirs. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 15.'*.

Life of: Early years; as Secretary for Ireland, 1812-18,
and Secretai-v of State, lS2'2-27. Edited by Charles Stuaut Pabkek,
-M.P. WitU Poitrair. «vo. lUx.

PBNN (Richard). Maxims and Hints for an Angler and Chess-
player. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. Is.

PERCY" (John, M.D.). METALLORor. Fuel, Wood, Peat, Coal,
Charcoal, Coke, Fire-Clays. Illustrations. 8vo. 30s.

Lead, including part of Silver. Illustrations. 8vo. 30^.

Silver and Gold. Part I. Illustrations. 8vo. 30-s.

Iron and Sieel. A New and Revised Edition, with the
Author's Latest Correciicuis, and brought down to the present time,
Ky H. BAitKRMAN', F.ff.*^. Illustrations. 8vo.

PERRY (J. Tavenor). The Chronology of Mediaeval Arjhitec-
tuiv. A Date Book of Architectural Art, from the Fcnnilin^ of toe
Jasilica ot St. Heter, Rome, by Constantino, to the Uedicatiou of the
new I'uildii'L; by Pope Urban VIII. Forming a Companion Volume to

Fergusson's "Ilistory of Architecture.'' Wiih llUistiatidus. 8vo. 16s.

PERRY (Rev. Canon). History of the English Church. See
Students' Manuals.

PHILLIPS (Samuel). Literary Essays from " The Times." With
Portrait. 2 Vols. Fcap.Svo. 7s.

POLLOCK (C. E.). a Book of Family Prayers, Selected from
the Liturgy 01 the Church of England. 16mo. 3s. SJ.

POPE'S (Alexander) Life and Works. With Introductions and
Note.=, by J. W. Cboker, Rkv. W. Elwix, and W. J. Coukthopk.
10 Vols. W^ith Portraits. 8vo. 10s. 6d. each.

PORTER (Rev. J. L.). Damascus, Palmyra, and Lebanon. Map
and Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 7s. 6rf.

PRAYER-BOOK (Beautifully Illustrated). With Notes, by
Rev. Thos. Jamks. Medium 8vo. ISs.clolh.

PRINCESS CHARLOTTE OP WALES. Memoir and
Correspondence. By Lady Rosk Weigall. With Portrait. Svo. 9s. 6d.

PRITCHARD (Charles, D.D.). Occasional Thoughts of an
Astronomer on Naiuie and Revelation. Svo. 7'.^il.

PllOTHKRO (Rowland K.). Life and Correspondence of Arthur
Penrhvn Stanley, late Dean of Wi'stminner. With Portraits and
IllubtrationF. 2 vols. 8vo. 3i.i.

PSALMS OF DAVID. With Notes Explanatory and Critical by
Dean Johnson. Canon Elliott, and Canon Cook. Medium 8vo. 10«. 6ei.

PSALTER OF 1539. [See Earle (Professor John.)]

pass IN BOOTS. With 12 Illustrations. By Oxto Speoktkb.
16mo. Is. M. Or coloured, 2$. 6d.

QUARTERLY REVIEW (The). 8vo. 6«.

QUILL (Albert W.). History cf P. Cornelius Tacitus. Books
I. and II. Translated intj English, with Introduction and Notes
Criti'al and Explanatory. 8vo. 7s. biL

RAE (Edward). Country of the Moors. A Journey from Tripoli
to the Holy City of Kairwan. Etchings. Crown 8vo. 12*.

The White Sea Peninsula. Journey to the White
Sea, and the Kola Peninsula, Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 15s.
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RAE (George). The Country Banker; His Clients, Cares, and
W'>rk, f'-nuj the Experience of Fortv Years. Crown 8vo. 7^. 6d.

RAMSAY (Prof. AV. M.). The Historical Geography of Asia
minor. With 6 Maps, Tnlilps, j;;c. 8vo. IS..

RASSAM (Hormczd). British Misaion to Abyssinia, Illustra-

tions. 2 Vols. 8vo. 28s.

RAWLINSON'S ^Canon) Five Great Monarchies of Chaldaea,
Assyria, Media, Babylonia, and Persia. With iVIaps and Illiistratious.

3 Vols. 8vo, 42i.

Herodotu?, a new English Veision. S/r page 12.

EAWLINSON'S (Sir Henry) England and Russia in the East ; a
Series of Papers on the Condition of Central Asia. Map. 8vo. 12s.

REJECTED ADDRESSES (The). Br James a\d Horace Smith.
Woodcuts. Post Svo. ?ii. (ill.; or Popular JidUioii,Fca.\>. Svo. I«.

RENTOX (W.). Outlines of English Literature. With Illustra-

tive Ditgrams. Crown Svo. 'if. ^tl. (L'niv. Kxteasion .Series.)

RICARDO'S (David) Works. With a Notice of his Life and
Writings. Ky J. K. JI'Citli.och. Svo. 16.«.

RIPA (Father). Residence at the Court of Peking. Post Svo. 2?.

ROBERTS (Dr. R. D.). An Introduction to Modern Geology.
With Coloured .\hn)S and Illustrations. Croivn Svo. 5.=. (Tniv.
Estensi'in Series.)

ROBERTSON (Camon). History of the Christian Church, from the
Apostolic Age to the Reforniation, 1517. 8 Vols. Post Svo. fs. each.

ROBINSON (W.). English Flower Garden. An Illustrated
Dictionary of all the Pl;;nts used, and Directions for their Culture and
Arranj^enient. With nunieroiis Illustrations. Medium Svo. loi.

The Vegetable Garden ; or, the Edible Vegetables,
Salads, »nd Herbs cultivated in Europe and America. By M. Vii.-

MoRix-AxuEiEUX. With 750 Illustrations. Svo. 15s.

Sub-Tropical Garden. Illustrations. Crown Svo. 5s.

Parks and Gardens of Paris, considered in
Kelation to other Cities. 350 Illustrations, bvo. ISs.

God's Acre Beautiful ; or, the Cemeteries of the
Fntiuv. With 8 Illustrations. Svo. 7i. iil.

Gdrden Design. Illustrations. Svo.

ROMANS, St. Paul's Epistle to the. With Notes and Commentary
by E. II. GiFi'oRi>, b.D. Medium cvo. 76". fd.

ROME. [See Gibbox— Liddell—Smith— Stchenis'.]

ROMILLY (Hugh H.). The Western Pacific and New Guinea.
2ud Edition. With a Map. Crown Svo. 7.<. I5d.

ROSS (Mrs.) The Laad of Manfred, Prince of Tarentum and King
of Sicily. Illustrations. Crown Svo. ]().<. 6rf.

RUMBOLD (Sir Horace). The Great Silver River : Notes of a
Kf'sidence in the Argentine Republic. Second Edition, witU Additional
Chapter. With Illustrations. 8vu. 17k.

RUXTON (Geo. F.). Travels in Mexico; with AiiventuresamongWild
Tribesand Animals of the Prairies and Kockyilour.tains. Post Svo. 3«. Gd.

ST, JOHN (Charle.s). St. Johns Wild Sports and Natural History
of (he Highlands of Scotland. A New Edition, thoroughly revised.
Willi hitherto niipublislu-d Niites by tlie Author. Editei, with a Memoir
of tlie Author, by the Kov. M. G. Watkins. Witli Poitiait of .Mr. St.

.John and several new lUuKtrations. Jledium Svo. 12^-.

(Bayle). Adventures in the Lil)yan Desert. 2s.
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ST. MAUR (Mrs. Alqeenon), Lady SErstouR. Impressions of a
TenderCont, diirinvc a -Tonnit'}- in senrch of Sport in tlie Far West.
With JNIiip iiiul llhistratiuii.s. C'mwii ,Svo. V2s.

SALE'S (Siii UoBERT) Bi-iKade in Afiglianistan. With an Account of
the Defence of.Jellalabart. By Kkv. G. K. Gi.hig. Post fevo. 2s.

SALMON (Prof. Gko., D.D.). Au Introduetion to the Study of the
Now Testamont. nnd an Investigation into Modern Biblical Criticism,
based on tlie most recent Sonrces of Information. Crown bvo. Os.

Lectures on the Infallilnlitj' of the Church. Post 8vo. 9s.

SCEPTICISM IN GEOLOGY; and the P.easons for it. An
assemi)lage of facts from Xatnre combining to retute tlie theory of
'Causes now in Action." By VEniiinK. "VVoodcuts. Crowa frvo. 6*.

SCHLIEMANN (Dk. Henry). Ilios : the City and Country of
the Trojans. Witli an Autobioi^raphv. lUnstnitions. Imperial 8vo.
5U4-.

Tiryps : A Prehistoric Palace of the Kings of
Turns, discovered by excavations in 1884-0. With lUustraiicns,
Medium Svo. 42s.

SCHREIBER (Laky Chaeloite). English Fans and Fan Leaves.
Collected and Described. With 160 Plates. Folio. 7l.^s.^'^f.

Foreign Fans and Fan Leaves.
French, Italian, and (iernian, cliieliy relatinsr to the French Kevo-
Intion, Collected and Described. 15U Plates. Folio, tl. 7s. X''t.

Playing Cards of V^arious Ages and
Countrie.s. Vol. I., English and Scottish ; Dutch acd Flemish. With
141 Plates. Folic. 31. ISs. dd. Xrt.

SCOTT (Sir Gilbert). The Rise and Development of Mediteval
Architecture. With 400 Illustrations. 2 Vols. Medium Svo. 42,<.

SBTOUN (Gabriel). Barncraig. Episodes in the life of a Scof ish

Village. Crown Svo. os.

SHAIliP (Principal) and his Friends. By Professor ^VM.
KsiGbT, of St. Andrews. With Portrait. Svo. 15s.

SHAW (T. B.). JIanual of English Literature. Post Svo. 7s. M.
Specimens of English Literature. Post Svo. 5s.

SHAW (^R. NoRMANi. [See AiicinTJiCTURE.]

SMILES' (Samuel, LL.D.) WORKS :—
British Engineers ; from the Earliest Period to the Death of

the Stephensons. Illustrations. 6 Vols. Crown Svo. 7*. 6c/. each.

George Stephenson. Post Svo. 2s. 6d.

James Nasmyth. Portrait and Illustrations, Post Svo. 6s.

Jasmin: Barber, Poet, Philanthropist. Post Svo. 6s.

Scotch Naturalist (Thos.Edward). lilubtrations. Post Svo. 6s.

Scotch Geologist (Robert Dick). Illustrations. Svo. 12s.

Selp-Help. With Illustrations of Conduct and Persever-
ance. Post Svo. 6s. In Fr.'iich. 5s.

Character. A Book of Nolile Characteristics. Post Svo. 6s.

Thrift. A Book of Domestic Counsel. Post Svo. 6s.

Duty. With Illustrations of Courage, Patience, and Endurance.
Post Svo. 6s.

Industrial Biography. Iron-Workers and Tool-Makers. 6s.

Men of Invention. Post Svo. 6s.

Life and Labour. Post Svo. G<.
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SMILES' (Sampel, LL.D.) Works— roiifini/cd.

The Hugukkots ; Their Settlements, Churches, and Indus-
tries in England hikI Ireland. Crown B^o. 7s. dd.

Boy's Voyage KouND THE World. Illustrations. Po8t8vo,6«.

SIEMENS (Sir Wm.). The Soientific AVorks of: a Collection of
Papers nnd Disfonrses. Kditorl \>y K. 1". Hambf.r, C.l". Vol. i.

—

Heat and Metallurgy: ii. — Kloctricity. &c.; in. — Addresses and
l.eemres. Plates. 3 Vols. bvo. 12s. each.

(Db. Werner vo.\). Collected Works of. Translated
l)f K. F. lUjinia;. Vol. i.— Scientific Paijeis and Addresses, ii.

—

Applied ffciencf. Witli Xlliistiation-. Svo. 1-Js.

SIMMOXS' Constitution and Practice of Courts-Martial. 15.«.

SMEDES (Susan Dabney). A Southern Planter. Memoirs of
Thomas Dabney. Preface by Mk. tii,Ai)STf)Nr. Post bvo. 7.'. CJ.

SMITH (Dr. George) Student's Manual of the Geography of British
India, Physical and Political. Maps. PostSvo. 7s. 6d.

Life of "Wm. Carey. D.D., 1761-1834. Shoemaker and
Mi-sionary. Professor of Sanscrit, Bengalee and Marathe<j at the College
ol Fort William, Calcutta. Illustrations. PostSvo. 7s. 6d.

Life of Stephen Hislop, Pioneer, Mi86ionary,and Naturalist
in Central India, lS41-lb63. Portrai'. PostSvo. '73 Gd.

The Conversion of Indi.i, from Pantsenus to the present
t me. 193—1893. Witli Uliistr-.t ons. Crc

- (Philip). History of the Ancient World, from the Creation
to the Fall of the Roman Empire, a.d. 476. 3 Vols. 8vo. 31». 6d.

(11. Bosworth). Mohammed and Mohammedanism.
Crown Svo. Ts. 6d.

SMITH'S (Sir Wm.) DICTIONARIES:—
Dictionary of the Bibh:; its Antiquities. Biography,

Geography, and Natural History. New :ind KtM iied Editicn. Illus-
trations. 3 Vols. 8vo. £4 4«.

Concise Bible Dictionary. Illustrations. Svo. 21s.

Smaller Bible Dictionary. Illustrations. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.

Christian Antiquities, Comprising the History, Insti-
tutions, and Antiquities of the Christian Church. Illustrations. 2 Vols.
Medium Svo. 3^. 13.«. Gd.

Christian Biography, Literature, Sects, and Doctrinks;
from the Times of the A postles to the Age of Charlemagne. Medium Svo.
Now complete in 4 Vols. Gl. 16s. (hi.

Greek and Eoman ANiitiuiTiES. Including the Laws, Institu-
tions, Domestic UsaRcs, Painiinp:. Sculpture, Music, the Drama, &c.
Tliird Edition, Revised and Kulart;i'd. 'JVids. Med.bvo. 31s. t:d. eacli.

Greek and Koman Biography and Mythology. Illustrations,
3 Vols. Medium Svo. 4;. 4».

Greek and Koman Geography, 2 Vols, Illustrations.
Medium Svo. 56s.

Atlas of Ancient Geography—Biblical and Classical.
Folio. 61. 6(.

Classical Dictionary of Mythology, Biography, and
Geoorapht. 1 Vol. With 750 Woodcuts. Svo. 18s.

Smaller Classical Dict, Woodcuts, Crown Svo. 7s. 6^^.

Smaller Dictionary of Greek and Koman Antiquities,
Woodcuts. Crown Svo, 7s. 6<i.

Smaller Latin-English Dictionary. 12mo. 7.*. 6(1.
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SMITH'S (Sir Wm.) Diction jbies—continued.

Complete Latin-English Dictionary. With Tables of the
Koman Calendar. Measures, Weights, Money, and a Dictionary of
hropei' Names. 8vo. 16s.

Copious and Critical English-Latin Dict. Svo. 16.s\

Smaller English-Latin Dictionary. r2mo. 7«. 6(i.

SMITH'S (Sir Wm.) ENGLISH COURSE:—
School Manual op English Grammar,with Copious Exercises,

Appendices and Index. Post Svo. '6s, tid.

Primary English Grammar, for Elementary Schools, with
carefully gi-adiiated Parsing Lessons. IGmo. Is.

Manual of English Composition. With Copious Illustra-

tions and Practical Exercises. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

Primary History of Britain. 12ino. 2s. 6d.

School Manual op Modern Geography. Post Svo. 5^.

A Smaller Manual of Modern Geography. 16mo. 2s. 6d.

SMITH'S (Sir Wm.) FRENCH COURSE:—
French Principia. Part I. A First Course, containing a

Grammar, Delectus, Exercises, and Vocabularies. 12mo. 3s. Sd.

Appendix to French Principia. Part I. Containing ad-
ditional Exeicises, with Examinaiion Papers. I'^mo. 2s. 6d.

French Principia. Part II. A Reading Book, containirg
F'ables, Stories, and Anecdotes, Natural History, and Scenes from the
Histoiy of France. With Grammatical Questions, Notes and copicus
Etymological Dictionary. Ivimo. 4*. 6d.

French Principia. Part III. Pro.se Composition, containing
Hints on Translation of Eufjlish into Fjeiicli, tlie Principal Kiiles of

the French Syntax compared with the English, and a Systemalii- Course
of Exercises on the Syntax. 12iiio. is. M. [Post Svo. ds.

Student's French Grammar. With Introduction by M. Littre.

Smaller Grammar of the French Langdage. Abridged
from the above. 12nio. 3s. Gd.

SMITH'S (Sir Wm.) GERMAN COURSE :—
German Principia. Part I. A First German Course, contain-

ing aGiauniar, Delectus, Exercise Book, and Vocabularies. 12mo. 3s. 6d,

German Principia. Part II. A Reading Book ; containing
Fables, Anecdotes. Natural History, and Scenes from the History of

Germany, With Questions, Notes, and Dictionary. 12mo. 3«. Gd.

Practical German Grammar. Post Svo. 3s. 6d.

SMITH'S (Sir Wm.) ITALIAN COURSE:—
Italian Principia. Parti. An Italian Course, containing a
Grammar, Delectup, Exercise Pook, with Vocabularies, and .Materials

for Italian Conversation. l'2mo. 3s. 'id.

Italian Principia. Part II. A First Italian Reading Book,
containing Fables, Anccdotef, History, and pBssages trom the best

Italian Authors, with Grammatical Qiiestions, Noies, and a Copious
Etymological Dictionary. t2mo. 3s. 6->'. [Children).

SMITH'S (Sir Wm.) Young Bkginner's First Latin Course (for

I. A FiR.ST Latin Book. The Rudiments of Grammar, Easy
Grammatical Questi'^ns an I Kicrciscs with V. cahiilaries. 12mo. 2s.

II. A Second Latin JVok. An Easy Lalin Iteading Book,
with an Analysis ot the Sei tencf s, Notes, and a Diet onary. 12mo. 2s.

in. A 'I'hird Latin Book. The Principal Rules of Syntax,
with Easy Exercises, Questions, Vocabulaiies, and an English-Latin
Diciiinary. 2*.

ly. A Fourth Latin Book. A Latin Vocabulary for Beginners.
ArraugeJ according to Sn'o'efts and Etyuiolog'es. 12[ro, 2s.
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SMITH'S (Sir Wm.) LATIN COURSE.
Principia Latina. Part 1. First Latin Course, containing a

Grammar, DelecruH, and Exeicise Book, with Vocabularies. I'inio. 3s. 6d.

*»* In this Edition the Cases of tlie Nmins, Adjectives, and Pronouns
are arranged both as in t!ie ordinauy Gbammaks and as in the Public
School Pbimkk, tO)»etlier with tlie corresponding Exercises.

Appendix to Principia Latina. Part I. ; being Additional
Exercises, witli Examination Papers 12mo. 2j. 6d.

Principia Latina. Part II. A Fieadiug-book of Mythology,
Geography, Komau Antiquities, aud History. With Notes and Dic-

tionary. l'2mo. 3s. 6d.

Principia Latina. Part III. A Poetry Booh. Hexameters
and Pentameters; Eclou- '^^'i'l'ii'i'C : Latin Prosody. l'2mo. 3s, Gd.

Principia Latina. Part IV. Prose Compoiiition. Kules of

Syntax, with Examples, Explanations of Synonyms, and Exercises
on the Syntax. Ivimo. 3s. (id.

Principia Latina. Part V. Sliort Talei and Anecdotes for

Transition into Eatin. A New and Enlarged Edition. I'Jrao. 3s. 6J.

Latin-English VociBULAKt and First Latin-Knglish
Dictionary kor Ph/EUHUS, Counelius Nicpos, a>;uC.«;sab. 12mo. 3s. Sd

Student's Imtin Grammar. For the Higher Forms. A new
arid tliorjiig-lily rnvisei) Edition. Post 8vn. (is.

Smaller Latin Grammar. New Edition. 12mo. 3s. 6d.

SMITH'S (biR Wm.) GlIBEK COUK^.K:—
InitiaGr.eca. Parti. A FirstGreekCourse.containiugaGram-

mar, Delectus, and Exercise-book. With Vocabularies. 12mo. 3s. 6<i.

Appendix TO Initia Gkjeca. Part I. Containing additional
Exercises. With Examination Papers. Post 8vo. 2s. 6d.

Initia Gr.f.ca. Part II. A Heading Bock. Containing
Short Tales. Anecdotes, Fables, Mythology, and Grecian History.
12mo. 3s. 6U.

Initia Gr-ec A. Part III. Prose Composition. Containing the
Rules of Syntax, with copious Examples and Exeicises. 12mo. 3s. 6d,

Student's Grekk Grammar. For tl;e Higher Forms.
Post 8vo. 6s.

Smaller Gruek Grammar. 12mo. 3,s\ 6d.

Greek Accidence. I'inio. 2s. 6d,

Plato, Apology of Socrates, &c. With Notes. 12uio. 3.v. Qd.

SMITH'S (SirWm.) smaller HISTORIES:—
Scripture History. Jlaps and Woodcuts. 16mo. Ss.Gd.

Ancient History. Woodcuts. IGmo. 3s. 6d.

Ancient QEooRAPny. Woodcuts. 16mo. 3«. 6d.

Modern Geography. ICmo. 2s. 6(/.

Greece. With Coloured Map and Woodcuts. 16mo. 3s. 6d.

Rome. With Coloured Maps and Woodcuts. IGtno. 3s. 6d.

Classical MYTnoLOGY. Woodcuts. 16mo. Bs. Gd.

England. With Coloured Map.s and Woodcuts. 16mo. 3s. 6d.

English Literature. 16mo. 3s. 6d.

Specimens of English Literature. 16mo. 3s. 6d.

SOMEKVILLK (Mary). Physical Geography. PostSvo. 9s.

Connexion of the Physical Sciences. PostSvo. 9.s'.

SOUTH (John F.). HonsoboUl Surgery ; or, Hints for Emergen-
cies. With Woodcuts. Ecap. 8*'0. 3s. Gd.

SOUTHEY (Robt.). Lives of Bunyan and Cromwell. Fost 8to, 2«.
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STANHOPE'3 (Earl) WORKS :—
History of England from the Reign op Queen Aknk to
THE Peacr OF Versaillks, 1701-85. 9 Vols. Post 8vo. 5«. earh.

Notes of Conversatio.ms with tui; Duke of Wellington.
Crown Svo. 7s. Gd.

Miscellanies. 2 Vols. Po.st Svo. 13s.

British India, from its Origin to 1733. Post Svo. 3s. 6d.

HisToRV of " FoKTT-FivE." Port 8vo. 2s.

Historical and Critical Essays. Post Svo. 3s. 6d.

Retreat from Moscow, and other Essays. Post Svo. 7s. 6d.
Life of Conde. Post Svo. ds. 6d.

Story of Joan of Arc. Fcap. Svo. Is.

Addresses on Various Occasions. 16mo. Is.

[See also Wellington.]

STANLEY'S (Dean) WORKS :—
Sinai and Palestine. Coloured Maps. Svo. 12s.

Bible in the Holy Land ; Extracts from the above Work.
Woodcuts. Post Svo. o!. 6d.

Eastern Church. Plans. Crown Svo. 6s.

Jewish Church. From the Earliest Times to the Christian
Era. Portrait and Maps. 3 Vols. Crown Svo. 18s.

Church of Scotland. Svo. 7s. 6d.

Epistles of St. Paul to the Corinthians. Svo. 18s.

Life of Dr. Arnold. Portrait. 2 Vols. Cr. Svo. 125.

Canterbury. Illustrations. Crown Svo. 6s.

Westminster Abbey. Illustrations. Svo. 15-s.

Sermons Preached in Westminster Abbey. Svo. 12.v.

Memoir OF Edward, Catherine, AND Mary Stanley. Cr. Svo. 9s.

Christian Institutions. Crown Svo. 6.f.

Essays on Church and State; 1850—1870. Crown Svo, 6,*.

Sermons to Children, including the Beatitudes, the Faithful
Servant. Post 8vo. ?,s.6d.

STANLEY (Deax) Life of [See Bradley and Pkotiiero.]

STEPHENS (Rev. W. R, W.). Life and Times of St, John
Chrysastom. A Sketch of the Church and the Empire in the Fouith
Century. Portrait. Svo. 7s. Gd.

STREET (G. E.), R.A. Gothic Architecture in Brick and Marble.
With Notes on North of Italy. Illustrations. Eoyal Svo. 26s.

Memoir of By Arthur E. Street. Portrait. Svo. 15s.

S'J'UART (ViLLiERs). Egypt after the War. With. Descriptions of
the Homes and Habits of the Natives, Ac. Coloured Hlustrations
and Woodcut?. Royal Svo. 31s. M

Adventures Amidst the Equatorial Forests and
Xivers of South America, also in the West Indies and the Wills of

Unrida; lo wliich is aJdtd " Janiaiea Revisited. " Witli .Map and
lllustr.ations. Koy.Tl Svo. 21s.

STUDENTS' Manuals. Post Svo. 7s. 6rf. each Volume :—
Hume's History of England from the Invasion of Julius

Caesar to the Revolution in 1H'*8. R<'vised, and continued to the

'treaty of Berlin, 1878. By J. S. Brkwer, M.A. Coloured Maps and
Woodcuts. Or in 3 parts, pricf Vs. ^d. each.
*»• Questions on the above Work, llimo. 2s.

History of Modern Europe, from the Fall of Ccustantinople
to the TreaM' of Perlin, 1S78. By R. Lodge, M.A.
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STUDEXTS' MANUALS. 7s. 6d. each YoLi-yiE :— continue'!.

Old Testament History ; from the Creatioa to ttie Ketura of

the Jews from Captivity. Woodcuts.

Few Testament History. With an Introduction connecting
the History of tlii; Old and New Testaments. Woodcuts.

Ecclesiastical History ; a History of the Christian Church.
Bv Pmup Smith, li.A. With numerous Woodcuts. 2 Vols. Part I.

A.D. 30—1003. Part II., 1003-1614.

English Chdrch History. By Canun Perry. 3 Voli=.

FirKt Pf.rird, A.r. 096—1509. Second Period, 1509—1717. Third I'e, iod.

1717—18^4.

Ancient History of toe East ; Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia,
Media, Persia, Asia Minor, and Phoenicia. By Philip omith, B.A.

Geography. By Canon Bevan. Woodcuts.

Modern Geography ; Mathematical, Physical and Descriptive.
By Canon Sevan, M. A. Woodcuts.

History of Greece ; irom the Earliest Times to '.he Roman
Conquest. By Wm. Smith, D.C.L. Woodcuts.

*»* Questions on the above Work, 12m(i. it.

History of Eomb ; from the Earlitst Times to the Establish-
ment of the Empire. By Dean IjIdhkll. Woodcuts.

History of the IvOMak Empire ; from the E-tablisbment of
tile Kiupiie to i\\c rt-ign of Comni lUis. hy J. 15. IJuus". \\ iili Cc-l'iiiicd

Miips and many I 'lustrations:.

Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Koman Empire. Woodcuts,

Hallam's History of Europe during the Middle Ages.

Hallam's History of England ; from the AccesHon of
Henry VII. to the Death of George II.

History of Prance ; from the Eirliest Times to the Fall
of the Second Empire. By H. W. Jervis. With Coloured Maps and
Woodcuts.

English Language. By Geo. P. Marsh.
English Literaturk By T. B. Shaw, M.A.
Specimens of English Literature. By T. B. Shaw. 55.

Geography of British India. Political and Physical. By
Georoe Smith, LL.D. Maps.

Moral Philosophy. By Wm. Fleming.

STURGIS (Julian). Comedy of a Country House. 6v.

Count Julian. A Tragedy. Crown &vo, 2s.

SWAINSON (Canon). Nicene und Apostles' Creeds; Their
Literary History ; together with some Account of "The Creed of St.

Athanasius." Svo. 16^.

TACITUS. [See Quill.]

TEMPLE (Sir Richard). India in 1880. With Maps. 8vo. 16s.

Men and Events of My Time in India. Svo. 16».

Oriental Experience. Essays and Addresses deliverid
on Various Occasions. With Miips Hud W-^odcuts. Hv.i. 16,.

Life in Patliaiiient. Fn m lS(i2 lo 1S'J2 inclusive.

Ciuwn ^svi\ 7s. C''.

THOMAS (Sidney Gilchrist"), laveDtir; ilemoir ^nd Letters.
Edited by IS. W. HuKSiK. Portraits. Ciowu Svo. y»'.

THOMSON (J. Arthur). The Study of Animal Life. With many
Illiistratioi.s. Crown 8vo. bs. ^Univfrsity E.xtension Maiaials.j

THORNHILL (Mark.). ThePersonal Adventures and Experiences
of a Magistrate during the Indian Mutiny. Crown Svo. Vis.
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TITIAN'S LIFE AND TIMES. Bj Ckowe and Cavalcaselle.
Illustrations. 2 Vols. 8vo. 21«.

TOCQUEVILLE'S State of Society in France before the Bevolulion,
1789, and on the Causes which led to that Event. 8vo. I2s.

TOZER (Kev. H. F.). Highlands of Turkey, with Visits to Mounts
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